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NTRODUCTION
By JAMES RUSSELL I OWELL

The leading characteristics of an author who is in any

sense original, that is to say, who does not merely repro-

duce, but modifi^« the influence of tradition, culture, and

contemporary thought upon himself by some admixture

of his own, may commonly be traced more or less cloarly

in his earliest works. This is more strictly true, no doubt,

of poets, because the i agination if ^ fixed quantity, not

to be increased by any amount o: udy and reflection.

Skill, wisdom, and even wi; are t ..nulative; but that

diviner faculty, whidt is .he spintual eye, though it may
be trained and shamened, c-mot be added to by taking

thought. This ha a 'ways ur^n something innate, un-

? ountable, to be laid to a happy conjunction of the stars.

Goethe, the last of the great poets, accordingly takes pains

to tell us under what planets he was bom ; and in him it

is curious how uniform the imaginative quality is from the

beginning to the end of his long literary acHvity. His

early poems show maturity, his mature ones a youthful

freshness. The apple already lies potentially in the blossom,

as that may be traced also in the ripened fruit. With a

mere change of emphasis, Goethe might be called an old

boy at both ends of his careT.

In the earliest authorship of Carlyle we find some not

obscure hints of the future man. Nearly fifty years ago he

contributed a few literary and critical articles to the Edin-

burgh Encyclopedia. The outward fashion of them is that

of the period; but they are distinguished by a certain

security of judgment remarkable at any time, remarkable

especially in one so young. British criticism has been

always more or less parochial; has never, indeed, quite

freed itself from sectarian cant, and planted itself honestly

on the aesthetic point of v.>>v. It cannot quite persuade

itself that truth is of immortal essence, totally independent

of all assistance from quarterly journals or the British army

and navy. Carlyle, in these first essays, already shows the

vii
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influence of his master, Goethe, t'^e most widely receptive
of critics. In a compact notice oi Montaigne, there is not
a word as to his religious scepticism. The character is

looked at purely from its human and literary sides. As
illustrating the bent of the author's mind, the following
passage is most to our purpose: " A modem reader will

not easily cavil at the patient and good-natured, though
exuberant egotism which brings back to our view ' the
form and pressure ' of a time long past. The habits and
humours, the mode of acting and thinking, u hich characterised
a Gascon gentleman in the sixteenth century, cannot fail to

amuse an inquirer of the nineteenth ; while the faithful de-

lineation ofhuman feelings, in all their strength and weakness,
will serve as a mirror to every mind capable of self-examina-
tion." We find here no uncertain indication of that eye
for the moral picturesque, and that sympathetic apprecia-
tion of character, which within the next few years were to
make Carlyle the first in insight of English critics and the
most vivid of English historians. In all his earlier writing
he never loses sight of his master's great rule, Den Gegen-
stand fest zu halten. He accordingly gave to Englishmen
the first humanly possible likeness of Voltaire. Diderot,
Mirabeau, and others, who had hitherto been measured by
the usual British standard of their respect for the geognosy
of Moses and the historic credibility of the Books of
Chronicles. What was the real meaning of this pheno-
menon ? what the amount of this man's honest performance
in the world; and in what does he show that family-
likeness, common to all the sons of Adam, which gives us
a fair hope of being able to comprehend him ? These were
the questions which Carlyle seems to have set himself
honestly to answer in the critical writings which fill the
first period of his life as a man of letters. In this mood he
rescued poor Boswell from the unmerited obloquy of an
ungrateful generation, and taught us to see something
half-comically beautiful in the poor, weak creature, with
his pathetic instinct of reverence for what was nobler,
wiser, and stronger than himself. Everything that Carlyle
wrote during this first period thrills with the purest appre-
ciation of whatever is brave and beautiful in human nature,
with the most vehement scorn of cowardly compromise
with things base; and yet, immitigable as his demand for
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the highest in us seems to be, there is always something re-

assuring in the humorous sympathy with mortal frailty

which softens condemnation and consoles for shortcoming.

The remarkable feature of Carlyle's criticism (see, for

example, his analysis and exposition of Goethe's Helena) is

the sleuth-hound instinct with which he presses on to the

matter of his theme—never turned aside by a false scent,

regardless of the outward beauty of form, sometimes

almost contemptuous of it, in his hunger after the intellec-

tual nourishment which it may hide. The delicate skeleton

of admirably articulated and related parts which underlies

and sustains every true work of art, and keeps it from sink-

ing on itsel " i shapeless heap, he would crush remorselessly

to come at the marrow of m-^aning. With him the ideal

sense is secondary to the '^ical and metaphysical, and

he has but a faint concept!, . f their possible unity.

By degrees the humorous element in his nature gains

ground, till it overmasters all the rest. Becoming always

more boisterous and obtrusive, it ends at last, as such

humour must, in cynicism. In Sartor Resartus it is still

kindly, still infused with sentiment; and the book, with

its mixture of indignation and farce, strikes one as might

the prophecies of Jeremiah, if the marginal comments of

the Rev. Dr. Sterne in his wildest mood had by some

accident been incorporated with the text. In Sartor the

marked influence of Jean Paul is undeniable, both in

matter and manner. It is curious for one who studies the

action and reaction of national literatures on each other,

to see the humour of Swift and Sterne and Fielding, after

filtering through Richter, reappear in Carlyle with a tinge

of Germanism that makes it novel, alien, or even displeas-

ing, as the case may be, to the English mind. Unhappily

the bit of mother from Swift's vinegar-barrel has had

strength enough to sour all the rest. The whimsicality of

Tristram Shandy, which, even in the original, has too

often the effect of forethought, becomes a deliberate

artifice in Richter. and at last a mere mannerism in Carlyle.

Carlyle in his critical essays had the advantage of a well-

defined theme, and of limits both in the subject and in the

space allowed for its treatment, which kept his natural

extravagance within bounds, and compelled some sort of

discretion and compactness. The great merit of these
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essays lay in a criticism based on wide and various study,

which, careless of tradition, applied its standard to the real

and not the contemporary worth of the literary or other

performance to be judged, and in an unerring eye for that

fleeting expression of the moral features of character, a per-

ception of which alone makes the drawing of a coherent

likeness possible. Their defect was a tendency, gaining

strength with years, to confound the moral with the aesthetic

standard, and to make the value of an author's work de-

pendent on the general force of his nature rather than on
its special fitness for a given task. In proportion as his

humour gradually overbalanced the other qualities of his

mind, his taste for the eccentric, amorphous, and violent in

men became excessive, disturbing more and more his per-

ception of the more commonplace attributes which give

consistency to portraiture. His French Revolution is a

series of lurid pictures, unmatched for vehement power, in

which the figures of such sons of earth as Mirabeau and
Danton loom gigantic and terrible as in the glare of an
eruption, their shadows swaying far and wide grotesquely

awful. But all is painted by eruption-flashes in violent

light and shade. There are no half-tints, no gradations,

and we find it impossible to account for the continuance in

power of less Titanic actors in the tragedy like Robespierre,

on any theory whether of human nature or of individual

character supplied by Carlyle. Of his success, however, in

accomplishing what he aimed at, which was to haunt the

mind with memories of a horrible political nightmare, there

can be no doubt.

Goethe says, apparently thinking of Richter, " The
worthy Germans have persuaded themselves that the

essence of true humour is formlessness." Heine had not
yet shown that a German might combine the most airy

humour with a sense of form as delicate as Goethe's own,
and that there was no need to borrow the bow of Philoctetes

for all kinds of game. Carlyle's own tendency was toward
the lawless, and the attraction of Jean Paul made it an
overmastering one. Goethe, we think, might have gone
farther, and affirmed that nothing but the highest artistic

sense can prevent humour from degenerating into the

grotesque, and thence downwards to utter formlessness.

Rabelais is a striking example of it. The moral purpose of
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his book cannot give it that unity which the instinct and
forethought of art only can bring forth. Perhaps we owe
the masterpiece of humorous literature to the fact that

Cervantes had been trained to authorship in a school where

form predominated over substance, and the most convinc-

ing proof of the supremacy of art at the highest period of

Greek literature is to be found in Aristophanes. Carlyle

has no artistic sense of form or rhythm, scarcely of propor-

tion. Accordingly he looks on verse with contempt as

something barbarous—a savage ornament which a higher

refinement will abolish, as it has tattooing and nose-rings.

With a conceptive imagination vigorous bej ond any in his

generation, with a mastery of language equalled only by
the greatest poets, he wants the plastic imagination, the

shaping faculty, which would have made him a poet in

the highest sense.
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SCOTTISH & OTHER
CRITICAL MISCELLANIES

BURNS'

[1828].

In the mDdern arrangements of society, it is no uncommon
thing that a man of genius must, like Butler, •' ask for bread

and receive a stone ;
" for, in spite of our grand maxim of sup-

ply and demand, it is by no means the highest excellence that

men are most forward to recognise. The inventor of a spinning-

jenny is pretty sure of his reward in his own day; but the

\vriLer of a true poem, like the apostle of a true religion, is

nearly as sure of the contrary. We do not know whether it is

not an aggravation of the injustice, that there is generally t

posthumous retribution. Robert Burns, in the course c

Nature, might yet have been living; but his short life was
spent in toil and penury; and he died, in the prime of his man-
hood, miserable and neglected: and yet already a brave

mausoleum shines over his dust, and more than one splendid

monument has been reared in other places to his fame; the

street where he languished in poverty is called by his name;
the highest personages in our literature have been proud to

appear as his commentators and admirers ; and here is the

sixth narrative of his Life that has been given to the world

!

Mr. Lockhart thinks it necessary to apologise for this new
attempt on such a subject: but his readers, we believe, will

readily acquit him ; or, at worst, will censure only the per-

formance of his task, not the choice of it. The character of

Bums, indeed, is a theme that cannot easily become either

trite or exhausted; and will probably gain rather than lo^e

' yinburgh Review, No. 96.
—

" The Life of Robert Biims." By
J. l». Lockhart, LL.B. Edinburgh, 1828.
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in its dimensions by the distance to which it b removed by

Time. No man, it has been said, is a hero to his valet; and

this is probably true; but the fault is at least as likely to be

the valet's as the hero's. For it is certain, that to the vrilgar

eye few things are wonderful that are not distant. It ia

difficult for men to believe that the man, the mere man whom
they see, nay perhaps painfully feel, toiling at their side

through the poor jostlings of existence, can be made of finer

clay than themselves. Suppose that some dining acquaint-

ance of Sir Thomas Lucy's, and neighbour of John a Combe's,

had snatched an hour or two from the preservation of his

game, and written us a Life of Shakspeare ! What disserta-

tions should we not have had,—not on Hamlet and The

Tempest, but on the wool-trade, and deer-stealing, and the

libel and vagrant laws; and how the Poacher became a

Player; and how Sir Thomas and Mr. John had Christian

bowels, and did not push him to extremities ! In like manner,

we believe, with respect to Bums, that till the companions of

his pilgrimage, the Honourable Excise Commissioners, and

the Gentlemen of the Caledonian Hunt, and the Dumfries

Aristocracy, and all the Squires and Earls, equally with the

Ayr Writers, and the New and Old Light Clergy, whom he

had to do with, shall have become invisible in the darkness of

the Past, or visible only by light borrowed from his juxta-

position, it will be difficult to measure him by any true

standard, or to estimate what he really was and did, in the

eighteenth century, for his country and the world. It will

be difficult, we say; but still a fair problem for literary

historians; and repeated attempts will give us repeated

approximations.

His former Biographers have done something, no doubt,

but bv no means a great deal, to assist us. Dr. Currie and

Mr. Walker, the principal of these writers, have both, we
think, mistaken one essentially important thing: Their own

and the world's true relation to their author, and the style in

which it became such men to think and to speak of such a

man. Dr. Currie loved the poet truly; more perhaps than

he avowed to his readers, or even to himself; yet he every-

where introduces him with a certain patronising, apologetic

air; as if the polite public might think it strange and half

unwarrantable that he, a man of science, a scholar and

gentl^man^ shguld do such honour to a rastk. In aJl this,
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however^ we readily admit that his fault was not want of

love, but weakness of faith; and regret that the first and
kindest of all our poet's biographers should not have seen

farther, or believed more boldly what he saw. Mr. Walker
offends more deeply in the same kind: and both err alike

in presenting us with a detached catalogue of his sever .1

supposed attributes, virtues and vices, instead of a delinea-

tion of the resulting character as a living unity. This,

however, is not painting a portrait; but gauging the length

and breadth of the several features, and jotting down their

dimensions in arithmetical ciphers. Nay it is not so much as

that: for we are yet to learn by what arts or instruments the

mind could be so measured and gauged.

Mr. Lockhart, we are happy to say, has avoided both
these errors. He uniformly treats Bums as the high and
remerkable man the public voice has now pronounced him
to be: and in delineating him, he has avoided the method
of separate generalities, and rather sought for characteristic

incidents, habits, actions,, sayings; in a word, for aspects

which exhibit the whole man, as he looked and lived among
his fellows. The book accordingly, with all its deficiencies,

gives more insight, we think, into the true character of Bums,
than any prior biography: though, being written on the very
popular and condensed scheme of an article for Constable's

Miscellany, it has less depth than we could have wished and
expected from a writer of such power ; and contains rather

more, and more multifarious quotations than belong of right

to an original production. Indeed, Mr. Lockhart's own
writing is generally so good, so clear, direct and nervous, that
we seldom wish to see it making place for another man's.
However, the spirit of the work is throughout candid,
tolerant, and anxiously conciliating; compliments and
praises are liberally distributed, on all hands, to great and
small; and, as Mr. Morris Birkbeck observes of the society
in the backwoods of America, " the courtesies of polite life

are never lost sight of for a moment." But there are better
things than these in the volume; and we can safely testify,

not only that it is easily and pleasantly read a first time,
but may even be without difficulty read again.

Nevertheless, we are far from thinking that the problem of
Bums's Biography has yet been adequately solved. We do
not allude so much to deficiency of facts or documents,-^
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though of these we are still every day receiving some fresh

accession,—as to the limited and imperfect application of

them to the great end of Biography. Our notions upon this

subject may perhaps appear extravagant; but if an indi-

vidual is really of consequence enough to have his life and

character recorded for public remembrance, we have always

been of opinion that the public ought to be made acquamted

with all the inward springs and relations of his character.

How did the world and man's life, from his particular posi-

tion, represent themselves to his mind ? How did coexisting

circumstances modify him from without; how did he modify

these from within? With what endeavours and what

efficacy rule over them; with what resistance and what

suffering sink under them? In one word, what and how

produced was the effect of society on him ; what and how

produced was his effect on society ? He who should answer

these questions, in regard to any individual, would, as we

Relieve, furnish a model of perfection in Biography. Few in-

dividuals, indeed, can deserve such a study; and many lives

will be written, and, for the gratification of innocent curiosity,

ought to be written, and read and forgotten, which are not in

this sense biographies. But Burns, if we mistake not, is one

of these few individuals; and such a study, at least with

such a result, he has not yet obtained. Our own contribu-

tions to it, we are aware, can be but scanty and feeble; but

we offer them with good-will, and trust they may meet with

acceptance from those they are intended for.

Burns first came upon the world as a prodigy; and was,

in that character, entertained by it, in the usual fashion, with

loud, vague, tumultuous wonder, speedily subsiding into cen-

sure and neglect ; till his early and most mournful death again

awakened an enthusiasm for him, which, especially as there

was now nothing to be done, and much to be spoken, has

prolonged itself even to our own time. It is true, the " nine

days" have long rince elapsed; and the very continuance

of this clamour proves that Bums was no vulgar wonder.

Accordingly, even in sober judgments, where, as years passed

by, he has come to rest more and more exclusively on his own

intrinsic merits, and may now be well-nigh shorn of that

casual radiance, he appears not only as a true British poet,

but as one of the most considerable British men of the eigh-
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teenth century. Let it not be objected that he did little.

He did much, if we consider where and how. If the work
performed was small, we must remember that he had his

very materials to discover; for the metal he worked in lay

hid under the desert moor, where no eye but his had guessed

its existence; and we may almost say, that with his own
hand he had to construct the tools for fashioning it. For
he found himself in deepest obscurity, without help, without
instruction, without model; or with models only of the
meanest sort. An educated man stands, as it were, in the

midst of a boundless arsenal and magazine, filled with all

tlie weapons and engines which man's skill has been able to

devise from the earliest time; and he works, accordingly,

with a strength borrowed from all past ages. How different

is his state who stands on the outside of that storehouse, and
feels that its gates must be stormed, or remain forever shut
against him! His means are the commonest and rudest;

the mere work done is no measure of his strength. A dwarf
behind his steam-engine may remove mountains; but no
dwarf will hew them down with a pickaxe; and he must be
a Titan that hurls them abroad with his arms.

It is in this last shape that Bums presents himself. Born
in an age the most prosaic Britain had yet seen, and in a
condition the most disadvantageous, where his mind, if it

accomplished aught, must accomplish it under the pressure
of continual bodily toil, nay of penury and desponding appre-
hension of the worst evils, and with no furtherance but such
knowledge as dwells in a poor man's hut, and the rhymes of a
Ferguson or Ramsay for his standard of beauty, he sinks not
under all these impediments: through ih fogs and darkness of
that obscure region, his lynx eye discerns the true relations of

the world and human life ; he grows into intellectual strength,
and trains himself into intellectual expertness. Impelled by the
expansive movement of his own irrepressible soul, he struggles

forward into the general view; and with haughty modesty
lays down before us, as the fruit of his labour, a gift, which
Time has now pronounced imperishable. Add to all this,

that his darksome drudging childhood and youth was by far

the kindHcst era of his whole life; and that he died in his

thirty-seventh year: and then ask, If it be strange that his

poems are imperfect, and of small extent, or that his genius
attamed no mastery in its art ? Alas, his Sun shone as tlu-ough
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a tropical tornado; and the pale Shadow of Death eclipsed

it at noon ! Shrouded in such baleful vapours, the genius of

Bums was never seen in clear azure splendour, enlightening

the world : but some beams from it did, by fits, pierce through

;

and it tinted those clouds with rainbow and orient colours,

into a glory and stem grandeur, which men silently gazed on

with wonder and tears

!

...
We are anxious not to exaggerate; for it is exposition

rather than admiration that our readers require of us here;

and yet to avoid some tendency to that side is no easy matter.

We love Burns, and we pity him ; and love and pity are prone

to magnify. Criticism, it is sometimes thought, should be a

cold business; we are not so sure of this; but, at all events,

our concern with Burns is not exclusively that of critics.

True and genial as his poetry must appear, it is not chiefly as

a poet, bu* as a man, that he interests and affects us. He

was often a.ivised to write a tragedy; time and means were

not lent him for this; but through life he enacted a tragedy,

and one of the deepest. We question whether the world has

since witnessed so utterly sad a scene; whether Napoleon

himself, left to brawl with Sir Hudson Lowe, and perish on

his rock, "amid the melancholy main," presented to the

reflecting mind such a " spectacle of pity and fear " as did

this intrinsically nobler, gentler and perhaps greater soul,

wasting itself away in a hopeless struggle with base entangle-

ments, which coiled closer and closer round him, till only

death opened him an outlet. Conquerors are a class of men

with whom, for most part, the world could well dispense;

nor can the hard intellect, the unsympathising loftiness and

high but selfish enthusiasm of such persons inspire us in

general with any affection; at best it may excite amaze-

ment; and their fall, like that of a pyramid, will be beheld

with a certain sadness and awe. But a true Poet, a man in

whose heart resides some effluence of Wisdom, some tone of

the " Eternal Melodies," is the most precious gift that can be

bestowed on a generation: we see in him a freer, purer

•development of whatever is noblest in ourselves ; his life is

a richer lesson to us; and we moum his death as that of a

benefactor who loved and taught us.

Such a gift had Nature, in her bounty, bestowed on us in

Hobert Bums; but with queenlike indifference she cast it

irom her hand, like a thing of no moment; and it was defaced
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and torn asunder, as an idle bauble, before we recognised it.

To the ill-starred Bums was given the power of making man's
life more venerable, but that of wisely guiding his own life

was not given. Destiny,—for so in our ignorance we must
speak,—his faults, the faults of others, proved too hard for

him ; and that spirit, which might have soared could it but
have walked, soon sank to the dust, its glorious faculties

trodden under foot in the blossom ; and died, we may almost

say, without ever having lived. And so kind and warm a
soul; so full of inborn riches, of love to all livir.; and lifeless

things ! How his heart flows out in sympathy over universal

Nature ; and in her bleakest provinces discerns a beauty and
a meaning! The "Daisy" falls not unheeded under his

ploughshare ; nor the ruined nest of that " wee, cowering,
timorous beastie," cast forth, after all its provident pains,.

to " thole the sleety dribble and cranreuch cauld." The
" hoar visage " of Winter delights him ; he dwells with a sad
and oft-returning fondness in these scenes of solemn desola-

tion; but the voice of the tempest becomes an anthem to his

ears; he loves to walk in the sounding woods, for " it raises^

his thoughts to Him that walketh on the wings of the wind.''

A true Poet-soul, for it needs but to be struck, and the sound
it yields will be music! But observe him chiefly as he
mingles with his brother men. What warm, all-comprehend-
ing fellow-feeling; what trustful, boundless love; what
generous exaggeration of the object loved ! His rustic friend.

his nut-brown maiden, are no longer mean and homely, but a
hero and a queen, whom he prizes as the paragons of Earth.
The rough scenes of Scottish life, not seen by him in any
Arcadian illusion, but in the rude contradiction, in the smoke
and soil of a too harsh reality, are still lovely to him : Poverty^
is indeed his companion, but Love also, and Courage; the
simple feelings, the worth, the nobleness, that dwell under
the straw roof, are dear and venerable to his heart: and thus^

ovfr the lowest provinces of man's existence he pours the
glory of his own soul; and they rise, in shadow ar:ci -unshine^

softened and brightened into a beauty which other eyes
discern not in the highest. He has a just self-consciousness,

which too often degenerates into pride
; yet it is a noble pride,

for defence, not for offence; no cold suspicious feeling, but a
frank and social one. The Peasant Poet bears himself, we
might say, like a King in exile: he is cast among the low, and
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feels himself equal to the highest; yet he claims no rank,
that none may be disputed to him. The forward he can
repel, the supercilious he can subdue; pretensions of wealth
or ancestry are of no avail with him ; there is a fire in that

dark eye, under which the " insolence of condescension
"

cannot thrive. In his abasement, in his extreme need, he
forgets not for a moment the majesty of Poetry and Man-
hood. And yet, far as he feels himself above common men,
he wanders not apart from them, but mixes >varmly in their

interests; nay throws himself into their arms, and, as it were,

entreats them to love him. It is moving to see how, in his

darkest despondency, this proud being still seeks relief from
friendship; unbosoms himself, often to the unworthy; and,
amid tears, strains to his glowing heart a heart that knows
only the name of friendship. Andyet he was "quick to learn

;

"

a man of keen vision, before wh^m common disguises afforded

no concealment. His understanding saw through the hollow-

ness even of accomplished deceivers ; but there was a gener-

ous credulity in his heart. And so did our Peasant show
himself among us; "a soul like an iEolian harp, in whose
strings the vulgar wind, as it passed through them, changed
itself into articulate melody." And this was he for whom
the world found no fitter business than quarrelling with
smugglers and vintners, computing excise-dues upon tallow,

and gauging ale-barrels! In such toils was that mighty
Spirit sorrowfully wasted : and a hundred years may pass on,
before another such is given us to waste.

All that remains of Burns, the Writings he has left, seem
to us, as we hinted above, no more than a poor mutilated
fraction of what was in him; brief, broken glimpses of a
genius that could never show itself complete; that wanted
all things for completeness: culture, leisure, true effort,

nay even length of life. His poems are, with scarcely any
exception, mere occasional effusions; poured forth with
little premeditation; expressing, by such means as offered,

the passion, opinion, or humour of the hour. Never in one
instance was it permitted him to grapple with any subject
with the full collection of hi? strength, to fuse and mould it

in the concentrated fire of his genius. To try by the strict

rules of Art such imperfect fragments, would be at once
unprofitable and unfair. Nevertheless, there is something
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in these poems^ marred and defective as they ore, which

forbids the most fastidious student of poetry to pass them
by. Some sort of enduring quality they must have: for

after fifty years of the wildest vicissitudes in poetic taste,

they still continue to be read; nay, are read more and more
eagerly, more and more extensively; and this not only by
literary virtuosos, and that class upon whom transitory

causes operate most strongly, but by all classes, down to the

most hard, unlettered and truly natural class, who read little,

and especially no poetry, except because they find pleasure in

it. The grounds of so singular and wide a popularity, which
extends, in a literal sense, from the palace to the hut, and
o\ er all regions where the English tongue is spoken, are well

worth inquiring into. After ';very just deduction, it seems
to imply some rare excellence n these wor . . What is that

excellence .''

To answer this question will not lead us far. The excel-

lence of Burns is, indeed, among the rarest, whether in poetry

or prose ; but, at the same time, it is plain and easily recog-

niDed: his Sincerity, h'> indisputable air of Truth. Hire
arii no fabulous woes or joys; no hollow fantastic sentimen-

talities; no wiredrawn refinings, either in thought or feeling:

the passion that is traced before us has glowed in a living

heart; the opinion he utters has risen in his own understand-

ing, and been a light to his own steps. He does not write

from hearsay, but from sight and experience ; it is the scenes

that he has lived and labouicd amidst, that he describes:

those scenes, rude and humble as they are, have kindled

beautiful emotions in his soul, noble thoughts, and definite

resolves; and he speaks forth what is in him, not from any
outward call of vanity or interest, but because his heart is

too full to be silent. He speaks it with such melody and
modulation as he can; " in homely rustic jingle; " but it is

his own, and genuine. This is the grand secret for finding

readers and retaining them: let him who would move and
convince others, be first moved and convinced himself.

Horace's rule, Si vis me flere, is applicable in a wider sense

than the literal one. To every poet, to every writer, we
might say: Be true, if you would be believed. Let a man
but speak forth with genuine earnestness the thought, the

emotion^ the actual condition of his own heart; and other

men, so strangely are we all knit together by the tie of
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sympathy, must and will give heed to him. In culture, in

extent of view, we may stand above the speaker, or below

him; but in either case, his words, if they are earnest and

sincere, will find some response within us ; for in spite of all

casual varieties in outward rank or inward, as face answers

to face, so does the heart of man to man.

This may appear a very simple principle, and one which

Burns had little merit in discovering. True, the discovery is

easy enough: but the practical appliance is not easy; is

indeed the fundamental difficulty which all poets have to

strive with, and which scarcely one in the hundred ever fairly

surmounts. A head too dull to discriminate the true from

the false; a heart too dull to love the o:ie at all risks, and to

hate the other in spite of all temptations, are alike fatal to a

writer. With either, or as more commonly happens, with

both of these deficiencies combine a love of distinction, a

wish to be original, which is seldom wanting, and we have

Affectation, the bane of literature, as Cant, its elder brother,

is of morals. How often does the one and the other front us,

in poetry, as in life ! Great poets themselves are not always

free of this vice; nay, it is precisely on a certain sort and
degree of greatness that it is most commonly ingrafted. A
strong effort after excellence will sometimes solace itself

with a mere shadow of success; he who has much to unfold,

will sometimes unfold it imperfectly. Byron, for instance,

was no common man: yet if we examine his poetry with this

view, we shall find it far enough from faultless. Generally

speaking, we should say that it is not true. He refreshes us,

not with the divine fountain, but too often with vulgar strong

waters, stimulating indeed to the taste, but soon ending in

dislike, or even nausea. Are his Harolds and Giaours, we
would ask, real men; we mean, poetically consistent and
conceivable men? Do not these characters, does not the

character of their author, which more or less shines through

them all, rather appear a thing put on for the occasion;

no natural or possible mode of being, but something intended

to look much grander than nature ? Surely, all these storm-

ful agonies, this volcanic heroism, superhuman contempt

and moody desperation, with so much scowling, and teeth-

gnashing, and other sulphurous humour, is more like the

brawling of a player in some paltry tragedy, which is to last

three hours, than the bearing of a man in the business of

ifiW. 1 ^STi*4TE*^ rsnr rj^ji^wu^^ ^9BW'
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life, which is to last threescore and ten years. To our minds-

there is a taint of this sort, something which we should call

theatrical, false, affected, in every one of these otherwise so

powerful pieces. Perhaps Don Juan, especially the latter

parts of it, is the only thing approaching to a sincere work,

he ever wrote; the only work where he showed himself, m
any measure, as he was; and seemed so intent on his subject

as for moments, to forget himself. Yet Byron hated this

vice; we believe, heartily detested it: nay he had declared

formal war against it in words. So difficult is it even for the

strongest to make this primary attainment, which might

seem the simplest of all: to read its own consciousness without

mistakes, without errors involuntary or wilful ! We recollect

no poet of Bums's susceptibility who comes before us from

the first, and abides with us to the last, with such a total

want of affectation. He is an honest man, and an honest

writer. In his successes and his failures, in his greatness and

his littleness, he is ever clear, simple, true, and glitters with

no lustre but his own. We reckon this to be a great virtue

;

to be, in fact, the root of most other virtues, literary as well

as moral.

Here, however, let us say, it is to the Poetry of Burns that

we now allude; to those writings which he had time to medi-

tate, and where no special reason existed to warp his critical

feeling, or obstruct his endeavour to fulfil it. Certain of his

Letters, and other fractions of prose composition, by no means

deserve this praise. Here, doubtless, there is not the same

natural truth of style; but on the contrary, something not

only stiff, but strained and twisted; a certain high-flown

inflated tone ; the stilting emphasis of which contrasts ill with

the firmness and rugged simplicity of even his poorest verses.

Thus no man, it would appear, is altogether unaffected.

Does not Shakspeare himself sometimes premeditate the

sheerest bombast! But even with regard to these Letters

of Burns, it is but fair to state that he had two excuses. The

first was his comparative deficiency in language. Bums,

though for most part he writes with singular force and even

gracefuhiess, is not master of English prose, as he is of

Scottish verse; not master of it, we mean, in proportion to

the depth and vehemence of his matter. These Letters

strike us as the effort of a man to express something which he

has no organ fit for expressing. But a second and weightier

^siw
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excuse is to b*; found in the peculiarity of Burns's social

rank. His correspondents are often men whose relation to

him he has never accurately ascertained; whom therefore

he is either forearming himself against, or else unconsciously
flattering, oy adopting the style he thinks will please them.
At all events, we should remember that these laults, even in

his Letters, are not the rule, but the exception. Whenever
he writes, as one would ever wish to do, to trusted friends

and on real interests, his style becomes simple, vigorous,

expressive, sometimes even beautiful. His letters to Mrs.

Dunlop are uniformly excellent.

But we return to his Poetry. In addition to its Sincerity,

it has another peculiar merit, which indeed is but a mode, or

perhaps a means, of the foregoing: this displays itself in his

choice of subjects; or rather in his indifference as to subjects,

and the power he has of making all subjects interesting. The
ordinary poet, like the ordinary man, is forever seeking in

external circumstances the help which can be found only in

himself. In what is familiar and near at hand, he discerns no
form or comeliness: home is not poetical but prosaic; it is in

some past, distant, conventional heroic world, that poetry re-

sides; were he there and not here, were he thus and not so, it

would be well with him. Hence our innumerable host of rose-

coloured Novels and iron-mailed Epics, with their locality not
on the Earth, but somewhere nearer to the Moon. Hence our
Virgins of the Sun, and our Knights of the Cross, malicious
Saracens in turbans, and copper-coloured Chiefs in wampum,
and so many other truculent figures from the heroic times or
the heroic climates, who on all hands swarm in our poetry.

Peace be with them ! But yet, as a great moralist proposed
preaching to the men of this century, so would we fain preach
to the poets, " a sermon on the duty of staying at home." Let
them be sure that heroic ages and heroic climates can do little

for them. That form of life has attraction for us, less because
it is better or nobler than our own, than simply because ' ^
different; and even this attraction must be of the most tran-

sient sort. For will not our own age, one day, be an ancient
one; and have as quaint a costume as the rest; not contrasted
with the rest, therefore, but ranked along with them, in respect
of quaintness ? Does Homer interest us now, because he wrote
of what passed beyond his native Greece, and two centuries
before he was bom; or because he wrote what passed in God's

p«p«i
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world, and in the heart of man, which is the same a ter thirty

Centuries? Let our poets look to this : is their feeling really

finer, truer, ard their vision deeper than that of other men,-

thev have Aothing to fear, even from the humblest subject
;

is

it not so,-they have nothing to hope, but an ephemeral

favoar, even from the highest.
i r„, ^

The poet, we imagine, can never have far to seek for a

subject: the elements of his art are in him, and around him

on every hand; for him the Ideal world is not remote from

the Actual, but under it and within it: nay, he is a poet, pre-

clely because he can discern it there. ,
Wherever there is a

sky above him, and a world around him the poet is in Ins

olace- for here too is man's existence, with its infinite long-

fngs and small acquirings; its ever-thwarted, ever-renewed

endeavours; its unspeakable aspirations, its fears and hopes

tSat wande; through Eternity ; r ad all the mystery of bright-

ness and of gloom%hat it was ever rv.de of, m any age or

climate, since man first began to live, is there not the fi th

act of aTragedyin every death-bed,though it xv^re a peasant s,

and a bed of heath? And are wooings and weddings obsolete,

that there can be Comedy no longer? Or are men suddenly

grown wise, that Laughter must no longer shake his sides, but

be cheated of his Farce? Man's Ufe and nature is, as it was

and as it will ever be. But the poet must have an eye to read

these things, and a heart to understand them; or they come

and pass away before him in vain. He is a vates, a seer
;
a

dft of vision has been given him. Has life no meanings for

him, which another cannot equally decipher; then he is no

poet, and Delphi itself will not make him one.

^
In this respect. Burns, though not perhaps absolutely a

great poet, better manifests his capability, better proves the

guth Sf his genius, than if he had by his own feng ^ kept

the whole Minerva Press going, to the end of his literary

course. He shows himself at least a poet of Natures own

mSe- and Nature, after all, is still the grand agent in

making'poTts We often hear of this and the oth.r external

condition being requisite for the existence of a poet. Sonie-S ? is a cfrtab sort of training; he must ha.e studied

ce^in things, studied for instance " the elder dramatist

:^7o learned a poetic language; .as if Poetry y^njhe

tongue, not in the heart. At other times we are told he must

be bred in a certain rank, and must be on a confidential footing

mmmmm
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with the higher classes; because, above all things, he must
see the world. As to seeing the world, we apprehend this will

cause him little difficulty, if he have but eyesight to see it

with. Without eyesight, indeed, the task might be hard.
The blind or the purblind man " travels from Dan to Beer-
sheba, and finds it all barren." But happily every poet is

bom in the world; and sees it, with or agamst his will, every
day and every hour he lives. The mysterious workmanship
of man's heart, the true light and the inscrutable darkness of
man's destiny, reveal themselves not only in capital cities and
crowded saloons, but in every hut and hamlet where men have
their abode. Nay, do not the elements of all human virtues
and all human vices; the passions at once of a Borgia and of
a Luther, lie written, in stronger or fainter lines, in the con-
scic sness of every individual bosom, that has practised honest
self xamination? Truly, this same world may be seen in

Mossgiel and Tarbolton, if we look well, as clearly as it ever
came to light in Crockford's, or the Tuileries itself.

But sometimes still harder requisitions are laid on the poor
aspirant to poetry; for it is hinted that he should have been
born two centuries ago; inasmuch as poetry, about that date,
vanished from the earth, and became no longer attainable by
men ! Such cobweb speculations have, now and then, over-
hung the field of literature; but they obstruct not the growth
of any plant there: the Shakspeare or the Burns, uncon-
sciously and merely as he walks onward, silently brushes
them away. Is not every genius an impossibility till he
appear? Why do we call him new and original, if we saw
where his marble was lying, and what fabric he could rear
from it? It is not the material but the workman that is

wanting. It is not the dark place that hinders, but the dim
eye. A Scottish peasant's life was the meanest and rudest
of all lives, till Bums became a poet in it, and a poet of it;

found it a man's life, and therefore significant to men. A
thousand battle-fields remain unsung; but the Wounded
Hare has not perished without its memorial; a balm of mercy
yet breathes on us from its dumb agonies, because a poet was
there. Our Halloween had passed and repassed, in rude awe
and laughter, since the era of the Druids; but no Theocritus,
till Burns, discerned in it the materials of a Scottish Idyl:
neither was the Holy Fair any Council 0/ Trent or Roman
Jubilee; but nevertheless, Superstition and Hypocrisy and
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Fun having been propitious to him, in this man s hand »t

became a poem, instinct with satire and genuine comic he.

Let but the true poet be given us, we repeat xt, place h,m

where and how you will, and true poetry will not be

Tndependently of the essential gift of poetic feeling, as we

have now attempted to describe it, a certam rugged sterling

worth pervades whatever Burns has written; a virtue, as of

Teen fields and mountain breezes, dwells in his poetry
;

it is

redolent of natural life and hardy natural men. There is a de-

cisive strength in him, and yet a sweet native gracefulness
:
he

^tender, he is vehement, yet without constraint or too visible

effort he melts the heart, or inflames it, with a power which

eems habitual and familiar to him. We see that m this man

there was the gentleness, the trembling pity of a woman, with

the deep earnestness, the force and passionate ardour of a hero

Tears lie in him, and consuming fire ; as lightmng lurks in the

drops of the summer cloud. He has a resonance in his bosom

for every note of human feeling ; the high and the low, the sad,

the ludicrous, the joyful, are welcome m their turns to his

*
Ughtly-moved and all-conceiving spirit." And ^bs.ejve with

what a fierce prompt force he grasps his subject, oe it what it

mav! How he fixes, as it were, the full image of the matter in

his'eye; full and clear in every lineament; and catches the

real type and essence of it, amid a ^l^ousand accidents and

superficial circumstances, no one of which misleads him
!

Is

k of reason; sometruth to be discovered? No sophistry, no

vain surface-logic detains him; quick, resolute, unerring, he

pierces through into the marrow of the question ;
and speaks

his verdict with an emphasis that cannot be forgotten Is it

description; some visual object to be represented? No

>t of any agp or nation is more graphic than Burns: tne

.aracteristic i .tures disclose themselves to him at a glance;

three lines from his hand, and we have a likeness And, in

that rough dialect, in that rude, often awkward metre, so clear

and defhiite a likeness! It seems a draughtsman working

with a burnt stick; and yet the burm of a Retzsch is not

more expressive or exact.

Of this last excellence, the plamest and most comprehen-

sive of all, being indeed the root and foundation of every

sort of talent, poetical or intellectual, we could produce

innumerable instances from the writings of Burns, lake
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these glimpses of a snow-storm from his Winter Night (the

italics are ours):

When biting Boreas, fell and doure.
Sharp shivers thro' the leafless bow'r,

And Phoebus gies a short-liv'd glowr
Far south the lift,

Dim-dark' ning thro' the flaky show't
Or whirling drijt :

'Ae night the storm the steeples rock'd,

Poor labour sweet in sleep was lock'd.

While burns wi' snawy wreeths upchok'd
Wild-eddying swhirl.

Or thro' the mining outlet bock'd
Down headlong hurl.

Are there not "descriptive touches" here? The describer

sao this thing; the essential feature and true likeness of

every circumstance in it; saw, and not with the eye only.
" Poor labour locked in sweet sleep; " the dead stillness of

man, unconscious, vanquished, "• et not unprotected, while

such strife of the material elements rages, and seems to reign

supreme in loneliness : this is of the heart as well as of the

eye!—Look also at his image of a thaw, and prophesied fall

of the Auld Brig :

When heavy, dark, continued, a'-day rains
Wi' deepening deluges o'erfiow the plains;

When from the hills where springs the brawling Coil,

Or stately Lugar's mossy fountains boil.

Or where the Greenock winds his moorland course,
Or haunted Garpal * draws his feeble source,
Arous'd by blust'ring winds and spotting thowes.
In mony a torrent down his snaw-broo rowes ;

While crashing ice, borne on the roaring speat.

Sweeps dams and mills and brigs a' to the gate ;

And from Glenbuck down to the Rottonkey,
Auld Ayr is just one lengthen'd tumbling sea;
Then down ye' 11 hurl, Deil nor ye never rise!

And dash the gumlie jaups up to the pouring skies.

The last line is in itself a Poussin-picture of that Deluge!
The welkin has, as it were, bent down with its weight; the
" gumlie jaups " and the " pouring skies " are mingled
together; i^ is a world of rain and ruin.—In lespect of mere
clearness and minute fidelity, the Farmer's commendation of

.
^ Fabulosus Hydaspes!
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his Auld Mare, in plough or in cart, may vie with Homer s-

Smithy of the Cyclops, or yoking of Priam's Chariot. Nor

have we forgotten stout Burn-the-wind and his brawny

customers, inspired by Scotch Drink : but it is needless to

multiply examples. One other trait of a much finer sort

we select from multitudes of such among his Songs. It gives,

in a single line, to the saddest feeling the saddest environment

and local habitation:

The pale Moon is setting beyond the white wave.

And Time is setting wi' me, O :

Farewell, false friends! false lover, farewell!

I'll nae mair trouble them nor thee, O.

This clearness of sight we have called the foundation of

all talent; for in fact, unless we see our object, how shall we

know how to place or prize it, in our understanding, our

imagination, our affections? Yet it is not in itself, perhaps,

a very high excellence; but capable of being united indiffer-

ently with the strongest, or with ordinary power. Homer

surpasses all men in this quality: but strangely enough, at

no 'Tcat distance below him are Richardson and Defoe. It

belongs, in truth, to what is called a lively mind; and gives

no sure indication of the higher endowments that may exist

alon<^ with it. In all the three cases we have mentioned,

it is°combined with great garrulity; their descriptions are

detailed, ample and lovingly exact; Homer's fire bursts

through, from time to time, as if by accident; but Defoe and

Richardson have no fire. Burns, again, is not more dis-

tinguished by the clearness than by the impetuous force

of his conceptions. Of the strength, the piercing emphasis

with which he thought, his emphasis of expression may give

a humble but the readiest proof. Who ever uttered sharper

sayings than his; words more memorable, now by their

burning vehemence, now by their cool vigour and laconic

pith? A single phrase depicts a whole subject, a whole

scene. We hear of " a gentleman that derived his patent

of noisility direct from Almighty God." Our Scottish fore-

fathers in the battle-field struggled forward " red-wat-shod :

in this one word, a full vision of horror and carnage, perhaps

too frightfully accurate for Art!
. , , -„

In fact, one of the leading features in the mind of Bums

is this vigour of his strictly intellectual perceptions. A.
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resolute force is ever visible in his judgments, and in his

•feelings and volitions. Professor Stewart says of him, with

some surprise: " All the faculties of Bums's mind were, as

far as I could judge, equally vigorous ; and his predilection

for poetry wps rather the result of his own enthusiastic and
impassioned temper, than of a genius exclusively adapted
to that species of composition. From his conversation I

should have pronounced him to be fitted to excel in whatever
walk of ambition he had chosen to exert his abilities." But
this, if we mistake not, is at all times the very essence of a

truly poetical endowment. Poetry, except in such cases as

that of Keats, where the whole consists in a weak-eyed
maudlin sensibility, and a certain vague random tunefulness

of nature, is no separate faculty, no organ which can be super-

added to the rest, or disjoined from them; but rather the

result of their general harmony and completion . The feelings,

the gifts that exist in the Poet are those that exist, with

more or less development, in every human soul: the imagina-

tion, which shudders at the Hell of Dante, is the same
faculty, weaker in degree, which called that picture into being.

How does the Poet speak to men, with power, but by being

still more a man than they? Shakspeare, it has been well

observed, in the planning and completing of his tragedies,

has shown an Understanding, were it nothing more, which
might have governed states, or indi*ed a Novum Organum.
What Bums's force of understanding may have been, we
have less means of judging: it had to dwell among the

humblest objects; never saw Philosophy; never rose, except

by natural effort and for short intervals, into the region of

great ideas. Nevertheless, sufficient indication, if no proof

sufficient, remains for us in his works: we discern the brawny
movements of a gigantic though untutored strength; and
can understand how, in conversation, his quick sure insight

iiito men and things may, as much as aught else about him,
have amazed the best thinkers of his time and country.

But, unless we mistake, the intellectual gift of Bums is

fine as well as strong. The more delicate relations of things

could not well have escaped his eye. for they were intimately

present to his heart. The logic of the senate and the forum
is indispensable, but not all-sufficient; nay perhaps the
liighest Truth is that which will the most certainly elude it.

For this logic works by words, and " the highest," it has been
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said
" cannot be expressed in words." We are not without

tokens of an openness of this higher truth also, of a keen

though uncultivated sense for it, having existed in Burns.

Mr. Stewart, it will be remembered, " wonders," in the

passage above quoted, that Burns had formed some distmct

conception of the "doctrine of association." We rather

think that far subtler things than the doctrine of association

had from of old been familiar to him . Here for instance

:

" We know nothing," thus writes he. " or next to nothing, of

the structure of our souls, so we cannot account for those seeming

caprices in them, that one should be particularly pleased with this

thing or struck with that, which, on minds of a different cast,

makes no extraordinary impression. I have some favourite

flowers in spring, among which are the mountain-daisy, the hare-

bell the foxglove, the wild-brier rose, the budding birch, and the

hoary hawthorn, that I view and hang over with particular

delight. I never hear the loud solitary whistle of the curlew in

a summer noon, or the wild mixing cadence of a troop of gray

plover in an autumnal morning, without feeling an elevation ol

soul 1 ike the enthusiasm of devotion or poetry. Tell me. my dear

"friends to what can this be owing ? Are we a piece of machineiy,

which, like the iEolian harp, passive, takes the impression of the

passing accident; or do these workings argue something withm

us above the trodden clod ? I own myself partial to such proofs

of those awful and important realities: a God that made all

things, man's immaterial and immortal nature, and a world of

weal or wo beyond death and the grave,"

Force and fineness of understanding are often spoken of as

something different from general force and fineness of nature,

as something partly independent of them. The necessities

of language so require it; but in truth these qualities are not

distinct and independent; except in special cases, and from

special causes, they ever go together. A man of strong

understanding is generally a man of strong character; neither

is delicacy in the one kind often divided from delicacy in the

other. No one, at all events, is ignorant that in the Poetry

of Burns keenness of insight keeps pace with keenness of

feeling; that his light is not more pervading than his warmth.

He is a man of the most impassioned temper; with passions,

not strong only, but noble, and of the sort in which great

virtues and great poems take their rise. It is reverence,

it is love towards all Nature that inspires him, that opens

his eyes to its beauty, and makes heart and voice eloquent

in its praise. There is a true old saying, that " Love furthers

mmmm
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knowledge: " but above all, it is the living essence of that

knowledge which makes poets; the first principle of its

existence, increase, activity. Of Burns' s fervid affection,

his generous all-embracing Love, we have spoken already,

as of the grand distinction of his nature, seen equally in word

and deed, in his Life and in his Writings. It were easy to

multiply examples. Not man only, but all <-h&t environs

man in the material and moral universe, is lovely in his

sight: " the hoary hawthorn," the " troop of gray plover,"

the "solitary curlew," all are dear to him; all live in this

Earth along with him, and to all he is knit as in mysterious

brotherhood. How touching is it, for instance, that, amidst

the gloom of personal misery, brooding over tiie wintry

desolation without him and within him, he thinks of the

" ourie cattle " and " silly sheep," and their sufferings in

the pitiless storm

!

I thought me on the ourie cattle,

Or silly sheep, wha bide this brattle

O' wintry war,

Or thro' the drift, deep-lairing, sprattle.

Beneath a scaur.

Ilk happing bird, wee helpless thing,

That in the merry months o' spring
Delighted me to hear thee sing.

What comes o' thee ?

Where wilt thou cow'r thy chittering wing,
And close thy ee ?

The tenant of the mean hut, with its " ragged roof and

chinky wall," has a heart to pity even these! This is worth

several homilies on Mercy; for it is the voice of Mercy
herself. Burns, indeed, lives in sympathy; his soul rushes

forth into all realms of being; nothing that has existence

can be indifferent to him. The very Devil he cannot hate

with right orthodoxy:

But fare you weel, auld Nickie-ben;
O, wad ye tak a thought and men' I

Ye aiblins might,—I dinna ken,

—

Still hae a stake;
I'm wae to think upo' yon den.

Even for your sakel

'* He is the father of curses and lies," said Dr. Slop; " and is

cursed and damned already."—" I am sorry for it," quoth my
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uncle Toby!—a Poet without Love were a physical and

metaphysical impossibiUty.
.

But has it not been said, in contradiction to this principle,

that " Indignatnn makes verses"? It has been so said,

and is true enough: but the contradiction is apparent, not

real. The Indignation which makes verses is, properly

speaking, an inverted Love; the love of some right, some

worth, some goodness, belonging to ourselves or others,

which has been injured, and which this tempestuous feeling

issues forth to defend and avenge. No selfish fury of heart,

existing there as a pr" .ary feeling, and without its opposite,

ever produced much Poetry: otherwise, we suppose, the

Tiger were the most musical of all our choristers. Johnson

said, he loved a good hater; by which he must have meant,

not so much one that hated violently, as one that hated

wisely; hated baseness from love of nobleness. However,

in spite of Johnson's paradox, tolerable enough for once m
speech, but which need not have been so often adopted in

print since then, we rather believe that good men deal spar-

ingly in hatred, either wise or unwise: nay that a ' good

hater is still a desideratum in this world. The Devil, at least,

who passes for the chief and best of that class, is said to be

nowise an amiable character.

Of the verses which Indignation makes. Burns has also

given us specimens : and among the best that were ever given.

Who will forget his " Dweller in yon Dungeon dark ; " a piece

that might have been chanted by the Furies of ^.schylus?

The secrets of the infernal Pit are laid bare; a boundless

baleful " darkness visible; " and streaks of hell-fire quivering

madly in its black haggard bosom

!

Dweller in yon Dungeon dark,

Hangman of Creation, mark!
Who in widow's weeds appears,

Laden with unhonoured years.

Noosing with care a bursting purse.

Baited with many a deadly curse!

Why should we speak of Scots wha hoe wV Wallace bled ;

since all know of it, from the king to the meanest of his sub-

jects? This dithyrar.bic was composed on horseback; m
riding in the middle of tempests, over the wildest Gallo-

way moor, in company with a Mr. Syme, who, observnng the
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poet's looks, forbore to speak,—judiciously enough, for a
man composing Bruce's Address might be unsafe to trifle

with. Doubtless this stem hymn was singing itself, as he
formed it, through the soul of Bums: but to the external
ear, it should be sung with the throat of the whirlwind. So
long as there is warm blood in the heart of Scotchman or
man, it will move in fierce thrills under this war-ode; the
best, we believe, that was ever written by any pen.
Another wild stormful Song, that dwells in our ear and mind

with a strange tenacity, is Macpherson's Farewell. Perhaps
there is something in the tradition itself that cooperates.
For was not this grim Celt, this shaggy Northland Cacus,
that " lived a life of sturt and Jirife, tad died ly treacherie."
—was not he too one of the Nimrods and Napoleons of the
earth, in the arena of his own remote misty glens, for want
of a clearer and wider one ? Nay, was there not a touch of
grace given him? A fibre of love and softness, of poetry
itself, must have lived in his savage heart: for he composed
that air the night before his execution; on the wings of that
poor melody his better soul would soar away above oblivion,
pain and all the ignominy and despair, which, like an ava-
lanche, was hurling him to the abyss! Here also, as at
Thebes, and in Pelops' line, was material Fate matched
against man's Free-will; matched in bitterest though
obscure duel; and the ethereal soul sank not, even in its

blindness, without a cry which has survived it. But who,
except Burns, could have given words to such a soul; words
that we never listen to without a strange half-barbarous,
half-poetic fellow-feeling ?

Sae rantingly, sac wantonly,
Sae dauntitigly gaed he ;

He play'd a spring, and danced it round.
Below the gallows-tree.

Under a lighter disguise, the same principle of Love, which
we have recognised as the great characteristic of Bums, and
of all tme poets, occasionally manifests itself in the shape of
Humour. Everywhere, indeed, in his sunny moods, a full

buoyant flood of mirth rolls through the mind of Bums; he
rises to the high, and stoops to the low, and is brother and
playmate to all Nature. We speak not of his bold and often
irresistible faculty of caricature; for this is Drollery rather
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than Humour; but a much tenderer sportfulness dwells in

him- and comes forth here and there, in evanescent and

beautiful touches; as in his Address to the ^1ouse or the

Farmer's Mare, or in his Elegy on poor Matltr, which last

may be reckoned his happiest effort of this kind. In these

nieces there are traits of a Humour as fine as that of Sterne;

yet altogether different, original, peculiar,—the Humour of

'

Of tiie tenderness, the playful pathos, and many other kin-

drcd qualities of Bums's Poetry, much more might be said;

but now, with these poor outlines of a sketch, we must pre-

pare to quit this part of our subject. To speak of his indivi-

dual Writings, adequately and with any detail, would ead

lar beyond our limit.. As already hinted, we can look
us

on but few of these pieces as, m strict critical language,

deserving the name of Poems; they are rhymed eloquence,

rhvmed pathos, rhymed sense
;
yet seldom essentially melodi-

ous aerial, poetical. Tarn «' Shanter itself, which enjoys so

hi^ a favour, does not appear to us at all decisively to come

under this last category. It is not so much a poem, as a

piece of sparkling rhetoric; the heart and body of the story

still lies hard and dead. He has not gone back, much less

carried us back, into that dark, earnest, wondering age, when

the tradition was believed, and when it took its rise; he does

not attempt, by any new-modelling of his supernatural ware,

to strike anew that deep mysterious chord of human nature,

which once responded to such things; and which lives in us

too, and will forever live, though silent now, or vibratmg

with far other notes, and to far different issues. Our German

readers will understand us, when we say, that he is not the

Tieck but the Musaus of this tale. Externally it is all green

and living; vet look closer, it is no firm growth, but only ivy

on a rock. The piece does not properly cohere :
the strange

chasm which vawns in our incredulous imaginations between

the Ayr publ'ic-house and the gate of Tophet, is nowhere

bridged over, nav the idea of such a bridge is laughed

at; and thus the Tragedy of the adventure becomes a

mere drunken phantasmagoria, or many-coloured spectrum

painted on ale-vapours, and the Farce alone has any reality.

We do not say that Bums should have made much more of

this tradition; we rather think that, for strictly poetical

purposes, not much was to be made of it. Neither are wc
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blind to the deep, varied, genial power displayed in what he
has actually accomplished; but we find far more " Shak-
spearean " qualities, as these of Tarn 0' Shunter have been
fondly named, in many of his other pieces; nay we incline to

believe that this latter might have been written, all but
quite as well, by a man who, in place of genius, had only
possessed talent.

Perhaps we may venture to say, that the most strictly poeti-

cal of all his " poems " is one which does not appear in

Currie's Edition ; but has been often printed before and since,

under the humble title of The Jolly Beggars. The subject

truly is among the lowest in Nature; but it only the more
shows our Poet's gift in raising it into the domain of Art.

To our minds, this piece seems thoroughly compacted ; melted
together, refined; and poured forth in one flood of true liquid

harmony. It is light, airy, soft of movement; yet sharp
and precise in its details ; every face is a portrait : that raucle

carlin, that wee Apollo, that Son of Mars, are Scottish, yet
ideal; the scene is at once a dream, and the very Ragcastle
of " Poosie-Nansie." Farther, it seems in a considerable
degree complete, a real self-supporting Whole, which is the
highest merit in a poem. The blanket of the Night is drawn
asunder for a moment; in full, ruddy, flaming light, these
rough tatterdemalions are seen in their boisterous revel;

for the strong pulse of Life vindicates its right to gladness
even here ; and when the curtain closes, we prolong the action,
without effort; the next day as the last, our Caird and our
Balladmonger are singing and soldiering; their " brats and
callets " are hawking, begging, cheating; and some other
night, in new combinations, they will wring from Fate
another hour of wassail and good cheer. Apart from the
universal sympathy with man which this again bespeaks in

Burns, a genuine inspiration and no inconsiderable technical
talent are manifested here. There is the fidelity, humour,
warm life and accurate painting and grouping of some Teniers,
for whom hostlers and carousing peasants are not without
significance. It would be strange, doubtless, to call this

the best of Burns's writings: we mean to say only, that it

seems to us the most perfect of its kind, as a piece of poetical
composition, strictly so called. In the Beggars' Opera, in
the Beggars' Bush, as other critics have already remarked,
there is nothing which, in real poetic vigour, equals this
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Cantata ; nothing, as we think, which comes within many

degrees of it.

But by far the most finished, complete and truly inspired

pieces of Burns are, without dispute, to be found among his

Songs. It is here that, although through a small aperture,

his light shines with least obstruction; in its highest beauty

and pure sunny clearness. The reason may be, that Song

is a brief simple species of composition ; and requires nothing

so much for its perfection as genuine poetic feeling, genuine

music of heart. Yet the Song has its rules equally with the

Trat^edy; rules which in most cases are poorly fulfilled, in

manv cases are not so much as felt. We might write a long

essav on the Songs of Bums; which we reckon by far the

best' that Britain has yet produced: for indeed, since the era

of Queen Elizabeth, we know not that, by any other hand,

auf'ht truly worth attention has been accomplished in this

department. True, we have songs enough " by persons of

quality;" we have tawdry, hollow, wine-bred madrigals;

many 'a rhvmed speech " in the flowing and watery vein of

Ossorius the Portugal Bishop," rich in sonorous words, and,

for moral, dashed perhaps with some tint of a sentimental

sensuality; all of which many persons cease not from en-

deavouring to sing; though for most part, we fear, the music

is but from the throat outwards, or at best from some region

far enough short of the Soul ; not in which, but in a certain

inane Limbo of the Fancv, or even in some vaporous debate-

able-land on the outskirts of the Nervous System, most of

such madrigals and rhymed speeches seem to have originated.

With the Songs of Burns we must not name these things.

Independently of the clear, manly, heartfelt sentiment that

ever pervades his poetry, his Songs are honest in another

point of view: in form, as well as in spirit. They do not

apd to be set to music, but they actually and in themselves

are music; they have received their life, and fashioned

themselves together, in the medium of Harmony, as Venus

rose from the bosom of the sea. The story, the feeling, is

not detailed, but suggested; not said, or spouted, in rhetori-

cal completeness and coherence; but sung, in fitful gushes,

in srlowing hints, in fantastic breaks, in warblings not of

the' voice"only, but of the whole mind. We consider this

to be the essence of a song; and that no songs since the
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little careless catches, and as it were drops of song, which
Shakspeare has here and there sprinkled over his Plays,
fulfil this condition in nearly the same degree as most of

Burns's do. Such grace and truth of external movement,
too, presupposes in general a corresponding force and truth
of sentiment and inward meaning. The Songs of Burns are

not more perfect in the former quality than in the latter.

With what tenderness he sings, yet with what vehemence
and entireness ! There is a piercing wail in his sorrow, the

purest rapture in his joy; he burns with the sternest ire, or

laughs with the loudest or sliest mirth; and yt. he lo sweet
and soft, " sweet as the smile when fond lovers meet, and soft

as their parting tear." If we farther take into account the

immense vanety of his subjects; how, from the loud flowing
revel in Willie brew'd a Peck o' Maut, to the still, rapt enthusi-
asm of sadness for Mary in Heaven; from the glad kind
greeting of Auld Lang Syne, or the comic archness of Duncan
Gray, to the fire-eyed fury of Scots wha hae Tvi' Wallace bled,

he has found a tone and words for every mood of man's
heart,—it will seem a small praise if we rank him as the first

of all our Song-writers; for we know not where to find one
worthy of being second to him.

It is on his Songs, as we believe, that Burns's chief influ-

ence as an author will ultimately be found to depend : nor,
if our Fletcher's aphorism is true, shall we account this a
smaii influence. " Let me make the songs of a people,"
said he, •' and you shall make its laws." Surely, if ever any
Poet might have equalled himself with Legislators on this

ground, it was Bums. His Songs are already part of the
mother-tongue, not of Scotland only but of Britain, and of
the millio'- that in all ends of the earth speak a British
lai.o/uage. In hut and hall, as the heart unfolds itself in

many-coloured joy and woe of existence, the name, the voice
of that joy and that woe, is the name and voice which Bums
has given them. Strictly speaking, perhaps no British man
has so deeply affected the thoughts and feelings of so many
men, as this solitary and altogether private individual, with
means apparently the humblest.

In another point of view, moreover, we incline to think
that Bums's influence may have been considerable: we
mean, as exerted specially on the Literature of his country,
at least on the Literature of Scotland. Among the great
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changes which British, particularly Scottish literature, has

undergone since that period, one of the greatest will be found

to consist in its remarkable increase of nationality. Even

the English writers, most popular in Bums's time, were little

distinguished for their literary patriotism, in this its best

sense. A certain attenuated cosmopolitanism had, in good

measure, taken place of the old insular home-feeling; litera-

ture was, as it were, without any local environment; was

not nourished by the affections which spring from a native

soil. Ou- Grays and Glovers seemed to write almost as if

in vacuo ; the thing written bears no mark of place ;
it is not

written so much for Englishmen, as for men; or rather,

which is the inevitable result of this, for certain Generalisa-

tions which philosophy termed men . Goldsmith is an excep-

tion; not hnson'; the sceno of his TJowWer is little more

English tl. -'t of his Rasselas.

But if t- 1 as, in some degree, the case with England, it

was, in the highest degree, the case with Scotland. In fact,

our Scottish literature had. at that period, a very singular

aspect; unexampled, so far as we know, except perhaps at

Geneva, where the same state of matters appears still to

continue. For a lonpr period after Scotland became British,

we had no literature: at the date when Addison and Steele

were writing their Spectators, our good John Boston was

writing, with the noblest intent, but alike in defiance of

grammar and philosophy, his Fourfold State of Man. Then

came the schisms in our national Church, and the fiercer

schisms in our Body Politic: Theologic ink, and Jacobite

blood, with gall enough in both cases, seemed to have

blotted out the intellect of the country: however, it was

only obscured, not obliterated. Lord Kames made nearly

the first attempt at writing English ; and ere long, Hume,

Robertson, Smith, and a whole host of followers, attracted

hither the eves of all Europe. And yet in this brilliant

resuscitation ' of our "fervid genius," there was nothing

truly Scottish, nothing indigenous; except, perhaps, the

natural impetuosity of intellect, which we sometimes claim,

and are sometimes upbraided with, as a characteristic of

our nation. It is curious to remark that Scotland, so full

of writers, had no Scottish culture, nor indeed any English;

our culture was almost exclusively French. It was by

studying Racine and Voltaire, Batteux and Boileau, that
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Karnes had trained himself to be a critic and philosopher;
it was the light of Montesquieu and Mably that guided
Robertson in his political speculations

;
Quesnay's lamp that

kindled the lamp of Adam Smith. Hume was too rich a
man to borrow; and perhaps he reacted on the French more
than he was acted on by them: but neither had he aught to

do with Scotland; Edinburgh, equally with La Fl^che, was
but the lodging and laboratory, in which he not so much
morally lived, as metaphysically investigated. Never, perhaps,
was there a class of writers so clear and well-ordered, yet so

totally destitute, to all appearance, of any patriotic affec-

tion, nay of any human affection whatever. The French wits
of the period were as unpatriotic : but their general deficiency
in moral principle, not to say their avowed sensuality and un-
belief in all virtue, strictly so called, render this accountable
enough. We hope there is a patriotism founded on some-
thing better than prejudice; that our country may be dear
to us, without injury to our philosophy; that in loving and
justly prizing all other lands, we may prize justly, and vet
love before all others, our own stern Motherland, and the
venerable Structure of social and moral Life, which Mind
has through long ages been building up for us there. Surely
there is nourishment for the better part of man's heart in all

this : surely the roots that have fixed themselves in the very
core of man's being, may be so cultivated as to grow up not
into briers, but into roses, in the field of his life! Our
Scottish sages have no such propensities ; the field of their
life shows neither briers nor roses; but only a flat, continu-
ous thrashing-floor for Logic, whereon all questions, from
the " Doctrine of Rent " to the " Natural History of Re-
ligion," are thrashed and sifted with the same mechanical
impartiality

!

With Sir Walter Scott at the head of our literature, it

cannot be denied that much of this evil is past, or rapidly
passing away: our chief literary men, whatever other faults
they may have, no longer live among us like a French Colony,
or some knot of Propaganda Missionaries; but like natural-
bom subjects of the soil, partaking and sympathising in all

our attachments, humours and habits. Our literature no
longer grows in water but in mould, and with the true racy
virtues of the soil and climate. How much of this change
may be due to Burns, or to any other individual, it might be
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dimcult to estimate. Direct literary imitation of Burns was

not to be looked for. But his example, in the fearless adoption

of domestic subjects, could not but operate from afar; and

certainly in no heart did the love of country ever burn with

a warmer glow than in that of Burns: " a tide of Scottish

ijrejudice," as he modestly calls this deep and generous

leelin'^,
" had been poured along his veins; and he felt that

it would boil there till the flood-gates shut in eternal rest," It

seemed to him, as if he could do so little for his country, and

xet would so gladly have done all. One small province

stood open for him,—that of Scottish Song; and how

ea'^erly he entered on it, how devotedly he laboured there I

ln°his toilsome journeyings, this object never quits him;

it is the little happy-valley of his careworn heart. In the

-rloom of his own affliction, he eagerly searches after some

Fonelv brother of the muse, and rejoices to snatch one other

name from the oblivion that was co\'ering it !
These were

early feelings, and they abode with him to the end:

... A wish (I mind its power),

A wish, that to my latest hour

Will strongly heave my breast,

—

That I, for poor auld Scotland's sake,

Some useful plan or book could make.

Or sing a sang at least.

The rough bur Thistle spreading wide

Amang the bearded bear,

I turn'd my weeding-clips aside.

And spared the symbol dear.

But to leave the mere literary character of Burns, which

has already detained us too long. Far more interesting than

any of his written works, as it appears to us, are his acted

ones: the Life he willed and was .d to lead among his

fellow-men. These Poems are but like little rhymed frag-

ments scattered here and there in the grand unrhymed

Romance of his earthly existence; and it is only when

intercalated in this at their proper places, that they attain

their full measure of significance. And this, too, alas, was but

a fragment ! The plan of a mighty et ' ce had been sketched

;

-some columns, porticos, firm masses of building, stand

completed: the rest more or less clearly indicated; with

many a far-stretching tendency, which only studious and

friendly eves can now trace towards the purposed termina-

wmm Mi
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tion. For the work is broken off in the middle, almost in

the beginning; and rises among us, beautiful and sad, at

once unfinished and a ruin! If charitable judgment was
necessary in estimating his Poems, and justice required that

the aim and the manifest power to fulfil it must often be

accepted for the fulfilment; much more is this the case in

regard to his Life, the sum and result of all his endeavours,
where his difficulties came upon Lim not in detail only, but

in mass ; and so much has been left unaccomplished, nay was
mistaken, and altogether marred.

Properly speaking, there is but one era in the life of Burns,

and that the earliest. We have not youth and manhood,
but only youth; for, to the end, we discern no decisive

change in the complexion of his character; in his thirty-

seventh year, he is still, as it were, in youth. With all that

resoluteness of judgment, that penetrating insight, and

singular maturity of intellectual power, exhibited in his

writings, he never attains to any clearness regarding himself;

to the last, he never ascertains his peculiar aim, even with

such distinctness as is common among ordinary men; and
therefore never can pursue it with that singleness of will,

which insures success and some contentment to such men.
To the last, he wavers between two purposes : glorying in his

talent, like a true poet, he yet cannot consent to make this

his chief and sole glory, and to follow it as the one thing

needful, through poverty or riches, through good or evil

report. Another far meaner ambition still cleaves to him;
he must dream and struggle about a certain " Rock of Inde-

pendence; " which, natural and even admirable as it might
be, was still but a warring with the world, on the compara-
tively insignificant ground of his being more completely or

less completely supplied with money than others; of his

standing at a higher or at a lower altitude in general estima-

tion than others. For the world still appears to him, as to

the young, in borrowed colours : he expects from it what it

cannot give to any man; seeks for contentment, not within

himself, in action and wise effort, but from without, in the

kindness of circumstances, in love, friendship, honour,
pecuniary ease. He would be happy, not actively and in

liimself, but passively and from some ideal cornucopia of

Enjoyments, not earned by his own labour, but showered
on him by the 'jeneficence of Destiny. Thus, like a young
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man, he cannot gird himself up for any worthy well-calculated

goal, but swerves to and fro, between passionate hope and

remorseful disappointment: rushing onwards with a deep

tempestuous force, he surmounts or breaks asunder many

a barrier; travels, nay advances far, but advancing only

under uncertain guidance, is ever and anon turned fronri his-

path; and to the last cannot reach the only tru€ happiness

of a man, that of clear decided Activity in the sphere for

which, by nature and circumstances, he has been fitted and

appointed.

We do not say these things in dispraise of Bums; nav^

perhaps, they but interest us the more in his favour. This-

blessing is not given soonest to the best; but rather, it is-

often the greatest minds that are latest in obtaining it; for

where most is to be developed, most time may be requi' d
to develop it. A complex condition had been assigned 1 m
from without; as complex a condition from within: ao
" preestablished harmony" existed between the clay soil

of Mossgiel and the empyrean soul of Robert Burns; it was

not wonderful that the adjustment between them should have

been long postponed, and his arm long cumbered, and his

sight confused, in so vast and discordant an economy as he

had been appointed steward over. Byron was, at his death,

but a year younger than Burns ; and through life, as it might

have appeared, far more simply situated : yet in him too we

can trace no such adjustment, no such moral manhood ; but

at best, and only a little before his end, the beginning of

what seemed such.

By much the most striking incident in Burns's Life is

his journey to Edinburgh ; but perhaps a still more important

one is his residence at Irvine, so early as in his twenty-third

year. Hitherto his life had been poor and toilwom; but

otherwise not ungenial, and, with all its distresses, by no

means unhappy. In his parentage, deducting outward

circumstances, he had every reason to reckon himself for-

tunate. His father was a man of thoughtful, intense, earnest

character, as the best of our peasants are; valuing know-

ledge, possessing some, and, what is far better and rarer,

openminded for more : a man with a keen insight and devout

heart; reverent towards Cod, friendly therefore at once,

and fearless towards all that God has made: in one word,

though but a hard-handed peasant, a complete and fully
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unfolded Man. Such a father is seldom found in any rank

in society; and was worth descending far in society to seek.

Unfortunately, he was very poor ; had he been even a little

richer, almost never so little, the whole might have issued

far otherwise. Mighty events turn on a straw ; the crossing

of a brook decides the conquest of the world. Had this

William Bums's small seven acres of nursery-ground anywise

prospered, the boy Robert had been sent to school; had

struggled forward, as so many weaker men do, to some
university; come forth not as a rustic wonder, but as a

regular well-trained intellectual workman, and changed the

whole course of British Literature,—for it lay in him to have

done this! But the nursery did not prosper; poverty sank

his whole family below the help of even our cheap school-

system: Bums remained a hardworked ploughboy, and

British literature took its own course. Nevertheless, even

in this rugged scene there is much to nourish him. If he

drudges, it is with his brother, and for his father and mother,

whom he loves, and would fain shield from want. Wisdom
is not banished from their poor hearth, nor the balm of

natural feeling: the solemn words. Let us worship God, are

heard there from a " priest-like father; " if threatenings of

unjust men throw mother and children into tears, these are

tears not of grit^ only, but of holiest afTection; every heart

in that humble group feels itself the closer knit to every

other; in their hard warfare they are there together, a " little

band of brethren." Neither are such tears, and the deep

beauty that dwells in them, their only portion. Light visits

the hearts as it docs the eyes of all living: there is a force,

too, in this youth, that enables him to trample on misfortune

;

nay to bind it under his feet to make him sport. For a bold,

warm, buoyant humour of character has been given him;
and so the thick-coming shapes of evil are welcomed with a

gay, friendly irony, and in their closest pressure he bates no

jot of heart or hope. Vague yearnings of ambition fail not,

as he grows up; dreamy fancies hang like cloud-cities

around him; the curtain of Existence is slowly rising, in

many-coloured splendour and gloom: and the auroral light

of first love is gilding his horizon, and the music of song is

on his path; and so he walks

... in glory and in joy.

Behind his plough, upon the mountain side.
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We ourselves know, from the best evidence, that up to

this date Burns was happy; nay that he was the gayest,

brightest, most fantastic, fascinating being to be found in

the world; more so even than he ever afterwards appeared.

But now, at this early age, he quits the paternal roof; goes

forth into looser, louder, more exciting society ; and becomes

initiated in those dissipations, those vices, which a certain

class of philosophers have asserted to be a natural preparative

for entering on active life ; a kind of mud-bath, in which the

vouth is, as it were, necessitated to steep, and, we suppose,

cleanse himself, before th*^ real toga of Manhood can be laid

on him. We shall not dispute much with this class of philo-

sophers ; we hope they are mistaken : for Sin and Remorse

so easily beset us at all stages of life, and are always such

indifferent company, that it seems hard we should, at any

stage, be forced and fated not only to meet but to yield to

them, and even serve for a term in their leprous armada. We
hope it is not so. Clear we are, at all events, it cannot be the

training one receives in this Devil's-service, but only our

determining to desert from it, that fits us for true manly
Action. We become men, not after we have been dissipated,

and disappointed in the chase of false pleasure; but after

we have ascertained, in any way, what impassable barriers

h m us in through this life ; how mad it is to hope for con-

tentment to our infinite soul from the gifts of this extremely

finite world; that a man must be sufficient for himself;

and that for suffering and enduring there is no remedy but

striving and doing. Manhood begins when we have in any
way made truce with Necessity; begins even when we have

surrendered to Necessity, as the most part only do ; but begins

joyfully and hopefully only when we have reconciled ourselves

to Necessity; and thus, in reality, triumphed over it, and
felt that in Necessity we are free. Surely, such lessons as

this last, which, in one shape or other, is the grand lesson

for every mortal man, are better learned from the lips of a

devout mother, in the looks and actions of a devout

father, while the heart is yet soft and pliant, than in

collision with the sharp adamant of Fate, attracting us to

shinwTeck us, when the heart is grown hard, and may be
broken before it will become contrite. Had Bums continued

to learn this, as he was already learning it, in his father's

cottage, he would have learned it fully, which he never did

;

I B
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and been saved many a lasting aberration, many a bitter hour

and year of remorseful sorrow.

It seems to us another circumstance of fatal import in

Burns's history, that at this time too he became involved

in the religious quarrels of his district ; that he was enlisted

and feasted, as the fighting man of the New-Light Priesthood,

in their highly unprofitable warfare. At the tables of these

freeminded clergy he learned much more than was needful

for him. Such liberal ridicule of fanaticism awakened in

- mind scruples about Religion itself; and a whole world

Doubts, which it required quite another set of conjurors

than these men to exorcise. We do not say that such an

intellect as his could have escaped similar doubts at some

period of his history ; or even that he could, at a later period,

have come through them altogethf^r victorious and un-

harmed : but it seems peculiarly unfortunate that this time,

above ail others, should have been fixed for the encounter.

For now, with principles assailed by evil example from

without, by " passions raging like demons " from within, he

had little need of sceptical misgivings to whisper treason in

the heat of battle, or to cut off his retreat if he were already

defeated. He loses his feeling of innocence; his mind is at I

variance with itself ; the old divinity no longer presides there;
j

but wild Desires and wild Repentance alternately oppress him.

Ere long, too, he has committed himself before the world ; his I

character for sobriety, dear to a Scottish peasant as few

corrupted worldlings can even conceive, is destroyed in the

eyes of men ; and his only refuge consists in trying to dis-

. believe his guiltiness, and is but a refuge of lies. The black-

est desperation now gathers over him, broken only by red I

lightnings of remorse. The whole fabric of his life is blasted

asunder; for now not only his character, but his personal

liberty, is to be lost; men and Fortune are leagued for his

hurt; "hungry Ruin has him in the wind." He sees no

escape but the saddest of all: exile from his loved country,!

to a country in every sense inhospitable and abhorrent to I

him. While the " gloomy night is gathering fast," in mental

storm and solitude, as well as in physical, he sings his wildj

farewell to Scotland:

Farewell, my friends; farewell, my foes!

My peace with these, my love with those:

The bursting tears my heart declare;

Adieu, my native banks of Ayr!
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Tjght breaks suddenly in on him in floods: but still a

false transitory light, and no real sunshine. He is invited

to Edinburgh; hastens thither with anticipating heart; is

welcomed as in a triumph, and with universal bl.uidishment

and acclamation; whatever is wisest, whate\cr is greatest

or loveliest there, gathers round him, to gaze on his face, to

show him honour, sympathy, affection, liurns's appearance

among the sages and nobles of Edinburgh must be regarded

as one of the most singular phenomena in modern Literature

;

almost like the appearance of some Napoleon among the

crowned sovereigns of modern Politics. For it is nowise as
" a mockery king," set there by favour, tran^iently and for

a purpose, that he will let himself be treated : still less is

he a mad Ricnzi, whose sudden elevation turns his too weak
head: but he stands there on his own basis: cool, unaston-

ished, holding his equal rank from Nature herself; putting

forth no claim which there is not strength in him, as well as

about him, to vindicate. Mr. Lockhart has some forcible

observations on this point:

" It needs no eflfort of imagination," says he, " to conceive
wliat the sensations of an isolated set of scholars (almost ail either
clergymen or professors) must have been in the presence of this

bis-boned, black-browed, brawny stranger, with his great flash-

ing eyes, who, having forced his way among them from the plough-
tail at a single stride, manifested in the whole strain of his bearing
and conversation a most thorough conviction, that in the society
01 the most eminent men of his nation he was exactly where he
was entitled to be; hardly deigned to flatter then; by exhibiting
even an occasional symptom of being flattered bj' their notice;
by turns calmly measured himself against the most cultivated
understandings of his time in discussion; overpowered the bon-
mots of the most celebrated convivialists by broad floods of merri-
ment, impregnated with all the burning life of genius; astounded
bosoms habitually enveloped in the thrice-piled folds of social

reserve, by compelling them to tremble,—nay, to tremble visibly,

—beneath the fearless touch of natural pathos ; and all this with-
out indicating the smallest willingness to be ranked among those
professional ministers of excitement, who are content to be paid
in money and smiles for doing what the spectators and auditors
would be ashamed of doing in their own persons, even if they had
the power of doing it; and last, and probably worst of all, who
was known to be in the habit of enlivening societies which they
would have scorned to approach, still more frequently than their
own, with eloquence no less magnificent; with wit, in all likeli-

hood still more daring; often enough, as the superiors whom he
fronted without alarm might have guessed from the beginning,

M
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and had ere long no occasion to guess, with wit pointed at

themselves."

The farther we remove from this scene, the more singular

will it seem to us : details of the exterior aspect of it are already

full of interest. Most readers recollect Mr. Walker's personal

interviews with Burns as among the best passages of his

Narrative: a time will come when this reminiscence of Sir

Walter Scott's, slight though it is, will also be precious:

" As for Burns," writes Sir Walter, " I may truly say, Virgiliim
vidi tantHnt. I was a lad of fifteen in 1 786-7, when he came first

to Edinburgh, but had sense and feeling enough to be much
interested in his poetry, and would have given the world to know
him : but I had very little acquaintance with any literary people,

and still less with the gentry of the west country, the two sets

that he most frequented. Mr. Thomas Grierson was at that time

a clerk of my father's. He knew Burns, and promised to ask

him to his lodgings to dinner; but had no opportunity to keep
his word ; otherwise I might have seen more of this distinguished
man. As it was, I saw him one day at the late venerable Pro-

fessor Ferguson's, where there were several gentlemen of literary

reputation, among whom I remember the celebrated Mr. Dugald
Stewart. Of course, we youngsters sat silent, looked and listened.

The only thing I remember which was remarkable in Burns's
manner, was the effect produced upon him by a print of Bun-
bury's, representing a soldier lying dead on the snow, his dog
sitting in misery on one side,—on the other, his widow, witli a

child in her arms. These lines were written beneath

:

* Cold on Canadian hills, or Minden's plain.

Perhaps that mother wept her soldier slain;

Bent o'er her babe, her eye dissolved in dew.
The big drops mingling with the milk he drew,
Gave the sad presage of his future years,
The child of misery baptised in tears.'

" Bums seemed much affected by the print, or rather by the

ideas which it suggested to his mind. He actually shed tears.

He asked whose the lines were; and it chanced that nobody but
myself remembered that they occur in a half-forgotten poen. of

Langhorne's called by the unpromising title of ' The Justice of

Peace.' i 'Whispered my information to a friend present; he
menti(jned it tc Burns, who rewaru d me with a look and a word,
which, tliou^h of :;iere civility, I thcii received and still recollect

with very ^reat piecisiTre.

" His person was strong and robust; his manners rustic, not
clownish; a sort of dignified plainness and simplicity, which
received part of its effect perhaps from one's knowledge of his

extraordinary talents. His features are represented in Mr.
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Nxsmyth's picture: but to me it conveys the idea that they are
diminished, as if seen in perspective. I think his countenance
was more massive than it looks in any of the portraits. I should
have taken the pott, had I not known what he was, for a very
sagacious country farmer of the old Scotch school, i.e. none of
your moHem agriculturists who keep labourers for their drudgery,
but the /i, .'ce gudeman who held ^i'* own plough. There was a
strong expression of sense and si '-ess in all his lineaments;
the eye alone, I think, indicate i' poetical character and
temperament. It was largo, and of a J.irk cast, which glowed
(I say literally glowed) when he spoke with feeling or interest. I

never saw such another eye in a human head, though I have seen
the most distinguished men of my time. His conversation
expressed perfect self-confidence, without the slightest pre-
sumption. Among the men who were the most learned of their
time and country, he expressed himself with perfect firmness, but
without the least intrusive forwardness; and when he differed in
opinion, he did not hesitate to expr'ibs it firmly, yet at the same
time with modesty. I do not rememl)cr any part of his con-
versation distinctly enough to ba quoted ; nor did I ever see him
again, except in the street, where he did not recognise me, as I

could not expect he should. He was much caressed in Edinburgh

:

but (considering what literary emoluments have been since his
day) the efforts made for his relief were extremely trifling.

" I remember, on this occasion I mention, I thought Bums's
acquainta.nce with English poetry was rather limited; and also
that, having twenty times the abilities of Allan Ramsay and of
Ferguson, he talked of them with too much humility as his
models : there was doubtless national predilection in his estimate.

" This is all I can tell you about Burns. I have only to add,
that his dress corresponded with his manner. He was like a
farmer dressed in his best to dine with the laird. I do not speak
in malatn partem, when I say, I never saw a man in company with
his superiors in station or information more perfectly free from
either the reality or the affectation of embarrassment. I was
told, but did not observe it, that his address to females was
extremely deferential, and always with a turn either to the
pathetic or humorous, which engaged their attention particularly.
I have heard the late Duchess of Gordon remark this.— I do not
know anything I can add to these recollections of forty years
since."

The conduct of Burns under this dazzling blaze of favour;
the calm, unaffected, manly manner in which he not only bore
it, but estimated its value, has justly been regarded a.-> ihe
best proof that could be given of his real vigour and inteixrity

of mind. A little natural vanity, some touches of hypo-
critical iodesi)', some glimmerings of affectation, at least

some fe T of being thought affected, we ould have pardoned
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in almost any man; but no such indication is to be traced

here. In his unexampled situation the young peasant is

not a moment perplexed; so many strange lights do not

confuse him, do not lead him astray. Nevertheless, we

cannot but perceive that this winter did him great and lasting

injury. A somewhat clearer knowledge of men's affairs,

scarcely of their characters, it did afford him ; but a sharper

feeling of Fortune's unequal arrangements in their social

destiny it also left with him. He had seen the gay and

gorgeous arena, in which the powerful are born to play their

parts ; nay had himself stood in the midst of it ; and he felt

more bitterly than ever, that here he was but a looker-on,

and had no part or lot in that splendid game. From this

time a jealous indignant fear of social degradation takes

possession of him ; and perverts, so far as aught could pervert,

his private contentment, and his feelings towards his richer

fellows. It was clear to Burns that he had talent enough

to make a fortune, or a hundred fortunes, could he but have

rightly willed this ; it was clear also that he willed something

far different, and therefore could not make one. Unhappy
it was that he had not power to choose the one, and reject

the other; but must halt forever between two opinions, two

objects; making hampered advancement towards either.

But so is it with many men: we " long for the merchandise,

yet would fain keep the price; " and so stand chaffering with

Fate, in vexatious altercation, till the night come, and our

fair is over

!

The Edinburgh Learned of that period were in general

more noted for clearness of head than for warmth of heart:

with the exception of the good old Blacklock, whose help

was too ineffectual, scarcely one among them seems to have

looked at Burns with any true sympathy, or indeed much
otherwise than as at a highly curious thing. By the great

also he is treated in the customary fashion; entertained at

their tables and dismissed: certain modica of pudding and

praise are, from time to time, gladly exchanged for the

fascination of his presence; which exchange once effected,

the bargain is finished, and each party goes his several way.

At the end of this strange season. Burns gloomily sums up his

gains and losses, and meditates on the chaotic future. In

money he is somewhat richer; in fame and the show of

happiness, infinitely richer; but in the substance of it, as
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poor as ever. Nay poorer; for his heart is now maddened

still more with the fever of worldly Ambition ; and through

long years the disease will rack him with unprofitable

sufferings, and weaken his strength for all true and nobler

aims.

What Burns was next to do or to avoid; how a man so

circumstanced was now to guide himself towards his true

advantage, might at this point of time have been a question

for the wisest. It was a question, too, which apparently

he was left altogether to answer for himself: of his learned

or rich patrons it had not struck any individual to turn a

thought on this so trivial matter. Without claiming for

Burns the praise of perfect sagacity, we must say, that his

Excise and Farm scheme does not seem to us a very unreason-

able one ; that we should be at a loss, even now, to suggest

one decidedly better. Certain of his admirers have felt

scandalised at his ever resolving to gauge; and would have

had him lie at the pool, till the spirit of Patronage stirred

the waters, that so, with one friendly plunge, all his sorrows

might be healed. Unwise counsellors! They know not the

manner of this spirit; and how, in the lap of most golden

dreams, a man might have happiness, were it not that in the

interim he must die of hunger! It reflects credit on the

manliness and sound sense of Bums, that he felt so early on
what ground he was standing; and preferred self-help, on
the humblest scale, to dependence and inaction, though with

hope of far more splendid possibilities. But even these

possibilities were not rejected in his scheme : he might expect,

if it chanced that he had any friend, to rise, in no long period,

into something even like opulence and leisure ; while again,

if it chanced that he had no friend, he could still live in

security; and for the rest, he "did not intend to borrow
honour from any profession." We reckon that his plan was
honest and well-calculated : all turned on the execution of it.

Doubtless it failed; yet not, we believe, from any vice

inherent in itself. Nay, after all, it was no failure of external

means, but of internal, that overtook Burns. His was no
bankruptcy of the purse, but of the soul ; to his last day, he
owed no man anything.

Meanwhile he begins well: with two good and wise actions.

His donation to his mother, munificent from a man whose
income had lately been seven pounds a-year, was worthy of
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him, and not more than worthy. Generous also, and worthy

of him, was the treatment of the woman whose Hfe's welfare

now depended on his pleasure. A friendly observer might

have hoped serene days for him: his mind is on the true road

to peace with itself: what clearness he still wants will be

given as he proceeds; for the best teacher of duties, that still

fie dim to us, is the Practice of those we see and have at hand.

Had the " patrons of genius," who could give him nothing,

but taken nothing from him, at least nothing more! The
wounds of his heart would have healed, vulgar ambition would
have died away. Toil and Frugality would have been

welcome, since Virtue dwelt with them; and Poetry would
have shone through them as of old : and in her clear ethereal

light, which was his own by birthright, he might have looked

down on his earthly destiny, and all its obstructions, not

with patience only, but with love.

But the patrons of genius would not have it so. Picturesque

tourists,^ all manner of fashionable danglers after literature,

and, far worse, all manner of convivial Maecenases, hovered

round him in his retreat; and his good as well as h\ weak
qualities secured them influence over him. He wr: ..red

by their notice; and his warm social nature n ; im-

possible for him to shake them off, and hold on his .part

from them. These men, as we believe, were pi.xaiiately

the means of his ruin. Not that they meant him any ill;

they only meant themselves a little good; if he suffered

harm, let him look to it ! But they wasted his precious time

and his precious talent; they disturbed his composure,
broke down his returning habits of temperance and assiduous

contented exertion. Their pampering was baneful to him;

• There is one little sketch by certain " English gentlemen " of this

class, which, though adopted in Currie's Narrative, and since then re-

peated in most others, we ].ave all along felt an invincible disposition
to regard as imaginary: On a rock that projected into the stream,
they saw a man employed in angling, of a singular appearance. He
had a cap made of fox-skin on his head, a loose greatcoat fixed round
him by a belt, from which depended an enormous Highland broad-
sword. It was Bums." Now, we rather think, it was not Bums.
For, to say nothing of the fox-skin cap, the loose and quite Hibernian
watchcoat with the belt, what txe we to make of this " enormous High-
land broad-sword " depending from him ? More especially, as there is

no word of parish constables un the outlook to see whether, as Dennis
phrabes it, he bad an eye to his own midriff or that of the public!
Bums, of all men, had the least need, and the least tendency, to seek for

distinction, either in bis own eyes, or those of others, by such poor
mummeries.
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their cruelty, which soon followed, was equally baneful.

The old grudge against Fortune's inequality awoke with

new bitterness in their neighbourhood; and Bums had

no retreat but to " the Rock of Independence," which is

but an air-castle after all, that looks well at a distance, but

will screen no one from real wind and wet. Flushed with

irregular excitement, exasperated alternately by contempt of

others, and contempt of himself. Bums was no longer regain-

ing his peace of mind, but fast losing it forever. There was

a hollowness at the heart of his life, for his conscience did not

now approve what he was doing.

Amid the vapours of unwise enjoyment, of bootless remorse,

and angry discontent with Fate, his true loadstar, a life of

Poetry, with Poverty, nay with Famine if it must be so, was
too often altogether hidden from his eyes. And yet he sailed

A sea, where without some such loadstar there was no right

steering. Meteors of French Politics rise before him, but
these were not his stars. An accident this, which hastened,

but did not originate, his worst distresses. In the mad
contentions of that time, he comes in collision with certain

official Superiors; is wounded by them; cruelly lacerated,

we should say, could a dead mechanical implement, in any
case, be called cruel: and shrinks, in indignant pain, into

deeper self-seclusion, into gloomier moodiness than ever.

His life has now lost its unity: it is a life of fragments; led

with little aim, beyond the melancholy one of securing its

own continuance,—in fits of wild false joy when such offered,

and of black despondency when they passed away. His
character before the world begins to suffer: calumny is busy
with him; for a miserable man makes more enemies than
friends. Some faults he has fallen into, and a thousand
misfortunes; but deep criminality is what he stands accused
of, and they that are not without sin cast the first stone at

him ! For is he not a well-wisher to the French Revolution,
a Jacobin, and therefore in that one act guilty of all ? These
accusations, political and moral, it has since appeared, were
false enough: but the world hesitated little to credit them.
Nay his convivial Maecenases themselves were not the last

to do it. There is reason to believe that, in his later years,

the Dumfries Aristocracy had partly withdrawn themselves
from Burns, as from a tainted person, no longer worthy of

their acquaintance. That painful class, stationed, in all

' I I -i liJ
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provincial cities, behind the outmost breastwork of Gentility,

there to stand siege and do battle against the intrusions of

Grocerdom and Grazierdom, had actually seen dishonour in

the society of Burns, and branded him with their veto;

had, as we vulgarly say, cut him ! We find one passage in

this Work of Mr. Lockhart's, which will not out of our

thoughts:

" A gentleman of that county, whose name I have already

more than once had occasion to refer to, has often told me that he

was seldom more grieved, than when riding into Dumfries one

fine summer evening about this time to attend a county ball, he

saw Bums walking alone, on the shady side of the principal street

of the town, while the opposite side was gay with successive groups

of gentlemen and ladies, all drawn together for the festivities of

the night, not one of whom appeared willing to recognise him.

The horseman dismounted, and joined Bums, who on his pro-

posing to cross the street said: ' Nay, nay, my young friend,

that's all over now; ' and quoted, after a pause, some verses of

Lady Grizzel Baillie's pathetic ballad

:

' His bonnet stood ance fu' fair on his brow,

His auld ane look'd better than mony ane's new;
Bu^ now he lets 't wear ony way it will hing,

Anu casts himsell dowie upon the corn-bing.

O, were we young as we ance hae been.

We sud hae been gallopping down on yon green,

And linking it ower the lily-white lea

!

And werena my heart light, I wad die.'

It was little in Bums's character to let his feelings on certain sub-

jects escape in this fashion. He, immediately after reciting these

verses, assumed the sprightliness of his most pleasing manner;

and taking his young friend home with him, entertained him very

agreeably till the hour of the ball arrived."

Alas! when we think that Burns now sleeps " where bitter

indignation can no longer lacerate his heart," ^ and that most

of those fair dames and frizzled gentlemen already lie at his

side, where the breastwork of gentility is quite thrown down,

—who would not sigh over the thin delusions and foolish

toys that divide heart from heart, and make man unmerciful

to liis brother

!

It was not now to be hoped that the genius of Burns would

ever reach maturity, or accomplish aught worthy of itself.

* Ubi stem indignatio cor uUerius lacerare nequit. Swift's Epitaph.
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His spirit was jarred in its melody; not the soft breath of

natural feeling, but the rude hand of Fate, was now sweeping

over the strings. And yet what harmony was in him, what

music even in his discords ! How the wild tones had a charm

for the simplest and the wisest ; and all men felt and knew

that here also was one of the Gifted ! " If he entered an inn

at midnight, after all the inmates were in bed, the news of

his arrival circulated from the cellar to the garret; and ere

ten minutes had elapsed, the landlord and all his guests were

assembled! " Some brief pure moments of poetic life were

vet appointed him, in the composition of his Songs. We can

understand how he grasped at this employment; and how

to ), he spurned all other reward for it but what the labour

itself brought him. For the soul of Burns, though scathed

and marred, was yet living in its full moral strength, though

sharply conscious of its errors and abasement: and here, in

his destitution and degradation, was one act of seeming

nobleness and self-devotedness left even for him to perform.

He felt too, that with all the " thoughtless follies " that had

'laid him low," the world was unjust and cruel to him;

and he silently appealed to another and calmer time. Not

as a hired soldier, but as a patriot, would he strive for the

glory of his country: so he cast from him the poor sixpence

a-day, and served zealously as a volunteer. Let us not

grudge him this last luxury of his existence; let him not have

appealed to us in vain! The money was not necessary to

him; he struggled through without it: long since, these

guineas would have been gone, and now the high-mindedness

of refusing them will plead for him in all hearts forever..

We are here arri ed at the crisis of Burns' s life ; for matters

had now taken such a shape with him as could not long con-

tinue. If improvement was not to be looked for. Nature

could only for a limited time maintain this dark and madden-

ing warfare against the world and itself. We are not medically

informed whether any continuance of years was, at this period,

probable for Burns; whether his death is to be looked on as

in some sense an accidental event, or only as the natural con-

sequence of the long series of events that had preceded. The

latter seems to be the likelier opinion : and yet it is by no

means a certain one. At all events, as we have said, sotne

change could not be very distant. Three gates of deliverance,

it seems to us, were open for Burns: clear poetical activity;

rmmm
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madness; or death. The first, with longer life, was still pos-

sible, though not probable ; for physical causes were beginning
to be concerned in it: and yet Burns had an iron resolution;

could he but have seen and felt, that not only his highest glory,

but his first duty, and the true medicine for all his woes, lay

here. The second was still less probable ; for his mind was
ever among the clearest and firmest. So the milder third gate

was opened for him: and he passed, not softly yet speedily,

into that still country, where the hail-storms and fire-showers

do not reach, and the heaviest-laden wayfarer at length lays

down his load

!

Contemplating this sad end of Burns, and how he sank
unaided by any real help, uncheered by any wise sympathy,
generous minds have sometimes figured to themselves, with a

reproachful sorrow, that much might have been done for him;
that by counsel, true affection and friendly ministrations, he

might have been saved to himself and the world. We question
whether there is not more tenderness of heart than soundness
of judgment in these suggestions. It seems dubious to us

whether the richest, wisest, most benevolent individual could

have lent Bums any effectual help. Counsel, which seldom
profits any one, he did not need ; in his understanding, he

knew the right from the wrong, as well perhaps as any man
ever did ; but the persuasion, which would have availed him, lies

not so much in the head as in the heart, where no argument
or expostulation could have assisted much to implant it. As
to money again, we do not believe that this was his essential

wan.t ; or well see how any private man could, even presuppos-
ing Bums's consent, have bestowed on him an independent
fortune, with much prospect of decisive advantage. It is a

mortifying truth, that two men in any rank of society, could
hardly be found virtuous enough to give money, and to take
it as a necessary gift, without injury to the moral entireness

of one or both. But so stands the fact : Friendship, in the
old heroic sense of that term, no longer exists; except in the
cases of kindred or other legal affinity, it is in reality no longer
expected, or recognised as a virtue among men. A close

observer of manners has pronounced " Patronage," that is,

pecuniary or other economic furtherance, to be " twice
cursed," cursing him that gives, and him that takes! And
thus, in regard to outward matters also, it has become the
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nilp as in recard to inward it always was and must be the

™ e that no one shall look for effectual help to another; but

that each shall rest contented with what help he can afford

Smself. Such, we say, is the principle of modern Honour;

naturally enough growing out of that sentiment of Pride,

which w-e inculcate and encourage as the basis o our whole

social morality. Many a poet has been poorer than Burns;

but no one was ever prouder: we may question whether,

without great precautions, even a pension from Royalty

would not have galled and encumbered, more than actually

*^StiU les^therefore, are we disposed to join with another

class of Burns's admirers, who accuse the higher ranks among

us of having ruined Burns by their selfish neglect of him. We

have alreadv stated our doubts whether direct pecuniary help,

had it been offered, would have been accepted, or could have

nroved very effectual. We shall readily admit, however, that

much was to be done for Burns ; that many a poisoned arrow

might have been warded from his bosom; many an entangle-

ment in his path cut asunder by the hand of the powerful ;
and

light and heat, shed on him from high places, would have made

his humble atmosphere more genial; and the softest heart

then breathing might have lived and died with some fewer

pangs. Nay. we shall grant farther, and for Bums it is grant-

ing much, that, with all his pride, he would have thanked,

even with exaggerated gratitude, any one who had cordially

befriended him : patronage, unless once cursed, needed not to

have been twice so. At all events, the poor promotion he

desired in his calling might have been granted :
it was his own

scheme, therefore likelier than any other to be of service. All

this it might have been a luxury, nay it was a duty, for our

nobility to have done. No part of all this, however, did any

of them do; or apparently attempt, or wish to do ; so much

is granted against them. But what then is the amount of

their blame? Simply that they were men of the world, and

walked by the principles of such men : that they treated Bums,

as other nobles and other commoners had done other poets;

as the English did Shakspeare; as King Charles and his

Cavaliers did Butler, as King Philip and his Grandees did

Cervantes. Do men gather grapes of thorns ;
or shall we cut

down our thorns for yielding only defence and haws? How,

indeed, could the " nobility and gentry of his native land

'UUL- MAI
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hold out any help to this " Scottish Bard, proud of his name
and country

'

" ? Were the nobility and gentry so much as able

rightly to help themselves? Had they not their game to

preserve; their borough interests to strengthen; dinners,

therefore, of various kinds to eat and give? Were their

means more than adequate to all this business, or less than
adequate? Less than adequate, in general; few of them in

reality were richer than Burns; many of them were poorer;

for sometimes they had to wring their supplies, as with thumb-
screws, from the hard hand ; and, in their need of guineas, to

forget their duty of mercy; which Burns was never reduced
to do. Let us pity and forgive them. The game they pre-

served and shot, the dinners they ate and gave, the borough
interests they strengthened, the little Babylons they severally

builded by the glory of their might, are all melted or melting
back into the primeval Chaos, as man's merely selfish endeav-
ours are fated to do: and here was an action, extending, in

virtue of its 'Acridly influence, we may say, through all time;

in virtue of its moral nature, beyond all time, being immortal
as the Spirit of Goodness itself ; this action was offered them
to do, and light was not given them to do it. Let us pity and
forgive them. But better than pity, let us go and do other-

wise. Human suffering did not end with the life of Burns;
neither was the solemn mandate, " Love one another, bear
one another's burdens," given to the rich only, but to all men.
True, we shall find no Burns to relieve, to assuage by our aid

or our pity ; l)ut celestial natures, groaning under the fardels

of a weary life, we shall still find; and that wTetchedness
which Fate has rendered voiceless and tuneless is not the least

wretched, but the most.
Still, we do not think that the blame of Burns's failure lies

chiefly with the world. The world, it seems to us, treated him
with more rather than with less kindness than it usually shows
to such men. It has ever, we fear, shown but small favour to

its Teachers : hunger and nakedness, perils and revilings, the
prison, the cross, the poison-chalice have, in most times and
countries, been the market-price it has offered for Wisdom, the
welcome witli which it has greeted those who have come to

enlighten and purify it. Homer and Socrates, and the Chris-

tian Apostles, belong to old days; but the world's Martyr-
ology was not completed with these. Roger Bacon and
Galileo languish in priestly dungeons; Tasso pines in the cell

L
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of a nadhouse; Camoens dies begging on the streets cfLis^

bon So neglected, so " persecuted they the Prophets,
'

not

in Tudea only, but in all places where men have been We

eckon that Ivery poet of Burns's order is, or should be, a

prophet and teacher to his age ; that he has no "ght to expec

Zit kindness from it, but rather is bound to do gr^t

kindness; that Burns, in particular, experienced fully the

usual proportion of the'vvorld's goodness ; and that the blame

h'sLlurc, as we have said, lies not chiefly with the w^orld

Where, then, does it lie ? We are forced to answer
:
^ylth

himself- it is his inward, not his outward riiis ortunes thatS him to the dust. Seldom, indeed, is it otherwise;

seldom is a life morally wrecked but the grand cause lies in

some internal mal-arrangement, some want less of good

ortune than of good guidance. Nature fashions no creature

Sout implanting iS it the strength needful for its action.

:^d duratTon ; least of all does she so neglect her masterpiece

and darling, the poetic soul. Neither can we believe that it

is n the po^er ol any external circumstances utterly to rum

the mind of a man ; nay if proper wisdom be given him, even

so much as to affect its essential health and beauty. The

sternest sum-total of all worldly misfortunes is Death;

nothing more can lie in the cup of human woe: yet many

men, in all ages, have triumphed over Death, and ed it

Ltive; converting its physical victory mto a moral victory

for themselves, into a seal and immortal consecration for

all that their past life had achieved. What has been done

mav be done again ; nay , it is but the degree and not the kmd

of such heroism that differs in different seasons ;
for without

some portion of this spirit, not of boisterous darmg, but of

silent fearlessness, of Self-denial in all its forms, no good man,

in any scene or time, has ever attained to be good.

We have already stated the error of Burns; and mourned

over it, rather than blamed it. It was the want of unity m

his purposes, of consistency in his aims; the hapless attempt

to mingle in friendly union the common spirit of the world

with the spirit of poetry, which is of a far different and

altogetner irreconcilable nature. Burns was nothmg wholl)^

and Burns could be nothing, no man formed as he was can^
anything, by halves. The heart, not of a mere hot-blooded,

popular Verse-monger, or poetical Restaurateur, but of a

true Poet and Singer, worthy of the old religious heroic
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times, had been given him: and he fell in an age, rot of
heroism and religion, but of scepticism, selfishness and
triviality, when true Nobleness was little understood, and its

place supplied by a hollow, dissocial, altogether barren and
unfruitful principle of Pride. The influences of that age, his
open, kind, susceptible nature, to say nothing of his highly
untoward situation, made it more than usually difficult for
him to cast aside, or rightly subordinate; the better spirit
that was within him ever sternly demanded its rights, its

supremacy: he spent his life in endeavouring to reconcile
these two; and lost it, as he must lose it, without reconciling
them.
Bums was born poor; and bom also to continue poor, for

he would not endeavour to be otherwise: this it aad been
well could he have once for all admitted, and considered as
finally settled. He was poor, truly; but hundreds even of
his own class and order of minds have been poorer, yet have
suffered nothing deadly from it: nay, his own Father had
a far sorer battle with ungrateful destiny than his was; and
he did not yield to it, but died courageously warring, and
to all moral intents prevailing, against it. True, Burns had
little means, had even little time for poetry, his only real
pursuit and vocation; but so much the more precious was
what little he had. In all these external respects his case
was hard; but very far from the hardest. Poverty, in-

cessant drudgery and much worse evils, it has often been the
lot of Poets and wise men to strive with, and their glory
to conquer. Locke was banished as a traitor; and wrote
his Essay on the Human Understanding sheltering himself in a
Dutch garret. Was Milton rich or at his ease when he com-
posed Paradise Lost J Not only low, but fallen from a height

;

not only poor, but impoverished; in darkness and with
dangers compassed round, he sang his immortal song, and
found fit audience, though few. Did not Cervantes finish
his work, a maimed soldier and in prison ? Nay, was not the
Araucana, which Spain acknowledges as its Epic, written
without even the aid of paper; on scraps of leather, as the
stout fighter and voyager snatched any moment from that
wild warfare?
And what, then, had these men, which Bums wanted?

Two thmgs; both which, it seems to us, are indispensable
for such men. They had a true, religious principle of morals

;
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and a single, not a double aim in their activity. They were

not sdf-seekers and self-worshippers; but seekers and wor-

shippeis of something far better than Self. Not persona

enjovment was their object; but a high, heroic idea of

Religion, of Patriotism, of heavenly Wisdom, m one or the

other foim, ever hovered before them; in which cause they

neither shrank from suffering, nor called on the earth to

witness it as something wonderful; but patiently endured,

counting .t blessedness enough so to spend and be spent.

Thus the "golden-calf of Self-love," however curiously

carved, was not their Deity; but the Invisible Goodness,

which alone is man's reasonable service. This feeling was

IS a celestial fountain, whose streams refreshed into gladness

and beauty all the provinces of their otherwise too desolate

existence. In a word, they willed one thing, to which al»

other things were subordinated and made subservient; and

therefore they accomplished it. The wedge will rend rocks

;

but its edge must be sharp and single: if it be double, the

wedge is bruised in pieces and will rend nothing.

Part of this superioiity these men owed to their age; in

which heroism and devotedness were still practised, or at

least not vet disbelieved in: but much of it likewise they

owed to themselves. With Burns, again, it was different.

His morality, in most of its practical points, is that of a mere

worldly m;m; enjoyment, in a finer or coarser shape, is the

only thing he longs and strives for. A noble instinct some-

times raises him above this; but an instinct only, and actmg

only for moments. He has no Religion ; in the shallow age,

where uis days were cast. Religion was not discriminated

from tlie New and Old Ught/orms of Religion ;
and was with

these, becoming obsolete in the minds of men. His heart,

indeed, is alive with a trembling adoration, but there is no

temple in his understanding. He lives m darkness and in

the shadow of doubt. His religion, at best, is an anxious

wish; like that of Rabelais, " a great Perhaps."

He loved Poetry warmly, and in his heart; could he biit

have loved it purely, and with his whole undivided heart, it

had been well. For Poetry, as Burns could have followed it,

is but another form of Wisdom, of Religion ; is itself W isdom

and Religion. But this also was denied him. His poetry

is a stray vagrant gleam, which will not be extinguished

within him, yet rises not to be the true light of his path, but
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i? often a 'vildfire that misleads hin\. It was not necessary

ur Buns to be riih, to be, or t' seem, " indei)end t
;

'

out it :i IS- necessary for him to be at one with his own h \irt;

to place v;hat was highest in his nature liighest also n, his

lue ; "to f:ok within himself for that consisttncy and sequen. e,

which extern 0.1 events would forever refuse him." He was

born a poet; poetry was the celestial element of his bein_

and should have been the soul of his whole endeavour

Lifted into tha serene ether, whither he had wings given hit

to mount, he would have needed no other elevation: povert\

neglect and all evil, save the desecration o'' him>; 'f and his

Art, were a small matter to him; the pridi md the pa- uns

of the world lay far beneath his feet; and he looked do* n

alike on noble anu slave, on prince and beggar, and all ma'

wore the stamp of nian, with clear recognition, with brother

af!ection, with sympathy, with pity. Nav, we que^^tit.

whether for his culture as a Poet povert\ and mu h suffering-

for a season were not absolutely advantageous, ireat men,

in looking ijack over their lives, have tes' *ird U b it -ffect.

" I would not for much." says Jean Paul that J \au Icen

bom richer." And }ct Paul's birth is pt onor^^' •

for, in another place, he adds: "The isoner low..

is bread and water; and I had often c the latter." Bu
the gold that is refined in the hottest iunuce comi- oi th

purest; or, as he has himself expressed li " the can. • )ird

sings sweeter the longer it has been trared in a darkened

A man like Burns nnght have divided L hour
poetry and virtuous ^dustry; industry which
feeling sanctions, nay rescribes, and whir^h h

for that cause, beyonc; he pomp of ' r-
-

hi'-' hours between potf r and rich m a

ill-ot,.rred and inauspirioub attempt. Ht
e.ise at such banquets \\Tiat

'

h:S music with th o^rse roa

bngl.:ening the thiLtv mok^
him from heaven ? ^

" sith in.

he must go drudge a. n E ="-r-

Burns became mood\ adign

against certain rules so'^iet%

grow utterly frantic, an 1 ru

could a man, so falsely place

;tween

true

auty,

: i'U divide

i<^'ie s was an

he be at

, mingling

!ly voices

:

Ji fire lent

To-morrow
-r not that

it tim . an offender

vther tiiat he did not

ainst them all. How
. n or others' fault, ever

H he

altOji.

t'.-xica

em'oy i

' We
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k o« conu ntment or f^m ibl« diligence loranhour? What

did, under su. ;. vers.- guidance, and what he forbore

:th astoTT .ament at the natural strength

.a dy

1 others- onl >« h>^ '*

dth .' worldlv ' r. fKMta

;ieard ci. ugh ow the efli

make .'uets . ppy. Nu'

,( in these erydays?

to io, alike (ill us

an, worth ( f his

i )ubtless ihert

HOI

low

this pervt

of all in sin

y." Well
V ol wealth

, e we not se

^ _ ^
,yron,atnan ''

eni cor i -rablv less e'thereal than that oi U

m the rank not o'f a Scotu.h ploughman, but o

oeer: th. highest worldly honours, the faire>-'
-

are his u mht-ritance; the richest .arvest

n•ap^ in another province, by his own I

d, -ul this avail him? Is he happv is he ^u

A 'has poet's soul, anu strut;.- towards

anu til'- Et jn and soon feels that aii th
'

'

to tl.<- . ouse-i to reach the stars 1 Like .un

.-.s; but

k increase

^ V have

or -joeiry,

\ anotlifr

anendo -

as, i
'''> ;»

an tng,iish

Id" career,

'^•' he soon

nd what
le true?

Infinite

>unting

is only

•, proud man; .night, like him, have " purchaseu a pocket-

cop jf Milton to study the charai-ter of Satan; for batan

ilso 1, l.vron's grand exemplar, the hero of his poetry, and

he '> .del apparently of his conduct. As in Burns s case

,0 le celestial element will not mingle with the clay of

irth both poet and man of the world he must not be;

r \mbition will not live kindly with poetic Adoration;

mnot ser%e God and Mammon. Byron, like Burns is

101 aappy; nay he is the most wretched of all men. IIis

life is falsely arranged : the fire that is in him is not a strong,

still rentral fire, warming into beauty the products of a

world bat it is the mad fire of a volcano; and now—vve

look sadly into the ashes of a crater,, which ere long will fill

itself witn snow

!

^ ^\

B ron and Burns were sent forth as missionaries to their

generation, to teach it a higher Doctrin. , a purer Truth
;
they

had a n^essage to deliver, which left them no rest till it was

accomplLshed; in dim throes of pain, this divine behest

lav smouldering v.ithin them; ^or they knew not what it

meant . nd felt" it only in mysterious anticipation, and they

had to die without articulately uttering it. They are in

the camp of the Unconverted; yet not as high messengers

of rigorous though benignant truth, but as soft flattering
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singers, and in pleasant fellowship will they live there: they

are first adulated, then persecuted; they accomplish little

for others ; they find no peace for themselves, but only death
and the peace of the grave. We confess, it is not without
a certain mournful awe that we view the fate of thase noble

souls, so richly gifted, yet ruined to so little purpose with all

their gifts. It seems to us there is a stern moral taught in

this piece of history,

—

twice told us in our own time ! Surely

to men of like genius, if there be any such, it carries with it

a lesson of deep impressive significance. Surely it would
become such a man, furnished for the highest of all enter-

prises, that of being the Poet of his Age, to consider well

what it is that he attempts, and in what spirit he attempts
it. For the words of Milton are true in all times, and were
never truer than in this: " He who would write heroic poems
must make his whole life a heroic poem." If he cannot first

so make his life, then let him hasten from this arena; for

neither its lofty glories, nor its fearful perils, are fit for him.

Let him dwindle into a modish balladmonger; let him
worship and besing the idols of the time, and the time will

not fail to reward him. If, indeed, he can endure to live in

that capacity ! Byron and Bums could not live as idol-

priests, but the fire of their own hearts consumed them; and
better it was for them that they could not. For it is not in

the favour of the great or of the small, but in a life of truth,

and in the inexpugnable citadel of his own soul, that a

Byron's or a Burns's strength must lie. Let the great stand

aloof from him, or know how to reverence him. Beautiful

is the union of wealth with favour and furtherance for

literature; like the costliest flower-jar enclosing the loveliest

amaranth. Yet let not the relation be mistaken. A true

poet is not one whom they can hire by money or flattery to

be a minister of their pleasures, their writer of occasional

verses, their purveyor of table-wit ; he cannot be their menial,

he cannot even be their partisan. At the peril of both parties,

let no such union be attempted ! Will a Courser of the Sun
work softly in the harness of a Dray-horse? His hoofs are

of fire, and his path is through the heavens, bringing light to

all lands ; will he lumber on mud highways, dragging ale for

earthly appetites from door to door ?

But we must stop short in these considerations, which
would lead us to boundless lengths. We had something to
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sav on the public moral character of Burns; but this a so

we must forbear. We are far from regardmg him as guilty

^fore the world, as guiltier than the average; nay from

roubting that he is less guilty than one of ten thousand

Tried at a tribunal far more rigid than that where the

Plebiscita of common civic reputations are pronounced, he

Ss eemed to us even there less worthy of blame than o

ntty and wonder. But the world is habitually unjust in its

iudgments of such men; unjust on many grounds of which

this c-^e mav be stated as the substance: It decides, like a

court of law, by dead statutes; and not positively but

negatively, less on what is done right, than on what is or is

nofdone wrong. Not the few inches of deflection from he

mathematical orbit, which are so easily measured, but the

ratio of these to the whole diameter, constitutes the real

aberration. This orbit may be a planet's, its diameter the

breadth of the solar system ; or it may be a city hippodrome

;

nay the circle of a ginhorse, its diameter a score of feet or

naces But the inches of deflection only are measured:

and it is assumed that the diameter of the gmhorse, and that

of the planet, will yield the same ratio when compared with

them' Here lies the root of many a blind, cruel condemna-

tion of Burnses, Swifts, Rousseaus, which one never listens

to with approval. Granted, the ship comes into harbour

with shrouds and tackle dan .ged; the pilot is blameworthy

;

he has not been all-wise and all-powerful: but to know how

blameworthy, tell us first whether bis voyage has been round

the Globe, or only to Ramsgate and the Isle of Dogs.

With our readers in general, with men of right feeling any-

where, we are not required to plead for Burns. In pitying

admiration he lies enshrined in all our hearts, in a far nobler

mausoleum than that one of marble; neither will his Works,

even as they are, pass away from the memory of men. VVhiie

the Shakspeares and Miltons roll on like mighty rivers

through the country of Thought, bearing fleets of traffickers

and assiduous pearl-fishers on their waves ; this little Valclusa

Fountain will also arrest our eye: for this also is of Nature s

own and most cunning workmanship, bursts from the depths

of the earth, with a full gushing current, into t • light of day

;

and often will the traveller turn aside to dr of its Cxcar

waters, and muse among its rocks and pmes

!
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American Cooper asserts, in one of his books, that there is

" an instinctive tendency in men to look at any man who has

become distinguished." True, surely: as all observation
and survey of mankind, from China to Peru, from Nebuchad-
nezzar to Old Hickory, will testify! Why do men crowd
towards the improved-drop at Newgate, eager to catch a

sight? The man about to be hanged is in a distinguished
situation. Men crowd to such extent, that Greenacre's is

not the only life choked-out there. Again, ask of these

leathern vehicles, cabriolets, neat-flies, with blue men and
women in them, that scour all thoroughfares, Whither so

fast } To see dear Mrs. Rigmarole, the distinguished female;
great Mr. Rigmarole, the Hi tinguished male! Or, consider
that crowning phenomenon id summary of modern civilisa-

tion, a soiree of lior.s. Glittering are the rooms, well-lighted,

thronged; bright flows their undulatory flood of blonde-
gowns and dress-coats, a soft smile dwelling on all faces;

for behold there also flow the lions, hovering distinguished:
oracles of the age, of one sort or another. Oracles really
pleasant to see ; whom it is worth while to go and see : look
at them, but inquire not of them, depart rather and be
thankful. For your Won-soiree admits not of speech; there
lies the specialty of it. A meeting together of human
creatures ; and yet (so high has civilisation gone) the primary
aim of human meeting, that soul might in some articulate
utterance unfold itself to soul, ran be dispensed with in it.

Utterance there is not ; nay there is a certain grinning play
of tongue-fence, and make-believe of utterance, considerably
worse than none. For which reason it has been suggested,
with an eye to sincerity and silence in such Mon-soirees, Might
not each lion be, for example, ticketed, as wine-decanters
are? Let him carry, slung round him, in such ornamental

» London and Westminster Review, No. 12.—" Memoirs of the Life of
Sir Walter Scott, Baronet." Vols, i.-vi. Edinburgh, 1837.
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nn*.r as seemed good, his silver label with name engraved;

^'"^
find Useful an^^^^^ is not needed at all. O Femm.ore

sir it is most true there is
" an instinctive tendency in

^tn nok at any man that has become distmguished

;

^nd moi^over! an instinctive desire in men to become dis-

^^^ittrSt" ': wSuilt a most valuable tendency this;

• I ^.Iwftomanknd. Without it, where were star-and-

'^Hnd signSS of rank; where were all ambition,

Inev-eettinTrespectability of gig or no gig; and, ma
T7the main impetus by which society moves, the main

r ^hv wS it hangs together? A tendency, we say, of

Sold rSts of Sanifold origin, not ridiculous only

^t suWime -whic^ some incline to deduce from the m«re

^ecarbu^^^^^^ nature of man, prompt ng him to nm.

^afdTm-eyed animals do, towards any glittering object,

were i but a scoured tankard, and mistake it for a solar

nminarv
'' or even " sheeplike, to run and crowd because

fw alreadv run' " It is indeed curious to consider

r^'Un do maS th^gods that themselves worship. For

JhTmos^fmed man round whom all the world rapturously

W^Ts anrven^rates, as if his like were not, is the same

^TwLm all he world was wont to jostle into the kennels;

not a changed man, but in every fibre of him the same man

Foollh worid wha( went ye out to see ? A tankard scoured

bSht and do there not lie, of the self-same pewterwhok

bafowfuls of tankards, though by worse fortune all still m

^^Aniwefat" bottom, it is not merely our gregarious sheep-

like Quality buttShing better, and indeed best
:
what has

LrcS ''the perpeLal ^-t of hero^wor^hip^^^^^^^^

u^^ cinpprp love of ereat men! Not the gilt tartmng,

IomS 0^ sak do eve^ fools covet; but the gold guinea

HiiwC mistake it for. Veneration of great men is

;tenniaHn th'^tur^ of man; this, in all tirnes especially

Fn these ilone of the blessedest facts predicable of him. In

SSs, even in these seemingly so d^obetot times t

remains a blessed fact, so cunmngly has Nature orderea it,

27u,hatsoevef man ought to obey, f^^^'^^^K^iJ'^fy'A^Z
the duUest clodpole, show the haughtiest <eatherh«id, ti»t

Icoul higher tl^n himself is actually here; were his knees
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stiffened into brass, he must down and worship." So it has
been written

; and may be cited and repeated till known to
all. Understand it well, this of " hero-worship " was the
primary creed, and has intrinsically been the secondary and
ternary, and will be the ultimate and final creed of mankind;
indestructible, changing in shape, but in essence unchange-
able; whereon polities, religions, loyalties, and all highest
human interests have been and can be built, as on a rock that
will endure while man endures. Such is hero-worship; so
much lies in that our inborn sincere love of great men!—
In favour of which unspeakable benefits of the reality, what
can we do but cheerfully pardon the multiplex ineptitudes
of the semblance; cheerfully wish even lion-soirees, witli
labels for their lions or without that improvement, all manner
of prosperity? Let hero-worship flourish, say we; and the
more and more assiduous chase after gilt farthings while
guineas are not yet forthcoming. Herein, at lowest, is proof
that guineas exist, that they are believed to exist, and valued.
Find great men if you can; if you cannot, still quit not the
search; in defect of great men, let there be noted men, in
such number, to such degree of intensity as the public appetite
can tolerate.

Whether Sir Walter Scott was a great man, is still a ques-
tion with some; but there can be no question with any one
that he was a most noted and even notable man. In this
generation there was no literary man with such a popularity in
any country; there have only been a few with such, taking-in
all generations and all countries. Nay, it is farther to be
admitted that Sir Walter Scott's popularity was of a select
sort rather; not a popularity of the populace. His admirers
were at one time almost all the intelligent of civilised countries

;

and to the last included, and do still include, a great portion of
that sort. Such fortune he had, and has continued to main-
tain for a space of some twenty or thirty years. So long the
observed of all observers; a great man, or only a considerable
man; here surely, if ever, is a singularly circumstanced, is a
" dwtpg^whed " man! In regard to whom, therefore, the
"mstmctive tendency" on other men's part cannot be
wanting. Let men look, where the world has already so
long looked. And now, while the new, earnestly expected
Life " by his son-in-law and literary executor " again sum-
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ons the whole world's attention round him, probably for

the last time it will ever be so summoned, and men are m

some sort taking leave of a notability, and alwut to go their

wav and commit him to his fortune on the flood of things

whv should not this Periodical Publication likewise publish

its thought about him? Readers of miscellaneous aspect,

of unknown quantity and quality, are waiting to hear it

done With small inward vocation, but cheerfully obedient

to destiny and necessity, the present reviewer will follow a

multitude: to do evil or to do no evil, will depend not on

the multitude but on himself. One thing he did decidedly

vvish- at les^st to wait till the Work were finished: for the

Six promised Volumes, as the world knows, have flowed

over into a Seventh, which will not for some weeks yet see

the light But the editorial powers, wearied with waitmg,

have become peremptory; and declare that, finished or not

finished, thev will have their hands washed of it at this open-

ing of the year. Perhaps it is best. The physiognomy of

Scott will not be much altered for us by that Seventh Volume

;

the prior Six have altered it but little;—as, indeed, a man

who has written some two-hundred volumes of his ovvn, and

lived for thirty years amid the universal speech of friends,

must have already left some likeness of himself. Be it as the

peremptory editorial powers require
, , ^,„

First, therefore, a word on the Life itself. Mr. Lockhart s

known powers justify strict requisition m his case. Our ver-

dict in general would be, that he has accomplished the work

he schemed for himself in a creditable workmanlike manner.

It is true, his notion of what the work was, does not seem to

have been very elevated. To picture-forth the life of Scott

according to any rules of art or composition, so that a reader,

on adequately examining it, might say to himself. There is

Scott, there is the physiognomy and meaning of Scott s ap-

pearance and transit on this earth; such was he by nature,

so did the world act on him, so he on the world, with such

result and significance for himself and us: " this was by no

manner of means Mr. Lockhart's plan. A plan which, it is

rashly said, should preside over every biography! It might

have been fulfilled with all degrees of perfection, from that of

the Odyssey down to Thomas Ellwood or lower. For there is

no heroic poem in the world but is at bottom a biography,

the life of a man: also, it may be said, there is no life of a
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man, faithfully recorded, but is a heroic poem of its sort,

rhymed or unrhymed. It is a plan one would prefer, did it

otherwise suit; which it does not, in these days. Seven

volumes sell so much dearer than one; are so much easier

to write than one. The Odyssey, for instance, what were

the value of the Odyssey sold per sheet? One paper of

Pickwick ; or say, the inconsiderable fraction of one. This,

in commercial algebra, were the equation: Odyssey equal

to Pickwick divided by an unknown integer.

There is a great discovery still to be made in Literature,

that of paying literary men by the quantity they do not write.

Nay, in sober truth, is not this actually the rule in all writing;

and, moreover, in all conduct and acting? Not what stands

aboveground, but what- lies unseen under it, as the root and
subterrene element it sprang from and emblemed forth, deter-

mines the value. Under all speech that is good for anything

there lies a silence that is better. Silence is deep as Eternity;

speech is shallow as Time. Paradoxical does it seem ? Woe
for the age, woe for the man, quack-ridden, bespeeched, be-

spouted, blown about like barren Sahara, to whom this world-

old truth were altogether strange !—Such we say is the rule,

acted on or not, recognised or not ; and he who departs from
it, what can he do but spread himself into breadth and length,

into superficiality and saleability; and, except as filigree,

become comparatively useless? One thinks. Had but the

hogshead of thin wash, which sours in a week ready for the

kennels,been distilled,heen concentrated ! Our dear Fenimore
Cooper, whom we started with, might, in that way, have given

us one Natty leatherstocking, one melodious synopsis of Man
and Nature in the West (for it lay in him to do it), almost
as a Saint-Pierre did for the Islands of the East; and the

hundred Incoherences, cobbled hastily together by order of

Colburn and Company, had slumbered in Chaos, as all inco-

herences ought if possible to do. Verily this same genius of

diffuse-writing, of diffuse-acting, is a Moloch; and souls pass

through the fire to him, more than enough. Surely, if ever

discovery was valuable and needful, it were that above indi-

cated, of paying by the work not visibly done !—Which need-

ful discovery we will give the whole projecting, railwaying,

knowledge-diffusing, march-of-intellect and otherwise pro-

motive and locomotive societies in the Old and New World,
any required length of centuries to make. Once made, such

. .IPI. I -IL-.I..11U»
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^i,covery once made, we too will fling cap into the a .
,

I

UnT^Io Pceant the Devil is conquered ;
"-and in tfte

2 while sttidv to think it nothing miraculous that seven

SapS vlmes are given where one had been better;

Tthat several other things happen, very much as they

?rom of old were known to do, and are like to contmue doing.

Mr Lockhart's aim, we take it, was not that of producing

anv such highflown work of art as we hint at: or indeed to

Tmuch other than to print, intelligibly bound toge her by

iX of time, and by some requisite intercalary exposition, al

Slet^^s documents and notices about Scott as he found

vinVsuitab e, and as it seemed likely the world would under-

take to read. His Work, accordingly, is not so m^ch a com-

nosition as what we may call a compilation well done

Eher isTh'^a task of no difficulty ; this too is a task that

S be Pe 'ormed with extremely various degrees of talent:

S the Life and Correspondence of Hannah More, for in-

tmce UP to this Life of Scott, there is a wide range indeed!

Ut us mke the Sevin Volumes, and be thankful that they

l^e genuine in their kind. Nay, as to that o their being

sevenTnd not one, it is right to say that the public so required

To have done other, would have shown little pohcy

in an author. Had Mr. Lockhart laboriously compressed

himself and instead of well-done compilation, brought out

StTweU-done composition, in one volume mstead of seven,

Siich not many men in England are better qualified o do

rhere can be no doubt but his rr -ders for the time had been

mmeasurably fewer. If the praise of magnanimity be denied

hTm, that of prudence must be conceded, which perhaps he

"^"^he tmh is, the work, done in this manner too, was good

to have: Scoti's Biography if uncomposed, ^es P^mtea and

indestructible here, in the elementary state, and can at any

time be composed, if necessary, by
;:^^°^°«^'«;^^^f

,^^,^"" ^
that As it is, as it was meant to be, we repeat, the work

s vigorously done. Sagacity, decision, candour, diligence

good manners, good sense: these qualities are throughout

cbservable The dates, calculations, statements, we suppose

to be all accurate; much laborious inquiry some of it im-

possible for another man, has been gone ^"^0;fe^resf
^^^^

^hich are imparted with due brevity. Scott s letters, not

^^RS
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interesting generally, yet never absolutely without interest,
are copiously given; copiously, but with selection; the
answers to them still more select. Narrative, delineation
and at length personal reminiscences, occasionally of much
merit, of a certain rough force, sincerity and picturesqueness,
duly intervene. The scattered members of Scott's Life do
lie here, and could be disentangled. In a word, this compila-
tion is the work of a manful, clear-seeing, conclusive man,
and has been executed with the faculty and combination of

faculties the public had a right to expect from the name
attached to it.

One thing we hear greatly blamed in Mr. Lockhart: that
he has been too communicative, indiscreet, and has recorded
much that ought to have lain suppressed. Persons are men-
tioned, and circumstances, not always of an ornamental sort.

It would appear there is far less reticence than was looked for!

Various persons, name and surname, have " received pain: "

nay the very Hero of the Biography is rendered unheroic;
unomamental facts of him, and of those he had to do with,
being set forth in plain English : hence " personality," " indis-

cretion," or worse, " sanctities of private life," etc., etc. How
delicate, decent is English Biography, bless its mealy mouth!
A Damocles' sword of Respectability hangs forever over the
poor English Life-writer (as it does over poor English Life
in general), and reduces him to the verge of paralysis. Thus
it has been said, " there are no Englisi: -es worth reading
except those of Players, who by the natur^ of the case have
! idden Respectability good-day." The English biographer
has long felt that if in writing his Man's Biography, he wrote
down anything that could by possibility offend any man,
he had written wrong. The plain consequence was, that,
properly speaking, no biography whatever could be produced.
The poor biographer, havmg the fear not of God before his
eyes, was obliged to retire as it were into vacuum ; and write
in the most melancholy, straitened manner, with only vacuum
for a result. Vain that he wrote, and that we kept reading
volume on volume ; there was no biography, but some vas-ae
ghost of a biography, white, stainless; without featuic or
substance; vacuum, as we say, and wind and shadow,—
which indeed the material of it was.
No man lives without jostling and being jostled; in all

ways he has to elbow himself through the world, giving and
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receiving offence. His life is a battle, in so far as it is an

entity at all. The very oyster, we suppose, comes in co ision

withovsters: undoubtedly enough it does come in collision

with Necessity and Difficulty; and helps itself through, not

as a perfect ideal oyster, but as an imperfect real one. Some

kind of remorse must be known to the oyster ; certain hatreds,

t rtain pusillanimities. But as for man, his conflict is con-

tinual with the spirit of contradiction, that is without and

within; with the evil spirit (or call it, with the weak, most

necessitous, pitiable spirit), that is in others and in himself.

His walk, like all walking (say the mechanicians), is a series

oi falls To paint man's life is to represent these thmgs. Let

them be represented, fitly, with dignity and measure; but

above all, let them be represented. No tragedy of Hamlet

with the part of Hamlet omitted by particular desire
!
No

ghost of a biography, let the Damocles' sword of Respecta-

bilitv (which, after all, is but a pasteboard one) threaten as

it will! One hopes that the public taste is much mended m
this matter; that vacuum-biographies, with a good many

other vacuities related to them, are withdrawn or withdraw-

ing; into vacuum. Probably it was Mr. Lockhart's feelmg of

<vhat the great public would approve, that led him, open-

exed, into this offence against the small criticising public:

we joyfully accept the omen.
, .•

Perhaps then, of all the praises copiously bestowed on his

Work, there is none in reality so creditable to him as this

same censure, which has also been pretty copious. It is a

censure better than a good many praises. He is found guilty

ot having said this and that, calculated not to be entirely

pleasant to this man and that; in other words, calculated to

give him and the thing he worked in a livmg set of features,

not leave him vague, in the white beatified-ghost condition.

Several men, as we hear, cry out, " See, there is somethmg

written not entirelv pleasant to me !
" Good friend ,

it is pity

;

but who can heli> it? They that will crowd about bonfires

may, sometimes verv fairly, get their beards singed
;

it is the

price they pay for such illumination; natural twilight is safe

and free 'to all. For our part, we hope all manner of bio-

graphiesthat are written in England will henceforth be written

so. If it is fit that they be written otherwise, then it is still

fitter that thev be not written at all: to produce not things

but ghosts of things con never be the duty of man.

!l^P"!Sr
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The biographer has this problem set before him: to de-

lineate a likeness of the earthly pilgrimage of a man. He will

compute well what profit is in it, and what disprofit; under

which latter head this of offending any of his fellow-creatures

will surely not be forgotten. Nay, this may so swell the dis-

profit side of his account, "hat many an enterprise of bio-

graphy, otherwise promising, shall require to be renounced.

But once taken up, the rule before all rules is to do it, not to

do the ghost of it. In speaking of the man and men he has to

deal with, he will of course keep all his charities about him;

but all his eyes open. Far be it from him to set down aught

untrue ; nay, not to abstain from, and leave in oblivion, much

that is true But having found a thing or things essential for

his subje{ . nd well computed the for and against, he will in

very deed set down such thing or things, nothing doubting,—

having, we may say, the fear of God before his eyes, and no

other fear whatever. Censure the biographer's prudence;

dissent from the computation he made, or agree with it; be

all malice of his, be all falsehood, nay be all offensive avoidable

inaccuracy, condemned and consumed; but know that by

this plan only, executed as was possible, could the biographer

hope to make a biography; and blame him not that he did

what it had been the worst fault not to do.

As to the accuracy or error of these statements about the

Ballantynes and other persons aggrieved, which are questions

much mooted at present in some places, we know nothing at

all. If they are inaccurate, let them be corrected; if the

inaccuracy was avoidable, let the author bear rebuke and

punishment for it. We can only say, these things carry no

look of inaccuracy on the face of them; neither is anywhere

the smallest trace of ill-will or unjust feeling discernible. De-

cidedly the probabilities are, and till better evidence arise, the

fair conclusion is, that this matter stands very much as it

ought to do. Let the clatter of censure, therefore, propagate

itself as far as it can. For Mr. Lockhart it virtually amounts

to this very considerable praise, that, standing full in the face

of the public, he has set at nought, and been among the first

to do it, a public piece of cant; one of the commonest we

have, and closely allied to many others of the fellest sort, as

smooth as it looks.

The other censure, of Scott being made unheroic, springs

from the same stem; and is, perhaps, a still more wonderful
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flnwer of it. Your true hero must have no features, but be

!hke stainless, an impersonal ghost-hero! But connected

.hthU there is a hypothesis now current, due probably to
wuh this, there .5 a nyp

^^^ ^^ ^^^,

C ML ckS atVe^rThas a dislike to Scott and has

ime his best in an underhand treacherous manner to dishero

Z' Such hypothesis is actually current: he that has ears

uv hear t now and then. On which astonishing hypothesis,

U iVo d must be said, it can only be an apdogy tor ^^ en^e

"That there are things at which one stands struck s lent,

vat first siaht of the Infinite." For if Mr. Lockhart is fairly

iargeable with any radical defect, if on any side his msigh

ntSlv fails him, it seems even to be m this, that Scott s

Uo' ether lovelv to him : that Scott's greatness spreads out

rhim on all hands bevond reach of eye ; that his very faults

J^com beautiful, his vulgar worldlinesses are solid prudences

nroorieties ; and of his worth there is no measure. Does not

Ke pa nt Biographer dwell on his Abbots, Pnaies, and hasty

h aWl scene%aintings; affectionately analysing them as

f thev were Raphael-pictures, time-defymg Hamlets, Otkellos?

The Novel-manufactory, with its £15,000 a-year is sacred o

him as creation of a genius, which carries the noWe victor up

to Heaven. Scott is to Lockhart the unparalleled of the

ime an object spreading-out before him like a sea without

ToU Oifhat astonishing hypothesis, let expressive silence

^'trsfin^Z-with regard to Lock^^ Ufe ./ S^«

rerde^s that believe in us shall read it with the feeling that a

m n taknt decision and insight wrote it ; wrote it in seven

volumes, not in one, because the public ^""^ pay for it be^^^^^^^

in that state; but wrote it with courage, with frankness,

^ceri vV on the whole, in a very readable, recommendaWe

manner; is things go. Whosoever needs it can Purc^^^^^^^^^^

purchase the loan of it, with assurance "^"^^ ^^an usua that

he has ware for his money. And now enough of the written

Life'l will glance a little at the man and his acted hfe.

Into the question whether Scott was a great man or not

we do not propose to enter deeply. It is, as too u.uui, a

^esdonabJut words. There can be no doubt but many men

have been named and printed great who were vastly smaller

than hetas little doubt moreover that of the specially good,

SHC^T^K?
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a very large portion, according i. any genuine standard o{

man's worth, were worthless in comparison to him. He for

whom Scott is great may most innocently name him so ; mav
with advantage admire hir great qualities, and ought with sin-

cere heart to emulate them. At the same time, it is good tliat

there be a certain degree of precision in our epithets. It is

good to understand, for one thing, that no popularity, and

open-mouthed wonder of all the world, continued even for a

long series '^f years, can make a man great. .Such popularity

is a remarkable fortune ; indicates a great adaptation of the

man to hir. element of circumstances ; but may or may not

indi< ate anything great in the man. To our imagination, as

above iiinlcd, there is a certain apotheosis in it; but in the

reality no apotheosis at all. Popularity is as a blaze of illu-

mination, or alas, of conflagration, kindled round a man;

showing what is in him ; not putting the smallest item mor»»

into him ; often abstracting much from him ; conflagrating

the poor man himself into ashes and captit mnrtuutn ! And
then, by the nature of it, such popularity is transient ; your
*' series of years," quite unexpectedly, sometimes almost all

on a sudden, terminates ! For the stupidity of men, especially

of men congregated in masses round any object, is extreme.

What illuminations and conflagrations have kindled them-

selves, as if new heavenly suns had risen, which proved only

to be tar-barrels and terrestrial locks of straw! Profane

Princesses cried out, "One God, one Farinelli!"—and

whither now have they and Farinelli danced ?

In Literature too there have been seen popularities greater

even than Scott's, and nothing perennial in the interior of

them. Lope de Vega, whom all the world swore by, and made
a proverb of ; who could make an acceptable five-act tragedy

in almost as many hours; the greatest of all popularities past

or present, and perhaps one of the greatest men that ever

ranked among popularities: Lope himself, so radiant, far-

shining, has not proved to be a sun or star of the firmament;

but is as good as lost and gone out; or plays at best in the

eyes of some few as a vague aurora-borealis, and brilliant in-

efFectuality. The great man of Spain sat obscure at the time,

all dark and poor, a maimed soldier ; writing his Don Quixote

in prison. And Lope's fate withal was sad, his popularity

perhaps a curse to him ; for in this man there was something

ethereal too, a divine particle traceable in few other popular
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jnen ; and such f.;r ^Inning diffusion of himself, though all the

world swore by it, would do noching for the true life of him

even while he lived: he had to creep into a convent, into a

monk's cowl, and learn, with infinite sorrow, that his blessed-

ness had lain elsewhere ; that when a man's life feels itself to

be sick and an error, no voting of bystanders can make it well

and a truth again.

Or coming down to our own times, was not August Kot-

zebue popular? Kotzebue, not so many years since, saw

himself, if rumour and hand-clapping could be credited, the

l^eatest man going; saw visibly his Thoughts, dressed-out

ill plush and pasteboard, permeating and perambulating

civilised Europe; the most iron visages weeping with him,

in all theatres from G .'r . ^ Kamtchatka; his own " aston-

ishing genius" mean ik- jimI icing two tragedies or so

per month: he, on the h'le. iil.zed high enough: iv tv^

has gone out into Night • r ! O^cu: , and already is no' \Ve

will omit this of popul, •.; li-gether; and accr !<t i* as

making simply nothing towards Scott's greatnt:'' ' ? t,oa-

greatness, as an accident, not a quality.

Shorn of this falsifying nip:bi4S, and reduced to his own
natural dimensions, there remains the reality, Walter Scott,

and what we can find in him: to be accounted great, or not

great, according to the dialects of men. Friends to precision

of ( oithet will probably deny his title to the name " great."

It seems to us there goes other stuff to the making of great

m.n than can be detected here. One knows not what idea

worthy of the name of great, what purpose, instinct or

tendency, hat could be called great, Scott ever was inspired

with. His life was worldly; his ambitions were worldly.

There is nothing spiritual in him ; all is economical, material;

of the earth earthy. A love of picturesque, of beautiful,

vigorous and graceful things; a genuine love, yet not more
genuine than has dwelt in hundreds of men named minor
poets : this is the highest quality to be discerned in him.

Kis power of representing these things, too, his poetic

power, like his moral power, was a genius in extenso, as we
may say, not in intenso. In action, in speculation, broad

as he was, he rose nowhere high ;
productive without measure

as to quantity, in quality he for the most part transcended but
a little way the region of commonplace. It has been said,
" no man has written as many volumes with so few sentences

I c

-Sm^ ^sMK^
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that can be quoted." Winged words were not his vocation

;

nothing urged him that way: the great Mystery of Existence
was not great to him ; did not drive him into rocky solitudes
to wrestle with it for an answer, to be answered or to perisli.
He had nothing of the mart>T; into no " dark region to slay
monsters foi us," did he, either led or driven, venture down:
his conquests were for his own behoof mainly, conqiiests over
common market-labour, and reckonable in good metallic
coin of the realm. The thing he had faith in, except power
power of what sort soever, and even of the rudest sort, would
be difficult to point out. One sees not that he believed in

an\thing; nay he did not even disbelieve; hut quietly
acquiesced, and made himself at home in a world of conven-
tionalities: the false, the semi-false and the true were alike
true in this, that they were there, and had power in their
hands more or less. It was well to feel so ; and yet not well!
We find it written, " Woe to them that are at ease in Zion;

"

laut surely it is a double woe to them that are at ease in Babel,
in Domdaniel. On the other hand, he wrote many volumes]
amusing many thousands of men. Shall we call this great?
It seems to us there dwells and struggles another sort of
spirit in the inward parts of great men!

Brother Ringlctub, the missionary, inquired of Ram-Dass,
a Hindoo man-god, who had set up for godhood lately, What
he meant to do, then, with the sins of mankind? To which
Ram-Dass at once answered, He had fire enough in his belly
to burn-up all the sins in the world. Ram-Dass was right
so far, and had a spice of sense in him ; for surely it is the test
of every divine man this same, and without it he is not divine
or great,—that he have fire in him to burn-up somewhat of
the sins of the world, of the miseries and errors of the world:
why else is he there? Far be it from us to say that a great
man must needs, with benevolence prepense, become a
"friend of humanity;" nay that such professional self-

conscious friends of humanity are not the fatalest kind ot
persons to be met with in our day. All greatness is un-
conscious, or it is little and nought. And yet a great man
without such fire m him, burning dim or developed, as a
divine behest in his heart of hearts, never resting till it

be fulfilled, were a solecism in Nature. A great man is

ever, as the Transcendentalists speak, possessed with an
idea
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Napoleon himsef, not the superfinest of great men, and

biillasted sufficiently with prudences and egoisms, had never-
theless, as is clear enough, an idea to start will,: the idea
that Deniocracv was the Cavse of Man, the right and infinite
Cause. Accordingly he made himself " the armed Soldier
0; Democracy; and did vindicate it in a rather ureat
manner. Nay, to the very last, he had a kind .;f idea; that
namely, of La carriere otwerte aux talem, The tools to him'
that can handle them;" reallv one of the best ideas vet
promulgated on that matter, or rather the one true central
idea towards which all the others, if they tend anywhither,
must tend Lnhappily ,t was in the militarv province only
that Napoleon could realise this idea of his, being forced to
fight for himself the while : before he got it tried to any extentm the civil province of things, his head by much victory grew
li-ht (no head can stand more than its quantity); and he lost
head, as they say, and became a selfish ^mbitionlst and quack
and was hurled out

; leaving his idea to be realised, in the
civil province of things, by others! Thus was Napoleon-
thus are all great men: children of the idea; or, in Ram-
Dass s phraseology, furnished with fire to burn-up the miseries
01 men. Conscious or unconscious, latent or unfolded, there
IS small vestige of any such fire being extant in the inner-man 01 Scott.

Yet on the other hand, the surliest critic must allow that
Scott was a genuine man, which itself is a great matter. No
aflectation, fantasticality or distortion dwelt in him- noshadow of cant. Nay withal, was he not a right brave and
strong man, according to his kind? What a load of toil
what a measure of felicity, he quietly bore along with him-
with what quiet strength he both worked on this earth and
enjoyed in it; invincible to evil fortune and to good' \most composed invincible man; in difficulty and distress
knowing no discouragement, Samson-like carrying oflP on his
strong Samson-shoulders the gates that would imprison him •

in danger and menace laughing at the whisper of fear. And
then, with such a sunny current of true humour and humanity
a free joyful sympathy with so many things; what of fire hehud al lying so t-.utifully latent, as radical latent heat, as
fruitful internal warmth of life ; a most robust, healthy man

'

ti !! T. !!'
°"'" •""? d«^"'tion of Scott were perhaps even

this, that ho was, if no great man, then something much
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pleasanter to be, a robust, thoroughly healthy and withal
very prosperous and victorious man. An eminently well-

conditioned man, healthy in body, healthy in soul; we will

call him one of the healthiest of men.
Neither is this a small matter: health is a great matter,

both to the possessor of it and to others. On the whole^
that humorist in the Moral Essay was not so far out, who
determined on honouring health only; and so instead of

humbling himself to the high-born, to the rich and well-

dressed, insisted on doffing hat to the healthy: coroneted
carriage? with pale faces in them passed by as failures,

miserable and lamentable; trucks with ruddy-cheeked
strength dragging at them were greeted as successful and
venerable. For does not health mean harmony, the synonym
of all that is true, justly-ordered, good ; is it not, in some
sense, the net-total, as shown by experiment, of whatever
worth is in us? The healthy man is the most meritorious
product of Nature so far as he goes. A healthy body is good

;

but a soul in right health,—it is the thing beyond all others
to be prayed for; the blessedest thing this earth receives

of Heaven. Wthout artificial medicament of philosophy,
or tight-lacing of creeds (always very questionable), the

healthy soul discerns what is good, and adheres to it, and
retains it, discerns what is bad, and spontaneously casts

it off. An instinct from Nature herself, like that which
guides the wild animals of the forest to their food, shows
him what he shall do, what he shall abstain from. The
false and foreign will not adhere to him ; cant and all fan-

tastic diseased incrustations are impossible;—as Walker the

Original, in such eminence of health was he for his part,

could not, by much abstinence from soap-and-water, attain

to a dirty face! This thing thou canst work with and profit

by, this thing is substantial and worthy; that other thing
thou canst not work with, it is trivial and inapt: so speaks
unerringly the inward monition of the man's whole nature.
No need of logic to prove the most argumentative absurdity
absurd

;
as Goethe says of himself, " all this ran down from

me like water from a man in wax«:loth dress." Blessed is

the healthy nature ; it is the coherent, sweetly cooperative,
not incoherent, self-distracting, self-destructive one! In

the harmonious adjustment and play of all the facuUies,
the just balance of oneself gives a just feeling towards all men
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and all things. Glad light from within radiates outwards,
and enlightens and embellishes.

Now all this can be predicated of Walter Scott, and of no
British literary man that we remember in these days, to any
such extent,—if it be not perhaps of one, the most opposite
imaginable to Scott, but his equal in this quality and vfhm.
holds of it

: William Cobbett ! Nay there are other similan-
ties, widely different as they two look ; nor be the comparison
disparaging to Scott: for Cobbett also, as the pattern John
Bull of his century, strong as the rhinoceros, and with
singular humanities and genialities shining through his thick
skin, is a most brave phenomenon. So bounteous was
Nature to us; in the sickliest of recorded ages, when British
Literature lay all puking and sprawling in Werterism,
Byronism, and other Sentimentalism tearful or spasmodic
(fruit of internal wind). Nature was kind enough to send
us two healthy Men, of whom she might still say, not without
pride, " These also were made in England; such limbs do I
still make there!" It is one of the cheerfulest sights let
the question of its greatness be settled as you will. A healthy
nature may or may not be great; but there is no great nature
that is not healthy.

Or, on the whole, might we not say, Scott, in tlic new
vesture of the nineteenth century, was intrinsically verv much
the old fighting Borderer of prior centuries; the kind of
man Nature did of old make in that birthland of his? In
the saddle, with the foray-spear, he would have acquitted
himself as he did at the desk with his pen. One fancies
how, in stout Beardie of Harden's time, he could have plaved
Beardie's part; and been the stalwart buff-belted terrce
films he in this late time could only delight to draw. The
same stout self-help was in him ; the same oak and triple
brass round his heart. Fie too could have fought at Reds-
wire, cracking crowns with the fiercest, if that had been the
task; could have harried cattle in Tynedale repaying injurv
with compound interest; a right sufficient captain of men.
A man without qualms or fantasticalities; a hard-headed,
sound-hearted man, of joyous robust temper, looking to the
main chance, and fighting direct thitherward; valde stal-
wartus homof—Uovf much in that rase had slumbered in
him, and passed away without sign ' But indeed who knows
how much slumbers in many men ^ Perhaps our greatest
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poets are the mute Miltons; the vocals are those whom by
happy accident we ky hold of, one here, one there, as it

c^tKCs, and make vocal. It is even a question, whether,

had not want. disciMnfort and distress-warrants been busy at

Strat(ord-on-Avon, Shakspeare himself had not lived killing

calves or combing wool! Had the Edaal T5oarding-school

turned c«t well, wt- had never heard of Samuel Johnson;
Samuel Johnson ha^ been a fat schoolmaster and dogmatic
gerundgnnder. and never known -Jiai he was more. Nature

IS rich : those two eggs thou art eating carelessly to breakfast,

could they not have been hatched into a pair of fowls, and
have covered the whole world with poultry ?

But it was not harrying <m cattle in Tynedale, or cracking

of crowns at Redswire, that this stout Border-chief was

ui)pamted to perform. Far other work. To be the song-

singer and pleasant tale-teller to Britain and Europe, in the

beginning of the artificial nineteenth century; here, and not

there, lay his business. Beardie of Harden would have

found it very amazing. How he shapes himself to this new
element: how iie helps hmiself along in it, makes it too do

for him, lives sound and victorious in it, and leads over tht;

marches such a spoil as ail the cattle-droves the Hardens
ever took were poor in comparison to ; this is tte histor\- of

the life and achievements of our Sir Walter Scott, Baronet

:

—whereat we are now to glance tor a little! It is a thing

remarkable: a thing substantial; of jo\'ful, victorious sort;

not unworth-v to be glanced at. Withai. however, a glance

here and there will suffice. Our limits are narrow ; the thing,

were it never so victorious, is not of the sublime sort, nor

extremely edifying ; there is nothing in it to censure vehem-
ently, nor love vehemently; there is more to wonder at than

admire; and the whole secret is not an abstruse one.

Till towards the age of thirty, Scott's life has nothing in

it decisively pointing towards Literature, or indeed towards
distinction of any kind; he is wedded, settled, and has gone
through all his preliminary steps, without symptom of re-

nown as yet. It is the life of every other Edinburgh youth
of his station and time. Fortunate we must name it, in

many ways. Parents in easy or wealthy circumstances,

yet unencumbered with the cares and ,ierversions of aris-

tocracy; nothing eminent in place, in faculty or culture, }et
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nothing deficient; all around is methodic regulation, pru-
dence, prosperity, kindheartedness ; an element of warmth
and light, of affection, industry ind burgherlv comfort,
heightened into elegance; in which the young 'heart can
wholesomely grow. A vigorous health seems to have been
given by Nature; yet, as it Nature had said withal, " Let it

I)e a health to express itself by mind, not bv body," a lameness
is added in childhood

; the brave little boyj instead of rompinir
and bickering, must learn to think ; or "at lowest, what is a
great matter, to sit still. No rackets and trundling-hoops for
this >oung Walter; but ballads, history-books and a world
of legendary stuff, which his mother and those near him are
copiously able to furnish. Disease, which is but superficial,
and issues m outward lameness, does not cloud the young
existence; rather forwards it towards the expansion it is
fitted for. The miserable disease had been one of the internal
nobler parts, marring the general organisation : under which
no Walter Scott could have been forwarded, or with all his
)ther endowments could have been producible or possible
• Nature gives healthy children much ; how much ! Wise
education is a wise unfolding of this; often it unfolds itself
better of its own accord."
Add one other circumstance: the place where; namely

Presbyterian Scotland. The influences of this are felt
incessantly, they stream-in at everv pore. "There is a
country accent," says La Rochefoucault, " not in speech only,
l)iii n thought, conduct, character and manner of existing!
which never forsakes a man." Scott, we believe, was all his
(iavs an Episcopalian Dissenter in Scotland ; but that makes
h; 'Je to the matter. Nobody who knows Scotland and Scott
can doubt but Presbyterianism too had a vast share in the
!urmmg of him. A country where the entire people is or
even once has l^en, laid hold of, filled to the heart with an
mlinite religious idea, has " made a step from which it cannot
retroirrade." Thought, conscience, the sense that an is
denizen of a Universe, creature of an Eternity, has pene-
trated to the remotest cottage, to the simplest heart. I3eauti-
hi! and awful, the feeling of a Heavenlv Behest, of Duty
?od-commanded, over-canopies all life, there is an inspira-
tion in such a people: one may say in a more special sense,
the inspiration of the Almighty giveththem understanding "

Honour to all the brave and true; everlasting honour to
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brave old Knox, one of the truest of the true ! That, in the

moment while he and his cause, amid civil broils, in convul-
sion and confusion, were still but struggling for life, he sent

the schoolmaster forth to all corners, and said, " Let the

people be taught: " this is but one, and indeed an inevitable

and comparatively inconsiderable item in his great message
to men. His message, in its true compass, was, " Let men
know that they are men; created by God, responsible to

God; who work in any meanest moment of time what will

last through eternity." It is verily a great message. Not
ploughing and hammering machines, not patent-digesters

(never so ornamental) to digest the produce of these: no,

in no wise; born slaves neither of their fellow-men, nor of

their own appetites; but men! This great message Knox
did deliver, with a man's voice and strength; and found
a people to believe him.
Of such an achievement, we say, were it to be made once

only, the results are immense. Thought, in such a country,

may change its form, but cannot go out; the country has

attained viajority ; thought, and a certain spiritual manhood,
ready for all work that man can do, endures there. It may
take many forms: the form of hard-fisted money-getting
industry, as in the vulgar Scotchman, in the vulgar New
Englander; but as compact developed force and alertness

of faculty, it is still there : it may utter itself one day as the

colossal Scepticism of a Hume (beneficent this too though
painful, wrestling Titan-like through doubt and inquiry

towards i.jw belief); and again, some better day, it may
utter itself as the inspired Melody of a Burns: in a word,
it is there, and continues to manifest itself, in the Voice and
the Work of a Na^^^ion of hardy endeavouring considering

men, with whatever that may bear in it, or unfold from it.

The Scotch national character originates in many circum-
stances; first of all, in the Saxon stuff there was to work on

;

but nexi, and beyond all else except that, in the Presbyterian
Gospel of John Knox. It seems a good national character;

and on some sides not so good. Let Scott thank John Knox,
for he owed him much, little as he dreamed of debt in that

quarter! No Scotchman of his time was more entirely

Scotch than Walter Scott: the good and the not so srood,

which all Scotchmen inherit, ran through every fibre of hini.

Scott's childhood, school-days, college-days, are pleasar.;.
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to read of, though they differ not from those of others in his
place and time. The memory of him may probably enough
last till this record of them become far more curious than it

now is. " So lived an Edinburgh Writer to the Signet's son
in the end of the eighteenth century," may some future
Scotch novelist say to himself in the end of the twenty-first

!

The following little fragment of infancy is all we can extract.
It is from an Autobiography which he had begun, which
one cannot but regret he did not finish. Scott's best qualities
never shorie out more freely than when he went upon anecdote
and reminiscence. Such a master of narrative and of himself
could have done personal narrative well. Here, if anywhere,
his knowledge was complete, and all his humour and good-
humour had free scope

:

" An odd incident is wortli recording. It seems, my mother
had sent a maid to take charge of me. at this farm of Sandy-
Knowe, that I might be no inconvenience to the family. But the
damsel sent on that important mission had left her heart behind
her, m the keeping of some wild fellow, it is likely, who had done
and said more to her than he was like to make good. She became
extremely desirous to return to Edinburgh; and, as my mother
made a point of her remaining where she was, she contracted a
sort of hatred at poor me, as the cause of her being detained at
Sandy- Knowe. This rose, I suppose, to a sort of delirious
aUection

;
for she confessed to old Alison Wilson, the housekeeper

tiiat she had carried me up to the craigs under a strong tempta-
tion of the Devil to cut my throat with her scissors, and bury me
in the moss. Alison instantly took possession of my person, and
took care that her confidant should not be subject to any farther
temptation, at least so far as I was concerned. She was dis-
missed of course, and I have heard afterwards became a lunatic.

" It IS here, at Sandy-Knowe. in the residence of my paternal
grandfather, already mentioned, that I have the first conscious-
ness of existence; and I recollect distinctly that my situation and
appearance were a little whimsical. Among the odd remedies
recurred to, to aid my lameness, some one had recommended that
so often as a sheep was killed for the use of the family, 1 =hould be
stripped, and swathed-up in the skin warm as it was fin ed trnm
the carcass of the animal. In this Tartar-like habiiin ent I well
remember lying upon the floor of the little parlour in the farm-
house, while my grandfather, a venerable old m^ii w-.ih white
hair, used every excitement to make me try to crawl. I also
distinctly remember the late Sir George M'Dougal <) Mackers-
town. father of the present Sir Henry Hay M'Dougal, joining in
the attempt. He was, God knows how, a relation of ours; and I
still recollect him, m his old-fashioned military habit (he had been
Colonel of the Greys), with a small cocked-hat deeplv iaced an
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embroidered scarlet waistcoat, and a light-coloured coat, with
milk-white locks tied in a military fashion, kneeling on the ground
before me, and dragging his watch along the carpet to induce mc
to follow it. The benevolent old soldier, and the infant wrapped
in his sheepskin, would have aflforded an odd group to uninterested
spectators. This must have hajipened atx)ut my tlurd year

(1774). for Sir George M'Dougal and my grandfather both died
shortly after that period. " »

We will glance next into the " Liddesdale Raids." Scott

has grown-up to be a brisk-hearted jovial young man and
Advocate: in vacation-time he makes excursions to the

Highlands, to the Border Cheviots and Northumberland;
rides free and far, on his stout galloway, through bog and
brake, over the dim moory Debatable Land,—over Flodden
and other fields and places, where, though he yet knew it not

his work lay. No land, however dim and moory, but either

has had or will ha\e its poet, and so become not unknown
in song. Liddesdale, which was once as prosaic as most dales,

having now attained illustration, let us glance thitherward:
Liddesdale too is on this ancient Earth ol ours, under this

eternal Sky; and gives and takes, in the luost incalculable

manner, with the Universe at large! Scott's experiences

there are rather of the rustic Arcadian sort; the element
of whisk}' not wanting. We should premise that here and
there a feature has, perhaps, been aggravated for effect's sake:

" During seven successive years," writes Mr. I.ockhart (for the
Autobiography has long since left us), " Scott made a rat'd. as he
called it, into Liddesdale with Mr. Shortreed, sheriff-substitute ot

Roxburgh, for his guide; exploring every rivulet to its source,
and ?very ruined peel from foundation to battlement. .\t this

time no wheeled carriage had ever been seen in t. c district: - the
first, indeed, was a gig, driven by Scott himself tor a part of hib

way, when on tlie last of these seven excur 1 .ns. There w.is no
inn nor j^ublichouse of any kind in t le whole valley; the traveileto
passed from the shepherd's hut to the minister's manse, and aj^ain
from the cheerful hospitality of the manse to the rough and folly
welcome of the homestead

; gathering, wherever they went, son^s
and tunes, and occasionally more ta. .He re'ics of antiquity,—
even such a " rowth of auld knicknackets ' a Burr.i ascribes to
Captain Grose. To tli- .se rambles Scott owod much of the
materials of his iMinUtels^' nf the Scottish. Border ; and not less of

that intimate acqua.intant.'; with the -ving maiaers of tl >.se un-
sophisticated regions, which cor ^it^ute;. che chief ctiarm of one
of the most charming of his } '•oi - v/orks. But how soon he had

* \'"'i '..
; p. 15-17.
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any definite object before him in liis researches seems very doubt-
ful. ' He was makin' himscll a' the time,' said Mr. Shortreed;
• but he didna ken maybe what he was about till years liad passed •

at first he thought o' little, I daresay, but the queerness and the
fun.'

" ' In those days.' says the Memorandum before me, ' advocates
were not so plenty—at least about Liddcsdale; ' and the worthy
Sheriff-substitute goes on to describe the sort of bustle, not un-
mixed with alarm, produced at the first farmhouse they visited
(Willie Elliot's at Millburnholm), wh*m the honfst man was
informed of the quality of one of his guests. When they dis-
mounted, accordingly, he received Mr. Scott with great ceremony,
and insisted upon himself leading his horse to the stable. Short
reed accompanied Willie, however; and the latter, after takim? a
deliberate peep at Scott, * out-by the edge of the door-cheek.'
whispered, ' Weel, Robin, I say, de'il hae me if I's be a bit feared
for him now; he's just a chield like ourselves. I think.' Half-
a-<lozen dogs of all degrees had already gathered round ' the
advocate,' and his way of returning their compliments had set
Willie Elliot at once at his ease.

" According to Mr. Shortreed. this good man of Millburnholm
was the great original of Dandie Dinmont." ..." They dined
at Millburnholm; and, after having lingeretl over Willie Elliot's
punch-bowl, until, in Mr. Shortreed's phrase, they were ' half-
g! rin',' mounted their steeds again, and proceeded to Dr.
Elliot .-. at Cleughhead. where (' for,' says my Memorandum. * folk
wercna very nice in those days ') the two travellers slept in one
and the same bed,—as, indeed, seems to have been the case with
them throughout most of their excursions in this primitive dis-
trict. Dr. Elliot (a clergyman) had already a large MS. collection
of the ballads Scott was in quest of." . . .

" Next morning they
seem to have ridden a long way or the express purpose of visiting
one auld Thomas o* Tuzzilehope.' another Elliot. I suppose,
wiio was celebr-xted for his skill on the Border pipe, and in par-
f -.ular for being in possession of the real lilt ' of Dick o' the Cowe.
Before starting, that is. at six o'clock, the ballad-hunters had,
'just to lay the st imach. a devilled duck or twae and some
Tniidon porter.' Auld Thomas found tuam, nevertheless, well
(iisptiseri for ' breakfast' on their arrival at Tuzzilehope;' and
this being over, he delighted them with one of the most hideous
and uneartiily of all specimens of ' riding music,' and, moreover,
wiih coasiderable libations of whisky-punch, manufactured in a
certain wooden vessel, resembling a very small niilkpail, which he
called ' Wisdom,' because it ' made * only a few spoonfuls of
sprits.—though he had the art of replenishing it so adroitly, that
it had been celebrated for fifty years as more fatal to sobriety
than any bowl in the parish. Having done due honour to
' Wisdom,' they again mounted, and proceeded ever moss and
moor to some other equally hospitable master of the pipe. ' Ah
mc,' says Shortreeti, ' sic an endless fund o' humour u/id drollery

' Loud tune: German, laUen,
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as he then hat! wi' him! Never ten yards but we were either
laughing or roaring and singing. Wherever we stopped, how
brawlie he suited hirasell to everybody ! He aye did as the lave
did; never made himsell the great man. or took ony airs in the
company. I've seen him in a' moods in these jaunts, grave and
serious, sober and drunk— (this, however, even in our wildest
rambles, was rare)—but, drunk or sober, he was aye the gentle-
man. He lookit excessively heavy and stnpid when he was /ou,
but he was never out o' gude humour.' "

These are questionable doings, questionably narrated ; but
what shall we say of the following, wherein the element of

whisky plays an extremely prominent part? We will say
that it is questionable, and not exemplary, whisky mountintr
clearly beyond its level ; that indeed charity hopes and con-
jectures here may be some aggravating of features for effect's

sake!

" On reaching, one evening, some Charlieshope or other (I

forget the name) among those wildernesses, they found a kindly
reception, as usual; but. to their agreeable surprise after some
days of hard living, a measured and orderly hospitality as respected
liquor. Soon after supper, at which a bottle of elderberry-wine
alone had been produced, a young student of divinity, who
happened to be in the house, was called upon to take the ' big ha'
Bible,' in the good old fashion of ' Bums's Saturday night; ' and
some progress had been already made in the service, when the
good-man of the farm, whose ' tendency.' as Mr. Mitchell says.
' was soporific.' scandalised his wife and the dominie by starting
suddenly from his knees, and, rubbing his eyes, with a stentonan
exclamation of ' By , here's the keg at last! ' and in tumbled.
as he spoke the word, a couple of sturdy herdsmen, whom, on
hearing a day before of the advocate's approaching visit, he had
despatched to a certain smuggler's haunt, at some considerable
distance, in quest of a supply of run bi and) from the Solway Frith.
The pious ' exercise ' of the househo.fl wa, hopelessly interrupted.
V/ith a thousand apologies for his iiitlurto shabby entertainment,
this jolly Elliot, or Armstrong, had the welcome keg mounted on
the table without a moment's delay ; and gentle and simple not
forgetting the dominie, continued carousing about it until day-
light streamed in upon the party. Sir Walter Scott seldom failed,
when I saw him in company with his Lidiesdale companion, to
mimic with infinite humour the sudden outburst of his old host on
hearing the clatter of horses' feet, which he knew to indicate the
arrival of the keg—the consternation of the dame—and the
rueful despair with which the young clergyman closed the book." >

From which Liddesdale raids, which we here, like the
young clergyman, close not without a certain rueful despair,

• Vol. i. pp. 195-199.
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let the reader draw what nourishment he can. They evince

satisfactorily, though in a rude manner, that in those days

young advocates, and Scott like the rest of them, were alive

and alert,—whisky sometimes preponderating. But let us

now fancy that the jovial young Advocate has pleaded his

first cause; has served in yeomanry drills; been wedded,

been promoted Sheriff, without romance in either case;

dabbling a little the while, under guidance of Monk I^wis,

in translations from the German, in translation ef Goethe's

Gotz wiih the Iron Hand

;

—and we have arrived at the thres-

hold of the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, and the opening

of a new century.

Hitherto, therefore, there has been made out, by Nature

and Circumstance working together, nothing unusually

remarkable, yet still something very valuable; a stout

effectual man of thirty, full of broad sagacity and good
humour, with faculties in him fit for any burden of business,

hospitality and duty, legal or civic:—with what other facul-

ties in him no one could yet say. As indeed, who, after

lifelong inspection, can say what is in any man.' The
uttered part of a man's life, let us always repeat, bears to

the unuttered unconscious part a small unknown proportion;

he himself never knows it, much less do others. Give him
room, give him impulse ; he reaches down to the Infinite

with that so straitly-imprisoned soul of his; and can do
miracles if need be! It is one of the comfortablest truths

that great men abound, though in the unknown state. Nay,
as above hinted, our greatest, being also by nature our

quietest, are perhaps those that remain unknown! Philo-

sopher Fichte took comfort in this belief, when from all

pulpits and editorial desks, and publications periodical and
stationary, he could hear nothing but the infinite chattering

and twittering of commonplace become ambitious; and in

the infinite stir of motion nowhither, and of din which should

have been silence, all seemed churned into one tempestuous
yesty froth, and the stern Fichte almost desired " taxes on
knowledge" to allay it a little;—he comforted himself,

we say, by the unshaken belief that Thought did still exist

in Germany; that thinking men, each in his own corner,

were verily doing their work, though in a silent latent manner.*

Walter Scott, as a latent Walter, had never amused all men
' I'ichte, tjber dai Wescn des Gdehrten.
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for a score of years in the course of centuries and eternities
or gained and lost several hundred thousand pounds sterling
by Literature; but he might have been a happy and by no
means a useless,—nay, who knows at bottom whether not a
still usefuler Walter! However, that was not his fortune
Ihe Genius of rather a singular age,—an age at once destitute
of faith and terrified at scepticism, with little knowledge of
Its whereabout, with many sorrows to bear or front, and on
the whole with a life to lead in these new circumstances -
had said to himself: What man shall be the temporary
comforter, or were it but the spiritual comfit maker, of thismy poor singular age, to solace its dead tedium and manifold
sorrows a little? So had the Genius said, looking over all
the world. What man? and found him walking the dusty
Outer Parliament-house of Edinburgh, with his advocate-
gown on his back ; and exclaimed, That is he

!

The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border proved to be a
well from which flowed one of the broadest rivers. Metrical
Romances (which in due time pass into Prose Romances): the
old life of men resuscitated for us: it is a mighty word ! Not
as dead tradition, but as a palpable presence, the past stood
before us. There they were, the rugged old fighting men;m their doughty simplicity and strength, with their hearti-
ness, their healthiness, their stout self-help, in their iron
basnets, leather jerkins, jack-boots, in their quaintness of
manner and costume; there as they looked and lived : it was
like a new-discovered continent in Literature; for the new
century, a bright El Dorado,-or else some fat beatific land
of Cockaigne, and Paradise of Donothings. To the opening
nineteenth century in its languor and paralysis, nothing
could have been >yelcomer. Most unexpected, most refresh-mg and exhilarating; behold our new El Dorado; our fat
beatific Lubberland, where one can enjoy and do nothing!
It was the time for such a new Literature; and this Walter
Scott was the man for it. Thr L./^, the Marmions, the
Ladys and Lords of Lake and P-es 'ollowed in quick suc-
cession, with ever-widening profit and praise. How many
thousands of guineas were paid-down for each new Lay-how many thousands of copies (fifty and more sometimes)
were printed off, then and subsequently; what complimenting
reviewing renown and apotheosis there was: all is recordedm these Seven Volumes, which will be valuable in literary
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statistics. It is a history, brilliant, remarkable ; the outlines

of which are known to all. The reader shall recall it, or

conceive it. No blaze in his fancy is likely to mount higher

than the reality did.

At this middle period of his life, therefore, Scott, enriched

with copyrights, with new official incomes and promotions.,

rich in money, rich in repute, presents himself as a man in the

full career ot success. " Health, wealth, and wit to guide

them " (as his vernacular Proverb says), all these three are

his. The field is open for him, and victory there; his own

faculty, his own self, unshackled, victoriously unfolds itself,—

the highest blessedness that can befall a man. Wide circle

of friends, personal loving admirers; warmth of domestic

joys, vouchsafed to all that can true-heartedly nestle down

among them ; light of radiance and renown gi\en only to a

few: who would not call Scott happy? But the happiest

circumstance of all is, as we said above, that Scott had in

himself a right healthy soul, rendering him little dependent

on outward circumstances. Things showed themselves to

him not in distortion or borrowed light or gloom, but as they

were. Endeavour lay in him and endurance, in due measure

;

and clear vision of what was to be endeavoured after. Were

one to preach a Sermon on Health, as really were worth

doing, Scott ought to be the text. Theories are demonstrably

true in the way of logic ; and then in the way of practice they

prove true or else not true: but here is the grand experiment,

Do they turn-out well? What boots it that a man's creed

is the wisest, that his system of principles is the superfinest,

if, when set to work, the life of him does nothing but jar,

and fret itself into holes ? They are untrue in that, were it

in nothing else, these principles of his; openly convicted of

untruth ;—fit only, shall we say, to be rejected as counterfeits,

and flung to the dogs ? We say not that ; but we do say, that

ill-health, of body or of mind, is defeat, is battle (in a good or

in a bad cause) with bad success ; that health alone is victory.

Let all men, if they can manage it, contrive to be healthy I

He who in what caus'? soever sinks into pain and disease,

let him take thought oi it ; let him know well that it is not

good he has arrived at yet, but surely evil,—may, or may not

be, on the way towards good.

Scott's healthiness showed iiself decisively in all things,

and nowhere more decisively than in this : the way in which
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he took his fame; the estimate he from the first formed offame Money will buy money's worth; but the thing men
call fame, what is it? A gaudy emblazonry, not good formuch,—except, mdeed, as it too may turn to money To
Scott It was a profitable pleasing superfluity, no necessary
of life Not necessary, now or ever! Seemingly withoutmuch effort, but taught by Nature, and the instinct which
instructs the sound heart what is good for it and what is not
he felt that he could always do without this same emblazonry
of reputation; that he ought to put no trust in it; but b^ready at any time to see it pass away from him, and to holdon his way as before. It is incalculable, as we conjecture
what evil he escaped in this manner; what perversions'
irritations, mean agonies without a name, he lived wholly
apart from, knew nothing of. Happily before fame arrived
he had reached the mature age at which all this was easier
to him. What a strange Nemesis lurks in the felicities of

V ^u „ J"A^y """"^^ '^ ^^^" be sweet as honey, in thy belly
It shall be bitter as gall

! Some weakly-organised individualwe will say at the age of five-and-twenty, whose main or'whole talent rests on some prurient susceptivity, and nothing
under it but shallowness and vacuum, is clutched hold of by
the general imagmation, is whirled aloft to the giddy height-
and taught to believe the divine-seeming message that he is
a great man: such individual seems the luckiest of men-
and, alas, IS he not the unluckiest.? Swallow not the Hrce-
draught, weakly-organised individual; it is fell poison-
It will dry up the fountains of thy whole existence, and all
wi. grow withered and parched; thou shalt be fetched
under the sun

!

*«^».v,iicu

Is there, for example, a sadder book than that Life ofByron by Moore.? To omit mere prurient susceptivities
that rest on vacuum, look at poor Byron, who really hadmuch substance in hun. Sitting there in his self-exile witha proud heart striving to persuade itself that it despises the
entire created Universe; and far off, in foggy Babylon letany pitifulest whipster draw pen on him, yoSr proud BVonwrithes m torture,-as if the pitiful whipster were a magician
or his pen a galvanic wire struck into the Byron's spir-i
marrow! Lamentable despicable,-one had rather be a"
kitten and cry mew

! son of Adam, great or little acrord-mg as thou art lovable, those thou livest with will love thee
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Those thou livest not with, is it of moment that they have

the alphabetic letters of thy name engraved on their memory,

with some signpost likeness of thee (as like as I to Hercules)

appended to them? It is not of moment; in sober truth,

not of any moment at all ! And yet, behold, there is no soul

now whom thou canst love freely,—from one soul only art

thou always sure of reverence enough; in presence of no

soul is it rightly well with thee ! How is thy world become
desert; and thou, for the sake of a littie babblement of

tongues, art poor, bankrupt, insolvent not in purse, but in

heart and mind! " The Golden Calf of self-love," says Jean
Paul, " has grown into a burning Phalaris' Bull, to consume
its owner and worshipper." Ambition, the desire of shining

and outshining, was the beginning of Sin in this world. The
man of letters who founds upon his fame, does he not thereby

alone declare himself a follower of Lucifer (named Satan,

the Enemy), and member of the Satanic school ?

It was in thb poetic period that Scott formed his con-

nexion with the Ballantynes; and embarked, though under
cover, largely in trade. To those who regard him in the

heroic light, and will have Vates to signify Prophet as well

as Poet, this portion of his biography seems somewhat
incongruous. Viewed as it stood in the reality, as he was
and as it was, the enterprise, since it proved so unfortunate,

may be called lamentable, but cannot be called unnatural.

The practical Scott, looking towards practical issues in all

things, could not but find hard cash one of the most practical.

If by any means cash could be honestly produced, were it by
writing poems, were it by printing them, why not? Great
things might be done ultimately; great difficulties were at

once got rid of,—manifold higglings of booksellers, and
contradictions of sinners hereby fell away. A printing and
bookselling speculation was not so alien for a maker of books.

Voltaire, who ind-ed got no copyrights, made much money
by the war-commissariat, in his time; we believe, by the
victualling branch of it. St. George himself, they say, was
a dealer in bacon in Cappadocia. A thrifty man will help

himself towards bis object by such steps as lead to it. Station

in society, solid power over the good things of this world,

was Scott's avowed object; towards which the precept of

precepts is that of lago. Put money in thy purse.
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Here, indeed, it is to be remarked, that perhaps no literary
man of any generation has less valae than Scott for the imma-
terial part of his mission in any sense : not only for the fantasy
called fame, with the fantastic miseries attendant thereon;
but also for the spiritual purport of his work, whether it tended
hitherward or thitherward, or had any tendency whatever:
and indeed for all purports and results of his working, except
such, we may say, as offered themselves to the eye, and could.
in one sense or the other, be handled, looked at and buttoned
into the breeches-pocket. Somewhat too little of a fantast,
this Votes of ours! But so it was: in this nineteenth century'
our highest literary man, who immeasurably beyond all

others commanded the world's ear, had, as it were, no message
whatever to deliver to the world; wished not the world to
elevate itself, to amend itself, to do this or to do that, except
simply pay him for the books he kept writing. Very remark-
able; fittest, perhaps, for an age fallen languid, destitute of
faith and terrified at scepticism? Or, perhaps, for quite
another sort of age,an age all in peaceable triumphant motion?
Be this as it may, surely since Shakspeare's time there has
been no great speaker so unconscious of an aim in speaking
as Walter Scott. Equally unconscious these two utterances;
equally the sincere complete products of the minds they came
from: and now if they were equally deep ? Or, if the one
was living fire, and the other was futile phosphorescence and
mere resinous firework ? It will depend on the relative worth
of the minds; for both were equally spontaneous, both
equally expressed themselves unencumbered by an ulterior
aim. Beyond drawing audiences to the Globe Theatre,
Shakspeare contemplated no result in those plays of his. Yet
they have had results ! Utter with free heart what thy own
d<zmon gives thee: if fire from hecven, it shall be well; if re-

sinous firework, it shall be—as we!l as it could be, or better
than otherwise

!

The candid judge will, in general, require that a speaker,
in so extremely serious a Universe as this of ours, have some-
thing to speak about. In the heart of the speaker there
ought to be some kind of gospel-tidings, burning till it be
uttered; otherwise it were better for him that he altogether
held his peace. A gospel somewhat more decisive than this
of Scott's,—-except to an age altogether languid, without
either scepticism or faith! These things the candid judge
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will demand of literary men; yet withal will recognise the

great worth there is in Scott's honesty if in nothing more,

in his being the thing he was with such entire good faith.

Here is a something, not a nothing. If no skyborn messenger,

heaven looking through his eyes; then neither is it a chimera

with his systems, crotchets, cants, fa,naticisms, and " last

infirmity of noble minds,"—full of misery, unrest and ill-will;

but a substantial, peaceable, terrestrial man. Far as the

Earth is under the Heaven does Scott stand b'^low the former

sort of character; but high as the cheerful flowery Earth is

above waste Tartarus does he stand above the latter. Let

him live in his own fashion, and do honour to him in that.

It were late in the day to write criticisms on those Metrical

Romances : at the same time, we may remark, the great popu-
larity they had seems natural enough. In the first place,

there was the indisputable impress of worth, of genuine human
force, in them. This, which lies in some degree, or is thought
to lie, at the bottom of all popularity, did to an unusual degree

disclose itself in these rhymed romances of Scott's. Pictures

were actually painted and presented; human emotions con-

ceived and sympathised with. Considering what wretched
Della-Cruscan and other vamping-up of old worn-out tatters

was the staple article then, it may be granted that Scott" s

excellence was superior and supreme. When a Hayley was
the main singer, a Scott might well be hailed with warm
welcome. Consider whether the Loves of the Plants, and even
the Loves of the Triangles, could be worth the loves and hates

of men and women! Scott was as preferable to what he
displaced, as the substance is to wearisomely repeated shadow
of a substance.

But, in the second place, we may say that the kind of worth
which Scott manifested was fitted especially for the then
temper of men. We have called it an ai ; fallen into spiritual

languor, destitute of belief, yet terrified at Scepticism;

reduced to live a stinted half-life, under strange new circum-
stances. Now vigorous whole-life, this was what of all things

these delineations offered. The reader was carried back to

rough strong times, wherein those maladies of ours had not
yet arisen. Brawny fighters, all cased in buff and iron, their

hearts too sheathed in oak and triple brass, caprioled their

huge war-horses, shook their death-doing spears; and went
forth in the most determined manner, nothing doubting.
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The reader sighed, yet not without a reflex solacement: "

that I too had Hved in those times, had never known these
logic-cobwebs, this doubt, this sickliness; and been and felt

myself alive among men alive! " Add lastly, that in this
new-found poetic world there was no call for effort on the
reader's part; what excellence they had, exhibited itself at
a glance. It was for the reader, not the El Dorado only, but
a beatific land of Cockaigne and Paradise of Donothings!
The reader, what the vast majority of readers so long to do
was allowed to lie down at his ease, and be ministered to!

What the Turkish bathkeeper is said to aim at with his
frictions, and shampooings, and fomentings, more or less

effectually, that the jjatient in total idleness may have the de-
lights of activity,—vras here to a considerable extent realised.
The languid imaginati i fe'l back into its rest; an artist was
there who could s. ffith high-painted scenes, with
sequences of stirri.

^, ., and whisper to it. Be at ease,
and let thy tepid elei . at be comfortable to thee. " The
rude man," says a critic, " requires only to see something
going on. The man of more refinement must be made to
feel. The man of complete refinement must be made to
reflect."

We n^med the Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border the foun-
tain from which flowed this great river of Metrical Romances;
but according to some they can be traced to a still higher^
obscurer spring; to Goethe's Gotz von Berlichingen with the

Iron Hand ; of which, as we have seen, Scott in his earlier
days executed a translation. Dated a good many years ago,
the following words in a criticism on Goethe are found written;
which probably are still new to most readers of this Review:

" The works just mentioned, Gotz and Werter, though noble
specimens of youthful talent, are still not so much distinguished
by their intrinsic merits as by their splendid fortune. It would
be difficult to name two books which have exercised a deeper
influence on the subsequent literature of Europe than these two
performances of a young author; his first-fruits, the produce of
his twenty-fourth year. Werter appeared to seize the hearts of
men m all quarters of the world, and to utter for them the word
which they had long been waiting to hear. As usually happens
too, this same word, once uttered, w soon abundantly repeated

;

spoken in all dialects, and chanted through all notes of the gamut
till the sound of it had grown a weariness rather than a pleasure!
Sceptical sentimentality, view-hunting, love, friendship, suicide
and desperation, became the staple of literary ware; and though
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the epidemic, after a long course of years, subsided in Germany,

it reappeared with various modifications in other countries, and

everywhere abundant traces of its good and bad effects are still to

be discerned. The fortune of Berlichingen with the Iron Hand,

though less sudden, was by no means less exalted. In his own
country, Gotz. though he now stands solitary and childless,

becams the parent of an innumerable progeny of chivalry

plays, feudal delineations, and poetico-antiquarian performances;

which, though long ago deceased, made noise enough in their day

and generation : and with ourselves his influence has been perhaps

still more remarkable. Sir Walter Scott's first literary enterprise

was a translation of Gdtz von Berlichingen : and, if genius could

be communicated like instruction, we might call this work of

Goethe's the prime cause of Marmion and the Lady of the Lake,

with all that has followed from tb :. same creative hand. Truly,

a grain of seed that has lighted in the right soil! For if not

firmer and fairer, it has grown to be taller and broader than any

other tree; and all the nations of the earth are still yearly gather-

ing of its fruit."

How far Gotz von Berlichingen actually affected Scott's lite-

rary destination,and whether without it therhymedromances,

and then the prose romances of the Author of Waverley,

would not have followed as they did, must remain a very

obscure question ; obscure, a id not important. Of the fact,

however, there is no doubt, that these two tendencies, which

may be named Gotzism and Wevterism, of the former of which

Scott was representative with us, have made, and are still in

some quarters making the tour of all Europe. In Germany

too there was this affectionate half-regretful looking-back

into the Past; Germany had its bufi-belted watch-tower

period in literature, and had even got done with it before

Scott beg-.n. Then as to Werterism, had not we English

our Byron and his genius ? No form of Werterism in any other

country had half the potency; as our Scott carried Chivalry

Literature to the ends of the world, so did our Byron Werter-

ism. France, busy with its Revolution and Napoleon, had

little leisure at the mom.ent for Gotzism or Werterism ; but

it has 'ad them both since, in a shape of its own: witness the

whole "Literature of Desperation" in our own days; the

beggarliest form of Werterism yet seen, probably its expiring

final form; witness also, at the other extremity of the scale,

a noble-gifted Chateaubriand, Gotz and Werter both in one.—

Curious: how all Europe is but like a set of parishes of the

same county; participant of the self-same influences, ever
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since the Crusades, and earlier;—and these glorious wars of
ours are but like parish-brawls, which begin in mutual ignor-
ance, intoxication and boastful speech; which end in broken
windows, damage, waste and bloody noses; and which one
hopes the general good sense is now in the way towards
putting down, in some measure

!

But leaving this to be as it can, what it concerned us here
to remark, was that British Werterism, in the shape of those
Byron Poems, so potent and poignant, produced on the lan-
guid appetite of men a mighty effect. This too was a "

class
of feelings deeply important to modem minds ; feelings which
arise from passion incapable of being converted into action
which belong to an age as indolent, cultivated and unbeliev-
ing as our own

!
" The " languid age without either faith or

scepticism " turned towards Byronism with an interest alto-
gether peculiar

: here, if no cu'-e for its miserable paralysis and
languor, was at least an indignant statement of the misery ; an
indignant Ernulphus' curse read over it,—which all men felt
to be something. Half-regretful lookings into the Past gave
place, in many quarters, to Ernulphus' cursings of' the
Present. Scott was among the first to perceive that the
day of Metrical Chivalry Romances was declining. He had
held the sovereignty for some half-score of years, a compara-
tively long lease of it; and now the time seemed come
for dethroneme"«t, for abdication: an npleasant business-
which however he held himself ready, a. a brave man wiil|
to transact with composure and in silence. After all, Poetry
was not his staff of life; Poetry had already yielded him
much money; this at least it would not take back from him
Busy always with editing, with compiling, with multiplex
official commercial business, and solid interests, he beheld
the coming change with unmoved eye.
Resignation he was prepared to exhibit in this matter;—

and now behold there proved to be no need of resignation.
Let the Metrical Romance become a Prose one; shake off its

rhyme-fetters, and try a wider sweep ! In the spring of 1814
appeared Waverley ; an event memorable in the annals of
British Literature; in the annals of British Booksellin«^
thrice and four times memorable. Bvron sang, but Scott
narrated; and when the song had sung' itself out through all
variations onwards to the Don Juan one, Scott was still
found narrating, and carrying the whole world along /ith him.
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All bygone popularity of chivalry-lays was swallowed up in

a far greater. What " series " followed out of Waverley,

and how and with what result, is known to all men; was

witnessed and watched with a kind ol rapt astonishment

by all. Hardly any literary reputation ever rose so high in

our Island ; no reputation at all ever spread so wide. Walter

Scott became Sir Walter Scott, Baronet, of Abbotsford; on

whom Fortune seemed to pour her whole cornucopia of

wealth, honour and worldly good; the favourite of Princes

and of Peasants, and all intermediate men. His " Waverley

series," swift-following one on the other apparently without

end, was the universal reading; looked for like an annual

harvest, by all ranks, in all European countries.

A curious circumstance superadded itself, that the author

though known was unknown. From tht fir^t most people

suspected, and soon after the first few mieliigent persons

much doubted, that the Author a Wavr-'ty wn Walter

Scott. Yet a certain my^•Lery as still kept rather

piquant to the public; doubtless very pleasant to

who saw it all; who probably had not to lin-n

haple' s individuals often had, to this or the ot her

" clear proof at last," that the author was not \'

but a certain astonishing Mr. So-and-so ;—one oi

;

miseries of human life in that time. But for tht

Author it was like a king travelling incognito,

know that he is a high king, chivalrous Gustaf u

Joseph; but he mingles in their meetings without ci

etiquette or lonesome ceremony, as Chevalier du N

Count of Lorraine: he has none of the weariness Oi rt

and yet all the praise, and the satisfaction of hearing ii

his own ears. In a word, the Waverley Novels circuL:

and reigned triumphant ; to the general imagination
" Author of Waverley " was like some living mytholog.

personage, and ranked among the chief wonders of the worlo

How a man lived and demeaned himself in such unwonte^

circumstances, is worth seeing. We would gladly quote fror

Scott's correspondence of this period; but that does n

much illustrate the matter. His letters, as above state

are never without interest, yet also seldom or never ver

interesting. They are full of cheerfulness, of wit and in-

genuity; but they do not treat of aught intimate; without

i author,

as othf
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impeaching their sincerity, what is called sincerity, one may
say they do not, in any case whatever, proceed from the inner-
most parts of the mind. Conventional forms, d» r considera-
tion of your own and your corresponderw'-, prr ens ions and
vanities, are at no moment left out of view. ' ne epistolary
stream runs on, lucid, free, glad-flowing; but always, as it

were, Mrcdlel to the real cubstance of the matter, never
coincident with it. One feels it hollowish under foot. Letters
they are of a most humane man of the world, even exemplary
in that kind; but with the man of the world always visible
in them;—as indeed it was little in Scott's way to speak,
perhaps even with himself, in any other fashion. We select
rather some glimpses of him from Mr. Lockhart's record.
The first is of dining with Royalty or Prince-Reger =hip
itself; an almost official matter:

" On hearing iron. Mr. Croker (then Secretary to the Admiraltv)
that Scott was to be in town by the middle of March (1815), tue
Prince said, ' Let me know when he comes, and I'll get-un a snup
little dinner that will suit him; ' and, after he had been . -e ented
and graciously received at the leve^ he was invited .inner
accordingly, through his excellent » end Mr. Adam (now Lord
Chief Commissioner of the Jury Court in Scotland), who at that
time held a confidential office in the royal household. The Regent
had consulted with Mr. Adam, also, as to the composition of the
party. ' Let us have,' said he, ' just a few friends of his own,
and the more Scotch the better; ' and both the Commissioner
and Mr. Croker assure me that the party was the most interesting
and agreeable one in their recollection. It comprised, I believe,
the Duke of York—the Duke of Gordon (then Marquess of
Huntly)—the Marquess of Hertford (then Lord Yarmouth)—
the Earl of Fife—and Scott's early friend, Lord Melville. * The
Prince and Srott,' says Mr. Croker, ' were the two most brilliant
story-tellers, m their several ways, that I have ever happened to
meet; they were both aware of theitforte, and both exerted them-
selves that evening with delightful effect. On going home, I
really could not decide which of them had shone the most. The
Regent was enchanted with Scott, as Scott with him ; and on all
his subsequent visits to London, he was a frequent guest at the
royal table.' The Lord Chief Commissioner remembers that
the Prince was particularly delighted with the poet's anecdotes
of the old Scotch judges and lawyers, which his Royal Highness
sometimes capped by ludicrous traits of certain ermine sages of
his own acquaintance. Scott told, among others, a story, which
he was fond of telling, of his old friend the Lord Justice-Clerk
Braxfield

; and the commentary of his Royal Highness on hear-
ing it amused Scott, who often mentioned it afterwards. The
anecdote is this: Braxfield, whenever he went on a particular
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circuit, was in the h . i . /isiting a gentleman of good fortune

in the neighbourhoov. ne of the assize towns, and staying at

least one night, which, ueing both of them ardent chess-players,

they usually concluded with their favourite game. One Spring

circuit the battle was not decided at daybreak; 00 the Justice-

Clerk said, ' VVeel, Donald, I must e'en come back th's gate, aii'

let ^he game lie ower for the present: ' and back he came in

Ot 'ber, but not to his old friend's hospitable house; for that

gentlemanhad in the interim been apprehended on a capital charge

(of forgery) .and his name stood on the Porteous Roll, or list of those

who were about to be tried under his forme- guest' •. auspices.

The laird was indicted and tried accordit.,ly. and the jury

returned a verdict of guilty. Braxfield forthwith put on his

cocked hat (which answers to the black cap in English), and pro-

nounced the sentence of the law in the usual terms
—

' To be

ha '^ed by the neck until you be dead; ? 'd may the Lord have

IT ' upon your unhappy soul! ' Ha\i ^ concluded this awful

fo- ila in his most sonorous cadence, Braxfield, dismounting his

foi .udable beaver, gave a faniliar nod to his unfortunate ac-

quaintance, and said to him in a sort of chuckling whisper, ' And
now, Donald my man, I think I've checkmated you for ar'-e.'

The Regent laughed heartily at this specimen of Macqueen's

brutal humour; and ' I' faith, Walter,' said he, ' this old big-

wig seems to have taken things as coolly as my tyrannical self.

Don't you rememberTom Moore's description of me at breakfast

—

' The table spread with tea and toast.

Death-warrants and the Morning Post ?
'

" Towards midnight, the Prince called for ' a bumper, with all

the honours, to the Author of Waverley; ' and looked signifi-

cantly, as he was charging his own glass, to Scott. Scott seemed
somewhat puzzled for a moment, but instantly recovering him-

self, and filling his glass to the brim, said, ' Your Royal Highness

looks as if you thought I had some claim to the honours of thi3

toast. I have no such pretensions ; but shall take good care that

the real Simon Pure hears of the high compliment that has

now been paid hiixi.' He then drank-oflE his claret; and joined

with a stentorian voice in the cheering, which the Prince himself

timed. But before the company could resume their seats, his

Royal Highness, ' Another of the same, if you please, to the

Author of Marmion,—and now, Walter my man, I have check-

mated you for ance.' The second bumper was followed by cheers

still more prolonged : and Scott then rose, and returned thanks in

a short address, which struck the Lord Chief Commissioner as
' alike grave and graceful.' This story has been circulated in a
very perverted shape." ..." Before he left town he again dined

at Carlton House, when the party was a still smaller one than
before, and the merriment if possible still more free. That
nothing might be wanting, the Prince sang several capital songs." »

» Vol. iii. pp. 340-343-
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Or take, at a very great interval in man- senses, this
glimpse of another dinner, altogether 7««officially and much
better described. It is James Ballantyne the printer and
publisher's dinner, in St. John Street, Canongate, Edinburgh.
on the birth-eve of a Waverley Novel:

" The feast was, to use one of James's own favourite epithets
gorgeous : an aldermanic display of turtle and venison, with the
suitable accompaniments of iced punch, potent ale. and generous
Madeira. When the cloth was drawn, the burly praeses arose, with
all he could muster of the port of John Kemble. and spouted
with a ' onorous voice the formula of Macbeth,

'Fill full!
I drink to the general joy of the whole table!

'

This was followed by ' the King. God bless him! ' and second
came—

' Gentlemen, there is another toast which never has been
nor shall be omitted in this house of mine: I give you the healt-
of Mr. Walter Scott, with three times three! ' All honour havin^
been done to this health, and Scott having briefly thanked the
company, with some expressions of warm affection to their host
Mrs. Ballantyne retired;—the bottles passed round twice or thrice
in the usual way; and then James rose once more, every vein on
his brow distended; his eyes solemnly fixed on vacancy, to pro-
pose, not as before in his stentorian key, but with, * 'bated breath,'
in the sort of whisper by which a stage-conspirator thrills the
gallery,

—
' Gentlemen, a bumper to the immortal A utknr of Waver-

ley I

'

—The uproar of cheering, in which Scott made a fashion of
joining, was succeeded by deep silence; and then Ballantyne
proceeded

—

' In his Lord-Burleigh look, serene and serious,
A something of imposing and mysterious ' —

to lament the obscurity, in which his illustrious but too modest
correspondent still chose to conceal himself from the plaudits of
the world

; to thank the company for the manner in which the
nominis umbra had been received ; and to assure them that the
Author of Waverley would, when informed of the circumstance
feel highly delighted—* the proudest hour of his life," etc. etc!
The cool, demure fun of Scott's features during all this mummery
was perfect

;
and Erskine's attempt at a gay nonchalance was still

more ludicrously meritorious. Aldiborontiphoscophornio, how-
ever, bursting as he was, knew too well to allow the new Novel
to be made the subject of discussion. Its name was announced,
and success to it crowned another cup; but after that, no more
of Jedediah. To cut the thread, he rolled out unbidden some
one of his many theatrical songs, in a style that would have done
no dishonour to almost any orchestra—TAc Maid of Lodi or
perhaps The Bay of Biscay, O /—or The sweet little cherub that sits
up aloft. Other toasts followed, interspersed with ditties from
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other performers; old George Thomson, the friend of Burns, was

ready, for one, with The Moorland Wedding, or Willie brew'd a

peck 0' maiit

:

—and so it went on, until Scott and Erskine, with

any clerical or very staid personage that had chanced to be

admitted, saw fit to withdraw. Then the scene was changed.

The claret and olives made way for broiled bones and a mighty

bowl of punch ; and when a few glasses of the hot beverage had

restored his powers. James opened ore rotundo on the merits of the

forthcoming Romance. ' One chapter—one chapter only! ' was

the cry. After ' Nay, by'r Lady, nay !
' and a few more coy shifts,

the proof-sheets were at length produced, and James, with many
a prefatory hem, read aloud what he considered as the most

striking dialogue they contained.
" The first I heard so read weis the interview between Jeanie

Deans, the Duke of Argyle and Queen Caroline, in Richmond
Park; and, notwithstanding some spice of the pompous tricks

to which he was addicted, I must say he did the inimitable scene

great justice. At all events, the effect it produced was deep and

memorable; and no wonder that the exulting typographer's one

bumper more to Jedediah Cleishbotham preceded his parting-stave,

which was uniformly The Last Words of Marmion, executed cer-

tainly with no contemptible rivalry of Brahara." »

Over at Abbotsford things wear a still more prosperous

aspect. Scott is building there, by the pleasant banks of the

Tweed; he has bought and is buying land there; fast as the

new gold comes in foi a new Waverley Novel, or even faster,

it changes itself into moory acres, into stone, and hewn or

planted wood

:

" About the middle of February " (1820), says Mr. Lockhart,
" it having been ere that time arranged that I should marry his

eldest daughter in the course of the spring,—I accompanied him
and part of his family on one of those flying visits to Abbotsford,

with which he often indulged himself on a Saturday during term.

Upon such occasions, Scott appeared at the usual hour in court,

but wearing, instead of the official suit of black, his country

morning-dress, green jacket and so forth, under the clerk's gown."
—" At noon, when the Court broke up, Peter Mathieson was sure

to be in attendance in the Parliament Close; and, five minutes

after, the gown had been tossed off; and Scott, rubbing his hands
for glee, was under weigh for Tweedside. As we proceeded" etc.

" Next morning there appeared at breakfast John Ballantyne,

who had at this time a shooting or hunting-box a few miles off,

in the vale of the Leader, and with hiiii Mr. Constable, his guest

;

and it being a fine clear day, as soon as Scott had read the church-

service and one of Jeremy Taylor's sermons, we all sallied out

before noon on a perambulation of his upland territories ; Maida
(the hound) and the rest of the favourites accompanying our

* Vol. iv. pp. 166-168.
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march. At starting we were joined by the constant henchmanTom Purdie,—and I may save myself the trouble of any attemnt
to describe his appearance, for his master has given us aninimitably true one in introducing a certain personage of his Red
gauntlet:—' He was, perhaps, sixty years old; yet his brow was
not much furrowed, and his jet-black hair was only grizzled not
whitened, by the advance of age. All his motions spoke strength
unabated; and, though rather undersized, he had very broad
shoulders, was square-made, thin-flanked, and apparently com-
bined in his frame muscular strength and activity; the last some-
what impaired, perhaps, by years, but the first remaining in full
vigour. A hard and harsh countenance; eyes far sunk under
projecting eyebrows, which were grizzled like his hair; a wide
mouth, furnished from ear to ear with a range of unimpaired
teeth of uncommon whiteness, and a size and breadth which might
have become the jaws of an ogre, completed this delightful
portrait.' Equip this figure in Scott's cast-off green jacket
white hat and drab trousers; and imagine that years of kind
treatment, comfort and the honest consequence of a confidential
grteve » had softened away much of the hardness and harshness
originally impressed on the visage by anxious penury, and the
sinister habits of a black-fisher .—and the Tom Purdie of 1820
stands before us.

" We were all delighted to see how completely Scott had
recovered his bodily vigour, and none more so than Constable
who, as he puffed and panted after him, up one ravine and down
another, often stopped to wipe his forehead, and remarked, that
It was not every author who should lead him such a dance.'

But Purdie's face shone with rapture as he observed how severely
the swag-bellied bookseller's activity was tasked. Scott ex-
claimed exultingly, though, perhaps, for the tenth time, ' This will
be a glorious spring for our trees, Tom! '—

' You may say that

^^.T»^''
^"°*^ Tom,—and then lingering a moment for Constable—;

My certy,' he added, scratching liis head, ' and I think it
will be a grand season for owr buiks too.' But indeed Tom always
talked of our buiks, as if they had been as regular products of the
soil as our aits and our birks. Having threaded first the Hexil-
cleugh and then the Rhymer's Glen, we arrived at Huntly Bum
where the hospitality of the kind Weird Sisters, as Scott called
the Miss Fergusons, reanimated our exhausted bibliopoles and
gave them courage to extend their walk a little farther down the
same famous brook. Here there was a small cottage in a very
sequestered situation" (named Chiefswood), " by making some
httle additions to which Scott thought it might be converted into
a suitable summer residence for his daughter and future son-in-
law.

. . "As we walked homeward, Scott being a little
fatigued laid his left hand on Tom's shoulder, and leaned heavily
for support, chatting to his * Sunday pony,' as he called the
affectionate fellow, just as freely as with the rest of the party ; and

'Overseer: German, gra/.
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Tom put-in his word shrewdly and manfully, and grinned and
grunted whenever the joke chanced to be within his apprehension.

It was easy to see that his heart swelled within him from the

moment the Sheriff got his collar in his gripe." *

That Abbotsford became infested to a great degree with

tourists, wonder-hunters, and all that fatal species of people,

may be supposed. Solitary Ettrick saw itself populous : all

paths were beaten with the feet and hoofs of an endless mis-

cellany of pilgrims. As many as " sixteen parties " have

arrived at Abbotsford in one day; male and female; peers,

Socinian preachers, whatsoever was distinguished, whatso-

ever had love of distinction in it ! Mr. Lockhart thinks there

was no literary shrine ever so bepilgrimed, except Femey in

Voltaire's time, who, however, was not half so accessible.

A fatal species ! These are what Schiller calls " the flesh-

flies;
" buzzing swarms of bluebottles, who never fail where

any taint of human glory or other corruptibility is in the

wind. So has Nature decreed. Scott's healthiness, bodily

and mental, his massive solidity of character, nowhere showed
itself more decisively than in his manner of encountering

this part of his fate. That his bluebottles were blue, and of

the usual tone and quality, may be judged. Hear Captain

Basil Hall (in a very compressed state):

" We arrived in good time, and found several other guests at

dinner. The public rooms are lighted with oil-gas, in a style of

extraordinary splendour. The " etc.
—

" Had I a hundred pens,

each of which at the same time should separately write down an
anecdote, I could not hope to record one-half of those which our
host, to use Spenser's expression, ' welled out alway.' "—" Enter-
tained us all the way with an endless string of anecdotes; "

—

" came like a stream of poetry from his lips;
"—" path muddy

and scarcely passable, yet I do not remember ever to have seen
any place so interesting as the skill of this mighty magician had
rendered this narrow ravine."

—
" Impossible to touch on any

theme, but straightway he had an anecdote to fit it."
—

" Thus
we strolled along, borne, as it were, on the stream of song and
story."

—
" In the evening we had a great fea-st indeed. Sir

Walter asked us if we had ever read Christabel."
—

" Interspersed
with these various readings were some hundreds of stories, some
quaint, some pathetical."

—
" At breakfast to-day we had, as

usual, some 150 stories—God knows how they came in."
—

" In
any man so gifted—^so qualified to take the loftiest, proudest line

at the head of the literature, the taste, the imagination of the
whole world! "—" For instance, he never sits at any particular
place at <^able, but takes," etc. etc.*

» \ ol. iv. pp. 349-353- ' > ol- v. pp. 375-402-
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Among such worshippers, arriving in " sixteen parties

a-day," an ordinary man might have grown buoyant; have
felt the god, begun to nod, and seemed to shake the spheres
A slightly splenetic man, possessed of Scott's sense, would
have swept his premises clear of them: Let no bluebottle
approach here, to disturb a man in his work,—under pain
of sugared squash (called quassia) and king's yellow! The
good Sir Walter, like a quiet brave man, did neither. He
let the matter take its course; enjoyed what was enjoyable
in it; endured what could not well be helped; persisted
meanwhile in writing his daily portion of romance-topy,
in preserving his composure of heart; -in a word, accom-
modated himself to this loud-buzzing environment, and
made it serve him, as he would have done (perhaps wi:h
more ease) to a silent, poor and solitary one. No doubt it

affected him too, and in the lamentablest way fevered his

internal life, though he kept it well down; but it affected
him less than it would have done almost any other man.
For his guests were not all of the bluebottle sort; far from
that. Mr. Lockhart shall furnish us with the brightest
aspect a British Ferney ever yielded, or is like to yield : and
therewith we will quit Abbotsford and the dominant and
culminant period of Scott's life:

" It was a clear, bright September morning, with a sharpness in
the air that doubled the animating influence of the sunshine, and
all was in readiness for a grand coursing-match on Newark Hill.
The only guest who had chalked-out other sport for himself was
the staunchest of anglers, Mr. Rose; but he too was there on his
shelly, armed with liis salmon-rod and landing-net, and attended
by his Hinves, and Charlie Purdie, a brother of Tom, in those
days the most celebrated fishennan of the district. This little
group of Waltonians, bound for Lord Somerville's preserve,
remained lounging about, to witness the start of the main caval-
cade. Sir Walter, mounted on Sibyl, was marshalling the order
of procession with a huge hunting-whip; and among a dozen
frolicsome youths and maidens, who seemed disposed to laugh
at all discipline, appeared, each on horseback, each as eager as
the youngest sportsman in the troop. Sir Humphr>' Davy, Dr.
WoUaston, and the patriarch of Scottish belles-lettres, Henry
Mackenzie. The Man of Feeling, however, was persuaded with
some difficulty to resign his steed for the present to his faithful
negro follower, and to join Ladv Scott in the sociaole, until we
should reach the ground of our ball^ e. Laidlaw, on a strong-
tailed wiry Highlander, yclept Hodu./i Grev, which carried him
nimbly and stoutly, although his feet almost touched the ground
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as he sat. was the adjutant. But the most picturesque figure

was the illustrious inventor of the safety-lamp. He had come

(or his favourite sport of angling, and had been practising it

successfully with Rose, his travelling companion, for two or three

days preceding this; but he had not prepared for coursing fields,

or had left Charlie Purdie's troop for Sir Walter's on a sudden

rhout;ht. and his fisherman's costume—a brown hat with flexible

brim, surrounded with line upon line of catgut, and innumerable

rtv-hooks—jack-boots worthy of a Dutch smuggler, and a fustian

surtout dabbled with the blood of salmon, made a fine contrast

with the smart jackets, white-cord breeches, and well -polished

jockey-boots of the less distinguished cavaliers about him. Dr.

Wollaston was in black; and with his noble serene dignity of

countenance might have passed for a sporting archbishop. Mr.

Mackenzie, at this time in the 76th year of his age, with a white

hat turned up with green, green spectacles, green jacket, and

long brown leathern gaiters buttoned upon his nether anatomy,

wore a dog-whistle round his neck, and had, all over, the air of

as resolute a devotee as the gay captain of Huntly Burn. Tom
Purdie and his subalterns had preceded us by a few hours with

all the greyhounds that could be collected at Abbotsford. Darnick.

and Melrose; but the giant Maida had remained as his master's

orderly, and now gambolled about Sibyl Grey, barking for mere

joy like a spaniel puppy.
" The order of march had been all settled, and the sociable was

just getting under weigh, when the Lady Anne broke from the

line, screaming with laughter, and exclaimed, ' Papa, papa, I

knew you could never thJ'i'c of going without your pet! ' Scott

looked round, and I rath 'link there was a blush as well as a

smile upon his face, whei perceived a little black pig frisking

about his pony, and evidendy a self-elected addition to the party

of the day. He tried to look stern, and cracked his whip a.t the

creature, but was in a moment obliged to join in the general cneers.

Poor piggv soon found a strap round its neck, and was dragged

into the background ;—Scott, watching the retreat, repeated with

mock pathos the first verse of an old pastoral song

—

' What will I do gin my hoggie die t

My joy, my pride, my hoggie!

My only beast, I had na mae.
And wow! but I was vogie!

'

—the cheers were redoubled—and the squadron moved on.
" This pig had taken, nobody could tell how, a most senti-

mental attachment to Scott, and was constantly urging its pre-

tensions to be admitted a regular member ot his tail along with the

greyhounds and terriers: but, indeed, I remember him suffering

another summer under the same sort ot pertinacity on the part

of an affectionate hen. I leave the explanation for philosophers

;

—but such were the facts. I have too mucii respect for the

vulgarly calumniated donkey, to name him in the same category

oi pets with the pig and the hen ; but a year or two after this time,
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my wife used to drive a couple of these animals in a little garden-
chair, and whenever her father appeared at the door of our
cottage, we were sure to see Hannah More and Lady Morgan (as

Anne Scott had wickedly christened them) trott.jg from their
pasture, to lay their noses over the paling, and, as Washington
Irving says of the old white-haired hedger with the Parisian snuff-
box, ' to have a pleasant crack wi' the laird.' *

" There." at Chiefswood, " my wife and I spent this summer
and autumn of 1821 ; the first of several seasons which will ever
dwell on my memory as the happiest of my life. We were near

• Vol. V, pp. 7-10.

On this subject let us report axi anecdote furnished by a correspond-
ent of our own, whose accuracy we can depend on: "1 mvself was ac-
quainted with a little Blenheim cocker, one of the smallest ,'beautifulest
and wisest of lap-dogs or dogs, which, though Sir Walter knew it not,
was very singular in its behaviour towards him. Shandy, so hight
this remarkable cocker, was extremely shy of strangers: promenading
on Prince's Street, which in fine weath<!r used to be crowded in those
days, he seemed to live in perpetual fear of being stolen; if any one
but looked at him admiringly, he would draw-back with angrv timidity,
and crouch towards his own lady-mistress. One day a tall| irregular,
busy-looking man came halting by; the little dog ran towards him,
began fawning, frisking, licking at his feet; it was Sir Walter Scott!
Had Shandy been the most extensive reader of Reviews, he could not
have done better. Every time he saw Sir Walter afterwards, which
was some three or four times in the coiu-se of visiting Edinburgh, he
repeated his demonstrations, ran leaping, frisking, Ucking the author
of Waverley's feet. The good Sir Walter endured it with good humour;
looked down at the little wise face, at the silky shag-coat of snow-white
and chestnut-brown; smiled, and avoided hitting him as they went
on,—till a new division of streets or some other obstacle put an end to
the interview. In fact he was a strange Uttle fellow, this Shandy. He
has been known to sit for hours looking out at the summer moon, with
the saddest, wistfulest expression of countenance; altogether like a
Werterean Poet. He would have been a poet, I daresay, if he could
have found a publisher. But his moral tact was the most amazing.
Without reason shown, without word spoken or act done, he took his
hkings and dishkings; imalterable; really almost unerring. His
chief aversion, I should say, was to the genus quack, above all to the
genus acrid-quack ; these, though never so clear-starched, bland-
smiUng and beneficent, he absolutely would have no trade with.
Their very sugar-cake was unavailing. He said with emphasis, as
clearly as barking could say it: ' Acrid-quack, avaunt! ' Would to
Heaven many a prime-minister, and high person in authority, had such
an invaluable talent! On the whole, there is more in this universe
than our philosophy has dreamt of. A dog's instinct is a voice of
Nature too; and farther, it has never babbled itself away in idle
jargon and hypothesis, but always adhered to the practical, and grownm silence by continual communion with fact. We do the animals in-
justice. Their body resembles our body, Buflfon says; with its four
limbs, with its spinal marrow, main organs in the head and so forth:
but have they not a kind of soul, equally the rude draught and im-
perfect imitation of ours? It is a strange, an almost solemn and
pathetic thing to see an intelligence imprisoned in that dumb rude
form; struggling to express itself out of that ;—even as we do out of our
imprisonment; and succeed very imperfectlv! "
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enough Abbotsford to partake as often as we liked of its brilliant

and constantly varying society; yet could do so without being

exposed to the worry and exhaustion of spirit which the daily

reception of new-comers entailed upon all the family, except Sir

Walter himself. But, in truth, even he was not always proof

against the annoyances connected with such a style of open house-

keeping. Even his tem^ er sank sometimes under the solemn
applauses of learned dulness, the vapid raptures of painted and
periwigged dowagers, the horse-leech avidity with which under-

bred foreigners urged their questions, and the pompous simpers

of condescending magnates. When sore beset at home in this

way, he would every now and then discover that he had some
very particular business to attend to on an outlying part of his

estate; and, craving the indulgence of his guests over-night,

appear at the cabin in the glen before its inhabitants were astir in

the morning. The clatter of Sibyl Grey's hoofs, the yelping of

Mustard and Spice, and his own joyous shout of riveilUe under
our windows, were the signal that he had burst his toils, and
meant for that day to ' take his ease in his inn.' On descending,

he was to be found seated with all his dogs and ours about him,
under a spreading ash that overshadowed half the bank between
the cottage and the brook, pointing the edge of his woodman's-
axe, and listening to Tom Purdie's lecture touching the plantation
that most needed thinning. After breakfast he would ta':e

possession of a dressing-room upstairs, and write a chapter of

The Pirate : and then, having made-up and despatched his

packet for Mr. Ballantyno, away to join Purdie wherever the
foresters were at work—and sometimes to labour among them as
strenuously as John Swanston—until it was time either to rejoin
his own party at Abbotsford, or the quiet circle of the cottage.
When his guests were few and friendly, he often made them come
over and meet him at Chiefswood in a body towards evening;
and surely he never appeare -< to more amiable advantage than
when helping his young people "ath their little arrangements upon
such occasions. He was ready with all sorts of devices to supply
the wants of a narrow establishment; he used to delight par-
ticularly in sinking the wine in a well under the hrae ere he went
out, and hauling up the basket just before dinner was announced,
—this primitive device being, he said, what he had always
practised when a young housekeeper, and in his opinion far
superior in its results to any application of ice : and in the same
spirit, whenever the weather was sufficiently genial, he voted for
dining out of doors altogether, which at once got rid of the incon-
venience of very small rooms, and made it natural and easy for
the gentlemen to help the ladies, so that the paucity of servants
went for nothing." »

Surely all this is very beautiful; like a picture of
Boccaccio's: the ideal of a country life in our time. Why
could it not last ? Income was not wanting: Scott's official

> Vol. V. pp. 123, 124.
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permanent income was amply adequate to meet the expense

of all that was valuable in it ; nay, of all that was not harass-

ing, senseless and despicable. Scott had some £2000
a-year without writing books at all. Why should he manu-
facture and not create, to make more money ; and rear mass
on mass for a dwelling to himself, till the pile toppled, sank

crashing, and buried him in its ruins, when he had a safe

pleasant dwelling ready of its own accord? Alas, Scott,

with all his health, was infected ; sick of the fearfulest malady,

that of Ambition ! To such length had the King's baronetcy,

the world's favour and "sixteen parties a-dry," brought it

with him. So the inane racket must be kept up, and rise

ever higher. So masons labour, ditchers delve ; and there is

endless, altogether deplorable correspondence about marble-

slabs for tables, wains 20ting of rooms, curtains and the

trimmings of curtains, orange-coloured or fawn-coloured:

Walter Scott, one of the gifted of the world, whom his

admirers call the most gifted, must kill himself that he may
be a country gentleman, the founder of a race of Scottish

lairds.

It is one of the strangest, most tragical histories ever

enacted under this sun. So poor a passion can lead so strong

a man into such mad extremes. Surely, were not man a fool

always, one might say there was something eminently dis-

tracted in this, end as it would, of a Walter Scott writing

daily with the ardour of a steam-engine, that he might make

£15,000 a-year, and buy upholstery with it. To cover the

walls of a stone house in Selkirkshire with nicknacks, ancient

armour and genealogical shields, what can we name it but a

being bit with delirium of a kind? That tract after tract

of moorland in the shire of Selkirk should be joined together

on parchment and by ring-fence, and named after one's name,—^why, it is a shabby small-type edition of your vulgar

Napoleons, Alexanders, and conquering heroes, not counted

venerable by any teacher of men !

—

" The whole world was not half so wide
To Alexander when he cried

Because he had but one to subdue,
As was a narrow paltry tub to
Diogenes; who ne'er was said,

For aught that ever I could read.

To whine, put finger i' the eye and sob,
Because he had ne'er another tub."
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Sot he! And if, "looked at from the Moon, which itself

is far from Infinitude," Napoleon's dominions were as small

as mine, jvhal, by any cliance of possibility, could Abbotsford

landed-property ever have become ? As the Arabs say, there

is a black speck, were it no bigger than a bean's eye, in every

soul; which, once set it a-working, will overcloud the whole

man into darkness and quasi-madness, and hurry him bale-

fully into Night

!

With respect to the literary character of these Waverley
Novels, so extraordinary in their commercial character, there

remains, after so much reviewing, good and bad, little that

it were profitable at present to say. The great fact about

them is, that they were faster written and better paid for

than any other books in the world. It must be granted,

moreover, that they have a worth far surpassing what is

usual in such cases; nay, that if Literature had no task but

that of harmlessly amusing indolent languid men, here was
the very perfection of Literature; that a man, here more
emphatically than ever elsewhere, might fling himself back,

exclaiming, " Be mine to lie on this sofa, and read everlasting

Novels of Walter Scott!" The composition, slight as it

often is, usually hangs together in some measure, and is a
composition. There is a free flow of narrative, of incident

and sentiment; an easy masterlike coherence throughout,

as if it were the free dash of a master's hand, " round as

the of Giotto." * It is the perfection of extemporaneous
writing. Farthermore, surely he were a blind critic who did

not recognise here a certain genial sunshiny freshness and
pirtiiresqueness; paintings both of scenery and figures,

very graceful, brilliant, occasionally full of grace and glowing

brightness blended in the softest composure; in fact, a
deep sincere love of the beautiful in Nature and Man, and the

readiest faculty of expressing this by imagination and by
' " Venne a Firenze " (il cortigiano del Papa), "e andato una

mattina in bottega di Giotto, che lavorava, gli chiese i*n poco di
disegno per mandarlo a sua Santit^. Giotto, che garbatissimo era,
prese un foglic, ed in quello con un pennello tinto di rosso, fermato il

braccio al fianco per fame compasso, e girato la mano fece un tondo si

pari di sesto e di profilo, che fu a vederlo una maraviglia. Ci6 fatto
shignando disse al cortigiano, Eccovi il disegno." ..." Onde il

Papa, e molti cortigiani intendenti conobbero perci6, quanto Giotto
avanzasse d' eccelenza tutti gli altri pittori del suo tempo. Divolgatasi
poi questa cosa, ne nacque il proverbio, che ancora i in uso dirsi a gli

uomini di grossa pasta: Tu set piU tondo che I' di Giotto."—Vasari,
Vite (Roma, 1759), i. 46.
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word. No fresher paintings of Nature can be found than
Scott's; hardly anywhere a wider sympathy with man.
From Davie Deans up to Richard Cceur-de-Lion ; from Meg
Merrilies to Die Vernon and Queen Elizabeth! It is the

utterance of a man of open soul ; of a brave, large, free-seeing

man, who has a true brotherhood with all men. In jovous
picturesqueness and fellow-feeling, freedom of eye and heart;

or to say it in a word, in general healthiness of mind, these

Novels prove Scott to have been amongst the foremost
writers.

Neither in the higher and highest excellence, of drawing
character, is he at any time altogether deficient; though at

no time can we call him, in the best sense, successful. His
Baillie Jarvies, Dinmonts, Dalgettys (for their name is

legion), do look and talk like what they give themselves out

for; they are, if not created and made poetically alive, yet

deceptively enacted as a good player might do them. What
more is wanted, then? For the reader lying on a sofa,

nothing more; yet for another sort of reader, much. It

were a long chapter to unfold the difference in drawing a

character between a Scott, and a Shakspeare, a Goethe.
Yet it is a difference literally immense ; they are of different

species; the value of the one is not to be counted in the coin

of the other. We might say in a short word, which means
a long matter, that your Shakspeare fashions his characters

from the heart outwards
;
your Scott fashions them from the

skin inwards, never getting near the heart of them! The
one set become living' men and women ; the other amount
to little more than mechanical cases, deceptively painted
automatons. Compare Fenella with Goethe's Mignon.
which, it was once said, Scott had " done Goethe the honour

"

to borrow. He has borrowed what he could of Mignon.
The small stature, the climbing talent, the trickiness, the

mechanical case, as we say, he has borrowed; but the soul

of Mignon is left behind. Feneila is an unfavourable speci-

men for Scott: but it illustrates, in the aggravated state,

what is traceable in all the characters he drew.
To the same purport indeed we are to say that these famed

books are altogether addressed to the every-day mind ; that

, ~ foe any other inind there is next to no nourishment in them.
'•^^^DjJjjRwis, emotions, principles, doubts, beliefs, beyond what

•'

?J»(T!nat
^^ ^^'^^"^^ country gentleman can carry along with him

4>
^fS^
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are not to be found. It is orderly, customary, it is prudent,
decent; nothing more. One would say, it lay not in Scott
to give much more

;
getting out of tlie ordinary range, and

attempting the heroic, which is but seldom the case, he falls

almost at once into the rose-pink sentimental,—descries the
Minerva Press from afar, and hastily quits that course; for

none better than he knew it to lead nowhither. On the
whole, contrasting Waverley, which was carefully written,

with mo^t of its followers, which were written extempore,
one may regret the extempore method. Something very
perfect in its kind might have come from Scott ; nor was it

a low kind : nay, who knows how high, with studious self-

concentration, he might have gone; what wealth Nature
had implanted in him, which his circumstances, most unkind
while seeming to be kindest, had never impelled him to
unfold ?

But after all, in the loudest blaring and trumpeting of
popularity, it is ever to be held in mind, as a truth remaining
true forever, that Literature has other aims than that of

harmlessly amusing indolent languid men: or if Literature
have them not, then Literature is a very poor affair; and
something else must have them, and must accomplish them,
with thanks or without thanks; the thankful or thankless
world were not long a world otherwise! Under this head
there is little to be sought or found in the Waverley Novels.
Not profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for edification, for
building up or elevating, in any shape! The sick heart will

find no healing here, the darkly-struggling heart no guidance

:

the Heroic that is in all men no divine awakening voice.
We say, therefore, that they do not found themselves on
deep interests, but on comparatively trivial ones; not on
the perennial, perhaps not even on the lasting. In fact,

much of the interest of these Novels results from what may
be called contrasts of costume. The phraseology, fashion
of arms, o: .i.ess and life, belonging to one age, is brought
suddenly with singular vividness before the eyes of another.
A great effect this

;
yet by the very nature of it, an altogether

temporary one. Consider, brethren, shall not we too one
day be antiques, and grow to have as quaint a costume as
the rest ? The stuffed Dandy, only give him time, will become
one of the wonderfulest mummies. In antiquarian museums,
only two centuries hence, the steeple-hat will hang on the
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next peg to Franks and Company's patent, antiquarians

deciding which is ugHer: and the Stulz swallow-tail, one

may hope, will seem as incredible as any garment that ever

made ridiculous the respectable back of man. Not by

slashed breeches, steeple - hats, buff -belts, or antiquated

speech, can romance-heroes continue to interest us; but

simply and solely, in the long-run, by being men. Buff-belts

and all manner of jerkins and costumes are transitory;

man alone is perennial. He that ha.s gone deeper into this

than other men, will be remembered longer than they;

he that has not, not. Tried under this category, Scott,

with his clear practical insight, joyous temper, and other

sound faculties, is not to be accounted little,—among the

ordinary circulating-library heroes he might well pass for

a demi-god. Not little
;
yet neither is he great ; there we *

greater, more than one or two, in his own age: among tht

great of all ages, one sees no likelihood of a place for him.

What, then, is the result of these Waverley Romances?
Are they to amuse one generation only? One or more!
As many generations as they can; but not all generations:

ah no, when our swallow-tail has become fantastic as trunk-

hose, they will cease to amuse!—Meanwhile, as we can

discern, their results have been several-fold. First of all, and

certainly not least of all, have they not perhaps had this

result: that a considerable portion of mankind has hereby
been sated with mere amusement, and set on seeking some-
thing better? Amusement in the way of reading can go . •

farther, can do nothing better, by the power of man; and
men ask, Is this what it can do? Scott, we reckon, carried

several things to their ultimatum and crisis, so that change
became inevitable: a great service, though an indirect one.

Secondly, however, we may say, these Historical Novels
have taught all men this truth, which looks like a truism,

and yet was as good as unknown to writers of history and
others, till so taught: that the bygone ages of the world
were actually filled by living men, not by protocols, state-

papers, controversies and abstractions of men. Not abstrac-

tions were they, not diagrams and theorems; but men, in

buff or other coats and breeches, with colour in their cheeks,

with passions in their stomach, and the idioms, features and
vitalities of very men. It is a little word this; inclusive

of great meaning! History will henceforth have to take
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thought of it. Her faint hearsays of " philosophy teaching

by experience " will have to exchange then^sfilveL everywhere
for direct inspection and embodiment: ». ind this only,

will be counted experience; and t^l' experience have
got in, philosophy will reconcile hers- .0 wait at the door.

It is a great service, fertile in consequ .ices, this that Scott

has done ; a great truth laid open by him ;—correspondent
indeed to the substantial nature of the man ; to his solidity

and veracity even of imagination, which, with all his lively

discursiveness, was the characteristic of him.

A word here as to the extempore style of writing, which
is getting much celebrated in these days. Scott seems to
have been a high proficient in it. His rapidity was extreme;
and the matter produced \ as excellent, considering that:

the 'cumstances under whii h some of his Novels, when iie

could not himself write, were dictated, are justly considered
wonderful. It is a valuable faculty this of ready-writing;
nay farther, for Scott's purpose it was clearly the only good
mode. By much labour he could not have added one guinea
to his copyright; ror could the reader on the sofa have lain

a whit more at ease. It was in all ways necessary that these
works should be produced rapidly; and, round or not, be
thrown off like Giotto's 0. But indeed, in all things, writing
or other, which a man engages in, there is the indispensablest
beauty in knowing how to get done. A man frets himself
to no purpose; he has not the slei',nt »•' '.')e trade; he is not
a craftsman, but an unfortunate dc-t «'u'. r>;mgler, if he
know not when to have done, 'iifeetion is u />attainable

:

no carpenter ever made a matl ni. "i^ally acc\ rate right-

angle in the world; yet all carpe-rer:, '.iiow -he \ it is right
enough, and do not botch it, and L luir nin "s by making
it too right. Too much painstaking •ea!:'; :>; ;ase in one's
mind, as well as too little. The adrtV >.iau-minded man
will endeavour to spend on each business approximately what
of pains it deserves ; and with a conscience void of remorse
will dismiss it then. All this in favour of easy -writing
shall be granted, and, if need were, enforced and inculcated.
And yet, on the other hand, it shall not less but more

strenuously be inculcated, that in the way of writing, no great
thing was ever, or will ever be done with ease, but with
difficulty! Let ready-writers with any faculty in them lay
this to heart. Is it with ease, or not with ease, that a man
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shall do his best, in any shape; above all., in this shape
justly named of " soul's travail," working in the deep places

of thought, embodying the True out of the Obscure and
Possible, environed on all sides with the uncreated False?

Not so, now or at any time. The experience of all men belies

it; the nature of things contradicts it. Virgil and Tacitus,

were they ready-writers.^ The whole Prophecies of Isaiah

are not equal in extent to this cobweb of a Review Article.

Shakspeare, we may fancy, wrote with rapidity; but not till

he had thought with intensity: long and sore had this man
thought, as the seeing eye may discern well, and had dwelt

and wrestled amid dark pains and throes,—though his great

soul is silent about all that. It was for him to write rapidly

at fit intervals, being ready to do it. And herein truly lies

the secret of the matter: such swiftness of mere writing,

after due energy of preparation, is doubtless the right method;
the hot furnace having long worked and simmered, let the

pure gold flow out at one gush. It was Shakspeare's plan;

no easy-writer he, or he had never been a Shakspeare. Neither

was Milton one of the mob of gentlemen that write with ease;

he did not attain Shakspeare's faculty, one perceives, of even

writing fast after long preparation, but struggled while he

wrote. Goethe also tells us he " had nothing sent him in his

sleep; " no page of his but he knew well how it came there.

It is reckoned to be the best prose, accordingly, that has been

written by any modern. Schiller, as an unfortunate and
unhealthy man, '^ konnte nie fertig werden, never could get

done;" the noble genius of him struggled not wisely but

too well, and wore his life itself heroically out. Or did

Petrarch write easily? Dante sees himself " growing lean
"

over his Divine Comedy ; in stern solitary death-wrestle with

it, to prevail over it, and do it, if his uttermost faculty may:
hence, too, it is done and prevailed over, and the fiery life of

it endures forevermore among men.
No: creation, one would think, cannot be easy; your

Jove has severe pains, and lire-fiames, in the head out of

which an armed Pallas is struggling! As for manufacture,

that is a different matter, and may become easy or not easy,

according as it is taken up. Yet of manufacture too, the

general truth is that, given the manufacturer, it will be

worthy in direct proportion to the pains bestowed upon it;

and worthless always, or nearly so, with no pains. Cea.se,
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therefore, O ready-writer, to brag openly of thy rapidity

and facility; to thee (if thou be in the manufacturing line)

it is a benefit, an increase of wages; but to me it is sheer

loss, worsening of my pennyworth: why wilt thou brag of it

to me? Write easily, by steam if thou canst contrive it,

and canst sell it; but hide it like virtue! " Easy writing,"

said Sheridan, " is sometimes d—d hard reading." Some-
times; and always it is sure to be rather useless reading,

which indeed (to a creature of few years and much work)
may be reckoned the hardest of all.

Scott's productive facility amazed everybody; and set

("aptain Hall, for one, upon a very strange method of account-
ing for it without miracle ;—for which see his Journal, above
quoted from. The Captain, on counting line for line, found
that he himself had written in that Journal of his almost as

much as Scott, at odd hours in a given number of days ;
" and

iis for the invention," says he, " it is known that this costs

Scott nothing, but comes to him of its own accord." Con-
venient indeed !—But for us too Scott's rapidity is great, is a
proof and consequence of the solid health of the man, bodily
and spiritual

;
great, but unmiraculous ; not greater than that

of many others besides Captain Hall. Admire it, yet with
measure. For observe always, there are two conditions in

work : let me fix the quality, and you shall fix the quantity

!

Any man may get through work rapidly who easily satisfies

himself about it. Print the talk of any man, there will be a
thick octavo volume daily ; make his writing three times as

good as his talk, there will be the third part of a volume daily,

which still is good work. To write with never such rapidity
in a passable manner, is indicative not of a man's genius, but
of his habits ; it will prove his soundness of nervous system,
his practicality of mind, and in fine, that he has the knack of

his trade. In the most flattering view, rapidity will betoken
health of mind : much also, perhaps most of all, will depend
on health of body. Doubt it not, a faculty of easy-writing
is attainable by man ! The human genius, once fairly set iii

this direction, will carry it far. William Cobbett, one of the
healthiest of men, was a greater improviser even than Walter
Scott: his writing, considered as to quality and quantity, of

Rural Rides, Registers, Grammars, Sermons^ Peter Porcu-
pines, Histories of Reformation, ever-fresh denouncements
of Potatoes and Paper-money, seems to us still more wonder-
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ful. Pierre Bayle wrote enormous folios, one sees not oi'

what motive-principle: he flowed-on forever, a mighty tide

of ditch-water; and even died flowing, wi'h the pen in his

hand. But indeed the most unaccountable ready-writer of

all is, probably, the corr non Editor of a Daily Newspaper.

Consider his leading articles ; what they treat of, how passably

they are done. Straw that has been thrashed a hundred
times without wheat; ephemeral sound of a sound; such

portent of the hour as all men have seen a hundred times turn

out inane : how a man, with merely human faculty, buckles

himself nightly with new vigour and interest to this thrashed

straw, nightly thrashes it anew, nightly gets-up new thunder

about it; and so goes on thrashing and thundering for a con-

siderable series of years ; this is a fact remaining still to be

accounted for, in human physiology. The vitality of man is

great.

Or shall we say, Scott, among the many things he carried

towards their ultimatum and crisis, carried this of ready-

writing too, that so all men might better see what was in

it ? It is a valuable consummation. Not without results ;—

results, at some of which Scott as a Tory politician would have

greatly shuddered. For if once Printing have grown to be

as Talk, then Democracy (if we look into the roots of things)

is not a bugbear and probability, but a certainty, and event

as good as come !
" Inevitable seems it me." But leaving

this, sure enough the triumph of ready-writing appears to be

even now; everywhere the ready-writer is found bragging

strangely of his readiness. In a late translated Don Carlos,

one of the most indifferent translations ever done with any

sign of ability, a hitherto unknown individual is found assur-

ing his reader, " The reader will possibly think it an excuse,

when I assure him that the whole piece was completed within

the space of ten weeks, that is to say, between the sixth of

January and the eighteenth of March of this year (inclusive

of a fortnight's int'^. option from over-exertion); that I often

translated twenty pages a-day, and that the fifth act was the

work of five days." ^ hitherto unknown individual, what

is it to me what time it was the work of, whether five days or

five decades of years ? The only question is. How well hast

thou done it ?

* Don Carlos, a Dramatic Poem, from the German of Schiller

Mannheim and London, 1837.

Wiim
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So, however, it stands : the genius of Extempore irresistibly

lording it, advancing on us like ocean-tides, like Noah's

deluges—of ditch-water! The prospect seems one of the

lamentablest. To have all Literature swum away from us in

watery Extempore, and a spiritual time of Noah supervene ?

That surely is an awful reflection; worthy of dyspeptic

Matthew Bramble in a London fog ! Be of comfort, sple-

netic Matthew ; it is not Literature they are swimming away

;

it is only Book-publishing and Book-selling. Was there not

a Literature before Printing or Faust of Mentz, and yet men
wrote extempore ? Nay, before Writing or Cadmus of Thebes,

and yet men spoke extempore ? Literature is the Thought

of thinking Souls; this, by the blessing of God, can in no

generation be swum away, but remains with us to the end.

Scott's career, of writing impromptu novels to buy farms

, th, was not of a kind to terminate voluntarily, but to

accelerate itself more and more ; and one sees not to what

wise goal it could, in any case, have led him. Bookseller

Constable's bankruptcy was not the ruin of Scott; his ruin

was, that ambition, and even false ambition, had laid hold of

him; that his way of life was not wise. Whither could it

lead? Where could it stop? New farms there remained

ever to be bought, while new novels could , ay for them.

More and more success but gave more and more appetite,

more and more audacity. The impromptu writing must have

waxed ever thinner; declined faster and faster into the

questionable category, into the condemnable, into the

generally condemned. Already there existed, in secret,

everywhere a considerable opposition party; witnesses of the

Waverley miracles, but unable to believe in them, forced

silently to protest against them. Such opposition party was
in the sure case to grow; and even, with the impromptu
process ever going on, ever waxing thinner, to draw the world

over to it. Silent protest must at length have come to words

;

harsh truths, backed by harsher facts of a world-popularity

overwrought^ and worn-out, behoved to have been spoken ;

—

such as can be spoken now without reluctance, when they

can pain the brave man's heart no more. \Vho knows?
Perhaps it was better ordered to be all otherwise. Otherwise,

at any rate, it was. One day the Constable mountain, which
seemed to stand strong like the other rock mountains, gave
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suddenly, as the icebergs do, a loud-sounding crack: sud-
denly, with huge clangor, shivered itself into ice-dust; and
sank, carrying much along with it. In one day Scott's high-
heaped money-wages became fairy-money and nonentity;
in one day the rich man and lord of land saw himself penniless'
landless, a bankrupt among creditors.

It was a ird trial. He met it proudly, bravely,—like a
brave proud man of the world. Perhaps there had been a
prouder way still : to have owned honestly that he was unsuc-
cessful, then, all bankrupt, broken, in the world's goods and
repute; and to have turned elsewhither for some refuge.
Refuge did lie elsewhere; but it was not Scott's course, or
fashion of mind, to seek it there. To say. Hitherto I have
been all in the wrong, and this my fame and pride, now broken,
was an empty delusion and spell of accursed witchcraft ! It

was difficult for flesh and blood! He said, I will retrieve
myself, and make my point good yet, or die for it. Silently,
like a proud strong man, he girt himself to the Hercules' task,
of removing rubbish-mountains, since that was it; of paying
large ransoms by what he could still write and sell. In his
declining years, too; misfortune is doubly and trebly unfor-
tunate that befalls us then. Scott fell to his Hercules' task
like a very man, and went on with it unweariedly; with a
noble cheerfulness, while his life-strings were cracking, he
grappled with it, and wrestled with it, years long, in death-
grips, strength to strength;—and it proved the stronger; and
his life and heart did crack and break : the cordage of a most
strong heart ! Over these last writings of Scott his Napo-
leons, Demonologies , Scotch Histories, and the rest, criticism,
finding still much to wonder at, much to commend, will utter
no word of blame; this one ' only. Woe is me! The
noble war-horse that once L i at' the shaking of the
spear, how is he doomed to toil i ...3elf dead, dragging ignoble
wheels

! Scott's descent was like that of a spent projectile;
rapid, straight down :—perhaps mercifully so. It is a tragedy,
as all life is ; one proof more that Fortune stands on a restless
globe; that Ambition, literary, warlike, politic, pecuniarv,
never yet profited any man.
Our last extract shall be from Volume Sixth ; a very tragi-

cal one. Tragical, yet still beautiful; waste Ruin's havoc
borrowing a kind of sacredness from a yet sterner visitation,
that of Death ! Scott has withdrawn into a solitarv lodging-
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house in Edinburgh, to do daily the day's work there ; and

had to leave his wife at Abbotsford in the last stage of disease.

He went away silently; looked silently at the sleeping face

he scarcely hoped ever to see again. We quote from a Diary

he had begun to keep in those months, on hint from Byron's

Ravenna Journal : copious sections of it render this Sixth

Volume more interesting than any of the former ones

:

"Abbotsford, May 11 (1826).— ... It withers my heart to

think of it, and to recollect that I can hardly hope again to seek

confidence and counsel from that ear, to which all might be safely

confided. But in her present lethargic state, what would my
attendance have availed?—and Anne has promised close and

constant intelligence, I must dine with James Ballantyne to-day

en famille. I cannot help it ; but would rather be at home and

alone. However, I can go out too. I will not yield to the

barren sense of hopelessness which struggles to invade me."
" Edinburgh,—Mrs. Brown's lodgings, North St. David Street—

May 12.—I passed a pleasant day with kind J. B., which was a

great relief from the black dog, which would have worried me at

home. He was quite alone.
" Well, here I am in Arden. And I may say with Touchstone,

' \Vlien I was at home I was in a better place; ' I must, when
there is occasion, draw to my own Baillie Nicol Jarvie's consola-

tion
—

' One cannot carry the comforts of the Saut-Market about

with one.' Were I at ease in mind, I think the body is very well

cared for. Only one other lodger in the house, a Mr. Shandy,

—

a clergyman, and, despite his name, said to be a quiet one."
" May 14.—A fair good-morrow to you, Mr. Sun, who are

shining so brightly on these dull walls. Methinks you look as if

you were looking as bright on the banks of the Tweed ; but look

where you will, Sir Sun, you look upon sorrow and suffering.

—

Hogg was here yesterday, in danger, from having obtained an
accommodation of ;^ 100 from James Ballantyne, which he is now
obliged to repay. I am unable to help the poor fellow, being

obliged to borrow myself."

"May 15.—Received the melancholy intelligence that all is

over at Abbotsford."
" Abbotsford, May 16.—She died at nine in the morning, after

being very ill for two days—ea-s> at last. I arrived here late last

night. Anne is worn out, and lias had hysterics, which returned

on my arrival. Her broken accents were like those of a child,

the language as well as the tones broken, but in the most gentle

voice of submission. ' Poor mamma—never return again—gone

forever—a better place.' Then, when she came to herself, she

spoke with sense, freedom and strength of mind till her weakness

returned. It would have been inexpressibly nv.iving to me as a

stranger—what was it then to the father and the husband ? For

myself, I scarce know how I feel; sometimes as firm as the Bass

Rock, sometimes as weak as the water that breaks on it. I am
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as alert at thinking and deciding as I ever was in my life. Yetwhen I contrast what this place now is. with what it ha been not
long since. I think my heart will break. Lonely, rged. deprived
of my family—all but poor Anne; an impoverished, an embar-
rassed man, deprived of the sharer of my thoughts and counsels
who could always talk-down my sense of the calamitous appre-
hensions which break the heart that must bear them alone-
Even her foibles were of service to me, by giving me things to
think of beyond my weary self-reflections.
"I have seen her. The figure I beheld is. and is not my

Charlotte—my thirty-years companion. There is the same
symmetry of form, though those limbs are rigid which were
once so gracefully elastic—but that yellow mask, with pinched
features, which seems to mock life rather than emulate it. can it
be the face that was once so full of lively expression ? I will not
look on it again. Anne thinks her little changed, because the
latest idea she had formed of her mother is as she appeared under
circumstances of extreme pain. Mine go back to a period of
comparative ease. If I write long in this way, I shall write-downmy resolution, which I should rather write-up, if I could."

" May i8.— . . . Cerements of lead and of wood already hold
her; cold earth must have her soon. But it is not my Charlotte
it is not the bride of my youth, the mother of my children, that
will be laid among the ruins of Dryhurgh. which we have so often
visited in gaiety and pastime. No, no."

•; May 22.— . . . Well, I am not apt to shrink from that
which IS my duty, merely because it is painful; but I wish this
funeral-day over. A kind of cloud of stupidity hangs about me,
as if all were unreal that men seem to be doing and talking."

" May 26.— , , . Were an enemy coming upon my house
would I not do my best to fight, although oppressed in spirits'
and shall a similar despondency prevent me from mental
exertion ? It shall not, by Heaven I

"

Edinburgh. May 30.—Returned to town last night with
Charles. This morning resume ordinary habits of rising early
working in the morning, and attending the Court. . . . I finished
correcting the proofs for the Quarterly; it is but a flimsy article,
but then the circumstances were most untoward.—This has been
a melancholy day—most melancholy. I am afraid poor Charles
found me weeping. I do not know what other folks feel, but with
me the hysterical passion that impels tears is a terrible violence—
a sort of throttling sensation—then succeeded by a state of
dreaming stupidity, in which I ask if my poor Charlotte can
actually be dead. " »

This is beautiful as well as tragical. Other scenes, in that
Seventh Volume, must come, which will have no beauty, but
be tragical only. It is better that we are to end here.
And so the curtain falls; and the strong Walter Scott is

* Vol. vi. pp. 297-307.
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vith us no more. A possession from him does remain;

widely scattered; vet attainable; not inconsiderable. It

,an be said of him, When he departed, he took a Man s life

along with him. No sounder piece of British manhood was

put together in that eighteenth century of Time. Alas, his

fine Scotch face, with its shaggy honesty, sagacity and good-

ness when we saw it latterly on the Edinburgh streets, was

all worn with care, the joy all fled from it;—ploughed deep

with labour and sorrow. We shall never forget it; we shall

never see it again. Adieu, Sir Walter, pride of all Scotchmen,

take our proud and sad farewell.



BAILLIE THE COVENANTER^
[1841]

Early in the seventeenth century of our era, a certain Mr.
Robert Baillie, a man of solid wholesome character, lived in

moderate comfort as Parish Minister of Kilwinning, in the
west of Scotland. He had comfortably wedded, produced
children, gathered Dutch and other fit divinitv-books; saw
his duties lying tolerably manageable, his possessions, pros-
pects not to be despised; in short, seemed planted as for life,

with fair hopes of a prosperous composed existence, in that
remote corner of the British dominions. A peaceable, " solid-
thinking, solid-feeding," yet withal clear-sighted, diligent
and conscientious man,—alas, his lot turned out to have fallen
in times such as he himself, had he been consulted on it,

would by no means have selected. Times of controversy;
of oppression, which became explosion and distraction:
mstead of peaceable preaching, mere raging, battling,
soldienng; universal shedding of gall, of ink and blood:
very troublous times! Composed existence at Kilwinning,
with rural duties, domestic pledges, Dutch bodies of divinity
was no longer possible for a man.

'

Till the advent of Laud's Service-book into the High Church
of Edinburgh (Sunday the 23d of July 1637), and that ever-
memorable flight of Jenny Geddes's stool at the head of the
Dean officiating there, with "Out, thou foul thief! wilt
thou say mass at my lug.? "—till that unexpected cardinal-
movement, we say, and the universal, unappeasable riot,
which ensued thereupon over all these Kingdoms,—Baillie,
intent on a quiet life at Kilwinning, was always clear
for some mild middle course, which might lead to this
and other blessings. He even looked with suspicion on the
Covenant when it was started; and was not at all one of

1 London and Westminster Review, No. 72.—" The Letters and
Journals of Robert BaiUie, A.M., Principal of the University of Glas-
gow, 1637-1662. Edited from the Author's Manuscripts, by David
Laing, Esq. 3 vols. (Vols. i. and ii.) Robert Ogle, Edinburgh, 1841.
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the first to sign it. Sign it, however, he did, by and by,

the heat of others heat.ng him even higher to the due welding

pitch; he signed it, and became a vehement, noteworthy

caampion of it, in such fashion as he could. Baillie, especially

il heated to the welding pitch, was by no means without

faculty.
. .,.„... J

There lay motion in him ; nay, curiously, with all his broad-

based heaviness, a kind of alacrity, of internal swiftness and

flustering impetuosity,— a natural vehemence, assiduous

swift eagerness, both of heart and intellect: very consider-

able motion; all embedded, too, in that most wholesome,

broad-based love of rest! The eupeptic, right-thinking

nature of the man; his sanguineous temper, with its vivacity

and sociality ; an ever-busy ingenuity, rather small perhaps,

but prompt, hopeful, useful ; always with a good dash, too,

of Scotch shrewdness, Scotch canniness ; and then a loqua-

city, free, fervid, yet judicious, canny,—m a word, natural

vehemence, wholesomely covered over and tempered (as

Sancho has it) in " three inches of ol 1 Christian /a/,"—all

these fitted Baillie to be a leader in General Assemblies and

conclaves, a man deputable to the London Parliament and

elsewhither. He became a prominent, and so far as the Scotch

Kirk went, pre-eminent man
;

present in the thick of all

negotiations, Westminster Assemblies, Scotch Commissions,

during the whole Civil War.

It can be said too, that his natural faculty never, in any

pitch of heat or confusion, proved false to him ; that here

amid revolt and its dismal fluctuations, the worthy man
lived agitated indeed, but not unprosperous. Clearly enough,

in that terrible jostle, where so many stumbling fell, and

straightway had their lives and fortunes trodden out; Baillie

did, according to the Scotch proverb, contrive to " carry his

dish level" in a wonderful manner, spilling no drop; and

indeed was found at last, even after Cromwell and all

Sectaries had been there, seated with prosperous composure,

not in the Kirk of Kilwinning, but in the Principalship of

Glasgow University ; which latter he had maintained success-

fully through all changes of weather, and only needed to

renounce at the coming-in of Charles II., when, at any rate,

he was too old for hoMing it much longer. So invincible,

in all elements of fortune, is a good natural endowment;

so serviceable to a man is that same quality of motion, if
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embedded in wholesome love of rest,—hasty vehemence
dissolved in a bland menstruum of oil

!

Baillie, however we m^y smile at him from this distance,
was not entirely a common character: yet it must be owned
that, for anything he of himself did or spcJce or suffered, the

worthy man must have been forgotten many a year ago;
the name of him dead, non-extant; or turning-up (as the

doom of such is) like the melancholy mummy of a name,
under the eye of here and there an excavator in those dreary
mines,— bewildered, interminable rubbish - heaps of the

Cromwellian Histories; the dreariest perhaps tl"-*^ anywhere
exist, still visited by human curiosity, in this world. But
his copi us loquacity, by good luck for him and for us,

prompted Baillie to use the pen as well as tongue. A certain

invaluable " Reverend Mr. Spang," a cousin of his, was
Scotch minister at Campvere, in Holland, with a boundless
appetite to hear what was stirring in those days ; to whom
Baillie, with boundless liberality, gives satisfaction. He
writes to Spang, on all great occasions, sheet upon sheet:

he writes to his Wife, to the Moderator of his Presbytery,
to earls and commoners, to this man and to that; nothing
loath to write when there is matter. Many public Papers
(since printed in Rushworth's and other Collections) he has

been at the pains to transcribe for his esteemed corre-

spondents; but what to us is infinitely more interesting,

he had taken the farther trouble to make copies of his own
Letters. By some lucky impulse, one hardly guesses how,—
for as to composition, nothing can be worse written than
these Letters are, mer hasty babblements, like what the

extempore speech of the man would be,—he took this

trouble; and ungrateful posterity reaps the fruit.

These Letters, bound togethf '• as a manuscript book, in

the hands of Baillie's heir, gre ever more notable as they
grew older; copies, at various times, were made of parts of

them
: some three copies of the whole, or almost the whole,

whereof one, tolerably complete, now lies in the British

Museum. 1 Another usefuler copy came into the hands of

* As in this Miispum transcript, othem^ise of good authority, the
name of the principal correspondent is not " Spang " but " Strang,"
and we learn elsewhere that Baillie wrote the miserable : hand, a

question arises, Whether Strang be not, once for all, the real name, and
Spang, from the first, a mere false reading, which has now become
inveterate? Strang, equivalent to Strong, is stili a common name in
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W'ootlrow, the zealous, diligent Historian of the Scotch

Church, whose numerous Manuscripts, purchased partly by

tie General Assembly, partly by the Advocates' Library, have

row been accessible to all inquirers, for a century or more.

Biiillie, in this new position, grew ever notabler; was to be

seen quoted in all books on the history of that period ; had

to be read and searched through, as a chief authority, by all

original students of the same. Half a century of this growing

notability issued at last in a printed edition of Baillie ; two

moderate octavo volumes, published, apparently by sub-

scription, at Edinburgh, in 1775. Thus, at length, had the

copious outpourings, first emitted into the ear of Spang and

others, become free to the curiosity of all; purchasable by

evr.ry one that had a few shillings, legible by every one that

had a little patience. As the interest in those great transac-

tions never died out in Scotland, Baillie's Letters and Journals,

one of the best remaining illustrations of them, became

( ommon in Scottish libraries.

Unfortunately, this same printed edition was one of the

worst. A tradition, we are told, was once current among
Edinburgh booksellers that it had been undertaken on the

counsel of Robertson and Hume; but, as Mr. Laing now
remarks, it is not a credible tradition. Robertson and Hume
would, there is little doubt, feel the desirableness of having

Baillie edited, and may, on occasion, have been heard saying

so; but such an edition as this of 1775 is not one they could

have had any hand in. In fact, Baillie may be said to have

been printed on that occasion, but not in any true sense

edited at all. The quasi-editor, who keeps himself entirely

hidden in the background, is guessed to have been one " Mr.

Robert Aiken, Schoolmaster of Anderton,"—honour to his

poor shadow of a name! He went over Baillie's manu-
scripts in such fashion as he could; " omitted many Letters

on private affairs; " copied those on public matters, better

or worse ; and prefixing some brief, vague Memoir of Baillie,

gathered out of the general wind, sent his work through the

those parts of Scotland. Spang (which is a Scottish verb, signifying

leap violently, leap distractedly—as an imprisoned, terrified kangaroo
might leap) we never heard of as a Christian person's surname before I

" The Reverend Mr. I.eap-distractedly " labouring in that dense element
of Carapvere, in Holland? We will hope not, if there be a ray of

hope! The Bannatyne Club, now in a manner responsible, is ade-

quate to decide.—S^awg is the name, persist they (a.d. 1846).
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press, very much as it liked to go. Thanks to him, poor
man, for domg so much; not blame that, in his mcaere
garret, he did not do more!
But it is to be admitted, few books were ever sent forth in

a more helpless condition. The very printer's errors are
numerous. Note or comment there is none whatever, and
here and there some such was palpably indispensable ; for
Baillie, in the hurry of his written babblement, is wont to
designate persons and things, often enough, in ways which
Spang and the world would indeed understand at the time,
but which now only critics and close investigators can make
out. The narrative, watery, indistinct, flowing out in vague
diffusion at the first and best, fades now too frequently into
the enigmatic, and stagnates in .otal obscuration, if some
little note be not added. Whom does the Letter-writer,
in his free and easy speed, intend to designate by such
phrases as " his Lordship," " the Lord Marquis," his Grace
precious Mr. David, the Reverend Mr. H. of N.? An'
editor ought to tell; and has not tried there to do it. Far
from doing it, he has even mistaken some of the initials
themselves, and so left the natural dimness changed into
Egyptian dark. Read in this poor Anderton edition, Baillie,m many passages, produces the effect, not of a painting, even
of the hugest signpost painting, but of a monstrous, foamy
smear, resemblance of no created thing whatever. Additional
outlays of patience become requisite, and will not always
suffice. It is an enigma you might long guess over, did not
perhaps indolence and healthy instincts^premonish you that,
when you had it, the secret would be worth little.

To all which unhappy qualities we are to add, that this
same edition of 1775 had, in late times, become in the highest
degree difficult to get hold of! In English libraries it never
much abounded, nor in the English book-markets; its

chief seat was always its native one. But of late, as would
seem, what copies there were, the growing interest of what-
soever related to the heroes of the Civil War had altogether
absorbed. Most interesting to hear what an eye-witness,
even a stupid eye-witness, if honest, will say of such matter?

!

The reader that could procure himself a Baillie to pore over
was lucky. The price in old-book shops here in London had
risen, if by rare chance any copy turned up, to the exorbitancy
of two guineas

!
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Md now, under these circumstances, the Bannatyne Club,

a private reunion of men who devote themselves expressly

to the rescue and reprinting of scarce books and manuscripts,

with or without much value, very wisely determined to

re^it Baillie; first, for their own private behoof; and

secondly, as is their wise wont in some cases, and as in every

case is easy for them (the types being already all set, and

the printer's " composition " accomplished, as it were, gratis),

for the behoof of the public that will buy. Very wisely too,

they appointed for this task their Honorary Secretary, the

Keeper of the Edinburgh Signet Library, Mr. David Laing,

a gentleman well known for his skill in that province of things.

Two massive Octavos, in round legible type, are accordingly

here; a Third and last is to follow in a few months; and so

Baillie's Letters and Journals,fina.\ly in right reading condition,

becomes open, on easy terms, to whoever has concern in it.

In right reading condition ; for notes and all due marginal

guidances, such as we desiderated above, are furnished ; the

text is rectified by collation of three several Manuscripts,

among others, Baillie's own of the " evil handwriting " of

which an appalling facsimile gives evidence; the various

Letters relating to private affairs are not excluded in this

edition, but wisely introduced and given in full, as deserving

their paper and ink perhaps better than the average. On
the other hand, public Papers, if easily accessible elsewhere,

are withheld, and a reference given to the Rushworih, Hard-

wicke, Thnrloe, or other such Collection, where they already

stand; if not easily accessible, they are printed here in

appendixes; and indeed not they only, but many more not

copied by Baillie, some of them curious enough, which the

editor's resources and long acquaintance with the literature

of Scotch History have enabled him to offer. This is the

historical description, origin and genesis of these two massive

Octavos named Baillie's Letters and Journals, published by

the Bannatyne Club, which now lie before us; thus are

they, and thence did they come into the world.

It remains now only to be added, critically as well as

historically, that Mr. Laing, according to all appearance,

has exhibited his usual ndustry, sagacity, correctness, in

this case; and done 'us work well. The notes are brief,

illuminative, ever in the right place; and, what we will

praise withal, not over plenteous, not more of them than
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needed. Nothing is easier than for an antiquarian editor
to seize too eagerly any chance or pretext for pouring-out
his long-bottled antiquarian lore, and drowning his text
instead of refreshing and illustrating it; a really criminal
proceeding! This, we say, the present editor has virtuously
forborne. A good index, a tolerable biography, are to be
looked for, according to promise, in the Third Volume
Bailhe will then stand on his shelves, accessible, in good
reading condition: a fact which, since it is actually a fact
may with propriety enough be published in this journal!
and in any and all other journals or methods, as widely as
the world and its wants and ways will allow.
We have no thought here of going much into criticism of

Bailhe or his Book; still less of entering at all on that enor-
mous Business he and it derive their interest from,—that
enormous whirlpool on which, the fountains of the great
deep suddenly breaking up, the pacific, broad-based Minister
sees himself launched forth from Kilwinning Kirk, and set
sailing, and epistolising ! The Book has become curious to
us, and the Man curious; much more so on a riper acquain-
tance than they were at first. Nevertheless our praise of

him, hearty enough in its kind, must on all sides be limited.
To the general, especially to the uninformed or careless reader,
it will not be safe to promise much ready entertainment
from this Book. Entertainment does lie in it, both amuse-
ment and instruction do; but rather for the student than the
careless reader. Poor Baillie is no epic singer or speaker,-
the more is the pity

! His Book is like the hasty, breathless,
confused talk of a man, looking face to face on that great
whirl of things. A wiser man—would have talked more
wisely

!
But, on the whole, this man too has a living heart,

a seeing pair of eyes; above all, he is clearly a veracious
man; tells Spang and you the truest he has got to tell, in

such a bustling hurry as his. Veracious in word ; and we
might say, what is a much rarer case, veracious in thought
too; for he harbours no malignity, perverse hatred, purposes
no wrong against any man or thing; and indeed, at worst,
is of so transparent a nature, all readers can discern at all

times where his bias lies, and make due allowance for that.
Truly, it is pity the good man had not been a little wiser,

had not shown a little more of the epic gift in writing: we
might then have had, as in some clear mirror, or swift con-
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temporaneous Daguerreotype delineator, a legible living pic-

ture of that g --at Time, as it looked and was !
But, alas, no

soul of a man is altogether such a " mirror ;
" the highest soul

is only approximately, and still at a great distance, such.

Besides, we are always to remember, poor Baillie wrote not

for us at all; but for Spang and the Presbytery of Irvine,

with no eye to us! What of picture there is. amid such

vaporous mazy indistinctness, or indeed quite turbulent

weltering dislocation and confusion, must be taken as a

rrodsend. The man gazes as he can, reports as he can. His

words flowing-out bubble-bubble, full of zealous broad-based

vehemence, can rarely be said to make a picture; though on

rare occasions he does pause, and with distinctness, nay

with a singular felicity, give some stroke of one. But rarely,

in his loquacious haste, has he taken time to detect the real

articulation and structure of the matter he is talking of,—

where it begins, ends, what the real character and purport,

the real aspect of it is: how shall he in that case, by any

possibility, make a portrait of it? He talks with breathless

loquacity, with adipose vehemence, about it and about it.

Nay, such lineaments of it as he has discovered and inastered,

or begun to discover (for the man is by no means without an

eye, could he have taken time to look), he, scrawling \yithout

limit to Spang, uses not the smallest diligence to bring-out

on the surface, or to separate from the as yet chaotic, undis-

covered; he leaves them weltering at such depth as they

happen to lie at. A picture does struggle in him; but in

wh It state of development the reader can guess. As the

image of a real object may do, shadowed in some huge frothy

ever"- agitated vortex or deluge,— ever - agitated caldron,

boiling, bubbling, with fat vehemence!

Yet this too was a thing worth having: what talk, what

babblement, the Minister of rural Kilwinning, brought sud-

denly in sight of that great World-transaction, will audibly

emit from him. Here it is, fresh and fresh,—after two

centuries of preservation: how that same enormous whirl-

pool, of a British Nation all torn from its moorings, and set

in conflict and self-conflict, represents itself, from moment

to moment, in the eyes of this shrewd-simple, zealous, yet

broad-bottomed, rest-loving man. On the whole, is there

not, to the eager student of History, something at once most

attractive and yet most provoking in all Memoirs by a
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Contemporary? Contemporaneous words by an eye-witness
are like no other. For every man who sees with eves is
approximately or else afar off,—either approximately andm sonie famt degree decipherable, or too far off, altogether
««decipherable,and as if vacant and blank,—the miraculous
Daguerreotype - mirror," above-mentioned, of whatever

thing transacts itself before him. No shadow of it but leftsome trace in him, decipherable or undecipherable The
poor soul had, lying in it, a far stranger alchemy than that
of the electric-plates: a living Mt norv. namely, an Intelli-
gence, b-tter or worse. Words by an eye-wkness' Vou
have there the words which a son of Adam, looking on the
-^enomenon itself, saw fittest for depicturing it. Strange to
oonsider: :/, the very phenomenon it«plf, does stand depic-
tured there, though under such h ^ble obscurations
shortcomings, perversions,—fatally ( . ,d from us forever'

J^or we cannot read it; the tracej aie so faint, confused'
as good as non-extant to our organs: the light was so un-
favourable,-the "electric-plate" was so extremely bad

• 'j^IPl^/^f^ ^ hundred autograph holograph letters
signed Charles Rex," with the intensest desire to under-
stand Charles Rex, to know what Charles Rex was, what
he had in his eye at that moment; and to no purpose Thesummary of the whole hundred autographs is vacuity, inanity
like the moaning of winds through desert places, throughdamp empty churches: what the writer did actually mean,
the thing he then thought of, the thing he then was, remain
forever hid from you. No answer; only the ever-moaning
gaunt, unsyllabled woo-woo of wind in empty churches'
Most provoking; a provocation as of Tantalus ;—for there is
not a word written there but stands like a kind of window
through which a man might see, or feels as if he might see
a glimpse of the whole matter. Not a jolt in those crabbed
angular sentences, nay not a twirl in that cramp penmanship
but IS significant of all you seek. Had a man but intellect
enough,—which alas, no man ever had, and no angel everhad,—how would the blank become a picture all legible!
rhe doleful, unsyllabled wor. woo of church-winds had become
intelligible cheering articulation; that tragic, fatal-looking,
peak-bearded individual, " your constant assured friend!
Charles Rex, were no longer an enigma and chimera to you

!

With intellect enough,—alas, yet it were all easy then; the
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very signing of his name were then physiognomical enough of

him! .

Or, descending from such extreme heights and rarefactions,

where, in truth, human nature cannot long breathe with

satisfaction,—may we not here deduce once more the humble

practical inference, How extremely incumbent it is on every

reader to read faithfully with whatever of intellect he has

;

on every writer, in like manner, to exert himself, and write

his wisest? Truly the man who says, still more who writes,

a wise word on any object he has seen with his eyes, or other-

wise come to know and be master of, the same is a benefactor

to all men. He that writes unwise words, again,—especially

if on any great, ever-memorable object, which in this manner

catches him up, so to speak, and keeps him memorable along

with it,—is he not the indisputablest waZefactor? Yes;

though unfortunately there is no bailiff to collar him for it,

and give him forty stripes save one
;
yet, if he could do better,

and has not done it,—yes ! Shall stealing the money of a

man be a crime ; and stealing the time and brains of innumer-

able men, generation after generation of men, be none ? For

your tenebrific criminal has fixed himself on some great

object, and cannot perhaps be forgotten for centuries ; one

knows not when he will be entirely forgotten ! He, for his

share, has not brought light into the world according to his

opportunity, but darkness ; he is a son of Nox, has treacher-

ously deserted to the side of Chaos, Nox and Erebus;

strengthening, perpetuating, so far as lay in him, the reign

of prolixity, vacuity, vague confusion, or in one word, of

stupidity and wi5Knowledge on this earth ! A judicious Re-

viewer,—in atimewhen the" abolition of capital punishment"

makes such progress in both Hemispheres,—would not will-

ingly propose a new penalty of death ; but in any reasonable

practical suggestion, as of a bailiff and forty stripes save one,

to be doubled in case of relapse, and to go on doubling in

rigid geometric progression till amendment ensued, he will

cheerfully concur.

But to return. The above considerations do not, it is

clear, apply with any stringency to poor Baillie; whose

intellect, at best, was never an epic one ; whose opportunities,

good as they look, were much marred by circumstances;

above all, whose epistolary performance was moderately

satisfactory to Spang! We are to repeat that he has an
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intellect, and a most lively, busy one of its kind ; that he is

veracious, what so few are. If the cursory reader do not

completely profit by him, the student of History will prosper
better. But in this, as in all cases, the student of Histon-
must have patience. Everywhere the student of Historv
has to pass his probation, his apprenticeship; must first,

with painful perseverance, read himself into the century he
studies,—which naturally differs much from our century;
wherein, at first entrance, he will find all manner of things^

the ideas, the personages, and their interests and aims'

foreign and unintelligible to him. He as yet knows nobody,
can yet care for nobody, completely understand nobody!
He must read himself into it, we say ; make himself at home,
and acquainted, in that repulsive foreign century. Acquaint-
ance once made, all goes smoother and smoother; even the

hollow-sounding " constant assured friend Charles Rex

"

improves somewhat : how much more this headlong, warm-
hearted, blundering, babbling, " sagacious jolterhead " of a

Baillie ! For there is a real worth in him, spite of its strange

guise;— something of the Boswell; rays of clear genial

insight, sunny illumination, which alternate curiously with
such babblement, oily vehemence, confused hallucination

and sheer floundering platitude! An incongruous, hetero-

geneous man ; so many inconsistencies, all united in a certain

prime-element of most turbid, but genuine and fertile radical

warmth.

Poor Baillie! The daily tattle of men, as the air carried

it two hundred years ago, becomes audible again in those

pages : an old dead Time, seen alive again, as through a glass

darkly. Those hasty chaotic records of his, written down
offhand from day to day, are worth reading. They produce
on us something like the effect of a contemporaneous daily

newspaper; more so than any other record of that time;
much more than any of the Mercuries, " Britannic," " Aulic,"
" Rustic," which then passed as newspapers, but which were
in fact little other than dull-hot objurgatory pamphlets,—
grown cold enough now. Baillie is the true newspaper;
he is to be used and studied like one. Taken up in this way,
his steamy indistinctness abates, as our eye gets w ^d to the

steamy scene he lives in; many a little trait discloses itself,

where at first mere vacant confusion was discernible. Once
familiar to th^. time, we find the old contemporaneous news-
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paper, which seemed mere waste paper, a rather interesting

document. Nay, as we said, the Kilwinning Minister himself

bv degrees gets' interesting; for th^re is a strange homely

worth in him, lovable and ludicrous ; a strange mass of shrewd

simplicities, naiveties, blundering ingenuities, and of right

wholesome vitalities withal. Many-tinted traceries of Scotch

humours, such as a Gait, a Scott, or a Smollett might have

rejoiced over, lie in this man, unobliterated by the Covenant

and all distance of time. How interesting to descry, faintly

developed, yet there and recognisable through the depths of

two dead centuries, and such dense garnitures and dialects

all grown obsolete, the indubitablest traits of Scotch human-

nature, redolent of the " West-country," of the kindly " Salt-

market," even as this Day still see? it and lovingly laughs ov

it ! Rubicund broad lineaments of a Nicol Jarvie, sly touches

too of an Andrew Fairservice; nay sputterings, on occasion,

of the tindery tragic fire of an adust Lieutenant Leshmahago,

—fat as this man is, and of a pacific profession

!

We could laugh much over him, and love him much, this

good Baillie; but have not time at present. We will point

out his existence; advise all persons who have a call that

way to read that same " contemporaneous newspaper " of

his with attention and thanks. We give it small praise when

we say, there is perhaps no book of that period which will,

in the end, better reward the trouble of reading. Alas, to

those unfortunate persons who have sat, for long months and

years, obstinately incurring the danger of locked-jaw, or

suspension at least of all the thinking faculties, in stubborn

perusal of Whitlocke, Heylin, Prynne, Burton, Lilburn, Laud

and Company,—all flat, boundless, dead and dismal as an

Irish bog,—such praise will not seem too promissory

!

But it is time to let Baillie speak a little for himself;

readers, both cursory and studious, will then judge a little

for themselves. We have fished-up, from such circurn-

ambient indistinctness and embroiled babblement, a lucid

passage or two. Take first, that clear vision, made clear to

our eyes also, of the Scotch encamped in warlike array under

Field-Marshal Alexander Lesley, that "old little crooked

soldier," on the slopes of Dunse Law, in the sunny days of

1639. Readers are to fancy that the flight of Jenny Geddes's

stool, which we named a cardinal movement (as wrongs long
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compressed do but require some slight fugling-signal), has
set all Scotland into uproar and violent gesticulation:' the
first slight stroke of a universal battle and wrestle, with all

weapons, on the part of all persons, for the space of twenty
years or so,—one of the later strokes of which severed a king's
head off! That there were flockings of men to Edinburgh
and four " Tables " (not for dining at) set up. That there
have been National Covenants, General Assemblies, royal
commissioners; royal proclamations not a few, with protests
of equal number; much ineffectual proclaiming, and protest-
ing and vociferating; then, gradually, private " drillings in

Fife" and other shires; then public calling-forth of the
"twelfth penny," of the "fourth fencible man;" Dutch
arms from Holland, Scotch officers from Germany,—not to

speak of commissariat-stores, thrifty "webs of harding'
{canvas) drawn " from the good wives of Edinburgh "

bv
eloquent pulpit-appeals "of Mr. Harry RoUock: "—and
so, finally, this is what we discern on the pleasant conical
Hill of Dunse, in the summer weather of 1639. For, as

Baillie says, " They might see now that before we would be
roasted with a slow fire, by the hands of Churchmen who
keeped themselves far aback from the same, we were resolved
to make a bolt through the reek, and try to get a grip of some
of those who had first kindled the fire, and still laid fuel to

it,—and try if we could cast them in the midst of it, to taste

if that heat was pleasant when it came near their own skins
!

"

Proper enough; and lo, accordingly:

" This our march did much affray the English camp: Dunse
Law was in si(,ht, within six or seven miles; for they lay in
pavilions some two miles from Berwick, on the other side of
Tweed, in a fair plain along the river. The king himself, behold-
ing us through a prospect [spy -glass), did conjecture us to be
sixteen or eighteen thousand men ; but at one time we were above
twenty thousand."

" It would have done you good to have casten your eyes athort
our brave and rich Hill, as oft I did. with great contentment and
joy. For I (quoth the wren) was there among the rest; being
chosen preacher by the Gentlemen of our Shire, who came late
with my Lord of Eglinton. I furnished to half a dozen of good
fellows muskets and pikes, and to my boy a broadsword. I

carried, myself, as the fashion was. a sword and a couple of Dutch-
pistols at my saddle; but, I promise, for the offence of no man
except a robber in the way; for it was our part to pray and
preach for the encouragement of our countrymen, which I did,
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to my power, most cheerfully. Our Hill was garnished on the

top, towards the south and east, with our mounted cannon ; well

near to the number of forty, great and small. Our regiments lay

on the sides of the Hill, almost round about : the place was not a
mile in circle; a pretty round, rising in a declivity, without steep-

ness, to the height of a bow-shot; on the top, somewhat plain;

about a quarter of a mile in length, and as much in breadth;

as I remember, capable of tents for forty thousand men. The
crowners ' lay in kennous (cativas) lodges, high and wide; their

captains about them in lesser ones; the sojours about, all in huts

of timber covered with divot (turf) or straw. Our crowners, for

the most part, were noblemen; Rothes, Lindsay, Sinclair had
among them two full regiments at least, from Fife; Balcarras a
horse-troop; Loudon" etc. etc. "Our captains were mostly
barons, or gentlemen of good note; our lieutenants, almost all,

sojours who haud served over sea in good charges. Every com-
pany had flying, at the captain's tent-door, a brave new Colour,

with the Scottish rms, and this ditton. For Christ's Crown and
Covenant, in goldt letters,"—a notable emblazonment indeed!

" The councils o^ war were keeped daily in the Castle of Dunse;
the ecclesiastic meetings in Rothes's large tent. Lesley the

General, and Baillie his Lieutenant, came nightly on their horses

for the setting of the watch. Our sojours were all lusty and full

of courage; the most of them stout young ploughmen; great

cheerfulness in the face of all. The only difficulty was to get

them dollars or two the man, for their voyage from home and the

time they entered on pay : for among our yeomen money at any
time, not to say then, used to be very scarce." " We were much
obliged to the town of Edinburgh for moneys: Harry Rollock,

by his sermons, moved them to shake-out their purses; the
garners of Non-covenanters, especially of James Maxwell and my
Lord Winton, gave us plenty of wheat. One of our Ordinances
was To seize on the rents of Non-covenanters,"—ane helpful

Ordinance, so far as it went.
" Our sojours grew in experience of arms, in courage, in favour,

daily: every one encouraged the other; the sight of the nobles

and their beloved pastors daily raised their hearts. The good
sermons and prayers, morning and even, under the roof of He 'en,

to which their drums did call them for bells; the remonstrauces,
very frequent, of the goodness of their Cause, of their conduct
(guidance) hitherto by a Hand clearly Divine; also Lesley his

skill and fortune,—made them all so resolute for battle as could
be wished. We were feared {afraid) that emulation among our
nobles might have done harm when they should be met in the
fields; but such was the wisdom and authority of that old little

crooked souldier, that all, with ane incredible submission, from
the beginning to the end, gave over themselves to be guided by
him, as if he had been Great Solyman, He keeped daily, in the

' Crowner, coroner, and (to distinguish this officer from him who
holds the inquests), coronet, which last is still intrinsically our pro-
nunciation of the word now spelt colonel.
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Castle of Dunse, ane honourable (able: (or the nobles and
stranpers, with himself : for the gentlemen waiters, thereafter at a
long side-table. I had the honour, by accident, one day to be
his chaplain at table, on his left hand. The fare was as became a
general in time of war: not so curious by far as Arundel's, in the
English Camp, to our nobles; but ye know that the English
sumptuosity, both in war and peace, is despised by all their neigh-
bours,"

—

bursten poke-puddings of Englishers, whose daily care
is to dine, not wisely but too well I

" But had ye lent your ear in the morning, or especially at
even, and heard in the tents thesound of somesinging psalms, some
praying, and some reading Scripture, ye would have been re-

freshed. True, there was swearing, and cursing, and brawling
in some quarters: but we hoped, if our camp had been a little

settled, to have gotten some way for these misortlers; for all,

of any fashion, did regret, and all did promise to contribute their
best endeavours for helping all abuses. For myself, I never
found my mind in better temper than it was all the time frae I

came from home, till my head was again homeward ; for I was as
a man who had taken my leave from the world, and was resolved
to die in that service without return. I found the favour of God
shining upon me; and a sweet, meek, yet 'rong and vehement
spirit leading me, all along. But, alas, I was no sooner on my
way westward, after the conclusion of peace, than my old security
returned." '

This is the Scotch Encampment on the Hill of Dunse;
King Charles looking at it through a spy-glass, not without
interest, from the plain above Berwick on the other side of

the river. Could he have discovered the Reverend Robert
Baillie riding thither from Kilwinning, girt with sword and
Dutch pbtols, followed by the five or six rough characters

whom he had laid out hard cash to furnish with muskets
and pikes, and to what a dreadful pitch the mind of the pacific

broad-based man had now got itself screwed, resolute " to

die on that service without return,"—truly, this also might
have been illuminative for his Majesty ! Heavy Baillie was
an emblem of heavy Scotland, in the rear of which lay heavy
England. But " our sweet Prince " discerned only the

surfaces of things. The mean peddling details hid from him.
as they still do fron. so many, the essential great meaning of

the matter; and he thought, and still again thought, that the

' We have used tlie freedom to modernise BailHe's ?pclling a little;

about which, " as he could never fix," says Mr. Laing, " on any con-
stant way of spelling his own name," there need not be much delicacy:
we also endeavour to improve his punctuation, etc., here and there;
but will nowhere in the least alter his sense.

•^i-J-.T=-^«i«S"-^ £-^ta:.\J<diSSk
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rising-up of a million men, to assert that they were verily

men with souls, and not automatons with wires, was some

loud-soundinR pettiness, some intrigue,—to be dealt with by

intriguing. Herein he fundamentally mistook; mis-saw;

—

and so m'\^-went, poor Prince, in all manner of ways: to the

front of Whitehall ultimately

!

But let us now, also through a kind of dim spy-glass, cast

a far-ofi look into the domesticities of Baillie ; let us glance,

namely, through certain of these paper-missives, into that

ancient Manse of Kilwinning; all vanished now, to the last

stone of it, long since; swallowed in the depths of edacious

Time. The reader shall also see a journey to Town done on

ponies, along the coast of what is now the Great North-eastern

Railway, working with so much more velocity by steam

!

The " Treaty of Berwick," fruit of that Dunse-Law expedi-

tion of the Scotch People, has soon issued again in proclama-

tions, in " papers burnt by the hangman; " and then in a

new Scotch Armament, lodged, this time, not on Dunse Hill,

with uncertain moneys from Mr. Harry Rollock, but, by a

bold movement through the Tyne at Newbum, safely in the

town of Newcastle, with eight hundred pounds a-day from

the northern counties: whereupon follows a new "Treaty
of Rippon,"—fit also to be burnt by the hangman by and by.

Baillie rejoices somewhat in the milk and honey of these

northern counties, comparatively a fat, productive land.

The heroic man, girt again with Dutch pistols, innocuous

except to thieves, had made his Will before departing on

these formidable expeditions :
" It will be my earnest desire,"

thus wills he, " that my wife be content with the annual-

rent of seven thousand merk (Scots) from what is first and
readiest, and that she quit judicially what further she could

crave by her very subdolous contract "—subdolous contract,

I say, though not of her making; which she should quit.

" What then remains, let it be employed for her children's

education and profit. I would give to Robert five thousand

merk, if he quit his heirship; the rest to be equally divided

betwixt Plarrie and Lillie. Three hundred merk to be dis-

tribute presently among the Poor of the Parish of Kilwinning,

at sight of the Session." All this we omit, and leave behind

us in a state of comfortable fixity;—being bound now on a
new mission: to the new Parliament (which will one day
become a Long Parliament) just sitting down at present.
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Read these select fractions of Letters " to Mrs. Baillie at

Kilwinning,' dated November 1640, on the road to London:

" My Heart,—I wrote to thee from Edinburgh ; also, from Kelso,

to Mr. Claud, suspecting thy absence from home. I wrote to

thee likewise here, in Newcastle, on Saturday last. Since, I

thank God, I have been very weel, a» thy heart could wish, and
all my company.

" Yesternij^ht the Committee sent for me, and told me of their

desire I should go to London with the Commissioners. I made
sundry difficulties; which partly they answered, and partly took
to their consideration till this day. But now, at our presbytery
after sermon, both our noblemen and ministers in one voice

thought meet that not only Mr. Alexander Henderson, but also

Mr. Robert Blair, Mr. George Gillespie, and I, should all three,

for divers ends, go to London; Mr. Robert Blair to satisfy the

minds of many in England who love the way of New England
(Independency) better than that of Presbyteries in our Church, I

for the convincing of that prevalent faction (A rminian Episcopah)
against which I have written; Mr. Gillespie for the crying-down
of the English ceremonies, on which he has written; and all four

of us to preach, by turns, to our CommLssioners in their house;
which is the custom of divers noblemen at court, and was our
practice all the time of the Conference at Rippon. We mind to

Durham, God willing, to-morrow; and other twelve miles on
Saturday, to Damtoun {Darlington), there to stay all Sunday,
where we hope to hear, before we cross the Tees on Monday, how
things are like to frame in the English Parliament. Loudon is

fashed with a defluxion ; he will stay here till Monday, and come
on as health serves, journey or post.

" They speak here of the prentices pulling down the High-
Commission house at London; of General King's landing, with
six or seven thousand Danes, in the mouth of the Thames, near
London. We wish it were so; but we take it, and many things

more you will hear, for clatters.
" My Heart, draw near to God ; neglect not thy prayers morn-

ing and evening with thy servants, as God will help thee; read
and pray, beside that, in private. Put Rob to the school ; teach
him and Harrie both some little beginnings of God's fear; have a

care of my little Lillie. I pray thee write to me how thou and
they are.

" Thy awne,
" R. Baillie.

" Newcastle, 5 November 1640."

" My Heart,—Thou sees I slip no occasion. I wrote to thee
yesternight from New^castie; this night I am in Durham, very
weel, rejoicing in God's good providence.

" After I closed my letters, my boy Jamie was earnest to go
with me: so, notwithstanding of my former resolution to send
him home, I was content to take him. I spake to the General,
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and put-in his name, as my man. in the safe-conduct. But. when

I wius to loup (to nti^uut horse), he failed me, and would ^;o no

farther! I could not strive tlien; I gave him his leave, and a

(k)llar to carry him home. His folly did me great wroni; ; tor if

I should have gone back to bespeak ane otiier, I wduM .uive

lossed my company: mo without troubling myself, 1 went
lorward with my company, manlcss. Hut. behold the t;r.ici'nis

providence of my God: as I enter in Durham, one of my old

sdiolars, a preacher in Colonel Ramsay's regiment of horse, njeets

with me before I light; will have me to his chamber; gives me
lii^ chamber, stable-servant, a cup of sack, and all courtesy ; gets

ino a religious youth, a trooper, ready with a good horse, to go
with me to London. Major-General Baillie makes me. and all

the Commissioners that were there, sup with him, and gi\ es the

youth his leave to go with me. Mr. Archibald Johnston ;i:..sures

me for his charges, as well as my own. So my man James's
fooliih unthankfulness is turned about for my ten-times better

provision: I take this for a presage and ane edes (ear}iesl) of

God's goodness towards me all this voyage.
" We hope that Loudon's defiuxion shall not hinder him to

lake journey on Tuesday. The morrow we intend but one other

post to Darlington, and there stay till the Great Seal (our Sjfe-

covditct) come to us. The Lord be with thee and my babies, and
all my flock and friends.

" Thy awne,
" R. Baillie.

" Durham, 6 November, Friday."

" My Heart,—I know thou does now long to hear from me.
I wrote to thee on Saturday was eight days [dated Friday], from
Durham. That day we went to Darlington, where Mr. Alex-
ander Henderson and Mr. Robert Blair did preach to us on
Sunday. At supper on Sunday, the post, with the Great Sea! of

England for our safe-conduct, came to us; with the Earl of

Er'stol's letter to Loudon, entreating us to make haste.
" On Monday we came, before we lighted, to Boroughliridge,

twenty-five miles. On Tuesday we rode three short pasts by
Ferrybridge, to Doncaster. ' There I was content to buy a
bobbin waistcoat. On Wednesday we came another good
journey to Newark-on-Trent, where we caused Dr. Moy.-^lie sup
with us. On Thursday we came to Stamford; on Friday to
iluntingdon; on Saturday to Ware; here we rested the Sabbath
and heard the minister, after we were warned of the entl of the
service, preach two good sermons,"—the service once well over,

one gets notice, finds the sermons very fair!
" On Monday morning we came that twenty miles to London

befoio sunrising;' ail well, horse and man, as we could wish;

' " Ferribrig, Toxford and Duncaster," Baillie writes here; confus-
ing the matter iu hv9 .• emory; putting Tuxford north of Doncaster,
instead of south and subsequent.

' Suiurise oa the i6th of November 1640.

I £
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tiivers merchants and their servants with us on little naigit; the
way extremely foul and deep. Our journeys boin« so lorii; and
continued, and suutlry of us unaccustomed with travel, we took
it lor Cod's singular jjoodncss that all of us wert? so proservwi

:

nime in the company held better out than I and lay man, and
our little noble naigs. From Kilwinning to London 1 did nut so
much as stumble: this is the fruit of yo"r prayers. I was also

all the way full of courage, and comfortii. th the sense of LUxVa
presence with my spirit. Wo were at great expenses on the road.

Their inns arc all like palaces; no wonder they cxtorse their

gui.--.ts: (or three meals, coarse enough we would pay, tof^cther

with our horses, sixteen or seventeen pounds sterling. Some
three dish of creevishes {dcririssi\<t). like little partans (winiatiife

lobstcfs), two-and-forty shillings sterling." — Save us' — ' We
lodge here in the Common Ciarden {Covcnt Garden) ; our house
mails {re7tt) every week above eleven pound sterlin';. Ihe City

is desirous we should lodge with them ; so to-morrow I think we
must flit.

" All things here go as our heart could wish. The Lieutenant
of Ireland {Strafford) came but on Monday to town, late; on
Tuesday, rested; on Wednesday came to Parliament; but, ere

night, he was caged. Intolerable pride and oppression cry to

Heaven for vengeance.
" Tuesday here was a fast; Mr. Blair and I preached to our

Commissioners at home, for we had no clothes tor outgoing.
Many ministers used greater freedf)m than ever here was heard of.

Episcopacy itself beginning to be cried -down, and a Covenant
cried-up, and the Liturgy to be scorned. The town of London
and a world of men mind to present a rctition, which I have seen,

for the abolition of bishops, deans and all their appurtenances.
It is thought good to delay till the Parliament have pulled-down
Canterbury (Laud) and some prime bishops, which they mind to

do so soon as the King has a little digested the bitterness of liis

Lieutenant's censure. Huge things are here in working; the

mighty Hand of God be about this great work! We hope this

shall be the joyful harvest of the tears that, these many years,

have been sown in these Kingdoms. All here are weary of

bishops.
" R. Baillie.

" London, 18 November 1640."

Weary of bishops, indeed; and " creevishes " at such a

price ; and the Lord Lieutenant Strafford caged . and Canter-

'-ury to be pulled down, and everywhere a mighty drama
going on: and thou meanwhile,, my Heart, put Rob to

the school,, give Harry and him some beginnings of wisdom,

mind thy prayers, quit subdolous contracts, " have a care of

my little Lillie !
" Poor little Lilias Bfi>llie; tottering about

there, with her foolish glad tattleme- f, with her laughing
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eves, in drupe;et or other homespun frock, and antiquarian

HI) and tucker, far off in that old Manse of Kilwinning!

But she grew to be tall enoiii;;h, this little I.illic, and a mother,

and :i '^'randtnolher; and one of her ;^andsons was Henry

Home Lord Kaiincs;* whose memorial, and Lillie's, is still

in this earth!

(ircallv t!ie most impressive of all the sietie Baillie wit-

nt-. 0(1 in that mighty drama going on e -erywhere. was the

Tri.d o[ Strafford. A truly impressive, momentous scene:

n which Riishworth has gathered a huge volume, and then

and since many men have written much; wherein, never-

theU'ss, several features would have been lost, had not the

Minister of Kilwinning, with his rustic open heart and .seeing

eyes, been there. It is the best scene of all he has painted, or

hastily sign-painted, plastered and daubed. With careful

industry, fisliing as before from wide wastes ot dim embroil-

ment, let us snatch here and there a luminous fragment, and

adjust them as is best possible; and therewith close our

contemporaneous newspaper. Baillie's report, of immense

length and haste, is to the Presbytery of Irvine, and dated

Mav 1641. We give two earlier fractions first, from Letters

to Sirs. Baillie. Strafford, on that fastmg Tuesday, when the

pulpits were so loud against bishops, was reposing from

fatigues of travel. On the morrow he repaired to his place

in Parliament, nothing doubting; "but ere night he was

caged:
"

Widnesday. 17 November 1640. "The Lower House closed

their doors; the Speaker kecped Lie keys till his accusation was
concluded. Tlicreafter Mr. Pym went up, with a number at his

back, to the Higher House; and in a short pretty speech, did, in

name of the Lower House, and in name of the Commons of all

Ent;land, accuse Thomas Earl of Strafford, Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, of High Treason; and required his person to be arrcbted

till probation might be heard. And so Pym and his train with-

drc v ; and thereupon the Lords began to consult on that strange

an<; iinexpectcfl motion.
" Tlie word goes in haste to the Lord Lieutenant where he was

witii the King. With speed he comes to the House; he calls

loudly at the door; James Maxwell, Keeper of the Black-rod,

opens. His Lordship, with a proud glooming countenance,

make^ towards his place at the board-head ; but at once many
bit! lira void the House. So he is forced, in confusion, to go to

* Woodhouselee*s Life of Kaimes.
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the door till called again."—Called again, " he stands, but iscommanded to kneel on his knees; after hearing their resolution
he otfers to speak, but is commanded to be gone without a
word.

'' In the outer room, James Maxwell required him, as prisoner
to deliver his sword

; when he had gotten it, he cries with a loud
voice for his man ' to carry my Lord Lieutenant's sword.' This
done, he makes through a number of people towards his coach •

all
gazing, no man capping to him, before whom, that morning 'the
greatest of England would have stood uncovered; all cr^intrWhat IS the matter? ' He said, ' A small matter, I warrant

^'''"l . . » y replied, ' Yes indeed. High Treason is a small
matter! '

'

Saturday, January 30, 1641. "The Lieutenant this day was
sent for. He came from the Tower by water, with a guard of
musketeers

; the world wondering, and at his going out and coming
in, shouting and cursing him to his face.

" Coming into the Higher House, his long Charge, in many
sheets of paper, was read to him. For a while he sat on his knees
before the bar; then after they caused him to sit down at the bar
for It was eight o'clock before all was read. He craved a month
to answer."

May 4, 1641. " Reverend and dear Brethren," . "The
world now seeth that the delay is alone upon their side Their
constant attendance on Strafford is pretended to be the cause-
and truly It is a great part of the reason why our business and all
else has been so long suspended. Among many more, I have
been ane assiduous assistant; and therefore I will give you some
account of what I have heard and seen in that most notaI)Ie
Process.

" Westminster Hall is a room as long, as broad, if not more
than the outer house of the High Church of Glasgow, supposing
the pillars were all removed. In the midst of it was erected a
stage, like to that prepared for our Assembly at Glasgow butmuch arger; taking up the breadth of the whole house from' wall
to wall, and of the length more than a third part.

" At the north end was set a throne for the King, a chair for the
Prince; before it lay a large woolsack, covered with green for mv
Lord Steward, the Earl of Arundel; » and then lower, two other
woolsacks for my Lord Keeper and the Judges, with the rest of
the Chancery, all m their red robes. Beneath this, a little table
for four or five clerks of the Parliament in their black gownsKound about these, some forms covered with green frieze
whereon the Earls and Lords did sit in their red robes of thatsame fashion, lined with the same white ermine-skins, as you see
the robes of our Lords when they ride in Parliament at Edinburgh
11^= Lords on their right sleeves have two bars of white skins-
the Viscounts two and ane half; the Earls three; the Marquess
of Winchester three and ane half. England hath no more

' This is he of the Arundel Marbles : he went abroad next year.
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Marquesses; and he but ane late upstart creature of Queen
Elizabeth's.

" In front of these forms where the Lords sit, is a bar covered
with green. At the one end of it standeth the Committee of eight
or ten gentlemen appointed by the House of Commons to pursue
{prosfcttte) ; at the midst there is a little desk, where the prisoner
Strafford sits or stands as he pleaseth, together with his keeper.
Sir William Balfour, the Lieutenant of the Tower. At the back
of this is another desk for Strafford's four secretaries, who carry
his papers, and a.ssist him in writing and reading. At their side is

a void for witnesses to stand. Behind them is a long ilesk, close
to the wall of the room,' for Strafford's counsel-at-law, some live

or six able Lawyers, who were not permitted to dispute in matter
of fact, but questions of right, if any should be incident. This
is the order of the House below on the floor; the same that is u.sed

daily in the House of Lords.
" Upon the two sides of the House, east and west, there arose

a stage of eleven ranks of forms, the highest touching almost to
the roof. Every one of these forms went from the one end of the
room to the other, and contained about forty men. The two
highest were divided from the rest by a rail ; and a rail cutted-ofiE

from the rest, at every end, some seats. The gentlemen of the
Li or House did sit within the rail ; other persons without. All

the doors were keeped very straitly with guards: we always
belioved to be there a little after five in the morning. My Lord
Willoughby Earl of Lindsey, Lord Chamberlain of England,
ordered the House with great difficulty. James Maxwell, Black-
rod, was great usher; a number of other servant gentlemen and
kni;hts attended. We, by favour, got place within the rail,

an: >ng the Commons. The House was full daily before se^•.'n.

.\gainst eight the Earl of Strafford came in his barge from the
Tower, accompanied by the Lieutenant and a guard of musketeers
and halberdiers. The Lords in their robes were set about eight;
the King was usually there half-an-hour before them.

" The King came not into his throne, for that would have
marred the action; for it is the order of England, that when the
King appears, he speaks what he will, and no other speaks in his
presence. But at the back of the throne there were two rooms on
the two sides; in the one did Duke de Vanden, Duke de Vallet,»
ami other French nobles sit; in the other the King, the Queen,
Princess Mary, the Prince Elector, and some court ladies. The
tirlics {lattices), that made them to be secret, the King brake down
with his own hands ; so they sat in the eye of all ; but little more

' Temporary wooden wall; from east to west, as Baillie counts the
aziniuths.

-

" Duke de Vanden," we presume, is Due de Vendome, left-hand
Brother of Charles's Queen; " Vallet " is La Valette, who in 1642 be-
came Due d'Espemon, succeeding his celebrated Father of that title.
T'.v.'. visitors of her Majesty. Notices of thc-m, of their departure from
the country by and by, are in Comtnons Journals, ii. 670, 576 (13 Julv,
17 May, 1642), etc.
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regarded than if they had been absent: for the Lords sat all
covered

;
those of the Lower House, and all others except the

French noblemen, sat uncovered when the Lords came, and not
else. A number of ladies were in boxes above the rails, for which
they paid much money. It was daily the most glorious assembly
the Isle could afford, yet the gravity not such as I expected. Oft
great clamour without about the doors: in the intervals while
Strafford was making ready for answers, the Lords got always to
their feet, walked and clattered {chatted) ; the Lower-House men
too, loud clattering. In such sessions, ten hours long, there wasmuch public eating, not only of confections, but of flesh and bread
bottles of beer and wine going thick from mouth to mouth, with-
out cups; and all this in the King's eye: yea, many but turned
their back, and "—(Gracious Heavens!)—" through the forms
they sat on. There was no outgoing to return; and oft the
sitting was till two, three, or four o'clock."

Strangely in this manner, no " dignity of hi.story "
in Liie

smallest obstructing us, do we look, through these rough-and-
ready Scotch words, through these fresh Kilwinning eyes,
upon the very body of the old Time, its form and pre*' u re" its

beer and wine bottles, its loud clattering and crowding.
There it is, visuallv present: one feels as if, by an effort, one
could hear it, hp- it, speak with it. How different from
the dreary vac •-

; nost " philosophies teaching by experi-
ence " is the li\ rtureof thefact; such as even a Boswell
or a Baillie can

,
if they will but honestly look ! In spite

of haste, we must continue a little farther; catch a few more
visualities

:

" The first session was on Monday, March 22 (1641). All heinL'
set, as I have said, the Prince on a little chair at the side of the
throne, the Chamberlain and Black-rod went and fetched-in ni"
Lord Strafford. He was always in the same suit of black, as it

indool. At the entry he gave a low courtesy; proceeding a little
he gave a second ; when he came to his desk, a third ; then at the
bar, the fore-face of his desk, he kneeled; rising quickly he
saluted both sides of the House, and sat down. Some few of the
Lords lifted their hats to him. This was his daily carriage."My Lord Steward, in a sentence or two, showed that the
House of Commons had accused the Earl of Strafford of high
treason; that he was there to answer; that they might manage
their evidence as they thought meet. They thereupon desired
one of their clerks to read their impeachment. I sent you the
printed copy long ago. The first nine articles, being but gene-
ralities, were passed; the ^venty-eight of the farther impeach-
ment were all read. The clerk's voice was small ; and after the
m: 1st, being broken, was not heard by many.
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' My Lord of Strafford was, in his answer, very large, accurate

and eloquent. A preamble, wherein," etc.: this he spoke; and
then a long paper, of particular answers to the twenty-eight

charges, was read. " The reading of it took-up large three

iiours. His friends were so wary that they made three clerks

reail by turns, that every one might hear. . . . After all,

Strafford craved leave to speak; but the day being so far spent,

to two or three o'clock, he was refused ; and the Lord Steward
adjourned the House till the morrow at eight.

" The second session, on Tuesday 23d. The King and Queen
and all being set as the day before, Mr. Pym had a long and
eloquent oration, only against the preamble of Strafford's

answer, wherein he laboured to
—

" etc., etc. " The first witness,

Sir Pierce Crosby, who—" ..." When Pym had ended, the
liarl required time, if it were but to the morrow, to answer so
nea\'y charges, many whereof were new. After debate pro and
contra, one of the Lords spake of adjourning their House; and
pressed their privilege, that at the motion of any one Lord the
House behoved to be adjourned. So the Lords did all retire to

their own House above, and debated among themselves the
question for a large half-hour. During their absence, though in

thf eye of the King, all fell to clattering, walking, eating, toying;

but Strafford, in the midst of all the noise, was serious with his

secretaries, conferring their notes, and writing. The Lords re-

turned; the Steward pronounced their decision: that the
matters spoken being all of fact, and this only in answer to his

own preamble, he should make an answer without any delay.

So, without sign of repining, the Earl answered something to

al! had been said ; instanced—" . . .

I Vednesday 24th. Mr. Maynard handled the first of the twenty-
ei^lit articles," with witnesses, etc. In his reply, the Earl first

required permission to withdraw and collect himself: this was
relused. " He made ane excellent answer."—" It were tedious
to repeat all their quick passages." " The third article, ' that
he would make the King's little finger heavier than the loins of

the law,' this was proven by sundry. Among others, Sir David
Foulis, whom he had crusiied, came to depose. He excepted
against this witness, as one who had a quarrel with him. May-
nard produced against him his own decree, subscribed by his

own hand, that whereas Sir David had brought before him the
same exception against a witness, he had decreed that a witness
for the King and Commonwealth must be received, notwith-
standing any private quarrels. When he saw his own hand, he
said n • more, but in a jestmg waj', ' You are wiser, my Lord
Steward, than to be ruled by any of my action^ as patterns! '

"

Or, quitting all order of " sessions," let us mark here and
there, in " this notable Process," a <liaracteristic feature, as

we can gather it. Mark, in general, the noble lone lion at
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bay
;
mark the fierce, winged and taloned, toothed and ram-

pant enemies, that in flocks, from above and from beneath
are dashing at him

!

'

" My Lord of Strafford required, farther, to mswer to thin-s
objected the former day; but was refused. He required per-
mission to retire, and advi-'; about the present objections- but
all that he obtained was a little time's advisement in the place
he was in. So hereafter, it was Strafford's constant custom
after the end of his adversary's speech, to petition for time ot
recollection; and obtaining it. to sit down with his back to tiie
Lords, and most diligently read his notes, and write answers he
and his secretaries, for ana half-hour, in the midst of a great
noise and confusion, which continued ever till he rose again to
speak."

—

^

" For this he produced Sir William Pennyman as witne-s- amember of the Lower House, who, both here and many times
else, deposed point-blank all he required. Mr. -Alaynard "desired
him to be posed (for no man there did speak to any other but
all speech was directed to my Lord Steward), ' When, and at
what time, he was brought to the remembrance of those words
of my Lord Strafford's ? ' All of us thought it a very necdle^is
motion. Sir William answered, ' Ever since the first speaUnT
of them, they were in his memory; but he called them most to
remembrance since my Lord Strafford was charged with them '

Maynard presently catched him, ' That he behoved, then to be
answerable to the House for neglect of duty; not bein" on'v
silent, but voting with the rest to this article, wherein Strafford
was charged with words whereof he knew he was free! ' There
arose, with the word, so great an hissing in the House, that the
gentleman was confounded, and fell a-weeping.

" Strafford protested. He would rather commit himself to tlie
mercy of God alone, giving over to use any witness in his defence
at all, than that men. for witnessing the truth, should incur
danger and disgrace on his account."

—

" So long as Maynard was principal speaker, Mr Glyn lay at
the wait, and usually observed some one thing or other- "and
uttered it so pertinently that, six or seven times in the end he
got great applause by the whole House."

—

" I did marvel much, at first, of their memories, that could
answer and reply to so many large allegeances, without the mi,s-mg of any one point; but I marked that both the Lieutenant
when they spake, and the lawyers when he spake, did write their
notes

;
and in their speeches did look on those papers. Yea the

most of the Lords and Lower House did write much daily and
none more than the King."

—

'

"My Lord Montmorris was called to depose, m spite of Straf-
ford s exception." ..." In his answers Strafford alleged con-
cerning Lord Montmorris, the confession of his fault under his own
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hand: " " that no evil was done to him, and nothing intended but
the amendment of his very loose tongue:—if the gentlemen of the
Commons House intended no more but the correction of his

foolish tongue, he would heartily give them thanks! "

—

"... Concerning the Lord Deputy's scutching of a gentle-

man with a rod." . . .

" Tlie other part of the article was his executing one Thomas
Dennitt, who after a long want of pay, craving it from his captain,
was bidden be gone to the gallows. He went his way, but was
broii'^'ht back, and said to have stolen ane quarter of beef: for

this lie is sentenced to die, and albeit some noblemen had moved
the Pcjnity's lady to be earnest for his life, yet without mercy he
was execute."

—

" Glyn showed That daily there came to their hands so much
new matter of Strafford's injustice, that if they had their articles

to frame again, they would give-in as many new as old. Strafford
stormed at that, and proclaimed them ane open defiance. Glyn
took him at his word ; and offered instantly to name three-and-
twenty cases of injustice, wherein his own gain was clear. He
began quickly his catalogue with Parker's paper petition. Straf-
ford, finding himself in ane ill taking, did soon repent of his
passionate defiance, and required he might answer to no more
than he was charged with in his paper." (Seventh session,

jgth March.)
" Strafford said, ' That though his bodily infirmity was great,

and the charge of treason lay heavy on his mind; yet that his

accusation came from the Honourable House of Commons, this
did most of all pierce through his soul.' Maynard alleged ' That
he (Strafford), by the flow of his eloquence, spent time to gain
affection; '—as, indeed, with the more simple sort, especially th.e

ladies, lie daily gained much. He replied quickly, ' That rhetoric
was proper to these gentlemen, and learning also; that betwixt
the two he was like to have a hard bargain.' Bristol was busy in

the mean time, going up and down, and whispering in my Lord
Steward's ear; whereupon others not content cried, ' To your
places, to your places, my Lords! '—

"

" .Maynard applied it vehemently, that he had subverted law,
and brought-in ane arbitrary power on the subjects' goods for his
own jjain."

" Mr. Glyn showed, ' The Earl of Strafford was now bctlcy than
his word: he had not onlj- made Acts of State equal to Acts of
Parliament, but also his own acts above both.'

"

" He (Strafford) answered, ' That his intention in this matter
was certainly good; ' ' that when he found the people's unto-
wardness, he gave over the design.' Maynard answered, ' That
intentions cleared not illegal actions; that his giving-ovcr before
tens of thousands were starved, maketh him not innocent of the
killing of thousands,' "—sarcastic Learned-serjeant! ,•'

'i-i^jj

" The Earl of Clare and others debated with Vane (the elder
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Vane) sharply, What 'this kingdom' did mean; England, or
only perhaps Scotland? Maynard quickly silenced him Do
you ask, my Lord, if this kingdom be this kingdom or not ?

' '

My learned friends! most swift, sharp are you; ot lumper
most iiccipitral,—hawkish, aquihne, not to say vulLuri.-,!!;

and will have this noble lamed lion made a dead one, and
carrion useful for you !—Hear also Mr. Stroud, the honourable
Member, standing " at the end of the bar covered witb. green
cloth," one of the " eight or ten gentlemen appointed to

prosecute," how shrill he is:

" The Deputy said, ' If this was a treason, being informed as
he was, it behoved him to be a traitor ove: again, if he had the
like occasion.' . . . Mr. Stroud took notice of Strafford's pro-
fession to do this over again. He said. ' He well believed him;
but they knew what the kingdom suffered when Gaveston came
to react himself! '

"

This honourable Member is one of the Five whom Charles
himself, some months afterwards, with a most irregular

«o«-constabulary force in his train, sallied down to the House
to seek and seize,—remembering this, perhaps, and other
services of his ! But to proceed

:

" My Lord Strafford regretted to the Lords the great straits of
his estate. He said ' he had nothing there but as he borrowed.'
Yet daily he gave to the guard that conveyed him ten pound, by
which he conciliated much favour; for these fellows were daily
changed, and wherever they lived, they talked of his liberality.
He said ' his family were, in Ireland, two-hundred-and-si.\ty
persons, and the House of Commons there had seized all his goods.
Would not their Lordships take course to loose that arrest from so
much of his goods as might sustain his wife and children in some
tolerable way? ' " (Tliirteenth session, 3d April.)

" Garraway, Mayor the last year, deposed, ' That to the best of
his remembrance, he (Strafford) said, no good would be gotten
till some of the Aldermen were hanged.' While StrafTord took
vantage at the words, to the best of my remembrance, Garraway
turned shortly to him, and told out punctually, ' My Lord, you
did say it! ' Strafford thereupon, ' He should answer with' ;is

great truth, albeit not with so great confidence, as that gentle-
man, to the best of his remembrance, he did not speak so. But
if he did, he trusted their goodness would easily pardon such a
rash and foolish word.'

"

" Thursday, 8th April; session fourteenth. The twenty-eighth
article they passed. All being set, and the Deputy brought to
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the bar on his knees, he was desired to say for himself what he

would, that so the House of Commons may sum-up all before the

sentence." He craved time till to-morrow. The Commons
objected. " Yet the Lords, after some debate, did grant it."

—

' The matter was " (sixteenth session). " Young Sir Harry Vane

had fallen by accident among his father's papers "—Ah yes. a

well-known accident ! And now the question is. Will the Lords

allow us to produce it? " The Lords adjourn one hour large:

at their return their decree was against the expectation of all;
"

—an ambiguous decree, tending obliquely towards refusal, or

else new unknown periods of delay

!

" At once the Commons began to grumble. Glvn po^r-d him.

On what articles he would examine witnesses, then r They did

not believe that he wanted to examine witnesses, but put him

to name the articles. He named one,—another,—a third.—

a

tourth; and not being like to make ane end, the Commons on

both sides of the House rose in a fury, with a shout of ' Withdraw!

Withdraw! Withdraw! '—got all to their feet, on with their hats,

cocked their beavers in the King's face. We all did fear it would

grow to a present tumult. They went all away in confusion.

Strafford slipped-off to his barge and to the Tower, glad to be

gone lest he should be torn in pieces; the King went home in

silence; the Lords to their house."

Session sixteenth vanishes thus, in a flash of (ire! Yes;

and the " sharp untunable voice " of Mr. 0. Cromwell,

member for Cambridge, was in that shout of " Withdraw! "

and Mr. Cromwell dashed-on his rusty beaver withal, and

strode out so,—in those wide nostrils of his a kind of snort.

And one Mr. Milton sat in his house, by St. Bride's Church,

teaching grammar, writing Areopagitics ; and had dined that

day, not perhaps without criticism of the cookery. And it

was all a living coloured Time, not a gray vacant one ; and

had length, breadth and thickness, even as our own has !—

But now, also, is not that a miraculous spyglass, that Per-

ceptive-Faculty, Soul, Intelligence, or whatsoever we call it,

of the Reverend Mr. Robert Baillie of Kilwinning? We still

sc( by it,—things stranger than most pretematuralisms, and

mere commonplace " apparitions," could be. " Our Fathers,

where are they ? " Why, there ; there are our far-off Fathers,

face to face; alive,—and yet not alive; ah no, they are

visible but MMattainable, sunk in the never-returning Past!

Thrice endeavouring, we cannot embrace them; ter manus

effugit imago. The" Centuries are transparent, then;—yes,

more or less; but they are impermeable, impenetrable, no
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adamant so hard. It is strange. To be, To have been •

of all verbs the wonderfulest is that same. The "
Time'.

element," the " crystal prison "
! Of a truth, to us Sons

of Time, it is the miracle of miracles.—These thoughts are
thrown-out for the benefit of the curious.
One thing meanwhile is growing plain enough to everybody:

those fiery Commons, with their " Withdraw! Withdraw! ''

will have the life of that poor prisoner. If not by free verdict
of their Lordships, then by bill of attainder of their own; bv
fair means, or by less fair, Strafford has to die. " Intolerable
pride and oppression cry to Heaven for vengeance." Vcs,
and Heaven has heard; and the Earth now repeats it, in
Westminster Hall here,—nay, worse still, out in Palaceyard,
with " horrible cries and imprecations "

! This noble baited
lion shall not escape, but perish,—be food for learned Ser-
jeants and the region kites! We will give but one other
glimpse of him: his last appearance in Westminster Hall,
that final Speech of his there; " wnich," says Baillie, "

vou'
ha\e in print." We have indeed: printed in Whtilocke, and
very copiously elsewhere and since ;—probably the best of
all Speeches, everything considered, that has yet been printed
in the English tongue. All readers remember that passage,—
that pause, with tears in the " proud glooming countenance."
at thought of " those pledges a saint in Heaven left me."'
But what a glare of new fatal meaning does the last circum-
stance, or shadow of a circumstance, which Baillie mentions
throw over it

:

'

" He made a Speech large two hours and ane half. ... To
all he repeated nought new, but the best of his former answers.
And in the end, after some lashness and fagging, he made such
ane pathetic oration, for ane half-hour, as ever comedian did upon
a stage. The matter and expression were exceeding brave:
doubtless, if he had grace or civil goodness, he is a most eloquent
man. One passage made it most spoken of: his breaking-oflf in
weepmg and silence when he spoke of his first Wife. Some took
It for a true defect of his memory; others, and the most part, for
a notable part of his rhetoric; some that true grief and remorse
at that remembrance had stopped his mouth. For they say
that his first Lady, the Earl of Clare's lister, being with chi'd^d findmg one of his whore's letters, brought it to him, and
chiding him therefor, he strook her on the breast, whereof shortly
she died." ^

Such is the drama of Life, seen in Baillie of Kilwinning; a
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thing of multifarious tragic and epic meanings, then as now.

A niany-voiced tragedy and epos, yet with broad-based

comic and grotesque accompaniment; done by actors not

ii buskins ;—ever replete with elements of guilt and remorse,

of pity, instruction and fear ! It is now two-hundred years

and odd months since these Commons Members, shouting,

"Withdraw! Withdraw!" took away the life of Thomas

Wentworth Earl of Strafford; and introduced, driven by

necessity they knew little whither, horrid rebellions, as the

phrase went, and suicidal wars into the bowels of this country.

On our horizon too, there loom now inevitabilities no less

stern; one knows not sometimes whether not very near at

hand ! They had the Divine Right of Kings to settle, those

unfortunate ancestors of ours: Shall Charles Stuart and

William Laud alone have a soul and conscience in this Nation,

under extant circumstances; or shall others too have it?

That had come now to require settlement, that same " divine

right;" and they, our brave ancestors, like true stalwart

hearts, did on hest of necessity manage to settle it,—by
cutting-off its head, if no otherwise.

Alas, we, their children, have got perhaps a still harder

thing to settle: the Divine Right of Squires. Did a God

make this land of Britain, and give it to us all, that we might

live there by honest labour; or did the Squires make it,

and,—shut to the voice of any God, open only to a Devil's

voice in this matter,—decide on giving it to themselves alone ?

This is now the sad question and " divine right " we, in this

unfortunate century, have got to settle ! For there is no end

of settlements ; there will never be an end ; the best settle-

ment is but a temporary, partial one. Truly, all manner of

rights, and adjustments of work and wages, here below, do

verge gradually into error, into unbearable error, as the

Time-flood bears us onward ; and many a right, which used

to be a duty done, and divine enough, turns out, in a new

latitude of the Time-voyage, to have grown now altogether

undivine! Turns out,—when the fatal hour and necessity

for overhauling it arrives,—to have been, for some consider-

able while past, an inanity, a conventionality, a hollow

simulacrum of use-and-wont ; which, if it will still assert

itself as a " divine right," having now no divine duty to do,

becomes a diabolic wrong; and, by soft means or by sharp,

has to be sent travelling out of this world ! Alas, " intoler-
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abilities " do now again in this new century " cry to Heaven ;

"

—or worse, do not cry, but in low wide-spread moan, lie as
perishing, as if " in Heaven there was no ear for them, and on
Earth no ear." " Elevenpence halfpence a-wcek " in this
world; and in the next world zero I And " Sliding-Scales '

and endless wrigglings and wrestlings over mere "
Corn-

Laws: " a Governing Class, hired (it appears) at the rate
of some fifty or seventy millions u-year, which not only
nriakes no attenipt at governing, but will not, by any con-
sideration, passionate entreaty, or even menace as yet, be
persuaded to eat its victuals, shoot its partridges, and not
strangle-out the general life by »M:>governing ! It cannot
and it will not come to good.

We here quit Baillie; we let his drop-scene fall; and finish,
though not yet in mid-course of his Great-Rebellion Drama!
To prevent disappointment, we ought to say, that this of
Strafford is considerably the best passage of his Book;—and
indeed, generally, once more, that the careless reader will not
find much to profit in him; that except by reading with
unusual intensity, even the historical student may find less
than he expects. As a true, rather opulent, but very con-
fused quarry, out of which some edifice might in part be
built, we leave him to those who have interest in such matters.
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ON BEING INSTALLED AS RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY

THERE

Gentlemen —I have accepted the office you have elected

me to, and it is now my duty to return thanks for the great

honour done me. Your enthusiasm towards me, I must

admit, is in itself very beautiful, however undeserved it may

be in regard to the object of it. It is a feeling honourable

to all men, and one well known to myself when I was of an

age like yours, nor is it yet quite gone. I can only hope that,

with you too, it may endure to the end,—this noble desire to

honour those whom you think worthy of honour; and that

vou will come to be more and more select and discriminate

in the choice of the object of it:—for I can well understand

that you will modify your opinions of me and of many things

else, as you go on [Laughter and cheers]. It is now fifty-six

years, gone last November, since I first entered your City,

a boy of not quite fourteen; to " attend the classes" here,

and gain knowledge of all kinds, I could little guess what,

my poor mind full ot wonder and awe-struck expectation;

and now, after a long course, this is what we have come to

[Cheers]. There is something touching and tragic, and yet

at the same time beautiful, to see, as it were, the third

generation of my dear old native land rising up and saying,

" Well, you are not altogether an unworthy labourer in the

vineyard
;
you have toiled through a great variety of fortunes,

and have had many judges: this is our judgment of you!
"

As the old proverb says, " He that builds by the wayside

has many masters." We must expect a variety of judges;

but the voice of young Scotland, through you, is really of

some value to me ; and I return you many thanks for it,—

though I cannot go into describing my emotions to you, and

perhaps they will be much more perfectly conceivable if

expres'^cd in silence [Cheers].

143
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time of life ; in which, if you do not sow, or if you sow tares

instead of wheat, you cannot expect to reap well afterwards,

an.; vou will arrive at little. And in the course of years,

when vou come to look back, if you have not done what you

have heard from your advisers,—and among n^ ^^ oun-
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By diligence I mean, among other things, and very chiefly

too,—honesty, in all your inquiries, and in all you are about.

Pursue your' studies in the way your conscience can name

honest. More and more endeavour to do that. Keep, I

should say for one thing, an accurate separation between

what you have really come to know in your minds and what

., nd

uepm.
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IS still unknown. Leave all that latter on the hypothetical
side of the barrier, as things afterwards to be acquired if
acquired at all; and be careful not to admit a thing as known
when you do not yet know it. Count a thing known onlvwhen It is imprinted clearly on your mind, and has become
transparent to you, so that you may survey it on all sides
with intelligence. There is such a thing as a man endea-
vouring to persuade himself, and endeavouring to persuade
others, that he knows things, when he does not know more
than the outside skm of them; and yet he goes flourishine
about with them [Hear, hear, anu a laugh]. There is also a
process called cramming, in some Universities [A laugh] -
that is, getting-up such points of things as tiie examiner is
likely to put questions about. Avoid all that, as entirely
unworthy of an honourable mind. Be modest, and humble
and assiduous in your attention to what your teachers tell
you, who are profoundly interested in trying to bring vou
forward in the right way, so far as they have been able to
understand it. Try all things they set before you, in order
If possible, to understand them, and to follow and adopt
them in proportion to their fitness for you. Gradually see
what kind of work you individually can do; it is the first of
all problems for a man to find out what kind of work he is to
do m this universe. In short, morality as regards study is
as in all other things, the primary consideration, and o\ :'-

rules all others. A dishonest man cannot do anything real-
he never will study with real fruit; and perhaps it would be
greatly better if he were tied up from trying it. He does
nothing but darken counsel by the words he utters. That
is a very old doctrine, but a very true one; and you will find
It confirmed by all the thinking men that have ever lived in
this long series of generations of which we are the latest.

I daresay you know, very many of you, that it is now some
seven hundred years since Universities were first set-up in
this world of ours. Abelard and other thinkers had arisen
with doctrines in them which people wished to hear of, and
students flocked towards them from all parts of the world
.here was no getting the thing recorded in books, as vou
now may. You had to hear the man speaking to you vocally
or else you could not learn at all what it was that he wanted
to say. And so they gathered together, these speaking ones,
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-the various people who had anything to teach;—and

formed themselves gradually, under the patronage of kings

and other potentates who were anxious about the culture

of their populations, and nobly studious of their best benefit;

and became a body-corporate, with high privileges, high

dicnities, and really high aims, under the title of a University.

Possibly too you mav have heard it said that the course of

centuries has changed all this; and that " the true Univer-

sity of our days is a Collection of Books." And beyond

doubt, all this is gx-eatly altered by the invention of Printing,

which took place about midway between us and the origin

of Universities. Men have not now to go in person to where

a Professor is actually speaking; because in most cases you

can -^et his doctrine out of him through a book; and can

then^read it, and read it again and again, and study it.

That is an immense change, that one fact of Printed Books.

And I am not sure that I know of any University in which

the whole of that fact has yet been completely taken in, and

the studies moulded in complete conformity with it. Never-

theless. Universities have, and will continue to have, an

indispensable value in society;— I think, a very high, and

it might be, almost the highest value. They began, as is

well known, with their grand aim directed on Theolog>',—

their eye turned earnestly on Heaven. And perhaps, in a

sense, it may be still said, the very highest interests of

man are virtually intrusted to them. In regard to theology.

as you are aware, it has been, and especially was then, the

study of the deepest heads that have come into the world,

—what is the nature of this stupendous Universe, and

what are our relations to it, and to all things knowable

by man, or known only to the great Author of man and

it. Theology was once the name for all this; all this is

still alive for man, however dead the name may grow! In

fact, the members of the Church keeping theology in a lively

condition [Laughter] for the benefit of the whole population,

theology was the great object of the Universities. I consider

it is the same intrinsically now, though very much forgotten,

from mnny causes, and not so successful [A laugh] as might

be wish by any manner of means

!

It ren is. however, practically a most important truth,

what I a. led to above, that the main use of Universities in

the present age is that, after you have done with all your
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classes the next thing is a collection of books, a great librarv

Uhat the Universities can mainly do for vou —what T ifo
ound.the University did for me! is, ThaHt taugh J^Ttlread an yanous languages, in various sciences; so thatcould go mto the books which treated of these thin4 L

gradually penetrate into any department I wanted to makmyself master of, as I found it suit me.

P.l^I^"'.^Tu*^^?^''^
whatever you may think of these histori-cal pomts, the clearest and most imperative duty lies on eve tone of you to be assiduous in your reading. Leam to be .oodreaders,-which is perhaps a more difficult thing than 1miagine Learn to be discriminative in your reading to read^ hfully, and with your best attention, all kiSf th nt

uu ^°" ^'T ^ "'^^ '""^^'^'^ i"' a ^eal not an imaginary andwhich you find to be really fit for what you are engaged f^^Of course at the present time, in a great deal of thf readingincumbent on you, you must be guided by the books recom-mended by your Professors for assistance tbwards theeSftheir prelections. And then, when you leave the Universkvand go into studies of your own, you will find it very impor
l'

ant that you have chosen a field, some province spTdalvsuited to you m which you can study and work The ^0

1

unhappy of all men is the man who cannot tell what higoing to do who has got no work cut-out for hTm n thworld and does not go "
c it. For work is the grTni curof al the maladies and :. . ies that ever beset mankind -honest work, which you u- nd getting done.

'''^"^'"^'

nf ri;'^-^"^
"'^''^''^ vague time, you are in a strait as to choiceof reading,-a very good indication for you, perhaps the besyou could get, is towards some book you hkve a ^eat curiosity about. You are then in the readiest and 1st ofTlipossible conditions to improve by that book. It is analo'outo what doctors tell us about the physical health and aSp"tites of the patient. You must learn, however, to dltinSbetween false appetite and true. There is such a tlL asa false appetite, which will lead a man into vagares withregard to diet; will tempt him to eat spicy thinJ which heshould not eat at all, nor would, but^hat the^ihTnfs artoothsome, and that he is under a momentary baseness ofmind. A man ought to examine and find ouTvLt he r ally
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and truly has an appetite for, what suits his constitution and

condition; and that, doctors tell him, is in general the very

thin'^ he ought to have. ^Vnd so with books.

As applicable to all of you, I will say that it is highly ex-

pedient to go into History; to inquire into what lias passed

before you on this Earth, and in the Famih- of Man.

The history of the Romans and Greeks will ikst of all con-

cern you ; and you will find that the classical knionledge you

have got will be extremely applicable to elucidate that.

There you have two of the most remarkal)le races or men in

the world set before you. calculated to open innumerable

retlections and considerations: a mighty advantage if you

can achieve it ;—to say nothing of what their two lan-^uages

will yield you, vrhich your Professors can better tr^rplain;

model languages, which are universaly admitted to .m the

most perfect forms of speech we have yet found to exist

among men. And you will find, if you read well, a pair of

extremely remarkable nations, stiining in the records left

by themselves, as a kind of beacon, or solitary mass of

iliumination, to light-up some noble forms of humr.n life

for us, in the otherwise utter darkness of the past age ^
;
and

it will be well worth your while if you can get inio ihe

understanding of what these people were, and what they did.

You will find a great deal of hearsay, of empty rumour and

tradition, which does not touch on the matter; but perhaps

some of you will get to see the old Roman and the old Greek

face to face
;
you will know in some measure how they con-

trived to exist, and to perform their feats in the world.

I believe, also, you will find one important thing not much

noted. That there was a very great deal of deep religion in

both nations. This is pointed out by the wiser kind of histo-

rians, and particularly by Ferguson, who is very well worth

reading on Roman History,—and who, I believe, was an alum-

nus of our own Univernty. His book is a very creditable

work. He points out the profoundly religious nature of

the Roman people, notwithstanding their ruggedly positive,

defiant and fierce ways . They believed that Jupiter Optimus

Maximus was lord of'the universe, and that he had appointed

the Romans to become the chief of nations, provided they

followed his commands,—to brave all danger, all difficulty,

and stand up with an invincible front, and be ready to do

and die; and also to have the same sacred reg.-rd to truth
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of promise, to thorough veracity, thorough integrity, and
all the virtues that accompany that noblest quality of man
valour,—to which latter the Romans gave the name of" virtue " proper {virtus, manhood), as the crown and sum-
mary of all that is ennobling for a man. In the literary
ages of Rome this religious feeling had very much decayed
away; but it still retained its place among the lower classes
of the Roman people. Of the deeply religious nature of the
Greeks, along with their beautiful and sunny effulgences of
art, you have striking proof, if you look for it. In the
tragedies of Sophocles there is a most deep-toned reco-miiion
of the eternal justice of Heaven, and *he unfailing punish-
ment of crime against the laws of God. I believe you will
find in all histories of nations, that this has been at the origin
and foundation of them all; and that no nation which did
not contemplate this wonderful universe with an awestricken
and reverential belief that there was a great unknown
omnipotent, and all-wise and all-just Being, superintending
all men in it, and all interests in it,—no nation ever came to
very much, ^lot did any man either, who forgot that. If aman did forget that, he forgot the most important part o*
his mission in this world.
Our own history of England, which you will naturally take

a great deal of pains to make yourselves acquainted with
you will find beyond all others worthy of your study. For
indeed I believe that the British nation,—including in that
the Scottish nation,—produced a finer set of men than any
you will find it possible to get any-where else in the world
[Applause]. I don't know, in anv history of Greece or Rome
where you will get so fine a man as Oliver Cromwell, for
example [Applause]. And we too have had men worthy of
memory, in our little corner of the Island here, as well as
others; and our history has had its heroic features all along;
and did become great at last in being connected with world-
history:—for if you examine well, vou will find that John
Knox was the author, as it were, of OHver Cromwell; thai
the Puritan revolution never would have taken place in
England at all, had it not been for that Scotchman [Applause].
That is an authentic fact, and is not prompted by national
vanity on my part, but will stand examining [Laughter ari
applause].

In fact, if you look at the struggle that was then going on
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in Err^land, as I have had to do in my time, you will see that

n.u|.le were overawed by the immense impediments lymg m
the way. A small minority of God-fearing men m that

rountry were flying away, with any ship they could get,, to

\( w England . rather than take the lion by the beard. I'hey

du' mot confront the powers with their most just complaints,

and demands to be delivered from idolatry. They wanted

to make the nation altogether conformable to the Hebrew

Bible which they, and all men, understood to be the exact

transcript of the Will of God;—and could there be, for man,

a more legitimate aim? Nevertheless, it would have been

impossible in their circumstances, and not to be attempted

at all. had not Knox succeeded in it here, some fifty years

before, by the firmness and nobleness of his mind, i^or he

also is of the select of the earth to me,—John Knox [Applause].

What he has suffered from the ungrateful generations that

ha\ c followed him should really make us humble ourselves

to the dust, to think that the most excellent man our country

has produced, to whom we owe everything that distinguishes

us among the nations, should have been so sneered at,

misknown, and abused [Applause]. Knox was heard by

Scotland; the people heard him, believed him to the marrow

ot their bones: they took up his doctrine, a.nd they defied

principalities and powers to move them from it. " We must

have it," they said; " we will and must! " It was in this

state of things that the Puritan struggle arose in England;

and you know well how the Scottish earls and nobility, with

their tenantry, marched away to Dunse Hill in 1639, and

sat down there: just at the crisis of that struggle, when it

was either to be suppressed or brought into greater vitality,

thcv encamped on Dunse Hill,—thirty-thousand armed men,

drawn out for that occasion, each regiment round its land-

lord, its earl, or whatever he might be called, and z- alous

all of them " For Christ's Crown and Covenant." That was

the signal for all England's rising up into unappeasable deter-

mination to have the Gospel there also ; and you know it went

on, and came to be a contest whether the Parliament or the

King should rule ; whether it should be old formalities and

use-and-wont, or something that had been of new conceived

in the souls of men, namely, a divine determination to walk

according to the laws of God here, as the sum of all prosperity

;

which of these should have the mastery: and after a long,
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long agony of struggle, it was decided— the way we

I should say also of that Protectorate of Oliver Cromweirs
notwithstanding the censures it has encountered, and the
denial of everybody that it could continue in the world and
so on, It appears to me to have been, on the whole, the most
salutary thing in the modern historv of England If Oliver
Cromwell had continued it out, I don't know what it would
have come to. It would have got corrupted probably in
other hands, and could not have gone on; but it was pureand true, to the last fibre, in his mind; there was perfect
truth in II while he ruled over it.

J\racchia\elli has remarked, in speaking of the Romans
that Democracy cannot long exist anvwhere in the world'
that as a mode of government, of national management or
administration, it involves an impossibilitv, and after a little
while mu.,t end in wreck. And he goes on proving tha^ in
his own way. I do not ask you all to follow him in that con-
viction [//far],-but it is to him a clear truth; he considers
It a solecism and impossibility that the universal mass of
nrien should ever govern themselves. He has to admit of
the Romans, that they continued a long time; but believes
It was purely in virtue of this item in their constitution
namely, of their all having the conviction in their minds
that it was solemnly necessary, at times, to appoint a Dicta-
tor; a man who had the power of life and death over every-
thing, who degraded men out of their places, ordered them
to execution, and did whatever seemed to him good in thename of God above him. He was commanded to take care
that the republic suffer no detriment. And Macchiavelli
calculates that this was the thing which purified the social
system from time to time, and enabled it to continue as it
did. Probable enough, if you consider it. And an extremely
proper .unction surely, this of a Dictator, if the republic was
compo..ed of little other than bad and tumultuous men
triumphing -n general over the better, and all going the
bad road, in fact. Well, Oliver Cromwell's Protectorate, or
Dictatorate if you will let me name it so, lasted for about
ten years, and you will find that nothing which was contrary
to the laws of Heaven was allowed to live by Oliver [Applause]
lor example, it was found by his Parliament of Notables
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what they call wie " Barebones Parliament,"—the most

zealous of all Parliaments probably [Laughter]—that the

Court of Chancery in England was in a state which was really

capable of no apology ; no man could get up and say that that

was a right court. There were, I think, fifteen-thousand, or

fifteen-hundred [Laughter],—I really don't remember which,

but we will call it by the latter number, to be saie [Renewed

laughter];— there were fifteen-hundred cases lying in it

undecided; and one of them, I remember, for a large amount

of money, was eighty-three years old, and it was going on still

;

wigs were wagging over it, and lawyers were taking their

fee's, and tiiere was no end of it. Upon view of all which,

the Barebones people, after deliberation about it, thought it

was expedient, and commanded by the Author of Man and

Fountain of Justice, and in the name of what was true and

right, to abolish said court. Really, I don't know w ho could

have dissented from that opinion, .vt the same time, it

was thought by those who were wiser in their generation,

and had more experience of the world, that this was a very

dangerous thing, and wouldn't suit at all. The lawyers

began to make an immense noise about it [Laughter]. All

the public, the great mass of solid and well-disposed people

who had got no deep insight into such matter .
were very

adverse to it: and the Speaker of the Parlianitnt, old Sir

Francis Rous,—who translated the Psalms for us, .hose that

we sing here every Sunday in the Church yet; a very good

man, and a wise and learned, Provost of Eton College after-

wards,—he got a great number of the Parliament to go to

Oliver the Dictator, and lay down their functions altogether,

and declare officially, with their signature, on Monday morn-

in;,', that the Parliament was dissolved. The act of abolition

liad been passed on Saturday night ; and on Monday morn-

ing Rous came and said, " We cannot carry-on the afifair

any longer, and we remit it into the hands of your Highness,"

Oliver in that way became Protector, virtually in some sort

a Dictator, for the first time.

And I give you this as an instance that Oliver did faith-

fully set to doing a Dictator's function, and of his prudence

in it as well. Oliver felt that the Parliament, now dismissed,

had been perfectly right with regard to Chancery, and that

there was no doubt of the propriety of abolishing Chancery,

or else reforming it in some kind of way. He considered
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the matter, and this is what he did. He assembled fifty or
sixty of the wisest lawyers to be found in England. Happih
there were men great in the law; men who valued the laws
of England as much as anybody ever did ; and who knew
withal that there was something still more sacred than anv
of these [A laugh]. Oliver said to them, " Go and examine
this thing, and in the name of God inform me what is neces-
sary to be done with it. You will see how we may clean-out
the foul things in that Chancery Court, which render it poison
to everybody." Well, they sat down accordingly, and in

the course of six weeks,—{there was no public speaking then.
no reporting of speeches, and no babble of any kind, tliere

was just the business in hand),—they got some sixty proposi-
tions fixed in their minds as the summary of the things that
required to be done. And upon these sixty propositions,
Chancery was reconstituted and remodelled; and so it got a
new lease of life, and has lasted to our time. It had become
a nuisance, and could not have continued much longer.
That is an instance of the manner of things that were done
when a Dictatorship prevailed in the country, and that w;^
how the Dictator did them. I reckon, all England, Parh .-

mentary England, got a new lease of life from that Dictator-
ship of Oliver's; and, on the whole, that the good fruits of it

will never die while England exists as a nation.

.1 general, I hardly think that out of common histor\-
bo'^cs you will ever get into the real history of this countr'v,
or ascertain anything which can specially illuminate it for
you, and which it would most of all behove you to know.
You may read very ingenious and very clever books, by men
whom it would be the height of insolence in me to do other
than express my respect for. But their position is essentially
sceptical. God and the Godlike, as our fathers would have
said, has fallen asleep for them; and plays r\o part in their
histories. A most sad and fatal condition oi matters; who
shall say how fatal to us all! A man unhappily in that
condition will make but a temporary explanation of any-
thing:—in short, you will not be able, I believe, by aid of
these men, to understand how this Island came to be what it

is. You will not hnd it recorded in books. You will find
recorded in books a jumble of tumults, disastrous Ineptitudes,
and all that kind of thing. But to get what you want, you
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will have to look into side sources, and inquire in all

directions.

I remember getting Collins's Peerage to read,—a very poor

pcrfDrmance as a work of genius, but an excellent book for

diliizence and fidelity. I was writing on Oliver Cromwell at

tl. '"time [Applause]. I could get no biographical dictionary

available; and I thought the Peerage Book, since most of

niv men were peers or sons of peers, would help me, at least

would ttll me whether people were old or young, where they

lived, und the like particulars, better than absolute nescience

and darkness. And accordingly I found amply all I had

expcvted in poor Collins, and got a great deal of help out of

him. He was a diligent dull London bookseller, of
;
bout a

hundred years ago, who compiled out of all kinds of parch-

ments, charter-chests, archives, books that were authentic,

and gathered far and wide, wherever he could get it, the

information wanted. He was a very meritorious man.

I not only found the solution of everything I had expected

tjicre, but I began gradually to perceive this immense fact,

which I really advise every one of you who read history to

look out for, if you have not already found it. It was that

the Kings of England, all the way from the Norman Conquest

down to the times of Charles I., had actually, in a good degree,

so far as they knew, been in the habit of appointing as Peers

tho.se who deserved to be appointed. In general, I perceived,

those Peers of theirs were all r. • men of a sort, with minds

full of justice, valour and humanity, and all kinds of qualities

that men ought to have who rule over others. And then

their genealogy, the kind of sons and descendants they had,

this also w as remarkable :—for there is a great deal more in

fiencalogy than is generally believed at present. I never

heard tell of any clever man that came of entirely stiipid

people [Laughter]. If you look around, among the families

of your acquaintance, you will see such cases in all directions

;

—i know that my own experience is steadily that way; I

can trace the father, and the son, and the grandson, and the

family stamp is quite distinctly legible upon each of them.

So that it goes for a great deal, the hereditary principle,-—

in Government as in other things; and it must be again

recognised so soon as there is any fixity in things. You will

remark, too, in your Collins, that, if at any time the genealogy

of a peerage goes awry, if the man that actually holds the
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peerage is a fool,—in those earnest practical times, the man
soon gets into mischief, gets into treason probablv,—soon
gets himself and his peerage extinguished altogether,' in short
[Laughter].

From those old documents of Collins, you learn and ascer-
tain that a peer conducts himself in a pious, high-minded
grave, dignified and manly kind of Vv ay, in his course through
hfe, and when he takes leave of life:—his last will is often a
remarkable piece, which one lingers over. And then vou
perceive that there was kindness in him as well as rigour,
pity for the poor; that he has fine hospitalities, generosities!
—in fine, that he is throughout muc!i of a noble, good and
valiant man. And that in general the King, with a beautiful
approximation to accuracy, had nominated this kind of man;
sayint:. " Come you to me, sir. Come out of the common
level of the people, where you are liable to be trampled
upon, jostled about, and can do in a manner nothing with
your fine gift; come here and take a district of country, and
make it into your own image more or less; be a kina under
me, and understand that that is your function.' I say this
is the most divine thing that a human being can do to 'other
human beings, and no kind of thing whatever has so much
of the character of God Almighty's Divine Government as
that thmg, which, we see, went on all over England for about
six hundred years. That is the grand soul of Engkinds
history [Cheers]. It is historically true that, down to the
time of James, or even Charles I., it was not understood that
any man was made a Peer without having merit in him to
constitute him a proper subject for a peerage. In Charles I.'s

time it jrrew to be known or said that, if a man was born
a gentleman, and cared to lay-out £10,000 judiciously up
and down among courtiers, he could be made a Peer. Under
Charles II. it went on still faster, and has been going-on with
ever-increasing velocity, until we see the perfectly break-
neck pace at which they are going now [.4 laugh], so that now
a peerage is a paltry kind of thing to what it was in those old
times. I could go into a great many more details about
thing.s of that sort, but I must turn to another branch of the
su'DJect.

First, however, one remark more about your reading.
I do not know whether it has been sufficient!v !>roiight
home to you that there are two kinds of books.' When a
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man is reading on any kind of subject, in most departments

of books.—in all books, if you take it in a wide sense,—he

will find that there is a division into good books and bad

looks. Everywhere a good kind of book and a bad kind of

book. I am not to assume that you are unacquainted, or

ill acquainted, with this plain fact ; but I may remind you

that it is becoming a very important consideration in our

dav. And we have to cast aside altogether the idea people

have, that if they are reading any book, that if an ignorant

man is reading any book, he is doing rather better than

nothing at all. I must entirely call that in question; I

even \enture to deny that [Laughter and cheers]. It would

be much safer and better for many a reader, that he had no
concern with books at all. There is a number, a frightfully

increasing number, of books that are decidedly, to the readers

of them, not useful [Hear]. But an ingenuous reader will

learn, also, that a certain number of books were written by a

supremely noble kind of people,—not a very great number
of books, but still a number fit to occupy all your reading

industry, do adhere more or less to that side of things. In

short, ;is I have written it down somewhere else, I conceive

that books are like men's souls; divided into sheep ixrd

goats [Laughter and cheers]. Some few are going up, and
carrying us up, heavenward; calculated. I mean, to be of

priceless advintage in teaching,—in forwarding the teaching

of all generations. Others, a frightful multitude, are going

down, down; doing ever the more and the wider and the

wilder mischief. Keep a strict eye on that latter class of

books, my young friends !

—

And for the rest, in regard to all your studies and readings

here, and to whatever you may learn, you are to remember
that the object is not particular knowledges,—not that of

getting higher and higher in technical perfections, and all

that sort of thing. There is a higher aim lying at the rear

of all that, especially among those who are intended for

literary or speaking pursuits, or the sacred profession. You
are ever to bear in mind that there lies behind that the

acquisition of what may be called wisdom ;—namely, sound
appreciation and just decision as to all the objects that come
round you, and the habit of behaving with justice, candour,
clear insight, and loyal adherence to fact. Great is wisdom

;

infinite is the value of wisdom. It cannot be exaggerated;

"^rs
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it is the highest achievement of uian : Blessed is he that

getteth understanding." And that, I believe, on occasion,

may be missed very easily; never more easily than now, I

sometimes think. If that is a failure, all is failure !—However,
I will not touch further upon that matter.
But I should have said, in regard to book-reading, if it f^e

so very important, how very useful would an excellent

library be in every University! I hope that will not be

neglected by the gentlemen who have charge of you; and,

indeed, I am happy to hear that your library is very much
improved since the time I knew it, and I hope it will go on

improving more and more. Nay, I have sometimes thought,

why should not theii be a library in everj cc nty town
for benefit of those tha could read well, an Kii-lv '^fnil- oer-

11
•—

- it.

ght

mitted.^ True, you require money to accoui'lisn t)

and withal, what perhaps is still less attainabl- m ]'<

you require judgment in the selectors of books :il ,.

into what is for the advantage of human souls, tne ex..iusion

of ail kinds of clap-trap books which merely excite the

astonishment of foolish people [Laughter], and the choice of

wise books, as much as possible of good books. Let us hope
the future will be kind to us in this respect.

In this University, as I learn from many sides, there h
considerable stir about endo vments ; an assiduous and praise-

worthy industry for getting new funds collected to encourage
the ingenuous youth of Universities, especially of this our

chief University [Hear, hear], ^^e11, I entirely partici;;ate

in everybody's approval of the mi vement. It is very desir-

able. It should be responded to, and one surely expect.^

it will. At least, if it is not, it will be shameful to the country
of Scotland, which never was so rich in muney as at the

present moment, and never stood so much in need of getting

noble Universities, and institutions to counteract many
influences that are springing up alongside of money. It

should not be slack in coming forward in the way of endow-
ments [.4 laugh] ; at any rate, to the extent of rivalling our

rude old barbarous ancestors, as we have been pleased to

call them. Such munificence as theirs is beyond all praise;

and to them, I am sorry to say, we are not yet by any manner
of means equal, or approaching equality [Laughter]. There
is an abundance and over-abundance of money. Sometimes

jdS^ii2'£'Ji^«i>'

T
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I cannot help thinking that probably never has there been,

at any o'.her time, in Scotland, the hundrcdih part of the

money that now is, or even the thousandth part. I'^or

wherev cr I go, there is that same pfold-nuggeting [A laugh],

—that " unexampled prosperity," and men counting their

balances by the million sterling. Money was never so

abundant, and nothing that is good to be done with it [Hear,

hear, and a laugh]. No man knows,—or very few men know,

—what benefit to get out of his money. In fact, it too often

b se( rctly a curse to him. Much better for him never to

have had any. But I do not expect that generally to l)e

believed [Laughter]. Nevertheless, I should think it would

be a beneficent relief to many a rich man who has an honest

pur[)ose struggling in him, to bequeath some house of refuge,

so to speak, for the gifted poor man who may hereafter be

born into the ^ o. to enaljle him to get on his way a little.

To do. in f? i, as licse oM Norman kings whom I have been

describir.i • >.o ..lie some noble poor man out of the dirt

and mud, , . r,; he is getting trampled on unworthily by

the unworthy, into some kind of position where he might

acquire the power to do a little good in his generation! I

hope that as much as possible will be achieved in this direc-

tion; and that efforts will not be relaxed till the thi' g is in

a satisfactory state. In regard to the classical department,

above all, it surety is to be desired by us that it were properly

'supported,—that we could allow the fit people to have their

scholarships and subventions, and devote more leisure to

the cultivation of particular departments. We might have

more of this from Scotch Universities than we have ; and I

hope we shall.

I am bound, howe\er, to say that it dcf- not appear a^:

if. of late times, endowment v/ere the real -uul of the matter.

The English, for example, are the richest people in the world

for endowments in their Universities; and it is an evident

fact that, since the time of Bentley. you cannot name any-

body that has gained a European name in scholarship, or

constituted a point of revolution in the pursuits of men in

that way. The man who does so is a man worthy of being

remembered; and he is poor, ind not an Englishman. One
man that actually did constitute a revolution was the son

of a poor weaver in Saxony; who edited his Tibullus, in

Dresden, in a poor comrade's garret, with the floor for his
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bed, and two folios for pillow; and who, while editing his

Tibullus, had to gather peasecods on the streets and boi!

them for his dinner. That was his endowment [Laughter].

But he was recognised soon to have done a great thing. Hi^

name was ITeyne [Cheers]. I can remember, it was qu\U: a

revolution in my mind when I got hold of that man's dition

of Virgil. I found that, for the first time, I understood

Virgil; that heyne had introduced me, for the first time, i'^to

an insight of Roman life and ways of thought; had pointed

out the circumstances in which these works were written.

and given me their interpretation. And ihe process has

gone on in all manner of developments, and has spread out

into other countries.

On the whole, there is one reason why endowments are not

given now as they were in old days, when men founded abbevs,

colleges, and all kinds of tilings of that description, with sudi

success as we know. All that has now changed; a vast

decay of zeal in that direction. And truly the reason may

in part be, that people have become doubtful wluther

colleges are now the real sources of what I called wisdom:

whether they are anything more, anything much more, than

a cultivating of man in the specific arts. In tact, there has

been in the world a suspicion of that kind for a long time

[A laugh]. There goes a proverb of old date, " An ounce

of mother-wit is worth a pound of clergy " [Laughter], Tlierc

is a suspicion that a man is perhaps not nearly so wise as he

looks, or because he has poured out speech so copiously

[Laughter]. When *' the seven free arts," which the old

Universities were based on, came to be modified a little, in

order to he convenient for the wants of modern society.—

though perhaps some of them are obsolete enough even ytt

for some of us,—there arose a feeling tluit mere vocality,

mere culture of speech, if that is what comes out of a man, is

not the synonym of wisdom by any means I That a man may

be a " great speaker,"' as eloquent as you like, and but little

real substance in him,—especially, if that is what was required

and aimed at by the man himself, and by the community
that set him upon becoming a learned man. ]\Iaid-serv;!nt.s,

I hear people complaining, are getting instructed in the

" ologies," and are apparently becomin'j more ana n ore

ignorant of brewing, boiling, and baking [Laughter] ; und

above all, are not taught what is necessary to be known,

Hft
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from the highest of us to the lowest,—faithful obedience,

iiodesty, humility, and correct moral conduct.

Oh, it is a dismal chapter all that, if one went into it,

—

what hos been done by rushing after fine speccii! I have

written down some very fierce things about that, perhaps

considerably more emphatic than I could now wish them lo

be; but they were and are deeply my conviction {IInv,

hear]. There is very great necessity indeed of getting a

little more silent than we are. It seems to me as if the finest

nations of the world,—the English and the American, in

chief,—were going all off into wind and tongue [Applause

and laughter]. But it will appear sufficiently tragical by and

by, long after I am away out of it. There is a time to speak,

and a time to be silent. Silence withal is the eternal duty

of a man. He won't get to any real understanding of what

is complex, and what is more than aught else pertinent to

his interests, without keeping silence too. " Watch the

tongue," is a very old precept, and a most true one.

I don"* want to discourage any of you from your Demos-

thenes, and your studies of the niceties of language, and all

that. Believe me, I value that as much as any one of you.

I consider it a very graceful thing, and a most proper, for

every human creature to know what the implement which

he uses in communicating his thoughts is, and how to make
the very utmost of it. I want you to study Demosthenes,

and to know all his excellences. At the same time, 1 must say

that speech, in the case even of Demosthenes, does not seem,

on the whole, to have turned to almost any good account.

He advised next to nothing that proved practicable ; much
ol the reverse. Why tell me that a man is a fine speaker, if

it is not the truth that he is speaking? Phocion, who
mostly did not speak at all, was a great deal nearer hitting

the mark than Demosthenes [Laughter]. He used to tell

the Athenians, " You can't fight Philip. Better if you don't

provoke him, as Demosthenes is always urging you to do.

Vou have not the slightest ciiance with Philip. He is a man
who holds his tongue; he iias great disciplined armies; a

full treasury ; can bribe anybody you like in your cities here

;

he is going on steadily with an unvarying aim towards his

object; while you, with your idle ckmourings, with your

Cleonthe Tanner spoutin:^ to you what you iake for wisdom—

!

I F m

^Mi
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Philip will infallibly beat any set of men such as you, going on

raging from shore to shore with all that rampant nonsense.

'

Demosthenes said to him once, " Phocion, you will drive the

Athenians mad some day, and they will kill you." " Ves.

'

Phocion answered, "me, when they go mad; and as soon

as they get sane again, you! " [Laughter and applause.]

It is also told of him how he went once to Messenc, on

some deputation which the Athenians wanted him to head,

on some kind of matter of an intricate and contentious nature:

Phocion went accordingly; and had, as usual, a clear story

to have told for himself and his case. He was a man of fev.

words, but all of them true and to the point. And so he had

gone on telling his story for a while, when there arose some

interruption. One man, interrupting with something', he

tried to answer; then another, the like ; till finally, too man

v

went in, and all began arguing and bawling in endless debate.

Whereupon Phocion struck-down his staff; drew back alto-

gether, and would speak no other word to any man. It

appears to me there is a kind of eloquence in that rap of

Phocion's staff which is equal to anything Demosthenes ever

said :
" Take your own way, then ; I go out of it altogether

'

[Applause].

Such considerations, and manifold more connected with

them,—innumerable considerations, resulting from observa-

tion of the world at this epoch,—have led various people to

doubt of the salutary effect of vocal education altogether. I

do not mean to say it should be entirely excluded; but I

look to something that will take hold of the matter much
more closely, and not allow it to slip out of our fingers, and

remain worse than it was. For, if a " good speaker," never

so eloquent, does not see into the fact, and is not speakinj; the

truth of that, but the untruth and the mistake of that,- is

there a more horrid kind of object in creation? [Loud cheers.]

Of such speech I hear all manner of people say, " How
excellent! " Well, really it is not the speech, but the thin::

spoken, that I am anxious about! I really care very little

how the man said it, provided I understand him, and it be

true. Excellent speaker > But what if he is telling me
things that are contrary to the fact ; what if he has formed

a wrong judgment about tne fact,— if he has in his mind

(like Phocion's friend, Cleon the Tanner) no power to form

a right judgment in regard to the matter? An excelknt
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speaker of that kind is. as it were, saying, " Ho. ever>' one

that wants to be persuaded of the thing that is not true;

here is the man for you !
" [Great laughter and ipplatise.]

I recommend you to be very charv of that kind o' excellent

speech [Renewed laughter \.

Well, all that sad scEff being the too well-known product

of our method of vocal education,—the teacher merely

operating on the tongue of the pupil, and teaching him to

wafj it in a particular way [Laughter],—it has made various

thinking men entertam a distrust of this not very salutary

>vay of procedure; and they have longed for some less

theoretic, and more practical and concrete way of working-

out the problem of education;—in effect, for an education

not vocal at all, but mute except where speaking was strictly

needful. There would be room for a great deal of description

about this, if I wetrt into it ; but I must content myself with

Miying that the most remarkable piece of writing on it is in

a book of Goethes.—the whole of which you may be recom-

mended to take up. and try if you can stud\ it with under-

standing. It is one of his last books; written when he was

an old man above seventy years of age: I think, one of the

most beautiful he ever wrote; full of meek wisdom, of

intellect and piety : which is found to be strangely illumina-

tive, and very touching, by those who have eyes to discern

and hearts to feel it. This about education is one of the

pieces in Wtlkelm Meister's Travels ; or rather, in a fitful

V a\ . it forms the whole gist of the book. I first read it many
years ago: and, of course, I had to read into the very heart

()} it while I was translating it [ApplaHse\; and it has ev«r

since dwelt in my mind as perhaps the most remarkat>je

bit of writing which I have known to be executed in these

late centuries. I have often said that there are some ten

pages of that, which, if ambition had been my only rule, I

would ratlicr have written, been able to write, than liave

written all the books that have appeared since I came into

the world [Cheers]. Deep, deep is the meaning; of wliat is

>aid there. Those pages turn on the Christian religion, and

the religious phenomena of the modern and the ancient

vorld: altogether sketched out in the most aerial, grateful,

delicately wise kind of way, so as to keep himself out of the

cummon controversies of the street and of the forum, yet

I
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to indicate what was the result of things he had been long

meditating upon.

Among others, he introduces in an airy, sketchy kind of

way, with here and there a touch,—the sum-total of which

grows into a beautiful picture,—a scheme of entirely mute

education, at least with no more speech than is absolutely

neoessar\- for what the pupils have to do. Three of the wisest

men discoverable in the world have been got together, to

consider, to manage and supervise, the function which

transcends all others in importance,—that of building up

the young generation so as to keep it free from that perilous

stuff that has been weighing us down, and clogging every

step:—which function, indeed, is the only thing we can hope

to go on with, if we would leave the world a little better, and

not the worse, of our having been in it, for those who are to

follow. The Chief, who is the Eldest of the three, says to

Wilhelm :
" Healthy well-formed children bring into the

world with them many precious gifts; and very frequently

these are best of all developed by Nature herself, with but

slight a.>sistanri-, where assistance is seen to be wise and pro-

fitable, and with forbearance very often on the part of the

overseer of the process. But there is one thing which no

child bmnags into the world with him . and without which all

other thmgs are of no use." Wilhelm, who is there beside

him. aijks, " And what is that? " " All want it," says the

Eldest: "perhaps you yourself." Wilhelm says, "Well,

but tell rae what it is ? " " It is," answers the other, " Rever-

ence (Ehrfurrkt); Reverence! " Honour done to those who

are greater and better than ourselves ; honour distinct from

fear. Ehrfurcht ; the soul of all religion that has ever been

among men, or ever will be.

And then he goes into details about the religions of the

modem ;;nd the ancient world. He practically distinguishes

the kinds of relij^ion that are, or have been, in the world:

and says that for men there are three re\erences. The boys

are all trained to go through certain gesticulations: to lay

their hands on their breast and look up to heaven, in sign of

the first reverence; other forms for the other two: so they

give their three reverences. The first and simplest is that of

reverence for what is above us. It i> the soul of all the Pagan

religions: there is nothing l^etter in the antique man than

that. Then there is reverence for what is around us,—
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reverence for our equals, to which he attributes an immense

power in the culture of man. The third is reverence for

what is beneath us; to learn to recognise in pain, in sorrow

and (. ontradiction, even in those things, odious to flesh and

blood, what divine meanings are in them; to learn that there

lies in these also, and more than in any of the preceding, a

priceless blessing. And he defines that as being the soul

of the Christian religion,— the highest of all religions;

" a height," as Goethe says (and that is very true, even to

the letter, as I consider), " a height to which mankind was

fated and enabled to attain; and from which, having once

attained it, they can never retrograde." Man cannot quite

lose that (Goethe thinks), or permanently descend below it

again: but always, even in the most degraded, sunken and
unbelieving times, he calculates there will be found some few

souls who will recognise what this highest of the religions

meant; and that, the world having once received it. there

is no fear of its ever wholly disappearing.

The Eldest then goes on to explain by what methods they

seek to educate and train their boys; in the trades, in the

arts, in the sciences, in whatever pursuit the boy is found best

fitted for. Beyond all, they are anxious to discover the

boy's aptitudes ; and they try him and watch him continually,

in many wise ways, till by degrees they can discover this.

Wilhelm had left his own boy there, perhaps expecting they

would make him a Master of Arts, or something of the kind;

and on coming back for him, he sees a thunder-cloud of dust

rushing over the plain, of which he can make nothing. It

turns out to be a tempest of wild horses, managed by young
lads who had a turn for horsemanship, for hunting, and being

grooms. His own son is among them ; and he finds that the

breaking of colts has been the thing he was most suited for

[l.aufihter].

The highest outcome, and most precious of all the fruits

that are to sf mg from this ideal mode of educating, is what
Goethe calls ^.rt:—of which I could at present give no defini-

tion that would make it clear to you, unless it were clearer

already than is likely [A laugh]. Goethe calls it music,

painting, poetry: but it is in quite a higher sense than the

common one; and a sense in which, I am afraid, most of our

painters, poets and music-men would not pass muster [.4

laugh]. He considers this as the highest pitch to which
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human culture can go; infinitely valuable and ennobling;

and he watches with great industry how it is to be brought

about in the men who have a turn for it. Very wise and

beautiful his notion of the matter is. It gives one an idea

that something far better and higher, something as high as

e\cr, and indubitably true too, is still possible for man in

this world.—And that is all I can say to you of Goethe's

fine theorem of mute education.

I confess it seems to me there is in it a shadow of what

will one day be ; will and must, unless the world is to come
to a conclusion that is altogether frightful: some kind of

scheme of education analogous to that; presided over by the

wisest and most sacred men that can be got in the world, and

watching from a distance : a training in practicality at every

turn; no speech in it except speech that is to be followed

by action, for that ought to be the rule as nearly as possible

among men. Not very often or much, rarely rather, should

a man speak at all, unless it is for the sake of something that

is to be done; this spoken, let him go and do his part in it,

and say no more about it.

I will only add, that it is possible,—all this fine theorem

of Goethe's, or something similar ! Consider what we have

already; and what " difficulties " we have overcome. I

should say there is nothing in the world you can conceive so

difficult, prima facie, as that of getting a set of men gathered

together as soldiers. Rough, rude, ignorant, disobedient

people; you gather them together, promise them a shilling

a day; rank them up, give them very severe and sharp

drill; and by bullying and drilling and compelling (the word

drilling, if you go to the original, means " beating," " steadily

tormenting " to the due pitch), they do learn what it is

necessary to learn; and there is your man in red coat, a

trained soldier
;
piece of an animated machine incomparably

the most potent in this world ; a wonder of wonders to look

at. He will go where bidden ; obeys one man, will walk into

the cannon's mouth for him; does punctually whatever is

commanded by his general officer. And, I believe, all manner
of things of this kind could be accomplished, if there were

the same attention bestowed. Very many things could be

regimented, organised into this mute system;—and perhaps

in some of the mechanical, commercial and manufacturing

departments some i '-.int incipiences may be attempted before
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very long. For the saving of human labour, and the avoid-

ance of human misery, the effects would be incalculable,

were it set about and begun even in part.

Alas, it is painful to think how very far away it all is, any

real fulfilment of such things ! For I need not hide from you,

young Gentlemen,—and it is one of the last things I am going

to tell you,—that you have got into a very troublous epoch of

the world; and I don't think you will find your path in it

to be smoother than ours has been, though you have many

advantages which we had not. You have careers open to you,

by public examinations and so on, which is a thing m.uch to

be approved of, and which we hope to see perfected more

and more. All that was entirely unknown in my time, and

you have many things to recognise as advantages. But you

will find the ways of the world, I think, more anarchical than

ever. Look where one will, revolution has come upon us.

We have got into the age of revolutions. All kinds of things

are coming to be subjected to fire, as it were : hotter and

hotter blows the element round everything. Curious to see

how, in Oxford and other places that used to seem as lying at

anchor in the stream of time, regardless of all changes, thty

are getting into the highest humour of mutation , and all

sorts of new ideas are afloat. It is evident that whatever

is not inconsumable, made of asbestos, will have to be burnt.

in this world. Nothing other will stand the heat it is getting

exposed to.

And in saying that, 1 am but saying in other words that

we are in an epoch of anarchy. Anarchy plus a constable

!

[LaHi^hter.] There is nobody that picks one's pocket with-

out some policeman being ready to take him up [Renaved

laughter]. But in every other point, man is becoming more and

inore the son, not of Cosmos, but of Chaos. He is a disobe-

dient, discontented, reckless and altogether waste kind of

object (tl>e commonplace man is, in these epochs); and

the wiser Kmd of man,—the select few, of whom I hope

you will 1) > part,— has more and more to see to this, to look

vifiilantiv forward ; and will require to move with double

wi.Miorn. VVill find, in short, that the crooked things he has

pot to pull straight in his own life all round him, wherever

he may go,are manifold, and will task all his strength,however

great it be.

But why should I complain of that eithtr ?> For that is the
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thing a man is born to, in all epochs. He is bom to expend
every particle of strength that God Almighty has given him,

in doing the work he finds he is fit for; to stand up to it to

the last breath of life, and do his best. We are called upon
to do that ; and the reward we all get,—which we are per-

fectly sure of, if we have merited it,—is that we have got the

work done, or at least that we have tried to do the work.

For that is a great blessing in itself; and I should say, there

is not very much more reward than that going in this world.

If the man gets meat and clothes, what matters it whether
he buy those necessaries with seven thousand a year, or with

seven million, could that be, or with seventy pounds a year?

He can get meat and clothes for that; and be will find

intrinsically, if he is a wise man, wonderfully little real

diflerence [Laughter].

On the whole, avoid what is called ambition: that is not

a fine principle to go upon,—and it has in it all degrees of

vulgarity, if that is a consideration. " Seekest thou great

thincjs, seek them not: " I warmly second that advice of the

wisest of men. Don't be ambitious; don't too much need

success; be loyal and modest Cut down the proud towering

thoughts that get into you, or see that they be pure as

well as hi^'li. There is a nobler ambition than the gain-

ing of all California would be, or the getting of all the

suffrages that are on the Planet just now [Loud and prolonged

cheers].

Finally, Gtatlemen. I have one advice to give you. which
is pnictically of very grea*^ importance, though a very

humble one. In the midst of your zeal and ardour,—for

such, 1 foresee, rill rise high enough, in spite of all the counsels

to moderate it that I cut^ give you,—remember the care of

iiv ilth. I have no doubt you have among you young souk
ardently bent to consider life cheap, for the purpose of getting

forward in what they are aiming at of high; but you are to

consider throughout, much more than is done at present, and
wh: t it would have been a very great thing for me if I had
been able to consider, that health is a thing to be attended to

continually ; that you are to regard that as the very highest

of ah temporal things for you [Applause]. There is no kind

of achipvement you could make in the world that is equal

to perfect hedth. What to it are nuggets and millions?
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The French financier said, " Why, is there no sleep to be sold
!

"

Sleep was not in the market at any quotation [Laughter and

applause].

It is a curious thing, which I remarked long ago, and

have often turned in my head, that the old word for " holy
"

in the Teutonic languages, heilig, also means " healthy
"

Ai ni • health-
': its deriva-

le" (..ith a

it .
i the same

1 lijr definition

Thus llcilbronn means indifferently " hoh

well." We have in the Scotch, too, " \\i.> -<

tives; an'^, I suppose, our English word "' wl

"w"), all «;f one piece, without any koh •

word. I find that you could not get arsy

of what " holy " really is than " healt!.y.' Completely

healthy; mens sana in corpore sano [Applause]. A man
all lucid, and in equilibrium. His intellect a clear mirror

geometrically plane, brilliantly sensitive to all objects and

impressions made on it, and imaging all things in their correct

proportions; not twisted up into convex or concave, and

distorting everything, so that he cannot see the truth of the

matter without endless groping and manipulation: healthy,

clear and free, and discerning truly all round him. We never

can attain that at all. In fact, the operations we have got

into are destructive of it. Yoa cannot, if you are going to

do any decisive intellectual operation that will last a long

while; if, for instance, you are going to write a book,—you

cannot manage it (at least, I never could) without getting

de( idedly made ill by it: a"l really one nevertheless m.ust;

if it is your business, you are obliged to follow out whai you

are at, and to do it, if even at the expens'- of health ' >nly

remember, at all times, to get back as fast a^ possible oi * of it

into health ; and regard that as the real equilibrium and centre

of things. You should always look at the heilig, which

means '* holy " as well as " healthy."

And that old etymology,—what a lesson ir 13 against

certain gloomy, austere, ascetic people, who havo gone about

as if this world were all a dismal prison-house ! It has indeed

got all the ugly things in it which I have been alluding to

;

but there is an eternal sky over it; and the blessed sunshine,

the green of prophetic spring, and rich harvests coming,—all

this is in it too. Piety does not mean that a man should

make a sour face about things, and lefuse to enjoy wisely

what his Maker has given. Neither do you find it to have

been so with the best sort,—with old Knox, in particular.
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No; if you look into Knox, you will find a beautiful Scotch

humour in him, as well as the grimmest and sternest truth

when necessary, and a great deal of laughter. We find

really some of the sunniest glimpses of things come out of

Knox that I have seen in any man; for instance, in his

History of the Reformation,—which is a book I hope every one

of you will read [A()plause\, a glorious old book.

On the whole, I would bid you stand up to your work,

whatever it may be, and not be afraid of it ; not in sorrows

or ( 01 tradictions to yield, but to push on towards the goal.

And don't suppose that people are hostile to you or have

you at ill-will, in the world. In general, you will rarely find

anybody designedly doing you ill. You may feel often as

if the whole world were obstructing you, setting itself against

you : but you will find that to mean only, that the world is

travelling in a different way from you, and, rushing on in

its own path, heedlessly treads on you. That is mostly all:

to you no specific ill-will;—only each has an extremely

good-will to himself, which he has a right to have, and is

rushing on towards his object. Keep out of literature, I

should say also, as a general rule [Laughter],—though that is

by the bye. If you find many people who are hard and

indifferent to you, in a world which you consider to be

inhospitable and cruel, as often indeed happens to a tender-

hearted, striving young creature, you will also find there are

noble hearts wlio will look kindly on you; and their help

will be precious to you beyond price. You will get good

and evil as you go on, and have the success that has been

appointed you.

I will wind-up with a small bit of verse, which is from

Goethe also, and has often gone through my mind. To me
it has something of a modern psalm in it, in some measure.

It is deep as the foundations, deep and high, and it is true

and clear:—no clearer man, or nobler and grander intellect

has lived in the world, I believe, since Shakspearc left it.

This is what the poet sings;—a kind of road-melody or

marching-music of mankind:

" The Future hides in it

Gladness and sorrow;
We press still thorow.
Nought that abides in it

Daunting us,—onward.
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And solemn before us,

Veiled, the dark Portal;

Goal of the mortal:

—

Stars silent rest o'er us.

Graves under us silent

!

While earnest thou gazest,

Comes boding; of terror.

Comes phantasm and error;

Perplexes the bravest

With doubt and misgiving.

But heard are the Voices.

Heard are the SaRcs.

The Worlds and the Age-.

:

' Choose well ;
your choice is

Brief, and yet endless.

Here eyes do regard you,

In Eternity's stillness;

Here is all fulness,

Ye brave, to reward you

;

Work, and despair not.'
"

Work, and despair not: Wir heisscn ciuh hoffen, "We bid

vou be of hope ! "—let that be my last word. Gentlemen, 1

thank you for your great patience in hearmg me; and, with

many most kind wishes, say Adieu for this time.

Finis of Rectorship.—" Edinburgh University. Mr. Carlyle.

ex Lord Rector of the University of Edinburgh, has been asked to

Sliver a valedictory address to the students, but has declined.

The following is a copy of the correspondence.

"
2 S.-W. Circus Place, Edinburgh. 3d December 1868.

•' Sir,—On the strength of being Vice-President of the Com-

mittee for your election as Lord Rector of the University o Edm-

burgh I have been induced to write to you. m order to know if

vou will be able to deliver a Valedictory Address to the Students

Mr Gladstone gave us one. and we fondly hope you will find it

onven^nt to do so as well. Your Inaugural Address ,s still

treasured up in our memories, and I am ure nothing could give

us greater pleasure than once more to 1 .-^n to your words. I

u;.^t you will pardon me for this intrusion ,
and hopmg to receive

a favourable answer, I am, etc.

A. Robertson. M.A.

" T. Carlyle, Esq."
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" Chelsea, 9th December 1868.
" Dear Sir,—I much regret that a Valedictory Speech from

me, in present circumstances, is a thing I must not think of. Be
pleased to assure the young Gentlemen who were so friendly
towards me, that I have already sent them, in silence, but with
emotions deep enough, perhaps too deep, my loving Farewell
and that ingratitude, or want of regard, is by no means among
the causes that keep me absent. With a fine youthful enthu-
siasm, beautiful to look upon, they bestowed on me that bit of
honour, loyally all they had; and it has now, for reasons one
and another, become touchingly memorable to me,—touchingly
and even grandly and tragically,—never to be forgotten for the
remainder of my life.

" Bid them, in my name, if they still love me, fight the good
fight, and quit themselves like men, in the warfare, to which
they are as if conscript and consecrated, and which lies ahead.
Tell them to consult the eternal oracles (not yet inaudible, nor
ever to become so, when worthily inquired of) ; and to disregard,
nearly altogether, in comparison, the temporary noises, menacings
and deliriums. May they love Wisdom as Wisdom, if she is to
yield her treasures, must be loved,—piously, valiantly, humbly
beyond life itself or the prizes of life, with all one's heart, and all
one's soul:—in that case (I will say again), and not in any other
case, it shall be well with them.

" Adieu, my young Friends, a long adieu.

" Yours with great sincerity,

,, . „ " T. Carlyle.
A. Robertson, Esq." *

* Edinburgh Newspapers of December 12-13, 1868.



PROJECT OF A NATIONAL EXHIBITION

OF SCOTTISH PORTRAITS '

[1854]

To David Laing, Esquire (Fello-' of the Society of Antiquaries

of Scotland), Signet Library, Edinburgh

Chelsea, 3d May 1854.

Mydeak Sir,
, ^ , ., . . r c 4.- 1.

With regard to that General Exhibition of Scottish

Historical Portraits, it is certain there are many people more

qualified to speak than I. In fact, it has never been with

me more than an aspiration; an ardent wish, rather without

much hope: to make it into an executable project there are

needed far other capacities and opportunities than mme.

However, you shall at once hear what my crude notions on

the subject are or have been, since you wish it.

First of all, then, I have to tell you, as a fact of personal

experience, that in all my poor Historical investigations it has

been and always is, one of the most primary wants to procure

a bodily likeness of the personage inquired after; a good

Portrait if such exists; failing that, even an indifferent if

sincere one. In short, any representation, made by a faithtul

human creature, of that Face and Figure, which he saw with

his eyes, and which I can never see with mine, is now valuable

to me, and much better than none at all. This, which is my

own deep experience, I believe to be, in a deeper or less deep

degree, the universal one; md that every student and reader

of History, wh s.ves earnestly to conceive for himself

what manner of ?-c -. and Man this or the other vague His-

torical Name can have been, will, as the first and directest

indication of all, search eagerly for a Portrait, for all the

reasonable Portraits there are; and never rest till he have

made out, if possible, what the man's natural face was like.

' Printed in Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

vol. i. part 3 (4to, Edinburgh, 1855).
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Often I have found a Portrait superior in real instruction
to half-a-dozen written " Biographies," as Biographies are
written;—or rather, let-me say, I have found that the Por-
trait -was as a small lighted candle by which the Biographies
could for the first time be read, and some human inter-

pretation be made of them; the Btographied Personage
no longer an empty impossible Phantasm, or distracting
Aggregate of inconsistent rumours—{in which state, alas his

usual one, he is worth nothing to anybody, except it be as a
dried thistle for Pedants to thrash, and for men to fly out of
the way of),—but yielding at last some features which one
could admit to be human. Next in directness are a man's
genuine Letters, if he have left any, and you can get to read
them to the bottom: of course, a man's actions are the
most complete and indubitable stamp of him; but without
these aids, of Portraits and Letters, they are in themselves so
infinitely abstruse a stamp, and so confused by foreign
rumour and false tradition of them, as to be oftenest unde-
cipherable with certainty.

This kind of value and interest I may take as the highest
pitch of interest there is in Historical Portraits; this, which
the zealous and studious Historian feels in them: and one
may say, all men, just in proportion as they are " Historians "

(which every mortal is, who has a memory, and attachments
and possessions in the Past), will feel something of the same,
—every human creature, something. So that I suppose
there is absolutely nobody so dark and dull, and eve-^vway
sunk and stupfied, that a Series of Historical Portraits,
especially of his native country, would not be of real interest
to him;—real I mean, as coming from himself and his own
heart, not imaginary, and preached-in upon him by the
Newspapers; which is an important distinction.

And all this is quite apart from the artistic value of the
Portraits (which also is a real value, of its sort, especially for
some classes, however exaggerated it may sometimes be):
all this is a quantity to be added to the artistic value, what-
ever it may be ; and appeals to a far deeper and more universal
principle in human nature than the love of Pictures is. Of
which principle some dimmer or clearer form may be seen
continually active wherever men are;—in your Antiquarian
Museum, for example, may be seen, giving Very conspicuous
proofs of itbclf, sanctioned more or less by all the worid!
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Tf .nP would buy an indisputably authentic old shoe of

wiUramWa lace for hundreds of pounds, and run to look at

om ^1 ends of Scotland, what would one give for an

authentic visible shadow of his face, could such, by art

Tht^XtTrucrme'th^^^^^^^
J rtnscend L w^rth all other kinds of National Collections

If Stures whatever; that in fact they ought to exist (for

of l^ictures wndLc
,

weight) in every country, as

'"'nL' hrmosfpSuiar and cherished National Possessions:

'
nrf it^s Tt a ?oyful reflection, but an extremely mournful

lit in no country is there at present such a thing to be

S:el^-oXy^f^r-i:-
veHhere harbeen no second attempt that I can heaf

/>J-

AVmatters stand, Historical Portraits abound in England
;
butS they are, or where any individual of them is, no man

Tair^^teTarnt^t intelligent and^l^^^^^^^^^^^

^S^Se^p^^^r^Sir^ha^^^
e;ln much the rlverse. The sad rule holds m all co^^^^nes^^^^

n the Dresden Gallery, for instance, Y^^ .^^d Fla>m^^^^

of Bartholomew, Flayings of Marsyas Rape^ o/

of ISkh
hnt if vou ask for a Portrait of Martin Luther, ot l^nearicn

the wfsenay ev^n of August the Big, of Marshal Saxe or

;tr Coukt B^^^^^ you will find no -t- actory^^^^^^^^^^^

P.erlin itself, which affects to be a wiser city, I found, not long

t P cture-Galleries not a few, with ancient and modern

'wii in abundance and superabundance,-whole acres o

;; thlo^^^^^^^^^^ (Tower .f Babel, and I know no

what^ by Kaulbach and others, still going on
:
but a genmne

Po^ufaiUf Frederic the Great was a thing I couM nowhere hear

f Th.tkstranse but that is true. I roamed through

IdlelLs (^ SesTi^^^^^^ far and wide, even Sculptor

Rauch ouTd tell me nothing: at last it was chiefly by good

luck that the thing I was in quest ot turned up.-This I find
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to be one of the saddest of those few defects in the world which
are easily capable of remedy: I hope you in Scotland, in thenew National Museum " we hear talk of, will have a goodeye to this, and remedy it n your own case! Scotland atpresent is not worse than other countries in the point in
question: but neither is it at all better; and as Scotland
unlike some other countries, has a Plistory of a very readable
nature, and has never published even an engraved series
of National Portraits, porhaps the evil is more sensible and
patent there than elsewhere. It is an evil which should
be everywhere remedied: and if Scotland be the first to setan example m that respect, Scotland will do honourably bv
herself, and achieve a benefit to all the world.

From this long Prologue, if you have patience to consider
it over you will see sufficiently what my notion of themam rules for executing the Project would be. The grand
interest to be held in view is that which I have defined a.
the Historian s, the ingenuous sincere Student of History's
Ingenuous and smcere student; not pedantic, fantastic and
imaginary! It seems to me all real interest for the other
classes of mankind, down to the most ignorant class, mav
well be considered as only a more and more diluted form of
that mterest The rule therefore is, Walk straight towards
that; not refusing to look to the right and left, but keeping
your face steadily on that: if you can manage to secure that

wf% ?!
will follow from it, or attend it. Ask always,What would the best-informed and most ingenuous Scottish

soul hke most to see, for illuminating and verifying of Scottish
History to himself ? This is what it concerns us to try if we
can get for him and for the world ;-and, on the whole, this
only; for it is certam, all other men will by and by follow this
best-informed and most ingenuous one; and at the end of
the account, if you have served him well, you will tum-oir
to fiave served everybody well.

,
Great zeal, great industry will of course be needed in hunt-mg-up what Portraits there are, scattered wide over country

mansions m all parts of Scotland ;-in gathering-in youV
raw-material, so to speak. Next, not les?, but even more

'^nlT.'
""'" be skill,-knowledge, judgment, and above

ail, hdehty -jn selecting, exhibiting and elucidating these.Ihat indeed, I reckon, will be the vitalest condition of all-
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the cardinal point, on v. hich success or failure will turn You

will need the best Pictorial judgment (some faithful critic who

S ly knouts the Schools and Epochs of Art a httle and can

help towards the solution of so many thmgs that will depend

on that); especially all the Historical knowledge and good

sense that can be combined upon the business will be mdis-

nensable ! For the rest, I would sedulously avoid all concern

with the vulgar Showman or Charlatan line of action in his

matter. For though the thing must depend, a good deal at

kast, on popular support, the real way to get that (especially

n such a matter) is, to deserve it: the thing can by no means

be done by Yavkee-Barnum methods; nor should it, if it

could -In a word, here as everywhere, to wmnow-out the

chaff of the business, and present in a clear and pure state

what of wheat (little or much) may be m it; on this, as 1

compute, the Project will stand or fall If faith uUy exe-

cuted,-the chaff actually well suppressed, the wheat honestly

given,-I cannot doubt but it might succeed. Let it but

nromise to deserve success, I suppose honourable help

might be got for it among the wealthier and wiser classes of

Scotchmen. ._ . t v, u
But to come now to your more specific questions, 1 should

beinclined, on the above principles, to judge:

1° That no living Scotchman's portrait should be admitted,

however "Historical" it promised to be. And I would

farther counsel that you should be extremely chary about

such
" Historical men " as have died within the last twenty-

five or thirty years; it requires always the space of a genera-

tion to discriminate between popular monstrosities and

Historical realities, in the matter of Men,-to let mere dust-

clouds settle into their natural place and bulk. But from tnat

point, especially from the beginning of this century, you

have free scope, and ever freer, backwards to the very

beginning of things,-which, alas, in the Pictorial respect

I fear will only be some two or three centuries, or little more

!

The oldest Scottish portrait I can recollect to have seen, ot

anv worth, is that of James IV. (and only as an engravmg,

the original at Taymouth), though probably enough you may

know of older. But for the earlier figures,-! would go

back to Cohn and Adamnan,—if I could, by any old illumin-

ated missal or otherwise? You will have engravings, coins,

casts of sepulchral monuments-I have seen Bruce s skuU,
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at least, cast in plaster! And ren^ er always that any
genuine help to conceive the actua' .vcness of the man will

be welcome, in these as indeed in all cases. The one question
is, that they be genuine (or, if not, well marked as doubtful,

and in what degree doubtful); that they be " helps," instead
of hindrances and criminal misguidances

!

2°. In regard to modem pictures representing historical

events, my vote would clearly be. To make the rule absolute
not to admit any one of these; at least not until I saw one
that was other than an infatuated blotch of insincere ignorance,
and a mere distress to an earnest and well-instructed eye!
Since the time of Hollar, there is not the least veracity, e\en
of intention, in such things; and, for most part, there is an
ignorance altogether abject. Wilkie's John Knox, for ex-
ample : no picture that I ever saw by a man of genius can well

be, in regard to all earnest purposes, a more perfect failure

!

Can anything, in fact, be more entirely useless for earnest
purposes, more unlike what ever could have been the reality,

than that gross Energumen, more like a boxing Butcher,
whom he has set into a pulpit surrounded with draperies,
with fat-shouldered women, and play-actor men in mail, and
labelled Knox? I know the picture only by engravings,
always hasten-on when I see it in a window, and would not
for much have it hung on the wall beside me! So, too, I

have often seen a Battle of Worcester, by some famed Aca-
demician or other, which consists of an angry man and horse
(man presumably intended for Cromwell, but not like him),—
rnan, with heavy flapping Spanish cloak, etc., and no hat to

his head, firing a pistol over his shoulder into what seems
a dreadful shower of rain in the distance ! What can be the
use of such things, except to persons who have turned their

back on real interests, and gone wool-gathering in search of

imaginary ? All that kind of matter, as indisputable " chafT,"

ought to be severely purged away.
3°. With respect to plurality of portraits, when you ha\e

the offer of more than one.? The answer to that, on the
principles already stated, will come out different in different

cases, and be an affair of consideration and compromise. For
the earlier (and more uncertain) figures, I should incline

to admit all that could be got; certainly all that could be
found genuine, that were "helps," as above said. Nay,
such even as were only half-genuine, if there were no others;
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markine well their doubtful character. As you come lower

Town the selection will be stricter ; and in quite modern times

when' pictures are plentiful, I should think one portra

wouW in general be the rule. But of course respect must

Thad to the importance of the man, the ^^cdlenceoij.^

^oruaits offered (or their peculiar
^J^J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

ihe quantity of house-room you are like to haxe etc., etc

and the decision will be the summary and ad]ustment of all

these considerations. , , ,

For example, during the Reformatton penod I ^V^d take

of lohn Knox, and his consorts and adversaries (Lethmgton,

Kirkcaldy, Regents Murray, Morton, and Mar, Buchanan,

B^thw u!'even Rizzio, and the like), any picture I could ge

all attrhable pictures, engravings, etc., or almost all, unless

?he numerous than I suppose,-might promise to be

.' h nat great scarcity, and great destre to be helped.

W'hMe ar ., in reference to The Forty-five, where pictures

abou.J, and where the personages and their affair are so

tnfinitely insignificant in comparison, I should expect that

one po trait, and that only of the very topmost men, would

we7suffice. Yet there is a real interest, too in that poor

Forty-five,-for, in f^ne, we lie very near it s^i
,
and that is

always a great point; and I should somehow like to have a

mIvIv a Sir Tohn Cope, Wade, and Duke of Cumberland

fmuided in bi
'^^^^

'' illustrative Notes," if that were

nossiWe Nay, I really think it should be done; and, on

?he whole, perceive thit The Forty-five will be one of your

"Tr'qt"lt''Who is a Historical Character-' is, in

manv cases already settled, and, m most cases, will be

Sle of asy settlement. In general, whoever bves in the

memory of Scotchmen, whoever is yet practically recognisable

Ts rconspicuous worker, speaker, singer, or sufferer in the

past ime^of Scotland, he is a ^ Historical Charac er, and

we shall be glad to see the veritable likeness of him. For

examples gfven at random -.-George Buchanan, David

rTzSo, Lord Hailes, Lord Kames, Monboddo Bozzy Burns,

clwin Douglas, ^arbour, Jamie Thomson. I would take m

and eagerly, David Dale (of the cotton manufacture) less

eagerW Dundas (of the suffrage ditto) and, m general askS Who said, did, or suffered anything truly memorable,

S\v n anything till much remembered? From Bruce down
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to Heathfield and Abercromby, the commrn History-boob
will direct you plentifully as to one class; and for the others
knowledge and good judgment will be the methods.

'

4 . Lastly, as to the Catalogue. I am accustomed to con-
ceive the Catalogue, if well done, as one of the best parts of
the whole. Brevity, sound know' dge, exactitude, fidelity
ought to be the characteristic of every feature of it. Say you
allow, on the average, not more than half a page to each, in bv
far the majority of cases; hardly more than a page lo any
historical, lucid, above all things exact. I would give the
essence of the man's history, condensed to the very utmost-
the dates, his birth, death, main transactions,- in short the
*o«*5 of his history; then add reference to books and sources
(carefully distinguishing the good from the less good), where
his history and character can be learned farther by such as
wish to study it. Afterwards in a line or two, indicate the
actual habitat of the picture here exhibited; its history if
It have one

;
that it is known to be by such and such a master

(and on what authority), or that it is only guessed. What
value and excellence might lie in such a Catalogue, if rightly
done I need not say to David Laing; nor what labour,
knowledge and resources would be needed to do it well'
Perhaps divided among several men (with some head to
preside over all), according to the several periods and classes
of subject;—I r n perceive jcork enough for you, among
others, there i5ut on the whole, it could be done; and it
would be well worth doing, and a permanently useful thing
I would have It printed in some bound form, not as a pam-
phlet but still very cheap ; I should expect a wide immediate
sale for it at railway stations and elsewhere while the Exhibi-
tion went on and a steady and permanent sale for it after-
wards for a ong time indesd. A modern Nicolson, done
according to the real want of the present day ; and far beyond
what any Histoncal Library," with its dusty pedantries,
ever was before

!

j r >

But enough now. Your patience must not be quite ridden
to death, and the very paper admonishes me to have done
Accept m good part what hasty stuflE I have written; forgive
it at least I must say, this small National Project has again
grown to look quite beautiful to me -^-possible surely in some
form, and full of uses. Probably the real " Crystal Palace

"
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1

that would beseem poor old Scotland in these days of Exhibi-

tions -a country rather eminently rich m men perhaps,

which is the pearl and soul of all other " riches.

Believe me yours ever truly,

T. Carlvi.e.^

1 Some efforts I beUevc, were made in the direction indicated by

GenUemcn ofth^ Antiquarian Society and others; but as Vet without

SS •• Exhibition •• coming to Ught. Later, and for Br.tarn at

ffrL we have had. bv the Government itself, some kmd of Com-

Slon " or "Board "appointed, for forminR a permanent
'
Natjona^

SaU-Gallery,"-with what success is still to be seon.-(Xole 0/1857.)



DEATH OF EDWARD IRVING'

[1835]

Edward Irving's warfare has closed; if not in victory, yet
in invincibility, and faithful endurance to the end. 'ihe
Spirit of the Time, which could not enlist him as its soldier
must needs, in all ways, fight against him as its enemy: it has
done its part, and he has done his. One of the noblest natures;
a man of antique heroic nature, in questionable modern garni-
ture, which he could not wear! Around him a distracted
society, vacant, prurient; heat and darkness, and what these
two may breed

: mad extremes of flattery, followed by madder
contumely, by indifference and neglect! These were the
conflicting elements; this is the result they have made out
among them. The voice of our " son of thunder,"—with its

deep tone of wisdom that belonged to all articulate-speaking
ages, never inaudible .,,nid wildest dissonances that belong
to this marticukte age, which slumbers and somnambulates,
which cannot speak, but only screech and gibber,—has gone
silent so soon. Closed are those lips. The large heart, with
:ts large bounty, where wretchedness found solacement, and
they that were wandering in darkness the light as of a home,
has paused. The strong man can no more: beaten-on from
without, undermined from within, he has had to sink over-
wearied, as at nightfall, when it was yet but the mid-season of
day. Irving was forty-two years and some months old:
Scotland sent him forth a Herculean man; our mad Babylon
wore him and wasted him, with all her engines; and it took
her twelve years. He sleeps with his fathers, in that loved
birth-land: Babylon with its deafening inanity rages on;
but to him henceforth innocuous, unheeded—forever.

Reader, thou hast seen and heard the man, as who has not,
—with wise or unwise wonder; thou shalt not see or hear
him agam. The work, be what it might, is done ; dark
curtams r over it, enclose it ever deeper nto the unchange-

* Fraser's Magazine, No. 61.

182
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Ki. Past Think, for perhaps thou art one of a thousand,

^^A !ihv SO to think That here cnce more was a genuine

and ^^'«^,*^.y °
^. our nngen. me vV .itasmapory of a Nvorld,

man sent into t"';°';'^ ""^jj"
\, ^. that here once more,

'"fl:^f^^^^^^ -cade, was enacted the old

S dy'and h?s hkd its fifth-act now, of The Messenger of

X^X^:^^;^^^^- - awake; and one

i^^ shalt cease to dream.

This man was appointed ^Chmtian fnest; a^^^^^^^

with the whole force that was m him ^ohe it. To be 't in a

time of Tithe Controversy, Encyclopedis.
;

Cathdic nt

that approached hunhs^ A g ant
^^^

'— -HaiSuet^i >of«i'S

fnTuch mtod incongruous element had the young soul to

T^neve«hel.s>did.w^^^^^^^^

was not. in that November 1822, when he first amvea
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Iskn/
^^^ *^°^^ ^"" °^ ^^^'^^ energetic life is. all these

By a fatal chance, Fashion cast her eye on him, as on some
impersonation of Novel-Cameronianism, some wild Product ofNature from the wild mountains; Fashion crowded roundhim with her meteor lights and Bacchic dances; breathed
her foul incense on him; intoxicating, poisoning. One mavsay, It was his own nobleness that forwarded such ruin- the
excess of his sociability and sympathy, of his value for tl-
suffrages and sympathies of men. Siren songs, as of a newMoral Reformation (sons of Mammon, and high sons of Belialand Beelzebub, to become sons of God, and the gumflowers
pt Almack s to be made living roses in a new Eden), soundm the inexperienced ear and heart. Most seductive, most
delusive

!
Fashiori went her idle way, to gaze on Egyptian

Crocodiles, Iroquois Hunters, or what else there might be
forgot this man,—who unhappily could not in his turn forcret'
Ihe intoxicating poison had been swallowed; no force of
natural health could cast it out. Unconsciously, for most
part in deep unconsciousness, there was now the impossi-
bihty to live neglected; to walk on the quiet paths, where
alone it is well with us. Singularity must henceforth succeed
SinguVanty. foulest Circean draught, thou poison of
I'opular Applause! madness is in thee, and death; thy end
is Bedlani and the Grave. For the last seven years, Irvin-
forsaken by the world, strove either to recall it, or to forsake
It; shut himself up m a lesser world of ideas and persons, and
lived isolated there. Neither in this was there health: for
this man such isolation was not fit, such ideas, such persons.
One light still shone on him; alas, through a medium moreand more turbid: the light from Heaven. His Bible was

there, wherein must lie healing for all sorrows. To the Bible
he more and more exclusively addressed himself. If it is the
written Word of God, shall it not be the acted Word too ? Is
It mere sound, then; black printer's-ink on white rag-paper?A half-man could have passed on without answering; a wholeman must answer. Hence Prophecies of Millenniums, Gifts
ot I ongues -whereat Orthodoxy prims herself into decent
wonder, and waves her, Avaunt ! Irving clave to his Belief,
as to his soul s soul: followed it whithersoever, through earth
or air, it might lead him ; toiling as never man toiled to spread
It, to gam the world's ear for it,-in vain. Ever wilder waxed
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the confusion without and within. The misguided noble-

mtded had now nothing left to do but die He died the

death of the true and brave. His last words, they say, were

:

"In life and in death I am the Lord's."-Amen !
Amen

!

One who knew him well, and may with good cause love

him, has said:
" But for Irving, I had never known what the

communion of man with man means. His was the free.t

br^therliest, bravest human soul mine ever came m contact

Sth I call him, on the whole, the best man I have ever, after

trial enough, found in this world, or now hope to find.

"The first time I saw Irving was six-and-twenty years ago,

in his native town, Annan. He was fresh from Edinburgh,

with College prizes high character and promise
:
he had come

To see our Schoohnaste'r, who had also been h^ U e heard of

famed Professors, of high matters classical,
'J'---'^'^^\'^2h

Se Wonderland of Knowledge: nothing but joy, health

hopefulness without end, looked out from the bloommg young

man The last time I saw him was three months ago, m

London. Friendliness still beamed in his eyes, but now from

aS unquiet fire; his face was flaccid, wasted, unsound;

h^ary as with extreme age: he was tremblmg over the brink

of the grave.-Adieu, thou first Friend ; adieu, while this con-

futed Twilight of Existence lasts! Might we meet where

Twilight has become Day !

"



CHARACTERISTICS '

[1831]

The healthy know not of their health, but onlv the sick: this
is the Physician's Aphorism; and applicable in a far wider
sense than he gives it. We may say, it holds no less in moral
intellectual, political, poetical, than in merely corporeal thera-
peutics; that wherever, or in what shape soever, powers of
the sort which can be named vital are at work, herein lies the
test of their working right or working wrong.

In the Body, for example, as all doctors are agreed, the
first condition of complete health is, that each organ perform
its function unconsciously, unheeded; let but any organ
announce its separate existence, were it even boastfully, and
for pleasure, not for pain, then already has one of those
unfortunate " false centres of sensibility " established itself,

already is derangement there. The perfection of bodily well-
being is, that the collective bodily activities seem one; and
be manifested, moreover, not in themselves, but in the action
they accomplish. If a Dr. Kitchiner boast that his system ism high order, Dietetic Philosophy may indeed take credit;
but the true Peptician was that Countryman who answered
that, " for his part, he had no system." In fact, unity, agree-
ment is always silent, or soft-voiced; it is onlv discord that
loudly proclaims itself. So long as the several elements of
Life, all fitly adjusted, can pour forth their movement like
harmonious tuned strings, it is a melody and unison; Life,
from its mysterious fountains, flows out as in celestial music
and diapason,—which also, like that other music of the
spheres, even because it is perennial and complete, without

^ Edinburgh Review, No. 108.— i. "An Essay on the Origin andProspects of Man." By Thomas Hope. 3 vols^vo. London. 183

1

c„ u
^"^"osoiphische Vorlesungen, insbesondere iiber Philosophie derbprache und des Wortes. Geschrieben und vorgetragen zu Dresdenim December 1828, und in den ersten Tagen des Januars 1829 "

il^r^'^H''^
Lectures especially on the Philosophy of Language and

t«!«^'"//k^P^^^*''^ ^"*/?" ^°^ delivered at Dresden in December

III. vtennl ^f^
^q"^^^'^ °^ January 1829). By Friedrich von Schlegel.

186
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jntf-rruDtion and without imperfection, might be fabled to

ape ?he ear. Thus too, in some languages, is the state of

hSth well denoted by a term expressing umty; when we

feel ourselves as we wish to be, we say that we are whole

FeHortals, it is to be feared, are permanently blessed

wifhTh^ felicity of " having no system; " nevertheless, most

: us looking back on young years, may remember seasons of

V light aerial translucency and elasticity and perfect freedom

Sody iad not yet become the prison-house o the soul, but

nsts vehicle and implement, like a creature of the thought,

nd together pliant to its bidding. We knew not that we

Tad mbl we only lifted, hurled, and leapt ;
through eye and

ar and all avenies of sense, came clear unimpeded tidmgs

rom without, and from within issued clear victorious force;

wHtood as in the centre of Nature, giymg and receiving

L hamony with it all; unlike Virgil's Husbandmen, too

appXaL. we did not know our Blessedness. 'In those

days health and sickness were foreign traditions that did not

concern us; our whole being was as yet One, the whole man

Rean incorporated Will. Such, were Rest or ever-successful

Tabour the human lot, might our Ufe continue to be: a pure

perpetual, unregarded music; a beam of perfect white light

Sring all thbgs visible, but itself unseen, even because it

vas of that perfect whiteness, and no irregular obstruction

had vet broken it into colours. The beginnmg of Inquiry is

Disease: all Science, if we consider well, as it must have

originated in the feeling of something bemg wrong, so it is

and continues to be but Division, Dismemberment, and

partial healing of the wrong. Thus, as was of fynrtten

the Tree of Knowledge springs from a root of evil, and bears

fruits of good and evil. Had Adam remained m Paradise,

there had been no Anatomy and no Metaphysics

But, alas, as the Philosopher declares. Life itself is a

diseas ; a 'working incited by suffering; 'action frorn

passion! The memory of that first state of Freedom and

paradisaic Unconsciousness has faded away into an ideal

poetic dream. We stand here too conscious of many thmgs.

with Knowledge, the symptom of ^^^erangement, we must

even do our l^st to restore a little Order. Lie is m few

instances, and at rare intervals, the diapason of a heavenly

melody ; oftenest the fierce jar of disruptions and convul^iom

which, do what we will, there is no disregarding. Neverthe-
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less, such IS still the wish of Nature on our behalf; in all vit i

action, her manifest purpose and effort is, that we should he
unconscious of it, and, like the peptic Countrymaii, neverknow that we " have a system." For, indeed, vital action
everywhere is emphatically a means, not an end; Life is not
given us for the mere sake of Living, but always with an
ulterior external Aim: neither is it on the process, on themeans, but rather on the result, that Nature, in any of her
doings IS wont to intrust us with insight and volition
Jioundless as is the domain of man, it is but a small fractional
proportion of it that he rules with Consciousness and bv
forethought: what he can contrive, nay what he can alto-
gether know and comprehend, is essentially the mechanical
small; the great is ever, in one sense or other, the vital •

it is
essentially the mysterious, and only the surface of it can b^
understood. But Nature, it might seem, strives, like i kind
mother, to hide from us even this, that she is a mystery she
will have us rest on her beautiful and awful bosom as if it were
our secure home; on the bottomless boundless Deep, whereon
ah Imman thmgs fearfully and wonderfully swim, she will
have us walk and build, as if the film which supported us
there (which any scratch of a bare bodkin will rend asunder
any sputter of a pistol-shot instantaneously burn up) were
no film, but a solid rock-foundation. Forever in the neigh-
bourhood of an inevitable Death, man can forget that he isbom to die; of his Life, which, strictly meditated, contains in
It an Immensity and an Eternity, he can conceive lightlv as
of a simple implement wherewith to do day-labour and earn
wages. So cunmngly does Nature, the Mother of all highest
Art, which only apes her from afar, " body forth the Finite
from the Infinite; " and guide man safe on his wondrous path
not more by endowing him with vision, than, at the right place
with blmdness! Undex all her works, chiefly under her
noblest work, Life, lies a basis of Darkness, which she
benignantly conceals; in Life too, the roots and inward cir-
culations which stretch down fearfully to the regions of Death
and Night, shall not hint of their existence, and only the fair
stem with Its leaves and flowers, shone on by the fair sun,
shall disclose itself, and joyfully grow.
However, without venturing into the abstruse, or too

eagerly asking Why and How, in things where our answer
must needs prove, m great part, an echo of the question, let
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us be content to remark farther, in the merely historical way,

how that Aphorism of the bodily Physician nolds good m
Quite other departments. Of the Soul, with her activities,

we shall find it no less true than oi the Body: nay, cry the

Spiritualists, is not that very division of the unity, Man, into

a dualism of Soul and Body, itself the symptom of disease;

as perhaps, your frightful theory of Materialism, of his being

but a Body, and therefore, at least, once more a unity, may

be the paroxysm which was critical, and the beginning of cure

!

But omitting this, we observe, with confidence enough, that

the truly strong mind, view it as Intellect, as Morality, or

under any other aspect, is nowise the mind acquainted with its

strength; that here as before the sign of health is Uncon-

sciousness. In our inward, as in our outward world, what is

mechanical lies open to us; not what is dynamical and has

vitality. Of our Thinking, we might say, it is but the mere

upper surface that we shape into articulate Thoughts;—

underneath the region of argument and conscious discourse,

lies the region of meditation; here, in its quiet mysterious

depths, dwells what vital force is in us; here, if aught is to be

created, and not merely manufactured and cornmumcated,

must the work go on. Manufacture is intelligible, but trivial

;

Creation is great, and cannot be understood. Thus if the

Debater and Demonstrator, whom we may rank as the lowest

of true thinkers, knows what he has done, and how he did it,

the Artist, whom we rank as the highest, knows not; must

speak of Inspiration, and in one or the other dialect, call his

work the gift of a divinity.
, ,. » r u-

But on the whole " genius is ever a secret to itself ;
of this

old truth we have, on all sides, daily evidence. The Shak-

speare takes no airs for writing Hamlet and the Tempest,

understands not that it is anything surprising: Milton, again,

is more conscious of his faculty, which accordingly is an

inferior one. On the other hand, what cackling and strutting

must we not often hear and see, when, in sonie shape of

academical prolusion, maiden speech, review article, this or

the other well-fledged goose has produced its goose-egg, of

quite measurable value, were it the pink of its whole kind ;
and

wonders why all mortals do not wonder

!

Foolish enough ^jO, was the College Tutor's surprise at

Walter Shandy: how, though unread in Aristotle, he could

nevertheless argue; and not knowing the name of any
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dialectic tool, handled them all to perfection. Is it the skil-

fulest anatomist that cuts the best figure at Sadler's Wells?
or does the boxer hit better for knowing that he has a flexor
longus and a flexor brevis ? But indeed, .t^ in the higher case
of the Poet, so here in that of the Speaker and Inquirer, the
true force is an unconscious one. The healthy Understand-
ing, we should say, is not the Logical, argumentative, but
the Intuitive; for the end of Understanding is not to prove
and find reasons, but to know and believe. Of logic, and its

limits, and uses and abuses, there were much to be said and
examined

; one fact, however, which chiefly concerns us here,
has long been familiar: that the man of logic and the man of
insight; the Reasoner and the Discoverer, or even Knower.
are quite separable,—indeed, for most part, quite separate
characters. In practical matters, for example, has it not be-
come almost proverbial that the man of logic cannot prosper?
This is he whom business-people call Systematic and Theoriser
and Word-monger; his vital intellectual force lies dormant
or extinct, his whole force is mechanical, conscious: of such a
one it is foreseen that, when once confronted with the infinite

complexities oi t'e real world, his little compact theorem of
the world will be found wanting; that unless he can throw it

overboard and become a new creature, he will necessarily
founder. Nay, in mere Speculation itself, the most in-

effectual of all characters, generally speaking, is your
dialectic man-at-arms ; were he armed cap-a-pie in syllogistic-

mail of proof, and perfect master of logic-fence, how little

does it avail him! Consider the old Schoolmen, and their
pilgrimage towards Truth: the faithfulest endeavour, inces-
sant unwearied motion, often great natural vigour; only no
progress: nothing but antic feats of one limb poised against
the other; there they balanced, somersetted, and made
postures; at best gyrated swiftly, with some pleasure, like

Spinning Dervishes, and ended where they began. So is it, so
will it always be, with all System-makers and builders of
logical card-castles; of which class a certain remnant must,
in every age, as they do in our own, survive and build. Logic
is good, but it is not the best. The Irrefragable Doctor, with
his chains of induction, his corollaries, dilemmas and other
cunning logical diagrams and apparatus, will cast you a
beautiful horoscope, and speak reasonable things ; neverthe-
less your stolen jewel, which you wanted him to find you, is
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not forthcoming. Often by some winged word, winged as the

thunderbolt is, of a Luther, a Napoleon, a Goethe, shall we

,ee the difficulty split asunder, and .ts secret laid bare; while

the Irrefrai?able, with all his logical tools, hews at it, and

hovers round it, and finds it on all hands too hard for him.

\crain in the difference between Oratory and Rhetoric,

as "indeed everywhere in that superiority of what is called the

Natural over the Artificial, we find a similar illustration.

The Orator persuades and carries all with him. he knows not

how the Rhetorician can prove that he ought to have per-

suaded and carried all with him: the one is ma state ot

healthy unconsciousness, as if he " had no system ;
the other,

in virtue of regimen and dietetic punctuality, feels at best

thn
" his system is in high order." So stands it, in short,

with all the forms of Intellect, whether as directed to the

findin- of truth, or to the fit imparting thereof; to Poetry

to Eloquence, to depth of Insight, which is the basis of both

these- always the characteristic of right, performance is a

certain spontaneity, an unconsciousness; " the healthy know

not of their health, but only the sick.' bo that the old

precept of the critic, as crabbed as it looked to his ambitious

disciple, might contain in it a most fundamental truth,

applicable to us all, and in much else than Literature:

••Whenever you have written any sentence that looks par-

ticularly excellent, be sure to blot it out." In like manner,

under milder phraseology, and with a meaning Purposely

much wider, a living Thinker has taught us: '' Of the Wrong

we are always conscious, of the Right never.

But if such is the law with regard to Speculation and the

Intellectual power of man, much more is it with regard to

Conduct, and the power, manifested chiefly therein which

we name Moral. " Let not thy left hand know what thy

right hand doeth: " whisper not to thy own heart. How

worthy is this action!—for then it is already becoming worth-

less The good man is he who works continually m welldoing

;

to whom welldoing is as his natural existence, awakening no

astonishment, requiring no commentary; but there, like a

thing of course, and as if it could not but be so. Self-contem-

plation, on the other hand, is infallibly the symptom of dis-

ease, be it or be it not the sign of cure. An unhealthy Virtue

is one that consumes itself to leanness in repenting and

anxiety; or. still worse, that inflates itself mto dropsical
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boastfulness and vainglory: either way, there is a self-
seeking; an unprofitable looking behind us to measure the
way we have made: whereas the sole concern is to walk
continually forward, and make more way. If in any sphere
of man's life, then in the Moral sphere, as the inmost and most
vital of all, it is good that there be wholeness; that there be
unconsciousness, which is the evidence of this. Let the free
reasonable Will, which dwells in us, as in our Holy of Holies'
be indeed free, and obeyed like a Divinity, as is its right and
Its effort: the perfect obedience will be the silent one. Such
perhaps were the sense of that maxim, enunciating, as is

usual, but the half of a truth: To say that we have a clear
conscience, is to utter a solecism; had we never sinned, we
should have had no conscience. Were defeat unknown
neither would victory be celebrated by songs of triumph.

This, true enough, is an ideal, impossible state of being;
yet ever the go"l towards which our actual state of being
strives; which it is the more perfect the nearer it can approach.
Nor, in our actual world, where Labour must often prove
z«effectual, and thus in all senses Light alternate with Dark-
ness, and the nature of an ideal Morality be much modified
IS the case, thus far, materially different. It is a fact which
escapes no one, that, generally speaking, whoso is acquainted
with his worth has but a little stock to cultivate acquaintance
with. Above all, the public acknowledgment of such acquaint-
ance, indicating that it has reached quite an intimate footing
bodes ill. Already, to the popular judgment, he who talks
much about Virtue in the abstract, begins to be suspect; it is

shrewdly guessed that where there is great preaching, there
will be little almsgiving. Or again, on a wider scale, we can
remark that ages of Heroism are not ages of Moral Philosophy
Virtue, when it can be philosophised of, has become aware
of Itself, is sickly and beginning to decline. A spontaneous
habitual all-pervading spirit of Chivalrous Valour shrinks
together, and perks itself up into shrivelled Points of Honour-
humane Courtesy and Nobleness of mind dwindle into punc-
tilious Politeness, " avoiding meats; " " paying tithe of mint
and anise, neglecting the weightier matters of the law."
Goodness, which was a rule to itself, must now appeal to Pre-
cept, and seek strength from Sanctions ; the Freewill no longer
reigns unquestioned and by divine right, but like a mere
earthly sovereign, by expediency, by Rewards and Punish-
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ments: or rather, let us say, the Freewill, so far as may be,

has abdicated and withdrawn into the dark, and a spectral

nightmare of a Necessity usurps its throne; for now that

mysterious Self-impulse of the whole man, heaven-inspired,

and in all senses partaking of the Infinite, being captiously

questioned in a finite dialect, and answering, as it needs must,

bv silence,—is conceived as non-extant, and only the outward

Mechanism of it remains acknowledged: of Volition, except

as the synonym of Desire, we hear nothing; of " Motives,"

without any Mover, more than enough.

So too, when the generous Affeci.ions have become wellnigh

paralytic, we have the reign of Sentimentality, The great-

ness, the profitableness, at any rate the extremely ornamental

nature of high feeling, and the luxury of doing good; charity,

love, self-forgetfulness, devotedness and all manner of godlike

magnanimity,—are everywhere insisted on, and pressingly

inculcated in speech and writing, in prose and verse; Socinian

Preachers proclaim " Benevolence " to all the four winds,

and have Truth engraved on their watch-seals: unhappily

with little or no effect. Were the limbs in right walking

order, why so much demonstrating of motion ? The barrenest

of all mortals is the Sentimentalist. Granting even that he

were sincere, and did not wilfully deceive us, or without first

deceiving himself, what good is in him ? Does he not lie there

as a perpetual lesson of despair, and type of bedrid valetudi-

narian impotence? His is emphatically a Virtue that has

become, through every fibre, conscious of itself; it is all sick,

and feels as if . >. were made of glass, and durst not touch or be

touched; in the shape of work, it can do nothing, .t the

utmost, by incessant nursing and caudling, keep itself alive.

:\s the last stage of all, when Virtue, properly so called, has

ceased to be practised, and become extinct, and a mere

remembrance, we have the era of Sophists, descanting of its

existence, proving it, denying it, mechanically " accounting
"

for it;—as dissectors and demonstrators cannot operate till

once the body be dead.

Thus is true Moral genius, like true Intellectual, which

indeed is but a lower phasis thereof, " ever a secret to itself."

The healthy moral nature loves Goodness,and without wonder

wholly lives in it : the unhealthy makes love to it, and would

fain get to live in it; or, finding such courtship fruitless, turns

round, and not without contempt abandons it. These curious

1 G
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relations of the Voluntary and Conscious to the Involuntary

and Unconscious, and the small proportion which, in all depart-

ments of our life, the former bears to the latter,—might lead

us into deep questions of Psychology and Physiology : such,

however, belong not to our present object. Enough, if the

fact itself become apparent, that Nature so meant it with us;

that in this wise we are made. We may now say, that vie •

man's individual Existence under what aspect we will, under

the highest spiritual, as under the merely animal aspect,

everjwhere the grand vital energy, while in its sound state,

is an unseen unconscious one; or, in the words of our old

Aphorism, " the healthy know not of their health, bui

only the sick."

T'o understand man, however, we must look beyond the

individual man and his a, ons or interests, and view him in

combination with his fellows. It is in Society that man first

feels what he is; first becomes what he can be. In Society

an altogether new set of spiritual activities are evolved in

him, and the old immeasurably quickened and strengthened.

Society is the genial element wherein his nature first lives and

grows; the solitary man were but a small portion of himself,

and must continue forever folded in, stunted and only half

alive. " Already," says a deep Thinker, with more meaning

than will disclose itself at once, " my opinion, my conviction,

gains infinitely in strength and sureness, the moment a second

mind has adopted it." Such, even in its simplest form, is

association; so wondrous the communion of soul with soul

as directed to the mere act of Knowing! In other higher

acts, the wonder is st^ll more manifest; as in that portion of

our being which we name the Moral: for properly, indeed,

all communion is of a moral sort, whereof such intellectual

communion (in the act of knowing) is itself an example. But

with regard to Morals strictly so called, it is in Society, we

might almost say, that Morality begins ; here at least it takes

an altogether new form, and on every side, as in living

growth, expands itself. The Duties ot Man to himself, to

what is Highest in himself, make but the First Table of the

Law: to the First Table is now superadded a Second, with

the Duties of Man to his Neighbour; whereby also the

significance of the First now assumes its true importance.

Man has joined himself with man; soul acts and reacts on
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soul; a mystic miraculous unfathomable Union establishes

itself; Life, in all its elements, has become intensated, conse-

crated. The lightning-spark of Thought, generated, or say

rather heaven-kindled, in the solitary mind, awakens its

express likeness in another mind, in a thousand other minds,

and all blaze-up together in combined fire; reverberated

Irom mind to mind, fed also with fresh fuel in each, it acquires

incalculable new light as Thought, incalculable new heat as

convened into Action. By and by, a common store of

Thought can accumulate, and be transmitted as an everlasting

possession : Literature, whether as preserved in the memory
of Bards, in Runes and Hieroglyphs engraved on stone, or in

Books of written or printed paper, comes into existence, and

begins to play its wondrous part. Polities are formed; the

weak submitting to the strong; with a willing loyalty, giving

obedience that he may receive guidance: or say rather, in

honour of our nature, the ignorant submitting to the wise;

for so it is in all even the rudest communities, man never

yields himself wholly to brute Force, but always to moral

Greatness; thus the universal title of respect, from the

Oriental Sheik, from the Sachem of the Red Indians, down to

our English Sir, implies only that he whom we mean to honour

is our senior. Last, as the crown and all-supporting keystone

of the fabric. Religion arises. The devout meditation of the

isolated man, which flitted through his soul, like a transient

tone of Love and Awe from unknown lands, acquires certainty,

continuance, when it is shared-in by his brother men. " Where
two or three are gathered together " in the name of the

Highest, then first does the Highest, as it is written, " appear

among them to bless them; " then first does an Altar and

act of united Worship open a way from Earth to Heaven;

whereon, were it but a simple Jacob's-ladder, the heavenly

Messengers will travel, with glad tidings and unspeakable

gifts for men. Such is Society, the vital articulation of

many individuals into a new collective individual: greatly

the most important of man's attainments on this earth; that

in which, and by virtue of which, all his other attain-

ments and attempts find their arena, and have their value.

Considered well, Society is the standing wonder of our

existence; a true region of the Supernatural; as it were,

a second all-embracing Life, wherein our first indivi-

dual Life becomes doubly and trebly alive, and whatever of
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Infinitude was in us bodies itself forth, and becomes visible

and active.

To figure Society as endowed with life is scarcely a meta-

phor; but rather the statement of a fact by such imperfect

methods as language affords. Look at it closely, that mystic

Union, Nature's highest work with man, wherein man's voli-

tion plays an indispensable yet so sulwrdinate a part, and tlie

small Mechanical grows so mysteriously and indissolubly out

of the infinite Dynamical, like Body out of Spirit,—is truly

enough vital, what we can call vital, and bears the distinguish-

ing character of life. In the same style also, we can say that

Society has its periods of sickness and vigour, of youth, man-
hood, decrepitude, dissolution and new birth; in one or other

of which stages we may, in all times, and all places where men
inhabit, discern it; and do ourselves, in this time and place,

whether as cooperating or as contending, as nealthy members
or as diseased ones, to our joy and sorrow, form part of it.

The question, What is the actual condition of Society? has in

these days unhappily become important enough. No one of

us is unconcerned in that qu'^stion : but for the majority of

thinking men a true answer to it, such is the state of matters,

appears almost as the one thing needful. Meanwhile, as the

true answer, that is to say, the complete and fundamental

answer and settlement, often as it has been demanded, is

nowhere forthcoming, and indeed by its nature is impossible,

any honest approximation towards such is not without value.

The feeblest light, or even so much as a more precise recogni-

tion of the darkness, which is the first step to attainment of

light, will be welcome.

This once understood, let it not seem idle if we remark that

here too ou- old Aphorism holds; that again in the Body
Politic, as in the animal body, the sign of right performance is

Unconsciousness. Such indeed is virtually the meaning of

that phrase, " artificial state of society," as contrasted with

the natural state, and indicating something so inferior to it.

For, in all vital things, men distinguish an Artificial and a

Natural; founding on some dim perception or sentiment of

the very truth we here insist on : the artificial is the conscious,

mechanical; the natural is the unconscious, dynamical.

Thus, as we have an artificial Poetry, and prize only the

natural; so likewise we have an artificial Morality, an

artificial Wisdom, an artificial Society. The artificial
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Society is precisely one that knows its own structure, its own

internal functions; not in watching, not in knowing which,

but in working outwardly to the fulfilment of its aim, does

the wcUbeing of a Society consist. Every Society, every

I'oHtv. has a spiritual principle ; is the embodiment, tentative

and more or less complete, of an Idea: all its tendencies of

endeavour, specialties of custom, its laws, politics and whole

pro( cdure (as the glance of some Montesquieu , across 'nnumcr-

ablc superficial entanglements, can partly decipher), are

prescribed by an Idea, and flow naturally from it, as move-

ments from the living source of motion. This Idea, be it of

devotion to a man or class of men, to a creed, to an institution,

or even, as in more ancient times, to a piece of land, is ever a

true Loyalty; has in it something of a relig'ous, paramount,

quite infinite character; it is properly the S ul of the St e,

its Life; mysterious as other forms of Life, and like these

working secretly, and in a depth beyond that of consciousness.

Accordingly, it is not in the vigorous ages of a Roman
Republic that Treatises of the Commonwealth are written

:

while the Decii are rushing with devote ! bodies on the enemies

of Rome, what need of preaching Patriotism ? The virtue of

Pr.aiotism has alread) sunk from its pristine all-transcendent

condition, before it has received a name. So long as the

Commonwealth continues rightly athletic, it cares not to

dalil)'.e in anatomy. Why teach obedience to the Sovereign;

why so much as admire it, or separately recognise it, while

a divine idea of Obedience perennially ui-pires all men?
Loyalty, like Patriotism, of which it is a form, was not

praised till it had begun to decline; the Preux Chevaliers first

became rightly admirable, when " dying for their king " had
ceased to be a habit with chevaliers. For if the mystic

significance of the State, let this be what it ma}', dwells

vitally in every heart, encircles every life as with a second

higher Hfe, how should it stand self-questioning? It must
rush outward, and express itself by works. Besides, if

perfect, it is there as by necessity, and does not excite inquiry

:

it is also by nature infinite, has no limits ; therefore can be

circumscribed by no conditions and definitions; cannot be

reasoned of: except musically, or in the language of Poetry,

cannot yet so mucli as be spoken of.

In those days. Society was what we name healthy, sound
at heart. Not indeed without suffering enough; not with-
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out perplexities, difficulty on every side: for such is the

appointment of man ; his highest and sole blessedness is, that

he toil, and know what to toil at ? not in ease, but in united

victorious labour, which is at once evil and the victory over

evil, does his Freedom lie. Nay often, looking no deeper than

such superficial perplexities of the early Time, historians have

taught us that it was all one mass of contradiction and disease:

and in the antique Republic or feudal Monarchy have seen

only the confused chaotic quarry, not the robust labourer, or

the stately edifice he was building of it.

If Society, in such ages, had its difficulty, it had also its

strength; if sorrowful masses of rubbish so encumbered it,

the tough sinews to hurl them aside, v/ith indomitable heart,

were not wanting. Society went along without complaint;

did not stop to scrutinise itself, to say. How well I perform

!

or, Alas, how ill! Men did not yet feel themselves to be

" the envy of surrounding nations; " and were enviable on

that very account. Society was what we can call whole, in

both senses of the word. The individual man was in himself

a whole, or complete union; and could combine with his

fello"/s as the living member of a greater whole. For all men,

through their life, were animated by one great Idea; thus

all efforts pointed one way, everysvhere there was wholeness.

Opinion and Action had not yet become disunited; but the

former could still produce the latter, or attempt to produce it;

as the stamp does its impression while the wax is not hardened.

Thought and the voice of thought were also a unison ; thus,

instead of Speculation, we had Poetry; Literature, in its rude

utterance, was as yet a heroic Song, perhaps too a devotional

Anthem.
Religion was everywhere; Philosophy lay hid under it,

peaceably included in it. Herein, as in the life-centre of all,

lay the true health and oneness. Only at a later era must

Religion split itself into Philosophies ; and thereby, the vital

lion of Thought being lost, disunion and mutual collision

m all provinces of Speech and Action more and more prevail.

For if the Poet, or Priest, or by whatever title the inspired

thinker may be named, is the sign of vigour and wellbeing;

so likewise is the Logician, or uninspired thinker, the sign of

disease, probably of decrepitude and decay. Thus, not to

mention other instances, one of them much nearer hand,—

so soon as Prophecy among the Hebrews had ceased, then
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did the reign of Argumentation begin; and the ancient

Theocracy, in its Sadduceeisms and Phariseeisms, and vain

jangling of sects and doctors, give token that the soul of it

hacf fled, and that the body itself, by natural dissolution,

"with the old forces still at work, but working in reverse

order," was on the road to final disappearance.

We might pursue this question into innumerable other

ramifications ; and everywhere, under new shapes, find the

same truth, which we here so imperfectly enunciate, dis-

closed; that througliout the whole world of man, in all

manifestations and performances of his nature, outward and

inward, personal and social, the Perfect, the Great is a mystery

to itself, knows not itself; whatsoever does know itself is

already little, and more or less imperfect. Or otherwise,

we mav say, Unconsciousness belongs to pure unmixed life

;

Consciousness to a diseased mixture and conflict of life and

death : Unconsciousness is the sign of creation ; Consciousness,

at best, that of manufacture. So deep, in this existence of

ours, is the significance of Mystery. Well might the Ancients

make Silence a god; for it is the element of all godhood,

infinitude, or transcendental greatness; at once the source

and the ocean wherein all such begins and ends. In the same

sense, too, have Poets sung "Hymns to the Night;" as if

Night were nobler than Day; as if Day vvcre but a small

motley-coloured veil spread transiently o\er the infinite

bosom of Night, and did but deform and hide from us its

purely transparent eternal deeps. So likewise have they

spoken and sung as if Silence were the grand epitome and

complete sum-total of all Harmony : and Death, what mortals

call Death, properly the beginning of Life. Under such

figures, since except in figures there is no speaking of the

Invisible, have men endeavoured to express a great Truth ;

—

a Truth, in our Times, as nearly as is perhaps possible, for-

gotten by the most; which nevertheless continues forever

true, forever all-important, and will one day, under new
figures, be again brought home to the bosoms of all.

But indeed, in a far lower sense, the rudest mind has still

some intimation of the greatness there is in Mystery. If

Silence was made a god of by the Ancients, he still continues

a government-clerk among us Moderns. To all quacks,

moreo\'er, of what sort soever, the effect of Mystery is well
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known: here and there son^e Cagliostro, even in latter days,

turns it to notable account: the blockhead also, who is

ambitious, and has no talent, finds sometimes in " the talent

of silence," a kind of succedaneum. Or again, looking on the

opposite side of the matter, do we not see, in the common
understanding of mankind, a certain distrust, a certain

contempt of what is altogether self-conscious and mechanical?

As nothing that is wholly seen through has other than a

trivial character ; so anything professing to be great, and yet

wholly to see through itself, is already known to be false, and

a failure. The evil repute your '' theoretical men " stand in,

the acknowledged inefficiency of " paper constitutions," and

all that class of objects, are instances of this. Experience

often repeated, and perhaps a certain instinct of something

far deeper that lies under such experiences, has taught men
so much. They know beforehand, that the loud is generally

the insignificant, the empty. Whatsoever can proclaim

itself from the house-tops may be fit for the hawker, and for

those multitudes that must needs buy of him; but for any

deeper use, might as well continue unproclaimed. Observe

too, how the converse of the proposition holds; how the

insignificant, the empty, is usually the loud ; and, after the

manner of a drum, is loud even because of its emptiness.

The uses of some Patent Dinner Calefactor can be bruited

abroad over the whole world in the course of the first winter;

those of the Printing Press are not so well seen into for the

first three centuries: the passing of the Select-Vestries Bill

raises more noise and hopeful expectancy among mankind

than did the promulgation of the Christian Religion. Again,

and again, we say, the great, the creati\e and enduring is

ever a secret to itself ; only the small, the barren and transient

is otherwise.

If we now, with a practical medical view, examine, by this

same test of Unconsciousness, the Condition of our own Era,

and of man's Life therein, the diagnosis we arrive at is nowise

of a flattering sort. The state of Society in our days is, of

all possible states, the least an unconscious one: this is

specially the Era when all manner of Inquiries into what was

once the unfelt, involuntary sphere of man's existence, find

their place, and, as it were, occupy the whole domain of

thought. What, for example, is all this that we hear, for
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the last generation or two, about the Imprcn'ement of the

A<Te, the Spirit of the Age, Destruction of Prejudice, Progress

of^the Species, and the March of Intellect, but an unhealthy

state of self-sentience, self-survey; the precursor and prog-

nostic of .all worse health? That Intellect do march, if

possible at double-quick time, is very desirable ; nevertheless,

why should she turn round at every stride, and cry: See you

whai a stride I ha\e taken! Such a marching of Intellect

is distinctly of the spavined kind; what the Jockeys call

"
ail action and no go." Or at best, if we examine well, it is

the marching of that gouty Patient, whom his Doctors had

clapt on a metal floor artificially heated to the searing point,

so that he was obliged to march, and did march with a

ver-;eance—nowhither. Intellect did not awaken for the

first time yesterday ; but has been under way from Noah's

Flood downwards : greatly her best progress, nioreover, was

in the old times, when she said nothing about it. Iv- .hose

same " dark ages," Intellect (metaphorically as well as

literally) could invent glass, which now she has enough ado

to grind into spectacles. Intellect built not only Churches,

but a Church, the Church, based on this firm Earth, yet

reaching up, and leading up, as high as Heaven; and now

it is all she can do to keep its doorr bolted, that there be no

tearing o' the Surplices, no robbery of the Alms-box. She

built a Senate-house likewise, glorious in its kind ; and now

it costs her a well-nigh mortal effort to sweep it clear of

vermin, and get the roof made rain-tight.

But the truth is, with Intellect, as with most other things,

we are now passing from that first or boastful stage of Self-

sentience into the second or painful one : out of these often-

asseverated declarations that " our system is in high order,"

we come now, by natural sequence, to the melancholy con-

viction that it is altogether the reverse. Thus, for instance,

in the matter of Government, the period of the " Invaluable

Cr .uution " has to be followed by a Reform Bill; to

laudatory De Lolmes succeed objurgatory Benthams. At

any rate, what Treatises on the Social Contract, on the

Elective Franchise, the Rights of Man, the Rights of Property,

Codifications, Institutions,Constitutions, have we not, for long

years, groaned under ! Or again, with a wider survey, consider

those Essays on Man, Thoughts on Man, Inquiries concerning

Man; not to mention Evidences of the Christian Faith,
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Theories of Poetry, Considerations on the Origin of Evil,

which during the last century have accumulated on us to a

frightful extent. Never since the beginning of Time was

there, that we hear or read of, so intensely self-conscious a

Society. Our whole relations to the Universe and to our

fellow-man have become an Inquiry, a Doubt ; nothing will

go on of its own accord, and do its function quietly; but all

things must be probed into, the whole working of man's

woi-ld be anatomically studied. Alas, anatomically studied,

that it may be medically aided ! Till at length indeed, we

have come to such a pass, that except in this same medicine,

with its artifices and appliances, few can so much as imagine

any strength or hope to remain for us. The whole Life of

Society must now be carried on by drugs: doctor after

doctor appear? -ith his nostrum, of Cooperative Societies,

Universal Sufix.ige, Cottage-and-Cow systems, Repression

of Population, Vote by Ballet. To such height has the

dyspepsia of Society reached ; as indeed the constant grinding

internal pain, or from time to time the mad spasmodic

throes, of all Society do otherwise too mournfully indicate.

Far be it from us to attribute, as some unwise persons do,

the disease itself to this unhappy sensation that there is a

disease! The Encyclopedists did not produce the troubles

of France; but the troubles of France produced the Ency-

clopedists, and much else. The Self-consciousness is the

symptom merely; nay, it is also the attempt towards cure.

We record the fact, without special censure; not wondering

that Society should feel itself, and in all ways complain of

aches and twinges, for it has suffered enough. Napoleon

was but a Job's-comforter, when he told his wounded Staff-

officer, twice unhorsed by cannon-balls, and with half his

limbs blown to pieces :
" Vons voits ecoiitez trop I

"

On the outward, as it were Physical diseases of Society, it

were beside our purpose to insist here. These are diseases

which he who runs may read; and sorrow over, with or

without hope. Wealth has accumulated itself into masses;

and Poverty, also ii. accumulation enough, lies impassably

separated from it; opposed, uncommunicating, like forces

in positive and negative poles. The gods of this lower world

sit aloft on glittering thrones, less happy than Epicurus's

gods, but as indolent, as impotent; while the boundless

living chaos of Ignorance and Hunger welters terrific, in its
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Hark furv, onder their feet. How much among us might be

likened to a whited sepulchre; outwardly all pomp and

treneth- but inwardlv full of horror and despair and dead-

men's bones ! Iron highways, with their wains fire-wmged

nre uniting all ends of the firm Land ;
quays and moles, with

their innumerable stately fleets, tame the Ocean into our

nliant bearer of burdens; Labour's thousand arms, of smew

kiid of metal, all-conquering ever>-^\'here, from the tops ot

the mountain down to the depths of the mme and caverns

of the sea, ply unweariedly for the service of man: yet man

remains unserved. He has subdued this Planet his habi-

tation and inheritance; yet reaps no profit from the victory.

Sad to look upon: in the highest stage of civilisation nine

tenths of mankind have to struggle in the lowest battle ot

savage or even animal man, the battle against Famme.

Countries are rich, prosperous in all manner of increase,

beyond example: but the Men of those countries are poor,

needier than ever of all sustenance outward and inward; ot

Belief, of Knowledge, of Money, of Food. The rule, Sicvos

non vohis, never altogether to be got rid of in men s Industry,

now presses with such incubus weight, that Industry must

shake it off, or utterly be strangled under it; and, alas, can

as vet but gasp and rave, and aimlessly struggle, like one in

the final dcliration. Thus Change, or the inevitable approach

of Change, is manifest everywhere. In one Country we have

seen lava-torrents of fever-frenzy envelop all things
;
Govern-

ment succeed Government, like the phantasms of a dying

brain. In another Country, we can even now see, in maddest

alternation, the Peasant governed by such guidance as this:

To labour earnestly one month in raising wheat, and the next

month labor- nestly in burning it. So that Society, were

it not by n. immortal, and its deatn ever a new-birth,

miaht appeax ..i it does in : e eyes of some, to be sick to

dissolution, and even now writhing in its last agony, bick

enough we must admit it to be, with disease enough, a whole

nosology of diseases; wherein he perhaps is happiest that

is not called to prescribe as physician;—wherein, however,

one small piece of policy, that of summoning the Wisest m
the Commonwealth, by the sole method yet known or thought

of to come together and with their whole soul consult tor

it,' might, but for late tedious experiences, have seemed

unquestionable enough.
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But leaving this, let us rather look within, into the Spiritual
condition of Society, and see what aspects and prospects
offer themselves there. For after all, it is there properly
that the secret and origin of the whole is to be sought: the
Physical derangements of Society are but the image and
impress of its Spiritual; while the heart continues sound, all

other sickness is superficial, and temporary. False Action is

the fruit of false Speculation; let the spirit of Society be
free and strong, that is to say, let true Principles inspire the
members of Society, then neither can disorders accumulate
in its Practice; each disorder will be promptly, faithfully

inquired into, and remedied as it arises. But alas, with us

the Spiritual condition of Society is no less sickly than the
Physical. Examine man's internal world, in any of its

social relations and performances, here too all seems diseased
self-consciousncss, collision and mutually-destructive struggle.
Nothing acts from within outwards in undivided healthv
force; everything lies impotent, lamed, its force turned
inwards, and painfully " listens to itself."

To begin with our highest Spiritual function, with Religion,
we might ask. Whither has Religion now fled ? Of Churches
and their establishments we here say nothing; nor of the
unhappy domains of Unbelief, and how innumeraHe men,
blinded in their minds, have grown to " live without God
in the world; " but, taking the fairest side of the matter, we
ask, What is the nature of that same Religion, which still

lingers in the hearts of the few who are called, and call them-
selves, specially the Religious? Is it a healthy religion,

vital, unconscious of itself; that shines forth spontaneously
in doing of the Work, or even in preaching of the Word?
Unhappily, no. Instead of heroic martyr Conduct, and
inspired and soul-inspiring Eloquence, whereby Religion
itself were brought home to our living bosoms, to live and
reign there, we have " Discourses on the Evidences," endea-
vouring, with smallest result, to make it probable that such
a thing as Religion exists. The most enthusiastic Evan-
gelicals do not preach a Gospel, but keep describing how it

should and might be preached : to awaken the sacred fire of

faith, as by a sacred cont-irrion, is not their endeavour : but. at

most, to describe how Faith shows and acts, and scientificallv

distinguish true Faith from false. Religion, like all else,

is conscious of itself, listens to itself; it becomes less and less
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creative, vital; more and more mechanical. Considered as a

who e, the Christian Religion of late ages has been continual y

Spating itself into Metaphysirs; and threatens now to

disappearras some rivers do, in deserts of barren sand.

oF Literature, and its deep-seated, wide-spread maladies

whv speak? Literature is but a branch of Religion and

always participates in its character: however, m our time

ii is the only branch that still shows any greenness; and, as

some think, must one day become the main stem. Now

anart from the subterranean and tartarean regions of

Uterature;-leaving out of view the frightful, scandalous

sScs of Puffing, the mystery of Slander Pa sehood

Haired and other convulsion-work of rabid Imbecility and

all that has rendered Literature on that side a perfect Baby-

lon the mother of Abominations," in very deed makmg the

world
" drunk" with the wine of her iniquity ;—forgetting

all this, let us look only to the regions of the upper air; to

such Literature as can be said to have some attempt towards

truth in it, some tone of music, and if it be not poetical, to

hold of the poeticil. Among other characteristics, is not this

manifestenough: that it knows itself ? Spon^^jJ^O'Jjd^X^^.^^^t

ness to the object, being wholly possessed by the object

what we can call Inspiration, has well-nigh ceased to appear

in Literature. Which melodious Singer forgets that he is

singing melodiously? We have not the love of greatness,

but the love of the love of greatness. Hence infinite Affecta-

tions Distractions; in every case mevitable Error. Consider,

for oke example, this peculiarity of Modern Literature, the

Z that has been named View - Hunting. In our elder

writers, there are no paintings of scenery for its own sake
;
no

euphuistic gallantries with Nature, but a constant heartlove

for her, a constant dwelling in communion with her. View-

hunting, with so much else that is of km to it, first came

decisivliy into action through the Sorrows of Werter ; which

wonderful Performance, indeed, may in many senses be

re-arded as the progenitor of all that has since become popular

in° Literature; whereof, in so far as concerns spirit and

tendency, it still offers the most instructive image; for no-

where, except in its own country, above all m the mind of

itL illustrious Author, has it yet fallen wholly obsolete.

Scarcely ever, till that late epoch, did any worshipper of

Nature become entirely aware that he was worshippmg,
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much to his own credit; and think of saying to himself:
Come, let us make a description ! Intolerable enough : wheii
every puny whipster plucks out his pencil, and insists on
painting you a scene; so that the instant you discern such a
thing as "wavy outline," "mirror of the lake," "stem
headland," or the like, in any Book, you tremulously hasten
on; and scarcely the Author of Waverley himself can tempt
you not to skip.

Nay, is not the diseased self-conscious state of Literature
disclosed in this one fact, which lies so near us here, the pre-
valence of Reviewing! Sterne's wish for a reader "that
would give-up the reins of his imagination into his author's
hands, and be pleased he knew not why, and cared not
wherefore," might lead him a long journey now. Indeed
for our best class of readers, the chief pleasure, a very stinted
one, is this same knowing of the Why ; which many a Karnes
and Bossu has been, ineflectually enough, endeavouring to
teach us : till at last these also have laid down their trade ; and
now your Reviewer is a mere taster; who tastes, and says, by
the evidence of such palate, such tongue, as he has got. It

is good. It is bad. Was it thus that the French carried out
certain inferior creatures on their Algerine Expedition, to
taste the wells for them, and try whether they were poisoned?
Far be it from us to disparage our own craft, whereby we have
our living

! Only we must note these things : that P eviewing
spreads with strange vigour: that such a man as Byron
reckons the Reviewer and the Poet equal; that at the last

Leipzig Fair, there was advertised a Review of Reviews. By
and by it will be found that all Literature has become one
boundless self-devouring Review; and, as in London routs,
we have to do nothing, but only to ^^^ others do nothing.—
Thus does Literature also, like a sick thing, superabundantly
" listen to itself."

No less is this unhealthy symptom manifest, if we cast a
glance on our Philosophy, on the character of our speculative
Thinking. Nay already, as above hinted, the mere existence
and necessity of a Philosophy is an evil. Man is sent hither
not to question, but to work: " the end of man," it was long
ago written, " is an Action, not a Thought." In the perfect
state, all Thought were but the picture and inspiring symbol of
Action; Philosophy, except as Poetry and Religion, would
have no being. And yet how, in this imperfect state, can
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it be avoided, can it be dispensed with? Man stands as in

hP centre o Nature; his fraction of Time encircled by

Etern tv his handbreadth of Space encircled by Infimtude:

E w s S he forbear asking himself, What am I
;
and Whence

and Wliither? How too, except in slight partia hints, in

k^d as everations and assurances such as a mother quiets

her fretfully inquisitive child with, shall he get answer to

'"TheT^i'e of Metaphysics, accordingly, is a perennial one.

In all ages, those questions of Death and Immortality, Origin

of Evil, Freedom and Necessity, must, under new forms, anew

make their appearance; ever, from time to time, must the

Xmpt to shape for ourselves some Theorem of the Universe

be repeated, ind ever unsuccessfully: ^^^ -^/^
Theorm

of the Infinite can the Finite render complete? We the

whole species of Mankind.and our whole existence and history,

Ire but a floatin- speck in the illimitable ocean of the All;

;Sl tSat ocean; indissoluble portion thereof
5 Pf^^^^^S

of its infinite tendencies: borne this way and that b> its

deeo-swelling tides, and grand ocean currents ;-of which

St faintes? chance is there that we should ever exhaust the

significance, ascertain the goings and commgs? A region of

Doubt, therefore, hovers forever m the background ;
in Actwn

alone can we have certainty. Nay properly Doubt is the

indispensable inexhaustible material whereon Action works

which Action has to fashion into Certainty and Realty

Tnly on a canvas of Darkness, such is man's way of being

cSuld the many-coloured picture of our Life paint itself and

'^Thus if our eldest system of Metaphysics is as old as the

Book of Genesis, our latest is that of Mr. Thomas Hope, pub-

Hshed only within the current year. It is a chronic malady

that of Metaphysics, as we said, and Pe^P«t"^"yf^^1°" ".^j

At the utmost, there is a better and a worse in it; a stage ot

convalescence and a stage of relapse with new sickness:

these forever succeed each other, as is the nature of all Life-

m vement here below. The first, or convalescent stage, w^^^

might also name that of Dogmatica or Construct veMeta-

nhvsics : when the mind constructively endeavours to scheme

out and assertfor itself an actual Theorem of ^^^^

.^^/^fjf̂ ^^^^^^

therewith for a time rests sat sfied. /hesecond or sick stage

might be called that of Sceptical or Inquisitory Metaphysics,
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when the mmd having widened its sphere of vision the
existing Theorem of the Universe no longer answers the'phe-
nomena, no longer yields contentment; but must be torn in
pieces, and certainly anew sought for in the endless realms
ot denial. All Theologies and sacred Cosmogonies belonem some measure, to the first class; in all Pyrrhonism, from
Pyrrho down to Hume and the innumerable disciples ofHume, we have instances enough of the second. In the
former so far as it affords satisfaction, a temporary anodyne
to doubt, an arena for wholesome action, there may be much
good; indeed in this case, it holds rather of Poetry than of
Metaphysics, might be called Inspiration rather than Specula-
tion. -Ihe latter is Metaphysics proper; a pure, unmixed,
though from time to time a necessarv evil.
For truly if we look into it, there is no more fruitless

endeavour than this same, which the Metaphysician proper
toils m: to educe Conviction out of Negation. How bv
merely testing and rejecting what is not, shall we ever attain
knowledge of what is.? Metaphysical Speculation, as it
begms m No or Nothingness, so it must needs end in Nothing-
ness; circulates and must circulate in endless vortices-
creating swallowing-itself. Our being is made up of Light
and Darkness, the Light resting on the Darkness, and balanc-
ing It; ever}'\vhere there is Dualism, Equipoise; a perpetual
Contradiction dwells in us: " where shall I place myself to
escape from my own shadow ? " Consider it well. Metaphysics
is the attenfipt of the mind to rise above the mind ; to environ
and shut in, or as we say, comprehend the mind. Hopeless
struggle, for the wisest, as for the foolishest ! What strength
of smew, or athletic skill, will enable the stoutest athlete to
fold his own body in his arms, and, by lifting, lift up himself 1The Irish Saint swam the Channel, " carrying his head in his
teeth; but the feat has never been imitated.
That this is the age of Metaphysics, in the proper, or

sceptical Inquisitory sense; that there was a necessity for
Its being such an age, we regard as our indubitable misfor-
tune. From many causes, the arena of free Activity has long
been narrowing, that of sceptical Inquiry becoming more and
more universal, more and more perplexing. The Thought
conducts not to the Deed; but in boundless chaos, self-
devouring, engenders monstrosities, phantasms, fire-breath-mg chimeras. Profitable Speculation were this: What is to
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le done
• and How is it to be done ? But with us not so much

a' the What can be got sight of. For some generations, all

piilosonhy has been a painful, captious, hostile (luestion

to\- irds everything in the Heaven above, und m the Karth

ben'^ath- Why art thou there .-' Till at length it has come to

nas'' that the worth and authenticity of all thmgs seems

dubitable or deniable: our best effort must be unproduc-

tivelv spent not in working, but in ascertammg our mere

Whereabout, and so much as whether we are to work at all.

Doubt, which, as was said, ever hangs in the background of

our world, has now become our midd'eground and foreground

;

whereon, for the time, no fair Lite-picture can be pamted,

but only the dark air-canvas itself flow round us, bewildermg

and benighting.
.

Nevertheless, doubt as we will, man is actually Here
;
not

toask questions, but to do work : in this time, as m all times,

it must be the heaviest evil for him, if his faculty of Action lie

dormant, and only that of sceptical Inquiry exert itself.

\ccordingly, whoever looks abroad upon the world, com-

parinf^ the Past with the Present, may find that the practical

condition of man in these days is one of the saddest; bur-

dened with miseries which are in a considerable degree

peculiar. In no time was man's life what he calls a happy

one; in no time can it be so. A perpetual dream there has

been of Paradises, and some luxurious Lubberland, where

the brooks should run wine, and the trees bend with ready-

baked viands; but it was a dream merely; an impossible

dream. Suffering, contradiction, error, have their quite

perennia. and even indispensable abode in this Earth. Is

not labour the inheritance of man ? And what labour for the

prcient is joyous, and not grievous ? Labour, effort, is the

verv inteiruptior nf that ease, which man foolishly enough

fancies to be hi. Happiness; and yet without labour there

were no ease, no rest, so much as conceivable. Thus Evil,

what we call Evil, must ever exist while man exists: Evil,

in the widest sense we can give it, is precisely the dark,

disordered material out of which man's Freewill has to create

an edifice of order and Good. Ever must Pain urge us to

Labour; and only m free Effort can any blessedness be

imagined for us.

But if man has, in all ages, had enough to encounter, there

has, in most civilised ages, been an inward force vouchsafed
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him, whereby the pressure of things outward might be witfi-

stood, (j. Uruction abounded; but Faith also was not

wanting. It is by Faith that man removes mountains : while

he had Faith, his hrnb.s might be wearied with toilin;,', his

back galled with bearing; but the heart within him was

peaceable and resolved. In the thickest gloom there burnt

a lamp to guide him. If he struggled and suffered, he felt

that it even should be so; knew for what he was suffering

and struggling. Faith gave him an inward Willingness; a

world of Strength wherewith to front a world of DifTiculty.

The true wretchedness lies here: that the Difficulty remain
and the Strength be lost ; that Pain cannot relieve itself in

free Effort ; that we have the Labour, and vant the Wil'ir?-

ness. Faith strengthens us, enlightens us, for ail endeavours
and endurances ; with Faith we can do all, and dare all, and
life itself has a thousand times been joyfully given away.

But the sum of man's misery is even this, that he feel himself

crushed under the Juggernaut wheels, and know that

Juggernaut is no divinity, but a dead mechanical idol.

Now ' his is specially the misery which has fallen on man in

our Era. Belief, Faith has well-nigh vanished from the

world. The youth on awakening in this wondrous Universe
no longer finds a competent theory of its wonders. Time was,

when if he asked himself, What is man, What are the duties

of man? the answer stood ready written for him. But now
the ancient " ground-plan of the All " belies itself when
brought into contact with reality; Mother Church has, to

the most, become a superannuated Step-mother, whose
lessons go disregarded; or are spumed at, and scornfully

gainsaid. For young Valour and Lhirst of Action no ideal

Chivalry invites to heroism, prescribes what is heroic: the

old ideal of Manhood has grown obsolete, and the new is still

invisible to us, and we grope after it in darkness, one clutching

this phantom, another that; Werterism, Byronism, even

Brummelism, each has its day. For Contemplation and
love of Wisdom, no Cloister now opens its religious shades;

the Thinker must, in all senses, wander homeless, too often

aimless, looking up to a Heaven which is dead for him, round
to an Earth which is deaf. Action, in those old days, was
easy, was voluntary, for the divine worth of human things lay

acknowledged; Speculation was wholesome, for it ranged
itself as the handmaid of Action; what could not so range
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ir,elf died out by its natural death, by neglect. Loyalty sti

Sowed obedience, and made rule noble; there was st.U

STi ething to be loyal to: the Godlike stood embodied under

mlay a symbol in men's interests and busmess; the F.mte

shVowed forth the Infinite; Eternity looked through Time.

The Life of man was encompassed and overcanopied by a

dorv of Heaven, even as his dwelling-place by the azure vault.

^
How changed in these new days! Truly may it be said

the Divinity has withdrawn from the Earth; or veils himself

in that wide-wasting Whirlwind of a departing Era, wherein

the fewest can discern his goings. Not Godhead, but an iron,

urnoble circle of Necessity embraces all things; binds the

vouth of these times into a sluggish thrall, or else exasperates

him ii;'.. a rebel. T^eroic Action is paralysed ;
for what worth

now remains unquestionable with him ? At the fervid period

when his whole nature cries aloud for Action, there is nothing

sacred under whose banner he can act; the course and kind

and conditions of free Action are all but undiscoverable

Doubt storms-in on him through every avenue; inquiries of

the deepest, painfulest sort must be engaged with; and the

invincible energy of young years waste itself in sceptical,

suicidal cavillings; in passionate " questiomngs of Destiny,

whereto no answer will be returned.

For men, in whom the old perennial principle of Hunger

(be it Hunger of the poor Day-drudge who stills it with

eighteenpence a-day, or of the ambitious Placehunter who

can nowise still it with so little) suffices to fill-up existence,

the case is bad ; but not the worst. These men have an aim,

such as it is; and can steer towards it, with chagrin enough

truly yet, as their hands are kept full, without desperation.

Unhappier are they to whom a higher instinct has been given;

who struggle to be persons, not machines; to whom the

Universe is not a warehouse, or at best a fancy-bazaar, but

a mystic temple and hall of doom. For such men there he

properly two courses open. The lower, yet still an estimable

class, take up with worn-out Symbols of the Godlike; keep

trimming and trucking between these and Hypocrisy, pur-

blindlv enough, miserably enough. A numerous intermediate

class end in Denial; and form a theory thai there is no theory;

that nothing is certain in the world, except this fact of Pleasure

being pleasant; so they try to realise what trifling modicum

of Pleasure they can come at, and to live contented therewith,

^sr^ssff!
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winkmg hard. Of these we speak not here; but only of the
second nobler class, who also have dared to say No and
cannot yet say Yea; but feel that in the No they dwel' as in
a Golgotha, where life enters not, where peace is not appointed
them.

Hard, for most part, is the fate of such men; the harder
the nobler they are. In dim forecastings, wrestles within
them the " Divine Idea of the World," yet will nowhere visibly
reveal itself. They have to realise a Worship for themselves
or live unworshipping. The Godhke has vanished from the
world; and they, by the strong cry of their soul's agony,
like true wonder-workers, must again evoke its presence!
This miracle is their appointed task; which they must
accomplish, or die wretchedly: this miracle has been accom-
plished by such; but not in our land; our land yet knows
not of it. Behold a Byron, in melodious tones, " cursing his

day: " he mistakes earthborn passionate Desire for hea\en-
inspired Freewill; without heavenly load-star, rushes madly
into the dance of meteoric lights that hover on the mad
Mahlstrom; and goes down among its eddies. Hear a
Shelley filling the earth with inarticulate wail; like the
infinite, inarticulate grief and weeping of forsaken infants.
A noble Friedrich Schlegel, stupefied in that fearful loneliness,
as of a silenced battle-field, flies back to Catholicism; as a
child might to its slain mother's bosom, and cling there. In
lower regions, how many a poor Hazlitt must wander on
God's verdant earth, like the Unblest on burning deserts;
passionately dig wells, and draw up only the dr>- quicksand;
believe that he is seeking Truth, yet only wrestle among
endless Sophisms, doing desperate battle as with spectre-
hosts; and die and make no sign!

To the better order of such minds any mad joy of Denial
has long since ceased : the problem is not now to deny, but to

ascertain and perform. Once in destroying the False, there
was a certain inspiration; but now the genius of Destruction
has done its work, there is now nothing more to destroy. The
doom of the Old has long been pronounced, and irrevocable;
the Old has passed away: but, alas, the New appears not
in its stead; the Time is still in pangs of travail with the New.
Man has walked by the light of conflagrations, and amid the
sound of falling cities; and now there is darkness, and long
watching till it be morning. The voice even of the faithful
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can but exclaim: " As yet struggles tl.e twelfth hour of the

Vjcrhf birds of darkness are on the wing, spectres uproar,

the dead walk, the living dream.—Thou, Eternal Providence,

wilt cause tiie day to da^vn! " 1

, • •. 1 f .k.
Such being the condition, temporal and spiritual, ot the

world at our Epoch, can we wonder that the world " listens to

itself
" and struggles and writhes, everywhere externally and

internallv, like a thing in pain? Nay. is not even this un-

healthy action of the world's Organ! -ation, if the sjniptom of

universal disease, yet also the symptom and sole means of

restoration and cure? The effort of Nature, exerting her

medicative force to cast-out foreign impediments, and once

more become One, become whole? In Practice, still more

in Opinion, which is the precursor and protot) pe of Practice,

there must needs be collision, convulsion; much has to be

ground away. Tliouglit must needs be Doubt and Intiuiry

before it can again be Athrmation and Sacred Precept.

Innumerable " Philosophies of I^lan,'" contending in bound-

less hubbub, must annihilate each other, before an inspired

Poesy and Faith for Man can fashion itself together.

From this stunning hubbub, a true Babel-like confusion of

tongues, we have here selected two Voices; less as objects of

prafse or condemnation, than as signs how far the confusion

has reached, what prospect there is of its abating. Friedrich

Schlegel's Lectures delivered at Dresden, and Mr. Hope's

Essay published in London, are the latest utterances of

European Speculation: far asunder in external place, they

stand at a still wider distance in inward purport; are, indeed,

so opposite and yet so cognate that they may, in many senses,

represent the two Extremes of our whole modern system of

Thought; and be said to include between them all the Meta-

physical Philosophies, so often alluded to here, which, of late

times, from France, Germany, England, have agitated and

almost overwhelmed us. Both in regard to matter and to

form, the relation of these two Works is significant enough.

Speaking first of their cognate qualities, let us remark, not

without emotion, one quite extraneous point of agreement;

the fact that the Writers of both have departed from this

world ; they have now finished their search, and had all doubts

resohed: while we listen to the voice, the tongue lliat

1 Jean Paul's Hesperus (Vorrede).
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uttered it has gone silent forever. But the fundamental
all-pervading similarity lies in this circumstance, well vvorthv

of being noted, that both these Philosophies are of the

Dogmatic or Constructixe sort: each in its way is a kind of

Genesis; an endeavour to bring the Phenomena of man's
Universe once more under some theoretic Scheme: in both

there is a decided principle of unity; they strive after a

result which shall be positive; their aim is not to question

but to establish. This, especially if we consider with what
comprehensive concentrated force it is here exhibited, forms

a new feature in such works.

Under all other aspects, there is the most irreconcilable

opposition; a staring contrariety, such as miglt provoke
contrasts, were there fur fewer points of comparison. If

Schlegel's Work is the apotheosis of Spiritualism; Hope's
again is the apotheosis of Materialism: in the one, all Matter
is evaporated into a Phenomenon, and terrestrial Life itself,

with its whole doings and showings, held out as a Disturbance
(Zerriittung) produced by the Zeitgeist (Spirit of Time); in the

other. Matter is distilled and sublimated into some semblance
of Divinity: the one regards Space and Time as mere forms

of man's mind, and without external existence or reality;

the other supposes Space and Time to be " incessantly

created," and rayed-in upon us like a sort of " gravitation."

Such is their difference in respect of purport : no less striking

is it in respect oi manner, talent, success and all outward
characteristics. Thus, if in Schlegel we have to admire the

power of Words, in Hope we stand astonished, it might ahnost

be said, at the want of an articulate Language. To Schlegel

his Philosophic Speech is obedient, dextrous, exact, like a

promptly ministering ^.^nius; his names are so clear, so

precise and vivid, that they almost (sometimes altogether)

become things for him: with Hope there is no Philosophical

Speech; but a painful, confused stammering, and struggling

after such; or the tongue, as in doatish forgetfulness,

maunders, low, long-winded, and speaks not the word
intended, but another; so that here the scarcely intelligible,

in these endless convolutions, becomes the wholly unreadable;
and often we could ask, as that mad pupil did of his tutor in

Philosophy, " But whether is Virtue a fluid, then, or a gas ?

"

If the fact, that Schlegel, in the city of Dresden, could find

audience for such high discourse, may excite our envy; this
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thpr fact that a person of strong powers, skilled in English

£cSnc mastL of its Dialect, could write the On,^nand

pTl^ds of Man, may painfully remind us of the reproach

du E^land has now no language for Meditation: tha

Enlland? the most calculative, is the least meditative, of

all civilised countries. ... 1 i„„„v<.

It is not our purpose to offer any criticism of Schlegels

Book- in such limits as were possible here, we should despair

of communicating e^•( n the faintest image of its significance

To Xe mass of 'readers, indeed, both among the Germans

themselves, and still more elsewhere, it nowise addresses itself,

and may He for ever sealed. We point it out as a remarkable

document of the Time and of the Man; can recommend 1

moreover, to all earn-' "hinkers, as a work deservmg their

best regard; a work of deep meditation, wherem the

hifnite mystery of LA ot represented, is decisively recog-

ni ed Of Schlegel himself, and his character, and spiritual

historv we can profess no thorough or final understanding;

vet cnou-h to make us view him with admiration and pity,

iowise with harsh contemptuous censure; and must say,

with clearest persuasion, that the outcry of his being a

^ene-ade," and so forth, is but like other such outcries, a

iudgment where there was neither jury, nor evidence nor

ud"c The candid reader, in this Book itself, to say nothing

of all'the rest, will find traces of a high, far-seeing, earnest

spirit, to whom " Austrian Pensions," and the Kaiser s crown,

and Austria altogether, were but a light matter to the finding

and vitally appropriating of Truth. Let us respect the

sacred mystery of a Person: rush not irreverently into man s

Holv of Holies ! Were the lost little one, as we said already,

found
" sucking its dead mother, on the field of carnage,

could it be other than a spectacle for tears ? A solemn mourn-

ful feeling comes over us when we see this last Wojk of

Friedrich Schlegel, the unwearied seeker, end abrupt y in the

middle : and, as if he had not yet found, as if emb ematically of

much, end w'ith an " Aber-;' with a " But-" !
This was

The last word that came from the Pen of Friedrich Schlegel:

about eleven at night he wrote it down, and there paused sick;

at one in the morning, Time for him had merged itself m
Eternity; he was, as we say, no more.

tt„„«.„

Still less can we attempt any criticism of Mr. Hope s

new Book of Genesis. Indeed, under any circumstances
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criticism of it were now impossible. Such an utterance coul •

only be responded to in peals of laughter; and laughter
sounds hollow and hideous through the vaults of the dead
Of this monstrous Anomaly, where all sciences are heaped and
huddled together, and the principles of all are, with a chilrllike
innocence, plied hither and thither, or wholly abolished in
case of need

;
where the First Cause is figured as a huge Circle

with nothing to do but radiate " gravitation " towards its

centre; and so construct a Universe, wherein all, from th^
lowest cucumber with its coolness, up to the highest seraph
with his love, were but "gravitation," direct or reflex, "in
more or less central globes,"—what can we say, except,' with
sorrow and shame, that it could have originated nowhere savem England ? It is a general agglomerate of all facts, notions
whims and observations, as they lie in the brain of an English
gentleman; as an English gentleman, of unusual thinkin"
power, IS led to fashion them, in his schools and in his world'^
all these thrown into the crucible, and if not fused, yet
soldered or conglutinated with boundless patience; and'non'
tumbled out here, heterogeneous, amorphous, unspeakable,
a world's wonder. Most melancholy must we name the whole
business; full of long-continued thought, earnestness, lofti-

ness of mind
; not without glances into the Deepest, a constant

fearless endeavour after truth; and with all this nothing
accomplished, but the perhaps absurdest Book written in our
century by a thinking man. A shameful Abortion; which.
however, need not now be smothered or mangled, for it is

already dead
;
only, in our love and sorrowing reverence for

the writer of Anastasius, and the heroic seeker of Light
though not bringer thereof, let it be buried and forgotten.

For ourselves, the loud discord which jars in these two
Works, m innumerable works of the like import, and gener-
ally in all the Thought and Action of this period, does not any
longer utterly confuse us. Unhappy who, in such a time,
felt not, at all conjunctures, ineradicably in his heart the
knowledge that a God made this Universe, and a Demon not!
And shall Evil always prosper, then? Out of all Evil comes
Good; and no Good that is possible but shall one dav be real.
Deep and sad as is our feeling that we stand yet in the bode-
ful Night; equally deep, indestructible is our assurance that
the Morning also will not fail. Nay already, as we look
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round, streaks of a dayspring are in the east; it is dawning;

when the time shall be fulfilled, it will be day. I he progress

of man towards higher and nobler developments of ^vhatever

;= hicrhest and noblest in him, lies not only prophesied to i-aith,

but now written to the eye of Observation, so that he who

'"one'-rearstep of progress, for example, we should say, in

actual circumstances, was this same ; the clear ascertainment

'that we are in progress. About the grand Course of Provi-

dence and his final Purposes with us, we can know nothing,

or almost nothing: man begins in darkness, ends in darkness

;

mvsterv is everywhere around us and m us, under our feet,

amoncr our hands. Nevei theless so much has become evident

to even- one, that this wondrous Mankind is advancing some-

whither- that at least all human things are, have been and

forever will be, in Movement and Change;—as, indeed for

bein-s that exist in Time, by virtue of Time, and are made of

Time might have been long since understood. In some

provinces, it is true, as in Experimental Science, this dis-

covery is an old one : but in most others it belongs wholly to

these" latter days. How often, in former ages, by eternal

"reeds eternal Forms of Government and the like, has it been

attempted, fiercelv enough, and with destructive violence, to

chain the Future under the Past; and say to the Providence

whose ways with man are mysterious, and through the great

deep- Hitherto shalt thou come, but no farther! A wholly

insane attempt; and for man himself, could it prosper, the

{ri<Thtfulest of all enchantments, a very Life -m - Death.

Man's task here below, the destiny of every individual man,

is to be in turns Apprentice and Workman; or say rather,

Scholar, Teacher, Discoverer : by nature he h^
.

strength for

learning, for imitating; but also a strength for acting, for

knowing on his own account. Are we not in a world seen to

be Infinite; the relations lying closest together modified by

those latest discovered and lying farthest asunder? Could

vou ever spell-bind man into a Scholar merely, so that he had

nothing to discover, to correct; could you t^ • establish a

Theory of the Universe that were entire, unimprovable, and

whirh'needed only to be got by hea-t ; man then were spiritu-

ally defunct,the Species we nowname Man had ceased to exist.

But the gods, kinder to us than we are to ourselves, have for-

bidden such suicidal acts. As Phlogiston is displaced by

':,v •^s-'iK^
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Oxygen, and the Epicycles of Ptolemy by the Ellipses of
Kepler; so does Paganism give place to Catholicism, Tyranny
to Monarchy, and Feudalism to Representative Government
—where also the process does not stop. Perfection of Practice'
like completeness of Opinion, is always approaching, never
arrived

; Truth, in the words of Schiller, immer wird, nie ist

never is, always is a-being.
'

Sad, truly, were our condition did we know but this, that
Change is universal and inevitable. Launched into a dark
shoreless sea of Pyrrhonism, what 'vould remain for us but to
sail aimless, hopeless; or make madly merrv, while the
devouring Death had not yet ingulfed us ? As indeed, we
have seen many, and still see many do. Nevertheless so
stands it not. The venerator of the Past (and to what pure
heart is the Past, in that " moonlight of memory," other than
sad and holy?) sorrows not over its departure, as one utterly
bereaved. The true Past departs not, nothing that was
worthy in the Past departs; no Truth or Goodness realised
by man ever dies, or can die ; but is all still here, and, recog-
nised or not, lives and works through endless changes. If all

things, to speak in the German dialect, are discerned by us,
and exist for us, in an element of Time, and therefore of
Mortality and Mutability

;
yet Time itself reposes on Eternitv :

the truly Great and Transcendental has its basis and sub-
stance in Eternity: stands revealed to us as Eternity in a
vesture of Time. Thus in all Poetry, Worship, Art, Society,
as one form passes into another, nothing is lost: it is but the
superficial, as it were the body only , that grows obsolete and
dies; under the mortal body lies a soul which is immortal;
which anew incarnates itself in fairer revelation; and the
Present is the living sum-total of the whole Past.

In Change, therefore, there is nothing terrible, nothing
supernatural

: on the contrary, it lies in the verv essence ot
our lot and life in this world. To-day is not yesterday: we
ourselves change ; how can our Works and Thoughts, if they
are always to be the fittest, continue always the same?
Change, indeed, is painful; yet ever needful; and if Memory
have Its force and worth, so also has Hope. Nav, if we look
well to it, what is all Derangement, and necess'ity of great
Change, in itself such an evil, but the product simply of
increased resources which tlie old methods can no longer
administer; of new wealth which the old coffers will no loncer
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rontain? What is it, for example, that in our own day burst.

Kunder the bonds of ancient PoUtical Systems, and perplexes

lEu ope with the fear of Change, but even this :
the increase

social resources, which the old social methods will no longer

itently administer ? The new omnipotence of the Steam-

nte is ^hewing asunder quite other mountains than the

nhvsicxl Have not our economical distresses, those l)arn-

?'d Conflagrations themselves, the frightfulest madness of

mad epoch, their rise also in what is a real mcTcase:

increase of Men; of human Force ;
properly, m such a Planet

"s uS the most precious of all increases ? It is true .^in,

the ancient methods of administration will no longer suffice

Must the indomitable millions, full of old Saxon energy and

fire ic cooped-up in this Western Nook, choking one another

n a Shole of Calcutta, while a whole fertile untenanted

Ear Mesolate for want of the ploughshare, cries
:
Come and

till m , come and reap me? If the ancient Captains can no

n,er yield guidance, new must be sought after
:
for the difh-

ufv lies not in nature, but in artifice; the European Cal-

cutUvBlackhole has no walls but air ones and P^P^:^ o"^;.-

So too. Scepticism itself, with its innumerable n^^^^hiefs what

is it but the sour fruit of a most blessed increase, that of

Knowledge ; a fruit too that will not always continue sour ?

In fact! much as we have said and mourned about the un-

productV4 prevalence of Metaphysics, it was not without

some insighf into the use that lies in them. Metap^^ysical

SpTcu ation, if a necessary evil, is the ^^runner o much

good. The fever of Scepticism must needs bum
^^i-

°
^n

Ld burn out thereby the Impurities that caused it, t en

Sain will there be clearness, heaUh. The principle of life,

Sh now struggles painfully, in the outer, thin and barren

domain of 'he Conscious or Mechanical, may then withdraw

nto ts inner sanctuaries, its abysses of mystery and miracle

;

withdraw deeper than ever into that domam of the Uncon-

ciouslTy nature infinite and inexhaustible; and creatively

Trk here. From that mystic region, and from that alone

all wonders, all Poesies, and Religions, and Social Systems

have proceeded: the like wonders, and greater and higher,

he slumber ng there; and, brooded on by the spirit of the

waters will evolve themselves, and rise like exhalations from

^^ofou^r Modem Metaphysics, accordingly, may not thb

ia
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already be said, that if they have produced no Affirmation
they have destroyed much Negation ? It is a disease expel'
Img a disease: the fire of Doubt, as above hmted, consuming
away the Doubtful; that so the Certain come to light, aid
again lie visible on the surface. English or French Meta
physics, in reference to this last stage of the specuiati\e
process, are not what we allude to here; but only the .Meta-
physics of the Germans. In France or England, since the
days of Diderot and Hume, though all thought has been of
a sceptico-metaphysical texture, so far as there was anv
rhought, we have seen no Metaphysics ; but only more or
less ineffectual questionings whether such could be. In the
P>Trhonism of Hume and the Materialism of Diderot, Lo^ic
had, as it were, overshot itself, overset itself. Now, though
the athlete, to use our old figure, cannot, bv much lifting l?ft

up his own body, he may shift it out of a laming posture, and
get to stand in a free one. Such a service have German Meta-
physics done for man's mind. The second sickness of Specu-
lation has abolished both itself and the first. Friedrich
Schlegel complains much of the fruitlessness, the tumult and
transiency of German as of all Metaphvsics : and with reason
Yet in that wide-spreading, deep-whirling ^-ort,ex of Kantism
so soon metamorphosed ii:^o Fichteisni, Schellingism. and
then as Hegelism, and Cousinism, perhaps finallv evaporated
is not this issue visible enough. That Pvr'rhonism and
Materialism, themselves necessar\- phenomena in European
culture, have disappeared

: and a Faith in Religion has a^ain
become possible and inevitable for the scientific mind; and
the word Fr^g-thinker no longer means the Denier or Caviller
but the Believer, or the Readv to believe.? Nay, in the
higher Literature of Germany, there already lies, for him that
can read it, the beginning of a new revelation of the Godlike-
as yet unrecognised by the mass of the world; but waiting
there for recognition, and sure to find it when the fit hour
comes. This age also is not wholly without its Prophets.

Again, under another aspect, if Utilitarianism, or Radical-
ism, or the Mechanical Philosophy, or by whatever name it is

called, has still its long task to do: nevertheless we can nc-v
see through it and beyond it : in the better heads, even among
us English, It has become obsolete; as in other countries it
ha^ been, in such heads, for some forty or even fifty years.
What sound mmd among the French, for example, now fancies

iiusetr •v^7'lis?s^
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that men can be governed by " Constitutions; " by the never

?o cunnini? mechanising of Self-interests, and all conceivable

adjustments of checking and balancing; in a word, by the

be^t possible solution of this quite insoluble and impossible

problem, Given a world of Knaves, to produce an Honesty from

iheir united action ? Were not experiments enough of this

kind tried before all Europe, and found wanting, when, m
that doomsday of France, the infinite gulf of human Passion

shivered asunder the thin rinds of Habit; and burst forth

all-devouring, as in seas of Nether Fire? Which cunningly-

devised "Constitution," constitutional, republican, demo-

cratic, sansculottic, could bind that raging chasm together?

Were they not all burnt up, like paper as they were, in its

molten eddies ; and still the fire-sea raged fiercer than before ?

It is not by Mechanism, but by Religion ; not by Self-interest,

but by Lovalty, that men are governed or governable.

Remarkable it is, truly, how everywhere the eternal fact

begins again to be recogi^^ed, that there is a Godlike in

human affairs; that God not only made us and beholds us,

but is in us and around us; that the Age of Miracles, as it

ever was, now is. Such recognition we discern on all hands

and in all countries : in each country after its own fashion. In

France, amc ig the younger nobler minds, strangely enough;

where, in their loud contention with the Actual and Conscious,

the Ideal or Unconscious is, for the time, without exponent;

where Religion means not the parent of Polity, as of all that

is highest, but Polity itself; and this and the other earnest

man has not been wanting, who could audibly whisper to

himself: " Go to, I will make religion." In England still

more strangely; as in all things, worthy England will have

its wav: by the shrieking of hysterical women, casting out

of devils, and other " gifts of the Holy Ghost." Well rnight

Jean Paul say, in this his twelfth hour of the Night, " the

living dream ;
" well might he say, " the dead walk." Mean-

while let us rejoice rather that so much has been seen into,

wert it through never so diffracting media, and never so

madly distorted; that in all dialects, though but half-articu-

latelv. this high Gospel begins to be preached: Man is still

Man'. The genius of Mechanism, as was once before pre-

dicted, will not always sit like a choking incubus on our

soul; but at length, when by a new magic Word the old spell

is broken, become our slave, and as familiar-spirit do all our
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bidding. " We are near awakening when we dream that we

dream."
He that has an eye and a heart can even now say: Whv

should I falter? Light has come into the world; to such ^
love Light, so as Light must be loved, with a boundless all-

doing, all-enduring love. For the rest, let that vain struggle

to read the mystery of the Infinite cease to harass us. It

is a mystery which, through all ages, we shall only read here

a line of, there another line of. Do we not already know

that th°. " -e of the Infinite is Good, is God? Here on

Earth we are as Soldiers, fighting in a foreign land; that

understand not the plan of the campaign, and have no need

to understand it; seeing well what is at our hand to be done.

Let us do it like Soldiers; with submission, with courage,

with a heroic joy. " Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,

do it with all thy might." Behind us, behind each one of

us, lie Six Thousand Years of human effort, human conquest:

before us is the boundless Time, with its as yet uncreated

and unconquered Continents and Eldorados, which we, even

we, have to conquer, to create; and from the bosom of

Eternity there shine for us celestial guiding stars.

" My inheritance how wide and fair!

Time is my fair seed-field, of Time I'm heir,"

B



SIGNS OF THE TIMES ^

[1829]

It is no ver\' good symptom either of nations or individuals,

that they deal much in vaticination. Happy men are full

of the present, for its bounty suffices them ; and wise men

also, for its duties engage them. Our grand business

undoubtedly Is, not to see what lies dimly at a distance, but

to do what lies clearly at hand.

" Know'st thou Yesterday, its aim and reason;

Work'st thou well To-day. for worthy things?

Calmly wait the Morrow's hidden season,

Need'st not fear what hap soe'er it brings."

But man's " large discourse of reason " will look " before

and after;
" and, impatient of the " ignorant present time,"

will indulge in anticipation far more than profits him. Sel-

dom can the unhappy be persuaded that the evil of the day

is sufficient for it; and the ambitious will not be content with

present splendour, but paints yet more glorious triumphs,

on the cloud-curtain of the future.

The case, however, is still worse with nations. For here

the prophets are not one, but many; and each incites and

confirms the other; so that the fatidical fur>' spreads wider

and wider, till at last even Saul must join in it. For there is

still a real magic in the action and reaction of minds on one

another. The casual deliration of a few becomes, by this

mysterious reverberation, the frenzy of many; men lose the

use, not only of their understandings, but of their bodily

senses; while the most obdurate unbelieving hearts melt,

like the rest, in the furnace where all are ca.st as victims and

as fuel. It is grievous to think, that this noble omnipotence

of Sympathy has been so rarely the Aaron's-rod of Truth

and Virtue, and so often the Enchanter's-iud of Wickedness

and Folly ! No solitary miscreant, scarcely any solitary

maniac, would venture on such actions and imaginations,

* Edinburgh Review, No. 98.
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as large communities of sane men have, in such circumstances
entertained as sound wisdom. Witness long scenes of the

French Re\olution, in these late times! Levity is no pro-

tection against such visitations, nor the utmost camesttitj,

of character. The New-England Puritan burns witches.

wrestles for months with the horrors of Satan's invisible

world, and all ghastly phantasms, the daily and hourl

if

precursors of the Last Day; then suddenly bethinks him
that he is frantic, weeps bitterly, prays contritely, and the

history of that gloomy season lies behind him like a frightful

dream.

Old England too has had her share of such frenzies and
panics; though happily, like other old maladies, they have

grown milder of late: and since the days of Titus Oates have
mostly passed without loss of men's lives; or indeed without

|i much other loss than that of reason, for the time, in the
fii sufferers. In this mitigated form, however, the distemper

is of pretty regular recurrence ; and may be reckoned on at

intervals, like other natural visitations; so that reasonable
men deal with it, as the Londoners do with their fogs,—go
cautiously out into the groping crowd, and patiently earn,'

lanterns at noon; knowing, by a well-grounded faith, that

the sun is still in existence, and will one day reappear. How
often have we heard, for the last fifty years, that the countrv'

was wrecked, and fast sinking; whereas, up to this date, the

country is entire and afloat! The "State in Danger '

is

a condition of things, which we ha-/e witnessed a hundred
times; and as for the Church, it has seldom been out of

" danger " since we can remember it.

All men are aware that the present is a crisis of this sort;

and why it has become so. The repeal of the Test Acts, and
then of the Catholic disabilities, has struck many of their

admirers with an indescribable astonishment. Those things

seemed fixed and immovable; deep as the foundations of the

world; and lo, in a moment they have vanished, and their

place knows them no more! Our worthy friends mistook
the slumbering Leviathan tui- an island; often > they had
been assured, that Intolerance vsas, and could be nothinc but

a Monster; and so, mooring under the lee, they had anchored
comfortably in his scaly rind, thinking to take good cheer;

as for some space they did. But now their Leviathan has

suddenly dived under; and they can no longer be fastened
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in the stream of time; but must drift forward on it, even like

the rest of the world: no very appulling fate, we think,

could they but understand it; which, however, they will not

yet, for a season. Their little inland is gone; sunk deep

amid confused eddies; and what is left worth caring for in

the universe? What is i to them that the great continents

of the earth arc still standing; and the polestf "d all our

loadstars, in the heavens, still shining and etc - .' Their

cherished little haven is gone, and they will not be roruforted

!

And therefore, day after day, in all manner of periodical

or perennial publications, the most lugubrious predictions

are sent forth. The King has virtually abdicated; the

Church is a widow, without jointure; public principle is

gone; private honesty is going; society, in short, is fast

falling in pieces; and a time of unmixed evil is come on us.

At such a period, it was to be expected that the rage of

prophccv should be more than usually excited. Accordingly,

the Millcnnarians have come forth on the right hand, and the

Millites on the left. The Fifth-monarchy men prophesy from

the Bible, and the Utilitarians from Bentham. The one an-

nounces that the last of the seals is to be opened, positively,

in the year i860; and the other assures us that " the greatest-

happiiiess principle " is to make a heaven of earth, in a still

shorter time. We know these symptoms too well, to think

it necessary or safe to interfere with them. Time and the

hours will bring relief to all parties. The grand encourager

of Delphic or other noises is—the Echo. Left to themselves,

they will the sooner dissipate, and die away in space.

Meanwhile, we too admit that the present is an important

time; as all present time necessarily is. The poorest Day

that passes over us is the conflux of two Eternities; it is

made up of currents that issue from the remotest Past, and

flow onwards into the remotest Future. We were wise indeed,

could we discern truly the signs of our own time; and by

knowledge of its wants and advantages, wisely adjust our

own position in it. Let us, instead of gazing idly into the

obscure distance, look calmly around us, for a little, on

the perplexed scene v/here we stand Perh.aps, on a more

serious inspection, something of its perplexity will disappear,

some of its distinctive characters and deeper tendencies more

clearly reveal themseh •
; whereby our own relations to it, our

own true aims and end avours in it. may also become t '-arer.
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Were we required to characterise this ^e of ours by any
single epithet, we should be tempted to call it, not an Heroical
Devotional, Philosophical, or Moral Age, but, above all

others, the Mechanical Age. It is the Age of Machinery
in every outward and inward sense of that word; the age
which, with its whole undivided might, forwards, teaches
and practises the great art of adapting means to ends.

Nothing is now done directly, or by hand; all is by rule and
calculated contrivance. For the simplest operation, some
helps and accompaniments, some cunning abbreviating
process is in readiness. Our old modes of exertion are all

discredited, and thrown aside. On ever}' hand, the living

artisan is driven from his workshop, to make room for a
speedier, inanimate one. The shuttle drops from the fingers

of the weaver, and falls into iron fingers that ply it faster.

The sailor furls his sail, and lays down his oar; and bids a

strong, unwearied servant, on vaporous wings, bear him
through the waters. Men have crossed oceans by steam;
the Birmingham Fire-king has visited the fabulous East; and
the genius of the Cape, were there any Camoens now to sing

it, has again been alarmed, and with far stranger thunders
than Gamas. There is no end to machinery. Even the horse

is stripped of his harness, and finds a fleet fire-horse yoked
in his stead. Nay, we have an artist that hatches chickens
by steam; the very brood-hen is to be superseded! For all

earthly, and for some unearthly purposes, we have machines
and mechanic furtherances; for mincing our cabbages; for

casting us into magnetic sleep. We remove mountains, and
make seas our smooth highway; nothing can resist us. We
war with rude Nature; and, by our resistless engines, come
off always victorious, and loaded with spoils.

What wonderful accessions have thus been made, and are

still making, to the physical power of mankind; how much
better fed, clothed, lodged and, in all outward respects,

accommodated men now are, or might be, by a given quantity
of labour, is a grateful reflection which forces itself on every
one. What changes, too, this addition of power is introduc-

ing into the Social System ; how wealth has more and more
increased, and at the same time gathered itself more and
more into masses, strangely altering the old relations, and
increasing the distance between the rich and the poor, will

be a question for Political Economists, and a much more
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complex and important one than p.ny they have yet engaged

with.

But leaving these matters for the present, let us observe

how the mechanical genius of our time has diffused itself into

quite other provinces. Not the external and physical alone

is now managed by machinery, but the internal and spiritual

also. Here too nothing follows its spontaneous course,

nothing is left to be accomplished by old natural methods.

Everything has its cunningly devised implements, its pre-

established apparatus; it is not done by hand, but by
machinery. Thus we have machines for Education: Lan-

castrian machines; Hamiltonian machines; monitors, maps

and emblems. Instruction, that mysterious communing of

Wisdom with Ignorance, is no longer an indefinable tentative

process, requiring a study of individual aptitudes, and a

perpetual variation of means and methods, to attain the

same end; but a secure, universal, straightforward business,

to be conducted in the gross, by proper mechanism, with

such intellect as comes to hand. Then, we have Religious

machines, of all imaginable varieties; the Bible-Society,

professing a far higher and heavenly structure, is found, on

inquiry, to be altogether an earthly contrivance: supported

by collection of moneys, by fomenting of vanities, by puffing,

intrigue and chicane ; a machine for converting the Heathen.

It is the same in all other departments. Has any man, or

any society of men, a truth to speak, a piece of spiritual work

to do; they can nowise proceed at once and with the mere

natural organs, but must first call a public meeting, appoint

committees, issue prospectuses, eat a public dinner; in a

word, construct or borrow machinery, wherewith to speak

it and do it. Without machinery they were hopeless, help-

less; a colony of Hindoo weavers squatting in the heart of

Lancashire. Mark, too, how every machine must have its

moving power, in some of the great currents of society;

every little sect among us, Unitarians, Utilitarians, Ana-

baptists, Phrenologists, must have its Periodical, its monthly

or quarterly Magazine;—hanging out, like its windmill, into

the popiilaris aura, to grind meal for the society.

With individuals, in like manner, natural strength avails

little. No individual now hopes to accomplish the poorest

enterprise single-handed and without mechanical aids; he

must make interest with some existing corporation, and till
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his field with their oxen. In these days, more emphatically
than ever, " to live, signifies to unite with a party, or to make
one." Philosophy, Science, Art, Literature, all depend on
machinery. No Newton, by silent meditation, now discovers
the system of the world from the falling of an apple; but
some quite other than Newton stands in his Museum, his
Scientific Institution, and behind whole batteries of retorts
digesters and galvanic piles imperatively "interrogates
Nature,"—who, however, shows no haste to answer. In
defect of Raphaels, and Angelos, and Mozarts, we have Royal
Academies of Painting, Sculpture, Music; whereby the
languishing spirit of Art may be strengthened, as by the more
generous diet of a Public Kitchen. Literature, too, has its

Paternoster-row mechanism, its Trade-dinners, its Editorial
conclaves, and huge subterranean, puffing bellows; so that
books are not only printed, but, in a great measure, written
and sold, by machinery.

National culture, spiritual benefit of all sorts, is under the
same management. No Queen Christina, in these times,
needs to send for her Descartes; no King Frederick for his

Voltaire, and painfully nourish him with pensions and flattery:
any sovereign of taste, who wishes to enlighten his people,
has only to impose a new tax, and with the proceeds establish
Philosophic Institutes. Hence the Royal and Imperial
Societies, the Bibliothdques, Gl>T)toth^ques, Technoth^ques,
which front us in all capital cities; like so many well-finished
hives, to which it is expected the stray agencies of Wisdom
will swarm of their own accord, and hive and make honey.
In like manner, among ourselves, when it is thought that
religion is declining, we have only to vote half-a-million's
worth of bricks and mortar, and build new churches. In
Ireland it seems they have gone still farther, having actually
established a " Penny-a-week Purgatury Society"! Thus
does the Genius of Mechanism stand by to help us in all

difficulties and emergencies, and with his iron back bears all

our burdens.

These things, which we state lightly enough here, are yet
of deep import, and indicate a mighty change in our whole
manner of existence. For the same habit regulates not our
modes of action alone, but our modes of thought and feeling.
Men are grown mechanical in head and in heart, as well as
in hand. They have lost faith in individual endeavour, and in
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natural force, of any kind. Not for internal perfection, but

for external combinations and arrangements, for institutions,

constitutions—for Mechanism of one sort or other, do they

hope and struggle. Their whole efforts, attachments, opinions,

turn on mechanism, and are of a mechanical character.

We may trace this tendency in all the great manifestations

of our time; in its intellectual aspect, the studies it most

favours and its manner of conducting them ; in its practical

aspects, its politics, arts, religion, morals; in the whole

sources, and throughout the whole currents, of its spiritual,

no less than its material activity.

Consider, for example, the state of Science generally, in

Europe, at this period. It is admitted, on all sides, that the

Metaphysical and Moral Sciences are falling into decay, while

the Physical are engrossing, every day, more respect and

attention. In most of the European nations there is now

no such thing as a Science of Mind ; only more or less advance-

ment in the general science, or the sp ."cial sciences, of matter.

The French were the first to desert Metaphysics ; and though

t' • have lately affected to revive their school, it has yet no

, of vitality. The land of Malebranche, Pascal, Descartes

a jenelon, has now only its Cousins and Villemains ; while,

lie department of Physics, it reckons far other names.

Among ourselves, the Philosophy of Mind, after a rickety

infancy, which never reached the vigour of manhood, fell

suddenly into decay, languished and finally died out, with

its last amiable cultivator. Professor Stewart. In no nation

but Germany has any decisive effort been made in psycho-

logical science; not to speak of any decisive result. The

science of the age, in short, is physical, chemical, physiological

;

in all shapes mechanical. Our favourite Mathematics, the

highly prized exponent of all these other sciences, has also

become more and more mechanical. Excellence in what

is called its higher departments depends less on natural

genius than on acquired expertness in wielding its machinery.

Without undervaluing the wonderful results which a La-

grange or Laplace educes by means of it, we may remark,

that their calculus, differential and integral, is little else than

a more cunningly-constructed arithmetical mill; where the

factors being put in, are, as it were, ground into the true

product, under cover, and without other effort on our part

than steady turning of the handle. We have more Mathe-

TiTimir^^^^ii^:::
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matics than ever; but less Mathesis. Archimedes and Plato
could not have read the Mecanique Celeste; but neither
would the whole French Institute see aught in that saying
" God geometrises! " but a sentimental rodomontade. '

Nay, our whole Metaphysics itself, from Locke's time
downwards, has been physical; not a spiritual philosophy,
but a material one. The singular estimation in which his
Essay was so long held as a scientific work (an estimation
grounded, indeed, on the estimable character of the man) will
one day be thought a curious indication of the spirit of these
times. His whole doctrine is mechanical, in its aim and
origin, in its method and its results. It is not a philosophy
of the mind: it is a mere discussion concerning the origin
of our consciousness, or ideas, or whatever else they are
called

: a genetic history of what we see in the mind. The
grand secrets of Necessity and Freewill, of the Mind's vital
or non-vital dependence on Matter, of our mysterious rela-
tions to Time and Space, to God, to the Universe, are not,
in the faintest degree, touched on in these inquiries; and
seem not to have the smallest connexion with them.
The last class of our Scotch Metaphysicians had a dim

notion that much of this as wrong; but they knew not
how to right it. The school of Reid had also from the first

taken a mechanical course, not seeing any other. The
singular conclusions at which Hume, setting out from their
admitted premises, was arriving, brought this school into
being; they let loose Instinct, as an undiscriminating ban-
dog, to guard them against these conclusions ;—they tugged
lustily at the logical chain by which Hume was so coldly
towing them and the world into bottomless abysses of
Atheism and Fatalism. But the chain somehow snapped
between them; and the issue has been that nobody n^.v cares
about either,—any more than about Hartley's, Darwin's,
or Priestley's contemporaneous doings in England. Hartley's
vibrations and vibratiuncles, one would think, were material
and mechanical enough; but our Continental neighbours
have gone still farther. One of their philosophers has lately
discovered, that " as the liver secretes bile, so does the brain
secrete thought

;
" which astonishing discovery Dr. Cabanis,

more lately still, in his Rapports du Physique et du Morale
de VHomme, has pushed into its minutest developments.
The metaphysical philosophy of this last inquirer is

la^"^'-»(«£...* la*.
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certainly no shadowy or unsubstantial one. He fairly

lays open our nioral structure with his dissecting-kniyes

and real metal probes; and exhibits it to the inspection

of mankind, by Leuwenhoek microscopes, and inflation with

the anatomical blowpipe. Thought, he is inclined to hold,

is still secreted by the brain ; but then Poetry and Religion

(and it is redly worth knowing) are " a product of the smaller

intestines " ! We have the greatest admiration for this

learned doctor: with what scientific stoicism he walks

through the land of wonders, unwondering; like a wise man
through some huge, gaudy, imposing Vauxhall, whose fire-

works, cascades and symphonies, the vulgar may enjoy and

believe in,—but where he finds nothing real but the saltpetre,

pasteboard and catgut. His book may be regarded as the

ultimatum of mechanical metaphysics in our time; a remark-

able realisation of what in Martinus Scriblerus was still only

an idea, that " as the jack had a meat-roasting quality, so

had the body a thinking quality,"—upon the strength of

which the Nurembergers were to build a wood-and-leather

man, " who should reason as well as most country parsons."

Vaucanson did indeed make a wooden duck, that seemed to

eat and digest; but that bold scheme of the Nurembergers

remained for a more modern virtuoso.

This condition of the two great departments of know-

ledge,—the outward, cultivated exclusively on mechanical

principles ; the inward, finally abandoned, because, cultivated

on such principles, it is found to yield no result,—sufnciently

indicates the intellectual bias of our time, its all-pervading

disposition towards that line of inquiry. In fact, an inward

persuasion has long been diffuJng itself, and now and then

even comes to utterance. That, except the external, there are

no true sciences ; that to the inward world (if there be any)

our only conceivable road is through the outward; that, in

short, what cannot be investigated and understood mechanic-

ally, cannot be investigated and understood at all. We
advert the more particularly to these intellectual propensities,

as to prominent symptoms of our age, because Opinion is at

all times doubly related to Action, first as cause, then as

effect ; and the speculative tendency of any age will therefore

give us, on the whole, the best indications of its practical

tendency.

Nowhere, for example, is the deep, almost exclusive faith
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we have in Mechanism more visible than in the Politics of
this time. Civil government does by its nature include
much that is mechanical, and must be treated accordingly

I
We term it, indeed, in ordinary language, the Machine of
Society, and talk of it as the grand working wheel from which
all private machines must derive, or to which they must
adapt, their movements. Considered merely as a metaphor
all this is well enough; but here, as in so many other cases'
the " foam hardens itself into a shell," and the shadow we
have wantonly evoked stands terrible before us and will not
dej "t at our bidding. Government includes much also
thai IS not mechanical, and cannot be treated mechanically
of which latter truth, as appears to us, the political specula-
tions and exertions of our time are taking less and less
cognisance.

Nay, in the very outset, we might note the mighty interest
taken in mere politiccd arrangements, as itself the sign of a
niechanical age. The whole discontent of Europe takes this
direction. The deep, strong cry of all civilised nations,—

a

cry which, every one now sees, must and will be answered,
is: Give us a reform of Government! A good structure of
legislation, a proper check upon the executive, a wise arrange-
ment of the judiciary, is all that is wanting for human happi-
ness. The Philosopher of this age is not a Socrates, a Plato,
a Hooker, or Taylor, who inculcates on men the necessity
and infinite worth of moral goodness; the great truth that
our happiness depends on the mind which is within us, and
not on the circumstances which are without us ; but a Smith,
a De Lolme, a Bentham, who chiefly inculcates the reverse
of this,—that our happiness depends entirely on external
circumstances; nay, that the strength and dignity of the
mind within us is itself the creature and consequence of these.
Were the laws, the government, in good order, all were well
with us; the rest would care for itself! Dissentients from
this opinion, expressed or implied, are now rarely to be met
with; widely and angrily as men differ in its application, the
principle is admitted by all.

Equally mechanical, and of equal simplicity, are the
methods proposed by both parties for completing or securing
this all-sufficient perfection of arrangement. It is no longer
the moral, religious, spiritual condition of the people that is

our concern, but their physical, practical, economical condi-
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tion, as regulated by public laws. Thus is the Body-politic

more than ever worshipped and tendered; but the Soul-

politic less than ever. Love of country, in any high or

generous sense, in any other than an almost animal sense, or

mere habit, has little importance attached to it in such

reforms, or in the opposition shown them. Men are to be

guided only by their self-interests. Good government is a

good balancing of these ; and, except a keen eye and appetite

for self-interest, requires no virtue in any quarter. To both

parties it is emphatically a machine: to the discontented,

a "taxing-machine;" to the contented, a "machine for

securing property." Its duties and its faults are not those

of a father, but of an active parish-constable.

Thus it is by the mere condition of the machine, by pre-

serving it untouched, or else by reconstructing it, and oiling

it anew, that man's salvation as a social being is to be insured

and indefinitely promoted. Contrive the fabric of law

aright, and without farther effort on your part, that divine

spirit of Freedom, which all hearts venerate and long for,

will of herself come to inhabit it; and under her healing

wings every noxious influence will wither, every good and
salutary one more and more expand. Nay, so devoted are

we to this principle, and at the same time so curiously

mechanical, that a new trade, specially grounded on it, has

arisen among us, under the name of " Codification," or code-

making in the abstract; whereby any people, for a reasonable

consideration, may be accommodated with a patent code ;

—

more easily than curious individuals with patent breeches,

for the people does not need to be measured first.

To us who live in the midst of all this, and see continually

the faith, hope and practice of every one founded on Mechan-
ism of one kind or other, it is apt to seem quite natural, and
as if it could never have been otherwise. Nevertheless, if

we recollect or reflect a little, we shall find both that it has

been, and might again be otherwise. The domain of Mechan-
ism,—meaning thereby political, ecclesiastical or other out-

ward establishments,—was once considered as embracing, and
we arc persuaded can at anytime embrace, but a limited por-

tion of man's interests, and by no means the highest portion.

To speak a little pedantically, there is a science of

Dynamics in man's fortunes and nature, as well as of

.
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Mechanics. There is a science which treats of, and practically

addresses, the primary, unmodified forces and energies of

man, the mysterious springs of Love, and Fear, and Wonder,
of Enthusiasm, Poetry, Religion, all which have a truly vital

and infinite character; as well as a science which practically

addresses the finite, modified developments of these, when
they take the shape of immediate " motives," as hope of

reward, or as fear of punishment.
Now it is certain, that in former times the wise men, the

enlightened lovers of their kind, who appeared generally as

Moralists, Poets or Priests, did, without neglecting the

Mechanical province, deal chiefly with the Dynamical;
applying themselves chiefly to regulate, increase and purify

the inward primary powers of man; and fancying that

herein lay the main difficulty, and the best service they could
undertake. But a wide difference is manifest in our age.

For the wise men, who now appear as Political Philosophers,

deal exclusively with the Mechanical province; and occupy-
ing themselves in counting-up and estimating men's motives,
strive by curious checking and balancing, and other adjust-

ments of Profit and Loss, to guide them to their true advan-
tage: while, unfortunately, those same "motives" are so

innumerable,and so variable in every individual, that no really

useful conclusion can ever be drawn from their enumeration.
But though Mechanism, wisely contrived, has done much for

man in a social and moral point of view, we cannot be per-

suaded that it has ever been the chief source of his worth or

happiness. Consider the great elements of human enjoy-
ment, the attainments and possessions that exalt man's life

to its present height, and see what part of these he owes to

institutions, to Mechanism of any kind; and what to the

instinctive, unbounded force, which Nature herself lent him,
and still continues to him. Shall we say, for example, that

Science and Art are indebted principally to the founders of

Schools and Universities ? Did not Science originate rather,

and gain advancement, in the obscure closets of the Roger
Bacons, Keplers, Newtons; in the workshops of the Fausts
and the Watts ; wherever, and in what guise soever Nature,
from the first times downwards, had sent a gifted spirit upon
the earth? Again, were Homer and Shakspeare members
of any beneficed guild, or made Poets by means of it ? Were
Painting and Sculpture created by forethought, brought into
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the world by institutions for that end ? No ;
Science and ,

Art have, from first to last, been the free gift of Nature; an
i

unsolicited, unexpected gift; often even a fatal one. These

things rose up, as it were, by spontaneous growth, in the free

soifand sunshine of Nature. They were not planted or

grafted, nor even greatly multiplied or improved by the cul-

ture or manuring of institutions. Generally speaking, they

have derived only partial help from these; often enough

have suffered damage. They made constitutions for tliem-

selves. They originated in the Dynamical nature of man,

not in his Mechanical nature.
.

Or, to take an infinitely higher instance, that of the C aris-

tian Religion, which, under every theory of it, in the believing

or unbelieving mind, must ever be regarded as the crowning

glory, or rather the life and soul, of our whole modern

culture: How did Christianity arise and spread abroad

among men ? Was it by institutions , and establishment i and

well-arranged systems of mechanism ? Not so ;
on the con-

trary, in all past and existing institutions for those ends, its

divine spirit has invariably been found to languish and

decay. It arose in the mystic deeps of man's soul; and was

spread abroad by the " preaching of the word," by simple,

altogether natural and individual efforts; and flew, like

hallowed fire, from heart to heart, till all were purified and

illuminated bv it; and its heavenly light shone, as it still

shines, and (as sun or star) will ever shine, through the whole

dark destinies of man. Here again was no Mechanism;

man's highest attainment was accomplished Dynamically,

not Mechanically.

Nay, we will venture to say, that no high attainment, not

even any far-extending movement among men, was ever

accomplished otherwise. Strange as it may seem, if we read

Historv with any degree of thoughtfulness, we shall find that

the checks and balances of Profit and Loss have never been

the grand agents with men; that they have never been

roused into deep, thorough, all-pervading efforts by any com-

putable prospect of Profit and Loss, for any visible, finite

object; but always for some invisible and infinite one. The

Crusades took their rise in Religion ; their visible object was,

commercially speaking, worth nothing. It was the bound-

less Invisible world that was laid bare in the imaginations of

those men: and in its burning light, the visible shrunk as a
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scroll. Not mechanical, nor produced by mechanical means
was this vast movement. No dining at Freemasons' Tavern'
with the other long train of modern machinery; no cunning
reconciliation of " vested interests," was required here: only
the passionate voice of one man, the rapt soul looking through
the eyes of one man; and rugged, steel-clad Europe trembled
beneath his words, and followed him whither he listed In
later ages it was still the same. The Reformation had an in-
visible, mystic and ideal aim; the result was indeed to be
embodied m external things; but its spirit, its worth, was
internal, invisible, infinite. Our English Revolution too
originated m Religion. Men did battle, in those old davs
not for Purse-sake, but for Conscience-sake. Nay, in our
own days it is no way different. The French Revolution
Itself had something higher in it than cheap bread and a
Habeas-corpus act. Here too was an Idea; a Dynamic, not
a Mechanic force. It was a struggle, though a blind and at
last an insane one, for the infinite, divine nature of Right of
Freedom, of Country.

'

Thus does man, in every age, vindicate, consciously or un-
consciously, his celestial birthright. Thus does Nature hold
on her wondrous, unquestionable course; and all our systems
and theories are but so many froth-eddies or sandbanks
which from time to time she casts up, and washes away'
When we can dram the Ocean into mill-ponds, and bottle-up
the Force of Gravity, to be sold by retail, in gas jars; then
may we hope to comprehend the infinitudes of man's soul
under formulas of Profit and Loss; and rule over this too as
over a patent engine, by checks, and valves, and balances.
Nay, even with regard to Government itself, can it be neces-

sary to remind any one that Freedom, without which indeed
all spiritual life is impossible, depends on infinitely more com-
plex influences than either the extension or the curtailment
of the '' democratic interest " ? Who is there that, " taking
the high pnori road," shall point out what these influences
are; what deep, subtle, inextricably entangled influences they
have been and may be? For man is not the creature and
product of Mechanism; but, in a far truer sense, its creator
and producer: it is the noble People that makes the nobL
Government; rather than conversely. On the whole In-
stitutions are much; but they are not all. The freest and
highest spirits of the world have often been found under
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strange outward circumstances: Saint Paul and his brother

Apostles were politically slaves; Epictetus was personally

one Again, forget the influences of Chivalry and Religion,

and ask: What countries produced Columbus and Las

Casus? Or, descending from virtue and heroism to mere

energy and spiritual talent : Cortes, Pizarro, Alba, Ximenes ?

The Spaniards of the sixteenth century were indisputably the

noblest nation of Europe: yet they had the Inquisition and

Philip 11. They have the same government at this day ;
and

are the lowest nation. The Dutch too have retained their

old constitution; but no Siege of Leyden, no William the

Silent, not even an Egmont or De Witt any longer appears

among them. With ourselves also, where much has changed,

effect has nowise followed cause as it should have done
:
two

centuries ago, the Commons Speaker addressed Queen Eliza-

beth on bended knees, happy that the virago's foot did not

even smite him; yet the people were then governed, not by

a Castlereagh, but by a Burghley; they had their Shak-

speare and Philip Sidney, where we have our Sheridan

Knowles and Beau Brummel
These and the like facts are so familiar, the truths which

they preach so obvious, and have in all past times been so

universally believed and acted on, that we should almost feel

ashamed for repeating them ; were it not that, on every hand,

the memory of them seems to have passed away, or at laest

died into a faint tradition, of no value as a practical principle.

To judge by the loud clamour of our Constitution-builders,

Statists, Economists, directors, creators, reformers of Public

Societies; in a wor^l, all manner of Mechanists, from the

Cartwright up to the Code-maker; and by the nearly total

silence of all Preachers and Teachers who should give a voice

to Poetry, Religion and Morality, we might fancy either that

man's Dynamical nature was, to all spiritual intents, extinct,

or else so perfected that nothing more was to be made of it

by the old means ; and henceforth only in his Mechanical

contrivances did any hope exist for him.
^

To define the limits of these two departments of man s

activity, which work into one another, and by means of one

another, so intricately and inseparably, were by its nature

an impossible attempt. Their relative importance, even to

the wisest mind, will vary in different times, according to the

special wants and dispositions of those times. Meanwhile,
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It seems clear .noug'i fhat only in the right co-ordination
(

the two, an(. 'le vii^oi^us forwarding of both, d<»es our true
line of act. .1 he. Undue cultivation of tht invard or
Dj-namical pn.vmr l.ads to idle, visionary, imprartit able
courses, and, - .speci.jly in rude eras, to Superstition anr'
fanaticism, wtJi their lon,7 train of baleful and well-known
evils. Undue cultivation n the outward, again, though less
immediately prejudicial, and even for the time productive
of many palp;-,ble benefits, mist, in the long-run, by destroy
ing Moral Force, which is th. parent of all other Force prove
not less certainly, and perhaps still mor.' hopelessly, perni-
cious. lhis,wetakeit,isthegrandcharacterisiicof our <^eBy our skill in Mechanism, it has come to pass that in iie
management of external things we excel all other ages- while
in whatever respects the pure moral nature, in true dignity
of soul and character, we are perhaps inferior to most civilised
ages.

In fact, if we look deeper, we shall find that this faith -n
Mechanism has now struck its roots down into man" ost
mtimate, primary sources of conviction; and is t nee
sending up, over his whole life and activity, innunv ible
stems—fruitbearing and poison-bearing. The truth 1- mei
have lost their belief in the Invisible, and believe, an hope
and Avork only in the Visible; or, to speak it in other vord';'
This IS not a Religious age. Only the material, the im; edi-
ately practical, not the divine and spiritual, is importai '

to
us. 1 he infinite, absolute character of Virtue has pa^ d
into a finite, conditional one; it is n< onger a worship of ,e
Beautiful and Good; but a calcuL m of the Profitable
Worship, indeed, in any sense, is n( recogaised amor ' s
or is mechanically explained into F. ,

- of pain, or «^p f

pleasure. Our true Deity is Mechanism. It has ok
external Nature lor as, and we think i- will do all othe ' hiWe are Giants i<\ physical power: . a deept thai
phoncal sense, we are Titans U, t stri\ by hett
mountain on mouni tin, to conquer H- aver aK.,
The strong Mechanic: 1 character, visii m r e -piritu

pursuits and methods of this age, ma i^etra. ir irthe
into the condition and prevailing di? sition

. ritual
nature itself. Consider, for exampi hi -e' aion of
intellect m this era. Intellect, the power n nowing
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Cuuse and ctiect

"

we look at. and

with rcizard t any

it? vVe ;i no

cm' V' to heart,

onlookers,

^oes. Our
red; they

iqinrt

nither

(\-

Tl' "^t.

.iiT wh'

Ho

longir instinriivfiv driven to u^ ^rfh

what IS Good ,md ovely ut rather to

how it ; prortucc ., whcriL it co es,

favour c Philosophers hav no 1 ve and n(

s- md .. iiung -u- n -to ! >, nor to reate anyuung, but as a

s, -t of Logic-nalls to g .nd out the true causes and effects ot

all liiat is done and created. To the ey»- of a Smitfi, a Hume

or O • tart, all i'^ 'ell that works quietly. An Ord-

of i'nau Loyola, u Presbyterianism of Jon;. Kno

W k iTe*. iHenr th. Eighth, are simply so man v meci ^

ca pi onomena. au.'.ed or causing.

rhe Euphuist oxxx day • ffers much from ais pleasant pre-

essors An uitellectuai pperling of these times h sts

fly . ais irresih lu le per^ acity, his " dwelling in the ay-

i (,t tr !th," and so fortu, which on examination, turns

, b. dwell g in the fu^/i-light of ' closet-logic," and

I dc . un. nsciousnc s that there is any other light to dwell

„ or ' o hrr ob' ots ' survey with it. Wonder, indeed,

,n all h. ., ' mg uut: it is the sign of uncultivation

wonder leak 'o any small man of a high, majestic

cformation. nigh majestic Luther; and forthwith he

sets about
" mting" for it; how the "circumstances

.f the time "
call, d for such a character, and found him, we

appose, standing girt and road-ready, to do its errand;

now the
•' circumstances of the time " created, fashioned,

floated him quietH- aloag into the result; how, in short, this

small man, had he been there, could have performed the ike

himself! For it is the " force of circumstances " that does

everything; the force of one man can do nothing. Now all

this is ^Tfounded on little more than a metaphor. We figure

Society^as a " Machine," and that mind is opposed to mmd,

as body is to body ; whereby two, or at most ten, little minds

must be stronger than one great mind. Notublc absurdity.

For the plain truth, erv plain, we think is, that minds are

opposed to minds in quite a different way; and one man that

has a higher Wisdom, a hitherto unknown spiritual Truth in

• <iTi i^'W;
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him is stronger, not than ten men that have it not nr tuten thousand, but than all men that have it not and It!^among them with a quite ethereal, angehc pow^r as w^h^'sword out of Heaven's ovv-n armourv,^ky-fempe'red whi tno buckler, and no tower of brass, will finulV^Xtand
"''^

But to us, m these tmics, such consideratJcms rarely occur

lelrT^^'
''!,''' "°*^^"S by direct vision; but onHvreflection, and m anatomical dismemberment Like ^rHudibras for every Why we must have a Whe efore VVhave our httle theory on all human and divine things Poetrlthe vvorkmgs of genius itself, which in all times w th nnl^'

another meaning, has been called Inspiration and heW^o h'mystenous and inscrutable, is no long^erSut its s^'tifinexposition. The building of the lofty rhyme s iTke anv

hdJht'nrr
^bm,^<l->-g= we hav^ thLrL of it risTheight, decline and fall-which latter, it would seem is nownear, among all people. Of our "Theories of T^ste"?

Natural Historvil7?
""'°'^ "^ .^^^'8^°"' " ^" ^^ich one

ini .? "''^07, a the rest are included. Strangely toodoes the general feeling coincide with HumeV in this wonderul problem; for whether his "Natural History "be 1r^ht one or not, that Religion must have a Natural nS^orvall of us cleric and laic, seem to be agreed. L bde/d

dXrenc •Tut'^r^'r
^^^^" '^ «^^'^^^ so far there isainerence but in our first principle we are at one

disI:nrf;lT;rH''t^""^ ^"^^^^^^' "^ -^- -tellectualdissent from the Church, in its view of Holv Writ orevails at

circumstances an almost impossible inquiry. But the Unbehef which IS of a still more fundamental chLcter, every manmay see prevailing, with scarcely any but the faintest conTradiction, all around him ; even in the kipit itself mS^^^mos countries, more or less in every J^Iunti^^sntirgr

the hearrof'Zn ^^f^.^^-J/housand-voiSd psalm fro'm
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are of Expediency and Utility; whereby some smaller

quantum of earthly enjoyment may be exchanged for a far

lirger quantum of celestial enjoyment. Thus Religion too

i' Profit, a working for wages; not Reverence, but vulgar

iope or Fear. Many, we know, very many we hope, are

sill religious in a far different sense; were it not so, our case

verc too desperate: but to witness that such is the temper

(f the times, we take any calm observant man, who agrees

cr disagrees in our feeling on the matter, and ask him whether

our view of it is not in general well-founded.

Literature too, ir we consider it, gives similar testimony.

At no former era has Literature, the printed communication

of Thought, been of such importance as it is now. We often

hear that the Church is in danger ; and truly so it is—in a

dan<;er it seems not to know of: for, with its tithes in the

most perfect safetv, its functions are becoming more and

more superseded.
' The true Church of England, at this

moment, lies in the Editors of its Newspapers. These preach

to the people daily, weekly; admonishing kings themselves;

advising peace or war, with an authority which only the first

Reformers, and a long-past class of Popes, were possessed of;

inflicting moral censure; imparting moral encouragement,

consolation, edification; in all ways diligently "administer-

ing the Discipline of the Church." It may be said too, that

in private disposition the new Preachers somewhat resemble

the Mendicant Friars of old times: outwardly full of holy

zeal; inwardly not without stratagem, and hunger for

terrestrial things. But omitting this class, and the boundless

host of watery personages who pipe, as they are able, on so

many scrannel straws, let us look at the higher regions of

Literature, where, if anywhere, the pure melodies of Poesy

and Wisdom should be heard. Of natural talent there is no

deficiency: one or two richly-endowed individuals even give

us a superiority in this respect. But what is the song they

sing? Is it a tone of the Memnon Statue, breathing music

as the light first touches it? A " liquid wisdom," disclosing

to our sense the deep, infinite harmonies of Nature and man's

soul? Alas, no! It is not a matin or vesper hymn to the

Spirit of Beauty, but a fierce clashing of c>Tnbals, and shout

ing of multitudes, as children pass through the fire to Moloch

Poetry itself has no eye for the Invisible. Beauty is no

longer the god it worships, but some brute image of Strength;
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which we may call an idol, for true Strength is one and thesame with Beauty, and its worship also is a hymn iv
meek, silent Light can mould, create and purify all Nature
but the loud whirlwind, the sign and product of Disunion'
ofWeakness, passes on, and is forgotten. How widdv
this veneration for the physically Strongest has spread itself
through Literature, any one may judge who reads either critiasm or poem. We praise a work, not as " true," but as
strong; "our highest praise is that it has " affected "

u^
has

^^
terrified " us. All this, it has been well observed I

the maximum of the Barbarous," the symptom, not'oj
vigorous refinement, but of luxurious corruption. It speaks
much, too, for men's indestructible love of truth, that nothing
of this kmd will abide with them; that even the talent of aB>Ton cannot permanently seduce us into idol-worship- that
he too, with all his wild siren charming, already begins to be
disregarded and forgotten.

Again, with respect to our Moral condition: here also hewho runs may read that the same physical, mechanical influ-
ences are everywhere busy. For the "superior morality"
of which we hear so much, we too would '

.ire to be thankful-
at tne same time, it were but blindness to deny that this
superior morality " is properly rather an " inferior criminal-

ity, produced net by greater love of Virtue, but by greater
perfection of Police; and of that far subtler and stronger
Police, called Public Opinion. This last watches over^us
with Its Argus eyes more keenly than ever; but the " inward
eye seems heavy with sleep. Of any belief in inv" wble
divine things, we find as few traces in our Morality as else-
where. It is by tangible, material considerations that we are
guided, not by mward and spiritual. Self-denial, the parent
of all virtue, in any true sense of that word, has perhaps
seldom been rarer; so rare is it, that the most, even in their
abstract speculations, regard its existence as a chimera
Virtue is Pleasure, is Profit; no celestial, but an earthly
thing. Virtuous men, Philanthropists, ?..artyrs are happv
accidents; their " taste " lies the right way! In all senses,
we worship and follow after Power; which may be called a
physical pursuit. No man now loves Truth, as Truth must
be loved, with an mfinite love ; but only with a finite love, and
as It were par amours. Nay, properly speaking, he does not
believe and know it, but only " thinks "

it, and that "
there
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is every probability "
! He preaches it aloud, and rushes

courageously forth with it,—if there is a multitude huzzaing

at his back ;
yet ever keeps looking over his shoulder, and the

instant the huzzaing languishes, he too stops .short.

In fact, what morality we have takes the shape of Ambition,

of" Honour: " beyond money and money's worth, our only

rational blessedness is Popularity. It were but a fool's trick

tr die for conscience. Only for " character," by duel, or m
ase of extremity, by suicide, is the wise man bound to die.

By arguing on the " force of circumstances," we have argued

away all force from ourselves; and stand leashed together,

uniform in dress and movement, like the rowers of some

boundless galley. This and that may be right and true;

i«< we must not do it. Wonderful''Force of Public Opinion" !

We must act and walk in all points as it prescribes; follow

the traffic it bids us, realise the sum of money, the degree of

" influence
" it expects of us, or we shall be lightly esteemed

;

certain mouthfuls of articulate wind will be blown at us, and

this what mortal courage can front ? Thus, while civil liberty

is more and more secured to us, our moral liberty is all but

lost. Practically considered, our creed is Fatalism; and,

free in hand and foot, we are shackled in heart and soul with

far straiter than feudal chains. Truly may we say, with the

Philosopher, " the deep meaning of the Laws of Mechanism

lips heavy on us;" and in the closet, in the market-place,

in the temple, by the social hearth, encumbers the whole

movements of our mind, and over our noblest faculties is

spreadir ; nightmare sleep.

These J' .iC features, we are aware, belong more or less to

other ages, as well as to ours. This faith in Mechanism, in

the all-importance of physical things, is in every age the

common refuge of Weakness and blind Discontent; of all who

believe, as many will ever do, that man's true good lies with-

out him, not within. We are aware also, that, as applied to

ourselves in all their aggravation, they form but half a picture

;

that in the whole picture there are bright lights as well as

gloomy shadows. If we here dwell chiefly on the latter, let

us not be blamed: it is in general more profitable to reckon

up our defects than to boast of our attainments.

Neither, with all these evils more or less clearly before us,

have we at any time despaired of the fortunes of society.
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Despair, or even despondency, in that respect, appears to usm all cases, a groundless feeling. We have a faith in the
imperishable dignity of man; in the high vocation to which
throughout this his earthly history, he has been appointed'
However it may be with individual nations, whatever melan"
chohc speculators may assert, it seems a well-ascertained
fact, that m all times, reckoning even from those of the
Herachdes and Pelasgi, the happiness and greatness ofmankind at large have been continually progressive. Doubt-
less this age also is advancing. Its very unrest, its ceaseless
ac^tivity, Its discontent contains matter of promise. Know-
ledge, education are opening the eyes of the humblest •

are
mcreasing the number of thinking minds without limit
This IS as It should be ; for not in turning back,not in re.sistin'^
but only in resolutely struggling forward, does our life consist'
Nav, after all, our spiritual maladies are but of Opinion-

we are but fettered by chains of our own forging, and which
ourselves also can rend asunder. This deep, paralysed subjec-
tion to physical objects comes not from Nature, but from our
own unwise mode of viewing Nature. Neither can we under-
stand that man wants, at this hour, any faculty of heart soul
or body, that ever belonged to him. " He, who has 'been
born, has been a First Man; " has had lying before his young
eyes, and as yet unhardened into scientific shapes, a world as
plastic, infinite, divine, as lay before the eves of Adam himself
If Mechanism, like some glass bell, encircles and imprisons
us; if the soul looks forth on a fair heavenly country which
It cannot reach, and pines, and in its scanty atmosphotf is

ready to perish—yet the bell is but of glass; "one bold
stroke to break the bell in pieces, and thou art delivered !

"

Not the invisible world is wanting, for it dwells in man's soul
and this last is still here. Are the solemn temples, in which
the Divinity was once \'isiblv revealed among us, crumbling
away.? We can repair them, we can rebuild them. The
wisdom, the heroic worth of our forefathers, which we have
lost, we can recover. That admiration of old nobleness
which now so often shows itself as a faint dilettantism, will
one day become a generous emulation, and man may again
be all that he has been, and more than he has been. Nor are
these the mere daydreams of fancy; they arc clear possi-
bilities

; nay, m this time they are even assuming the charac-
ter of hopes. Indications we do see in other countries and
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in our own, signs infinitely cheering to us, that Mechanism

is not always to be our hard taskmaster, but one day to be

our pliant, all-ministering servant; that a new and brighter

spiritual era is slowly evolving itself for all men. But on

the^e things our present course forbids us to enter.

Meanwhile, that great outward changes are in prognss can

be doubtful to no one. The time is sick and out ot joint.

.Manv things ha\'e reached their height ; and it is a wise adage

that tells us, " the darkest hour is nearest the dawn." VVhere-

ever we can gather indication of the public thought, whether

from printed books, as in France or Germany, or from.

Carbonari rebellions and other political tumults, as in Spain,

Portugal, Italy and Greece, the voice it utters is the same.

The thinking minds of all nations call for change. There is

a deep-lying struggle in the whole fabric of society ; a boimd-

less grinding collision of the New with the Old. The French

Revolution, as is now visible enough, was not the parent of

this mighty movement, but its offspring. Those two hostile

influences,'which always exist in human things, and on the

constant intercommunion of which depends their health and

safety, had lain in separate masses, accumulating through

generations, and France was the scene of tlicir fiercest explo-

sion; but the final issue was not unfolded in that country;

nay it is not yet anywhere unfolded. Political freedom is

hitherto the object of these efforts; but they will not and

cannot stop there. It is towards a higher freedom than

mere freedom from oppression by his fellow-mortal, that

man dimlv aims. Of this higher, heavenly freedoni, which

is
" man's reasonable service," all his noble institutions, his

faithful endeavours and loftiest attainments, are but the

body, and more and more approximated emblem.

On the whole, as this wondrous planet. Earth, is journey-

ing with its fellows through infinite Space, so are the wondrous

destinies embarked on it journeying through infinite Time,

under a higher guidance than ours. For the present, as our

astronomy informs us, its path lies towards Hercules, the con-

stellation of Physical Pmver : but that is not our most pressing

concern. Go where it will, the deep Heavkn will be around

it. Therein let us have hope and sure faith. To reform a

world, to reform a nation, no wise nian will undertake ; and all

but foolish men know, that the only solid, though a far slower

reformation, is Vvhat each begins and perfects on hittisclj.
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The confused South-American Revolution, and set of revolu-
tions, like the South-American Continent itself, is doubtless
a great confused phenomenon; worthy of better knowledee
than men yet have of it. Several books, of which we herename a few known to us, have been written on the subject-
but bad books mostly, and productive of almost no effect"
The heroes of South America have not yet succeeded in
picturing any image of themselves, much less any true image
of themselves, m the Cis-Atlantic mind or memory.

Iturbide, " the Napoleon of Mexico," a great man in that
narrow country, who was he? He made the thrice-cele-
brated • Plan of Iguala; " a constitution of no continuance
He became Emperor of Mexico, most serene " Au'^ustin I

•

""

was deposed, banished to Leghorn, to London; decided' in
returning;—landed on the shore of Tampico, and was there
met, and shot: this, in a vague sort, is what the world knows
of the Napoleon of Mexico, most serene Augustin the First
most unfortunate Augustin the Last. He did himself publish

» Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 62.— i. " Funeral Discourse de-livered on occasion of celebrating the Obsequies of his l.-UeTx«Uencythe Perpetual Dictator of the RepubUc of Paraguay the CiS DrJ0S6 Caspar Francia: by Citizen the Rev. Manlel Antonio pirez of

fi4/S"^^*w
t^« In'^^^ation on the 20th of October 1840° (In th

fsja
)

'^ ""'' ^°- ^'3- Buenos-Ayres, Ma^ch 19!

r«f;/U^^^'
Historique sur la Revolution de Paraguay, et le Gouverne-

cT^p^nSei"dit?or^jr.t7' '" ''^- ^''''''' ^'^^

SecU'-eS"" lrn^L%,/' J" ^- ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^'^-'-n- » -Is.

4.
;;
Francia's Reign of Terror." By the same. London i8^q

raJa.
L^"«" 0° South America." By the same. 3 vols

'

London,

London^^'S " "^'"^ '^'^ ^" ""*^" ^-^ J"'^" ^iers. 2 vols.

P*™ '•'

^^Vl^i? °c
General Miller, in the Service of the RepubUc ofPeru. 2 vols. Second edition. London, 1829.
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memoirs or memorials/ but few can read them. Oblivion,

a-id the deserts of Panama, have swallowed this brave Don

Aiiffuslin : vate caruit sacro.

\nd Bolivar,
" the Washington of Columbia," Liberator

Bolivar he too is gone without his fame. Melancholy htho-

craphs represent to us a long-faced, square-browed man; of

stern considerate, consciously considerate aspect, mildly aqui-

line form ot nose; with terrible angularity of jaw; and dark

deep eyes, somewhat too close together (for which latter cir-

cumstance we earnestly hope the lithograph alone is to blame):

this is Liberator Bolivar ;—a man of much hard fighting, hard

riding of manifold achievements, distresses, heroisms and his-

trionisms in this world; a many-counselled, much-endurmg

man • now dead and gone ;—of whom, except that melancholy

lithocraph, the cultivated European public knows as good as

nothin": Yet did he not fly hither and thither, often in the

most d'esperate manner, with wild cavalry clad m b ankets,

with War of Liberation " to the death " ? Clad m blankets,

michos the South Americans call them : it is a square blanket,

with a short slit in the centre, which you draw over your head,

and so leave hanging: many a liberative cavalier has ridden,

in those hot climates, without farther dress at all
;
and fought

handsomely too, wrapping the blanket round his arm, when

it came to the charge.

With such cavalry, and artillery and infantry to match,

Bolivar has ridden, fighting all the way, through torrid deserts,

hot mud-swamps, through ice-chasms beyond the curve of

perpetual frost,—more miles than Ulysses ever iiled
:

let the

combing Homers take note of it. He has marched over the

/Vndes, more than once ; a feat analogous to Hannibal s
;
and

seemed to think little of it. Often beaten, banished from the

firm land, he always returned again, truculently fought again.

He gained, in the Cumana regions, the " immortal victory of

Carababo and several others ; under him was gamed the finish-

in'T
" immortal victory " of Ayacucho in Peru, where Old

Spain, for the last time, burnt powder in those latitudes,

and then fled without return. He was Dictator, Liberator,

almost Emperor, if he had lived. Some three times over did

he, in solemn Columbian parliament, lay down his Dictator-

ship with Washington eloquence; and as often, on pressing

M Statement of some of the principal Events in the Public Life

Augustin de Iturbide : written by Himself. London, iS43-
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request, take it up again, being a man indispensable. ThnV.
or at least twice, did he, in different places, painfully consSa Free Constitution; consisting of " two chambers, andsupreme governor for life with liberty to name his successor

"

the reasonablest democratic constitution you could well rnn
struct; and twice, or at least once, did the people, on trHdeclare It disagreeable. He was, of old, well known in Pa i

!

m the dissolute, the philosophico-political and other circ

£

there. He has shone in many a gay Parisian soiree tW.Simon Bohvar: and m his later years, in autumn 182 c h^rode triumphant into Potosi and the fabulous Inca Cities witclouds of feathered Indians somersaulting and war-who^S
round him,i-and " as the famed Crr., metalhferous aC
tain, came m sight, the bells all pealed out, and there Z,a thunder of artillery," says General Miller. If this is not^Ulysses Polytlas and Polymetis, a much-enduring and manv
counselled-man, where was there one ? Truly a Ulysses who ehistory were worth its ink,-had the Homer that could domade his appearance!
Of General San Martin, too, there will be something tobe said. General San Martin, when we last saw him, twenty

I?/
u^"*

Z-
"^^^^^-th'-ough the organs of the authentic stead-

fast Mr. Miers,-had a handsoine house in Mendoza, and
his own portrait, as I remarked, hung up between those ofNapoleon and the Duke of Wellington." In Mendor- . ch e -

ful mudbuilt, whitewashed Town, seated at the ea. n baseof the Andes, with its shady public-walk well pav d and

^I?.i P ''"LTi
P'^^^"t'y' °" this hand, over wide hori-

Zfn V T?;^
Wilderness; pleasantly, on that, to the Rock-cham, Cordillera ^hey call it, of the sky-piercing Mountains

capt in snow, or with volcanic fumes issuing from them : theredwelt General Ex-Generalissimo San Martin, ruminating oast
adventures over half the world ; and had his portrait hung upbetween Napoleon's and the Duke of Wellington's
Did the reader ever hear of San Martin's march over theAndes into Chile? It is a feat worth looking at; comparable

most likely to Hannibal's march over the Alps, while there

,TSZnr P'°? "' Mont-ttnis highway
; and it transacted

Itself m the year 1817. South-American armies think httle of
picking their way through the gullies of the Andes: so the
Buenos-Ayres people, having driven-outftheir own Spaniards,

* Memoirs of General Miller.
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and established the reign of freedom though in a precarious

manner, thought it were now good to drive the Spaniards out

of Chile, and establish the reign of freedom there also instead:

whereupon San Martin, commander at Mendoza, was ap-

pointed to do it. By way of preparation, for he began from

afar, San Martin, while an army is getting ready at Mendoza,

assembles
" at ihe Fort of San Carlos by the Aguanda river,"

some days' journey to the south, all attainable tribes of the

Pehuenche Indians, to a solemn Palaver, so they name it, and

civic entertainment, on the esplanade there. The ceremonies

and deliberations, as described by General Miller, are sonrie-

what surprising: still more the concluding civic-feast; which

lasts for three days; which consists of horses' flesh for the

solid part, and horses' blood with ardent spirits ad libitum for

the liquid, consumed with such alacrity, with such results,

as one may fancy. However, the women had prudently

removed all the arms beforehand; nay, " five or six of these

poor women, taking it by turns, were always found in a sober

?tate, watching over the rest; " so that comparatively little

mischief was done, and only " one or two " deaths by quarrel

took place.

The Pehuenches having drunk their ardent-water and

horses' blood in this manner, and sworn eternal friendship to

San Martin, went home, and—communicated to his enemies,

across the Andes, the road he meant to take. This was what

San Martin had foreseen and meant, the knowing man ! He
hastened his preparations, got his artillery slung on poles, his

men equipt with knapsacks and haversacks, his mules in

readiness; and, in all stillness, set forth from Mendoza by

another road. Few things in late war, according to General

Miller, have been more noteworthy than this march. The

long straggling line of soldiers, six thousand and odd, with

their quadrupeds and baggage, winding through the heart of

the Andes, breaking for a brief moment the old abysmal

solitudes '.—For you fare along, on some narrow roadway,

through stony labyrinths; huge rock-mountains hanging

ovci your head, on this hand; and under your feet, on that,

the rour of mountain-cataracts, horror of bottomless chasms;

—the very winds and echoes howling on you in an almost

preternatural manner. Towering rock-barriers rise sky-

high before you, and behind you, and around you; intricate

the outgate! The roadway is narrow; footing none of the
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best. Sharp turns there are, where it will behove you to mind
your paces; one false step, and you will need no second-
in the gloomy jaws of the abyss you vanish, and the spectral
winds howl requiem. Somewhat better are the suspension-
bridges, made of bamboo and leather, though they swing like

seesaws
: men are stationed with lassoj, to gin you dextrou^h-

and fish you up from the torrent, if you trip there.
'

'

Through this kind of country did San Martin march-
straight towards Sari lago, to fight the Spaniards and deliver
Chile. For ammunition-waggons he had sorras, sledges, canoe-
shaped boxes, made of dried buU's-hide. His cannons were
carried on the back of mules, each cannon on two mules
judiciously harnessed- on the packsaddle of your foremost
mule there rested w'i firm girths a long strong pole; the
other end of which {forked end, we suppose) rested, with like

girths, on the packsaddle of the hindmost mule; your cannon
was slung with leathern straps on this pole, and so travelled,
swaying and dangling, yet moderately secure. In the knap-
sack of each soldier was eight days' provender, dried beef
ground into snufi-powder, with a modicum of pepper, and
some slight seasoning of biscuit or maize-meal; " store of

onions, of garlic," was not wanting: Paraguay tea could be
boiled at everitide, by fire of scrub-bushes, or almost of rock-
lichens or dried mule-dung. No farther baggage was per-

mitted : each soldier lay at night wrapt in his poncho, with
his knap'^ack for pillow, under the canopy of heaven ; lullabied
by hard travail; and sank soon enough into steady nose-
melody, into the foolishest rough colt-dance of unimaginable
Dreams. Had he not left much behind him in the Pampas,—
mother, mistress, what not; and was like to find somewhat
if he ever got across to Chile living? What an entity, one
of those night-icaguers of San Martin; all steadily snoring
there, in the heart of the Andes, under the eternal stars!

Wayworn sentries with difficulty keep themselves awake;
tired mules chew barley rations, or doze on three legs ; the
feeble watch-fire will hardly kindle a cigar; Canopus and the

Southern Cross glitter down ; and all snores steadily, begirt
by granite deserts, looked-on by the ronstellations in that
manner! San Martin's improvident soldiers ate-out their

week's rations almost in half the time; and for the last three

days had to iTish on, spurred by hunger: this also the know-
ing San Martin had foreseen; and knew that they could bear

A "•«
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it these rugged Gauchos of his ; nay, that they would march

all the faster for it. On the eighth day, hungry as wolves,

swift and sudden as a torrent from the mountains, they

disembogued ; straight towards San lago, to the astonishment

of men;—struck the doubly-astonished Spaniards into dire

misgivings ; and then, in pitched fight, after due manoeuvres,

into total defeat on the " plains of Maypo," and again,

positively for the last time, on the plains or heights of

"Chacabuco;" and completed the "deliverance of Chile,"

as was thought, forever and a day.

Alas, the "deliverance" of Chile was but commenced;

ven far from completed. Chile, after many more deliver-

ances, up to this houi, is always but " delivered " from one

set of evildoers to another set !—San Martin's manoeuvres to

liberate Peru, to unite Peru and Chile, and become some

Washington-Napoleon of the same, did not prosper so well.

The suspicion of mankind had tc rouse itself; Liberator

Bolivar had to be called in; and some revolution or two to

take place in the interim. San Martin sees himself peremp-

torily, though with courtesy, complimented over the Andes

again; and in due leisure, at Mendoza, hangs his portrait

between Napoleon's and Wellington's. Mr. Miers considered

him a fairspoken, obliging, if somewhat artful man. Might

not the Chilenos as well have taken him for their Napoleon?

They have gone farther, and, as yet, fared little better!

The world-famous General O'Higgins, for example, he,

after some revolution or two, became Director of Chile ; but

so terribly hampered by "class-legislation" and the like,

what could he make of it.? Almost nothing! O'Higgins is

clearly of Irish breed; and, though a Chileno born, and

"natural son of Don Ambrosio O'Higgins, formerly the

Spanish Viceroy of Chile," carries his Hibernianism in his

very face. A most cheery, jovial, buxom countenance,

radiant with pepticity, good humour and manifold effectuality

in peace and war ! Of his battles and adventures let some

luckier epic-writer sing or speak. One thing we Foreign

Reviewers will always remember: his father's immense

merits towards Chile in the matter of Highways. Till Don
Ambrosio arrived to govern Chile, some half-century ago,

there probably was not a made road of ten miles long from

Panama to Cape Horn. Indeed, except his roads, we fear

there is hardly any yet. One omits the old Inca causeways,
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as too narrow (being only three feet broac;, and altogether
unfref|uented in the actual ages. Dor y.morosio made, with
increili!)le industry and perseverance and skill, in even-
direction, roads, roads. From Stn Ia«o to Valparaiso
where only sure-footed mules with their packsaddles
carried goods, there can now wooden-axled cars loud-sound-
ing, or any kind of vehicle, commodiously roll. It was he
that shaped these passes through the Andes, for most part
hewed them out from ?nule-tracks into roads, certain of them
And think of his casuchas. Always on the higher inhospitable
solitudes, at every few miles' distance, stands a trim brick
cottage, or cas.rha, into which the forlorn traveller introduc-
ing himself, finds cuv.;rt and grateful safety ; nay food and
refection,—for there are " iron boxes " of jjounded kef or

other provender, iron boxes of charcoal; to all which the
traveller, having bargained with the Post-ofTice authoritie

.

carries a key.^ Steel and tinder are not wanting to him. nor
due iron skillet, with water from the stream: there he
striking a light, cooks hoarded victual at eventide, amid the
lonely pinnacles of the world, and blesses Governor O'Higijins.
With " both hands," it may be hoped, -if there is vivaritv
of mind in him:

" Had you seen this road before it was made,
You would lift both your hands and bless General Wade!

"

It affects one with real pain to hear from Mr. Miers, that
the War of Liberty has half-ruined these O'Higgins casiuhas
Patriot soldiers, in want of more warmth than the charcoal-
box could yield, have not scrupled to tear-down the door,
doorcase, or whatever wooden thing could be come at. and
burn it, on the spur of the moment. The storm-stayed
traveller, who sometimes, in threatening weather, has' to

linger here for days, " for fifteen days together," does not
lift both his hands and bless the Patriot soldier!
Nay, it appears, the O'Higgins roads, even in the plam

country, have not, of late years, been repaired, or in the least

attended to, so distressed was the finance department; and
are now fa-.t verging towards impassability and the condition
of mule-tracks again. What a set of animals are men and
Chilenos! If an O'Higgins did not now and then appear
among them, what would become of the unfortunates ? Can

* Miers.
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vou wonder that an O'HiggiU , sometimes loses temper with

them ; shuts the persuasive outspread hand, clutching some

sharpest hide-whip, some terrible sword of justice or gallow?

lasso therewith, instead,—and becomes a Dr. Francia now

and ihen! Both the O'lliggins and the Francia. it seems

probsible, are phases of the same character; both, one begins

to frar, are indispensable from time to time, in a world

inhabited by men and Chilenos

!

As to O'Higgins the Second, Patriot, Natural-son O'Higgins,

he, as we said, had almost no success whatever as a governor

;

being hampered by class-legislation. Alas, a governor in

Chile cannot succeed. A governor there has to resign himself

to the war t of success; and shouM - .", in cheerful interroga-

tive tone, l.'<e that Pope elect, \ . / Im ving himself on the

balcony, was greeted with mere .. v.L;, ' \m piacemmo al

popolo?"— and thereupon proceed uiecfii'iy to the next

fact, (ioverning is a rude busir .;5 tvfrywhere; but in

>nuth America it is of quite primit./e ; ':cness: they have

no parliamentary way of changing ministries as yet ; nothing

but the rude primitive way of hanging the old ministry on

gibbets, that the new may be installed ! Their government

has altered its name, says the sturdy Mr. Miers, rendered

sulky by what he saw there: altered its name, but its nature

continues as before. Shameless peculation, malversation,

that is their government: oppression formerly by Spanish

officials, now by native haciendados, land-proprietors,

—

the thing called justice still at a great distance from them,

says the sulky Mr. Miers !—Yes, but coming always, answer

we; every new gib; cting of an old ineffectual ministry

bringing justice somewhat nearer! Nay, as Miers himself

has to admit, certain improvements are already indisputable.

Trade everywhere, in spite of multiplex confusions, has

increased, is increasing: the days of somnolent monopoly

and the old Acapulco Ship are gone, quite over the horizon.

Two good, or partially good measures, the very necessity of

things has everywhere brought about in those poor countries

:

clipping of the enormous bat-wings of the Clergy, and

emancipating of the Slaves. Bat-wings, we say; for truly

the South-American clerg\' had grown to be as a kind of

bat-vampires:—readers have heard of that huge South-

American bloodsucker, which fixes its bill in your circulating

vital-fluid as you lie asleep, and there sucks ; waving you with
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the motion of its detestable leather wings into ever deeper
sleep; and so drinking, till it is satisfied, and you—do not
awaken any more! The South-American governments, all

in natural feud with the old church-dignitaries, and likewise

all in great straits for cash, have everywhere confiscated the

monasteries, r-.shiered the disobedient dignitaries, melted
the superfluous church-plate into piastres ; and, on the whole
shorn the wings of their vampire; so that if it still suck, you
will at least have a chance of awakening before death!—
Then again, the very want of soldiers of liberty led to the

emancipating of blacks, yellows and other coloured persons:

your mulatto, nay your negro, if well drilled, will stand fire

as well as another.

Poor South-American emancipators; they began with

Volney, Raynal and Company, at that gospel of Social Con-
tract and the Rights of Man ; under the most unpropitious
circumstances ; and have hitherto got only to the length we
see ! Nay now, it seems, they do possess " universities,"

which are at least schools with other than monk teachers;

they have got libraries, though as yet almost nobody reads

them,—and our friend Miers, repeatedly knocking at all

doors of the Grand Chile National Library, could never to

this hour discover where the key lay, and had to content
himself with looking-in through the windows.* Miers, as

already hinted, desiderates unspeakable improvements in

Chile;—desiderates, indeed, as the basis of all, an immense
increase of soap-and-water. Yes, thou sturdy Miers, dirt is

decidedly to be removed, whatever improvements, temporal
or spiritual, may be intended next ! According to Miers, the

open, still more the secret personal nastiness of those remote
populate ms rises almost towards the subHme. Finest silks,

gold brocades, pearl necklaces and diamond ear-drops, are

no security against it: alas, all is not gold that glitters;

somewhat that glitters is mere putrid fish-skin! Decided,
enormously increased appliance of soap-and-water, in all its

branches, with all its adjuncts ; this, according to Miers, would
be an improvement. He sayu also (" in his haste," as is prob-

able, like the Hebrew Psalmist), that all Chileno men are

liars ; all, or to appearance, all ! A people that uses almost no

soap, and speaks almost no truth, but goes about in that

fashion, in a state of personal nastiness, and also of spiritual

' Travels in Chile.
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nastiness, approaching the sublime; such people is not easy

to govern well !

—

But undoubtedly by far the notablest of all these South-

American phenomena is Dr. Francia and his Dictatorship in

Paraguay ; concerning whom, and w hich, v e have now more

particularly to speak. Francia and his '" reign of terror
"

have excited some interest, much vague wonder in this

country ; and especially given a great shock to constitutional

feeling! One would rather wish to know Dr. Francia;

—

but unl.appily one cannot ! Out of such a murk of distracted

shadows and rumours, in the other hemisphere of the world,

who would pretend at present to decipher the real portraiture

of Dr. Francia and his Life? None of us can. A few

credible features, wonderful enough, original enough in

our constitutional time, will perhaps to the impartial

eye disclose themselves; these, with some endeavour to

interpret these, may lead certain readers into various reflec-

tions, constitutional c*nd other, not entirely without benefit.

Certainly, as we say, nothing could well shock the con-

stitutional feeling of mankind, as Dr. Francia has done.

Dionysius the tyrant of Syracuse^ and indeed the whole

breed of tyrants, one hoped, had gone many hundred years

ago, with their reward ; and here, under our own nose, rises

a new " tyrant," claiming also his reward from us ! Precisely

when constitutional liberty was beginning to be understood

a little, and we flattered ourselves that by due ballot-boxes,

by due registration-courts, aiid bursts of parliamentary

eloquence, something like a real National Palaver would be

got-up in those countries,—arises this tawny-visaged, lean,

inexorable Dr. Francia; claps you an embargo on all that;

says to constitutional liberty, in the most tyrannous manner.

Hitherto, and no farther! It is an undeniable, though

an almost incredible fact, that Francia, a lean private

individual, Practitioner of Law, and Doctor of Divinity,

did, for twenty or near thirty years, stretch out his rod

over the foreign commerce of Paraguay, saying to it, Cease!

The ships lay high and dry, their pitchless seams all yawning

on the clay-banks of the Parana; and no man could trade

but by Francia's license. If any person entered Paraguay,

and the Doctor did not like hn papers, his talk, conduct, or

even the cut of his face,—it might be the worse for such
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person! Nobody could leave Paraguay on any pretext
whatever. It mattered not that you were man of science
astronomer, geologer, astrologer, wizard of the north-
P'rancia heeded none of these things. The whole world
knows of M. Aim6 Bonpland; how Francia seized him
descending on his tea-establishment in Entre Rios, like an
obscene vulture, and carried him into the interior, contrary
even to the law of nations; how the great Humboldt and
other high persons expressly applied to Dr. Francia, calling

on him, in the name of human science, and as it were under
penalty of reprobation, to liberate M. Bonpland; and how
Dr. Francia made no answer, and M. Bonpland did not
return to Europe, and indeed has never yet returned. It

is also admitted that Dr. Francia had a gallows, had jailors,

law-fiscals, officials; and executed, in his time, "upwards
of forty persons," some of them in a very summary manner.
Liberty of private judgment, unless it kept its mouth shut,

was at an end in Paraguay. Paraguay lay under interdict^

cut-otT for above twenty years from the rest of the world, by
a new Dionysius of Paraguay. All foreign commerce had
ceased; how much more all domestic constitution-building!
These are strange facts. Dr. Francia, we may conclude at

least, was not a common man but an uncommon.
How unfortunate that there is almost no knowledge of

him procurable at present ! Next to none. The Paraguenos
can in many cases spell and read, but they are not a literary

people; and, indeed, this Doctor was, perhaps, too awful a

practical phenomenon to be calmly treated of in the literary

way. Your Breughel paints his sea-storm, not while the

ship is labouring and cracking, but after he has got to shore,

and is safe under cover '. Our Buenos-Ayres friends, again,

who are not without habits of printing, lay at a great distance

from Francia, under great obscurations of quarrel and con-

troversy with him; their constitutional feeling shocked to

an extreme degree by the things he did. To them, tiiere

could little intelligence float down, on those long muddy
waters, through those vast distracted countries, that was not

more or less of a distracted nature ; and then from Buenos-
Ayres over into Europe, there is another long tract of distance,

liable to new distractions. Francia, Dictatt.r of Paraguay,
is, at present, to the European mind, little other than a

chimera; at best, the statement of a puzzle, to which the
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solution is still to seek. As the Paraguenos, though not a

literary people, can many of them ppell and write, and are

not without a discriminating sense of true and untrue, why
should not some real Life of Francia, from those parts, be

still possible ! If a writer of genius arise there, he is hereby

invited to the enterprise. Surely in all places your writing

genius ought to rejoice over an acting genius, when he I'all.s-in

with such; and say to himself: " Here or nowhere is the

thing for me to write of! Why do I keep pen-and-ink at

all, if not to apprise men of this singular acting genius, and

the like of him? My fine-arts and esthetics, my epics,

literatures, poetics, if I will think of it, do all at bottom mean
either that or else nothing whatever! "

Hitherto our chief source of information as to Francia is

a little Book, the Second on our List, set forth in French

some sixteen years ago, by the Messrs. Rengger and Long-

champ. Translations into various languages were executed

:

—of that into English, it is our painful duty to say that no

man, except in case of extreme necessity, shall use it as

reading. The translator, having little fear of human detec-

tion, and seemingly none at all of divine or diabolic, has done
his work even unusually ill; with ignorance, with careless-

ness, with dishonesty prepense; coolly omitting whatsoever
he saiv that he did not understand:—poor man. if he yet

survive, let him reform in time! He has made a Frcrrh
book, which was itself hut lean and dry, into the nio>t v/tr.Jura

of Enf,'lish false books; doing evil as he could in that matter;
—and claimed wages for it, as if the feat desorved mipes
first of all! Reformation, even on the small scale, is hi<^hly

necessary.

The Messrs. Rengger and Longchamp were, and we hope
still ;ire, two Swiss Surgeons; who in the year 1819 re;'Olved

on ( iirrjing their talents into South America, into Paraguay,
with views towards " natural history," among other things.

.After long towing and struggling in those Parana floods, and
distracted provinces, after much detention hv stress of

weather and of war, they arrived accordingly in Francia's
I nintry ; but found that, without Francia's leave, they could
not (!uit it again. Francia was now a Dionysius of Paraguay.
P.iriL'uay had r'-own to be, like some mousetraps and other
contrivances of art and nature, easy to enter, impossible to

get out of. Our brave Surgeons, our brave Rengger (for it

I * I
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is he alone of the two that speaks and writes) reconciled

themselve were set to doctoring of Francia's soldiery, ot

Francia's self; collected plants and beetles; and, for six

years, endiircd their lot ratlier handsomely: at length, in

1825, the embargo was tor a time lifted, and they got home.
This Book was the consequence. It is not a good book, but

at that date there was. on the subjeit, no other book at all;

nor is there yet any other better, nr as good. We consider

it to l>e authentic, ^'eraciou^. moderately accurate; though
lean and dry, it is intelligible, rational ; in tl»i French original.

not unreadable. We max say it embraces, up to the present

date, all of importance that is yet known in Europe about

ihf Doct'»r Despot; add to this its indisputable hrrciiy,

the fact that it can be read sooner by several hoars than anv

other Dr. Francia : these are its excellences,—considerable,

though wholb of a comparative sort.

After all, brrvity is the so .1 of wit! There is an endless

merit m a man s knowing when to have done. The stupidest

man, if he will be fcrief in proportion, may fairly claim some

hearing from us; he too. the stupidest man. has seen some-

thing, heard something:, which is hk own. distinctly peculin;.

never seen or heard bv any man m this world before; ,et

him tell us that, and if it were possible, nothing more tnan

that,—he, brief in proportion, shall be welccjme!

The Messrs. Robertson, with their Francia s Retail

Terror, and other Books on South America, have been mucn
before the world of late : and tailed not of a perusal from tn:.~

Reviewer; whose next sad duty it now is to say a wore

about them. The Me.'isrs. Robertson, some thirt}- or five-

and-thirty years ago, were two young Scotchmen, from the

neighbourhood of Edinburgh, as would seem; who, under

fair auspices, set out for Buenos-Ayres, and thence for

Paraguay, and other quarters of that remote continent, m
the way of commercial adventure. Being young men of

vivacity and open eyesight, they surveyed with attentive

view those convulsed regions of the world; wherein it was

evident that revolution raged not a little; but also that

preciou.-i metals, cow-hides, Jesuits' bark, and multiplex

commodities, were nevertheless extant; and iron or brazen

implements, ornaments, cotton and wooilen clothing, and

British manufactures, not a few, were objects of desire to

mankind. The Brothers Robertson, acting on these facts,
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appear to have prospered, to have extensively flourished in

their commerce; which they gradually extended up the

River Plate, to the city of the Seven Streams or Currents
{Corricntes so-called), and higher even to Assumpcion,
metropolis of Paraguay; in which latter place, so extensive

dill the commercial interests grow, it seemed at last expedient

that one or both of the prosperous Brothers should take up
his personal residence. Personal residence accordingly they
(lid lake up, one or lioth of them, and maintain, in a fluctu-

atinc; way, now in this city, now in that, of the De la Plata,

Parana or Paraguay country, for a considerable space of

vears. How many years, in precise arithmetic, it is im-
possible, from these inextricably complicated documents
now before us, to ascertain. In Paraguay itself, in Assump-
cion city itself, it is very clear, the Brothers Robertson did,

successively or simultaneously, in a fluctuating inextricable

mannc, live for certain years; and occasionally saw Dr.
Francia with their ov/n eyes,—though, to them or others,

he had not yet become notable.

Mountains of cow and other hides, it would appear, quitted
those countries by movement of the Brothers Robertson, to

he worn-out in Europe as tanned boots and horse-harness,
with more or less satisfaction,—not without due profit to the
merchants, we shall hope. About the time of Dr. Franciu's
tisginning his " reign of terror," or earlier it may be (for

There are no dates in these inextricable documents), the
Messrs. Robertson were lucky enough to take final farewell

nt Paraguay, and carry their commercial enterprises into
other (juarters of that vast continent, where the reign was
not of terror. Their voyagings, counter-voyagings, comings
and jjoings, seem to have been extensive, frequent, inextric-

ably complex ; to Europe, to Tucuman, to Glasgow, to Chile,

to Laswade and elsewhither; too complex for a succinct
intelligence, as that of our readers has to be at present.
SutTii ient for us to know that the Messrs. Roberston did
boflily, and for good, return to their own country some few
• irs >ince; with what net result of cash is but dimly
adumbrated in these documents ; certainly with some increase
of knowledge,—had the unfolding of it but been brief in

pro[)ortion
! Indisputably the Messrs. Robertson had some-

what to tell: their eyes had seen some new things, of which
their hearts and understandings had taken hold more or less.
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In which circumstances the Messrs. Robertson decided on

publishing a Book. Arrangements being made, Two Volumes

of Letters on Paraguay came out^ with due welcome from the

world, in 1830.

We have read these Letters for the first time lately: a

Book of somewhat aqueous structure : immeasurably thinner

than one could have wished; otherwise not without merit.

It is written in an off-hand, free-flowing, very artless, very

incorrect style of language, of thought, and of conception;

breathes a cheerful, eupeptic, social spirit, as of adventurous

South-American Britons, worthy to succeed in business;

gives one, here and there, some visible concrete feature, some

lively glimpse of those remote sunburnt countries ; and has

throughout a kind of bantering humour or quasi-humour, a

joviality and healthiness of heart, which is comfortable to

the reader, in some measure. A Book not to be despised in

these dull times : one of that extensiv-e class of books which a

reader can peruse, so to speak, " with one eye shut and the

other not open:" a considerable luxury for some readers.

These Letters on Paraguay meeting, as would seem, a

unanimous approval, it was now determined by the Messrs.

Robertson that they would add a Third Volume, and entitle

it Dr. Francia's Reign of Terror. They did so, ;ind this

likewise the present Reviewer has read. Unluckily tlie

Authors had. as it were, nothing more whatever to say

about Dr. Francia, or next to .lothing; and under this

condition, it must be owned they have done their Book vitli

what success was well possible. Given a cubic inch nf

respectable Castile boap. To lather it up in water so as to

fill one puncheon wine-measure: this is the problem; let a

man have credit, of its kind, for doing his problem! The

Messrs. Robertson b.ave picked almost every fact of signifi-

cance from Rengs^rr and Longchamp, adding some not \ery

significant reminiscences of their own; this is the square

inch of soap: you lather it up in Robcrtsonian loquacity.

joviality, Commercial -Inn banter, Leading -Article phihi-

sophy, or other aqueous vehicles, till it fills the puncheon,

the Volume of four-hundred pages, and say "There!"
The public, it would seem, did not fling even this in the face

of the venders, but bought it as a puncheon filled; and the

consequences are already here: Three Volumes more on

South America, from the same assiduous Messrs. Robertson
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These also, in his eagerness, this present Reviewer has read

;

and has. alas, to say that they are simply the old volumes in

new \()cables, under a new figure. Intrinsically all that we
did not already know of these Three Volumes,—there are

cralismen of no great eminence who will undertake to write

it in one sheet! Yet there they stand, Three solid-looking

Wilumes, a thousand printed pages and upwards: three

puncheons more lathered out of the old square inch of Castile

soap! It is too bad. A necessitous ready-witted Irishman

sells you an indifferent gray-horse ; steals it overnight, paints

it black, and sells it you again on the morrow; he is haled

l)cfore judges, sharply cross-questioned, tried and almost

executed, for such adroitness in horseflesh: but there is no

law yet as to books

!

M. de la Condamine, about a century ago, was one of

a world-famous company that went into those equinoctial

countries, and for the space of nine or ten years did exploits

there. From Quito to Cuenfa, he measured you degrees of

the meridian, climbed mountains, took observations, had
adventures; wild Creoles opposing Spanish nescience to

iiu!iian science ; wild Indians throwing down your w hole cargo

of instruments occasionally in the heart of remote deserts, and
striking work there.' M. de la Condamine saw bull-lights

at Cuen9a, five days running; and on the fifth day, saw his

unfortunate too audacious surgeon massacred by pojnilar

tumult there. He sailed the entire length of the Amazons
River, in Indian canoes; over narrow Pongo rapids, over

infinite mud-waters, the infinite tangled wilderness with its

rciking desolation on the right hand of him and on the left ;

—

and had mischances, adventures, and took celestial observa-

tions all the way, and made remarks ! Apart altogether from
his meridian degrees, which belong in a very strict sense to

World-history and the advancement of all Adam's sinful

posterity, this man and his party saw and suffered many
hundred timer; as much of mere romance adventure as the

Messrs. Robertson did:—Madame Godin's passage down the

Amazons, and frightful life-in-death amid the howlini' forest-

'ahyrinlhs, and wrecks of her dead friends, amounts to mo-e
adventure of itself than vas ever dreamt of in the Robert-

soniun world. And of all this M. de la Condamine gives

'Condamine: Relation d'un Voyage dans I'lntirieur de V Amirique
mi7iJ'.')ni- \e.
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pertinent, lucid and conclusively intelligible and credible

account in one very small octavo volume; not quite the

eighth pari of what the Messrs. Robertson have already

written, in a not pertinent, not lucid or conclusively in-

telligible and credible manner. And the Messrs. Robertson
talk repeatedly, in their last Volumes, of writing still other

Volumes on Chile, *'
if the public will encourage." The

Public will be a monstrous fool if it do. The Public ought

to stipulate first, that the real new knowledge forthcoming

there about Chile be separated from the knowledge (>r

ignorance already known ; that the preliminary question be

rigorously put. Are several volumes the space to hold it, or a

small fraction of one volume ?

On the whole, it is a sin, good reader, though there is no

Act of Parliament against it; an indubitable maWaction or

crime. No mortal has a right to wag his tongue, much less

i ) wag his pen, without saying something: he knows not

what mischief he does, past computation ; scattering words

without meaning,—to afflict the whole world yet, before they

cease! For thistle-down flics abroad on all winds and airs

of wind : idle thistles, idle dandelions, and other idle products

of Nature or the human mind, propagate themselves in that

way; like to cover the face of the earth,—did not man's

indignant providence, with reap -hook, with rake, with

autumnal steel-and-tinder, intervene. It is frightful to

think how every idle volume flies abroad like an idle globular

downbeard, embryo of new millions; every word of it a

potential seed of infinite new downbeards and voluuies:

for the mind of man is voracious, is feracious; germinativc,

above all things, of the downbeard species! Why, '.In

Author-corps in Great Britain, every soul of them tKcliiied

to grow mere dandelions if permitted, is now supposed t. be

about ten thousand strong; and the reading- corps, who read

merely to escape from themselves, with i. ?e eye J>ut and

the other not open, and will put-up with almost any dande-

lion, or thing which they can read without opening both

their eyes, amounts to twenty-seven millions all but a few

!

could the Messrs. Robertson, spirited, ariicuiaLc-speakinp

men, once know well in what a cc.nparatively blesseu mou-i

you close your brief, intelligent, conclusive M. de la Con-

damine, and feci that you have passed youi evening s^ell

and nobly, as in a temple of wisdom,—not *!! and disgrace-
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fully, as in brawling tavern supper-rooms, with fools and

noisy persons,—ah, in that case, perhaps the Messrs. Robert-

son would write their new work on Chile in part of a volume

!

But enough of this Robertsonian department; which we

must leave to the Fates and Supreme Providences. These

spirited, articulate-speaking Robertsons are far from the

worst of their kind; nay, among the best, if you will; -only

unlucky in this case, in coming across the autumnal steel and

tinder! Let it cease to rain angry sparks on them: enough

now. and more than enough. To cure that unfortunate

department by philosophical criticism—the attempt is most

vain. Who will dismount, on a hasty journey, with the

dav declining, to attack mosquito-swarms with the horse-

wliip? Spur swiftly through them; breathing perhaps

some pious prayer to Heaven, By the horsewhip they

cannot be killed. Drain-out the swamps where they are

bred,—Ah, couldst thou do something towards that! And
in the mean while: How to get on with this of Dr. Francia?

The materials, as our reader sees, are of the miserablest

:

mere intricate inanity (if we except poor wooden Rengger),

and little more; not facts, but broken shadows of facts;

clouds of confu- A Wuster and jargon;—the whole still more
bewildered in the ticbertsons, by what we may call a running

shriek of constitutional denunciation, " sanguinary tyrant,"

and s:) forth. How is any picture of Francia to be fabricated

out oil hnt ? Certainly, first of all , by omission of the running

shriek! This latter we shall totally omit. Francia, the

san.i^uiiiary tyrant, was not bound to look at the world

thmutrh Rengger's eyes, through Parish Robertson's eyes,

hut fiiiihfully ihrough his own eyes. We are to consider

th:(t, in all human likelihood, this Dionysius of Paraguay did

in something; and then to ask in quietnc«>, What?
!'!.; runiiip.j. shriek once hushed, perhaps many things will

ron^.pMse themselves, and straggling fractions of information,

almost inhnitesimally small, may become unexpectedly

luminous

!

An .mscient'fic Cattle-breeder and tiller of the earth, in

some nameless chacra not far from the City of Assumpcion,

was the Father of this remarkable human individual; and
seems to have evoked him into being some time in the year

1757. The man's name is not known to us; his very nation
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is a point of controversy : Frunria himself gave him out for

an immigrant of French extraction; the popular belief was,

that he had v.undertti over from Brazil. Portuguese or

French, or both in one, iic produced this human individual,

and had him christened by the name of Jos6 Caspar

Rodriguez Francia, in the year above mentioned. Rodri;.'ucz.

no doubt, had a Mother too; but her name also, nowhere

found mentioned, must be omitted in this delineation. Her

name, and all her fond maternities, and workings and

sufferings, good brown lady, are sunk in dumb forgetfulness:

and buried there along with her, under the twent' ;iith

parallel of Southern Latitude; and no British reader is

required to interfere with them ! Jose Rodriguez must have

been a loose-made tawny creature, much given to taciturn

reflection
;
probably to crying humours, with fits of vehement

ill-nalnrc; such a subject, it seemed to the parent Francia

cautiously reflecting on it, would, of all attainable trades,

be suitablest for preaching the Gospel, and doing the Divine

Offices, in a country like Paraguay. There were other

young Francias; at least one sister and one brother in

addition; of whom the latter by and by went mad. The

Francias, with their adust character, and vehement Frcnrh-

Portuguese blood, had perhaps all a kind of aptitude lor

madness. The Dictator himself was subject to the terrihlest

fits of hypochondria, as your adust " men of genius " too

frequently are! The lean Rodriguez, we fancy, may have

been of a devotional turn withal; born h;-'.lf a century cariitr,

he had infallibly been so. Devotional or not, he shall he i\

Priest, and Jo the Divine Offices in Paraguay, perhaps in a

very unexpected way.
Rodritiuez having learned his hornbooks -.ini t^lcmcntary

branches at Assumpcion, was accordingly dcsj atched to the

University of Cordova in Tucuman, to pui^uc his curriciihim

in that seminary. So far we know, but almost no farther.

What kind of curriculum it was, what ksr,ons, spiritual

spoonmeat. the poor lank sallow boy was crammed witii.

in Cordova High Seminary; and how he took to it, and pined

or throve on it, is entirely uncertain. Lank sallow bovs in

the Tucuman and other high seminaries arc often drendfully

ill-dealt with, in respect of their spiritual spoonmeat. as

times go! Spoonpoison you might often call it rather: as

if the object were to make them Mithridaieses, able to live
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on poison? Which may be a useful art too, in \*% kind?

Sav, in fact, if we consider it, these high seminaries and
establishments exist there, in Tucuman and elsewhere, not

for th;it lank sallow boy's special purposes, but for tlifir

ov.n wise purposes; they were made and put tojjether, a long

whiU' since, without taking the smallest counsel of the sallow

bov ! Frequently they seem to say to him, all alont.': " This

prciinus thing that lies in thee, O sallow boy of ' genius

'

yjH idled, it may to thee and to eternal Nature I)c precious;

but to us and to temporary Tucuman it is not precious, but

IK-rnicious, deadly: we require thee to quit this, or expect

penalties!" And yet the poor boy, how can he quit it;

eternal Nature herself, from the depths of the Uni\crse,

ordering him to go on with it? From the depths of the

Iniverse, and of his own Soul, latest revelation of the

Universe, he is, in a silent, imperceptible, but irrefragable

manrcr, directed to go on with it,—and has to go, though
under penalties. Penalties of very death, or worse! Alas,

the poor boy, so willing to obey temporary Tucumans, and
vet unable to disobey eternal Nature, is truly to be pitied.

Thou shalt be Rodriguez Francia! cries Nature, and the

poor boy to himself. Thou shalt be Ignatius Loyc^la, I'riar

Pondcroso, Don Fatpanncho Usandwonto! cries Tucuman.
The poor creature's whole boyhood is one long lawsuit:

Rodriguez Francia against All Persons in general. It is so

in Tucuman, so in most places. You cannot ad\i jC effectu-

n'ly into what high seminary he had best be sent; the only

safe way is to bargain beforehand, that he have force born
with him sufficient to make itself good against all persons

in -fneral!

Be this as it may, the lean Francia prosecutes his studies

at Cordova, waxes gradually taller towards new disiinies.

Rodriguez Francia, in some kind of Jesuit skullcap and black

olkge serge gown, a lank rawboned creature, stalking with

.1 downlook through the irregular pulilic streets of Cordova
in those years, with an infinitude of painful unspeakabilities

in t!ie interior of him, is an interesting object to the historical

mind. So much is unspeakable, O Rodriguez; and it is a
r.ioA strange Universe this thou hast been born into; and
the theorem of Ignatius Loyola and Don Fatpauncho
Us;ind'.vonto seems to me to hobble somewhat! Much is

unspeakable; lying within one, like a dark lake of doubt, of
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Acherontic dread, leading down to Chaos itself. Much is

unspeakable, answers Francia; but somewhat also is speak-

able,—this for example: That I will not be a Priest in

Tucuman in these circumstances; that I should like decidedly

to be a secular person rather, were it even a Lawyer rather

!

Francia. arrived at man's years, changes from Divinity to

Law. Some sav it was in Divinity that he graduated, and

got his Doctor's hat; Rengger says, Divinity; the Robert-

sons, likelier to be incorrect, call him Doctor of Laws. To our

present readers it is all one, or nearly so. Rodriguez quitted

the Tucuman Alma Mater, with some beard on his chin, and

reappeared in Assumpcion to look out for practice at the bar.

What Rodriguez had contrived to learn, or grow to, under

this his Alma Mater in Cordova, when he quitted her? Tlie

answer is a mere guess; his curriculum, we again say, is not

yet known. Some faint smattering of Arithmetic, or the

everlasting laws of Numbers; faint smattering of Geometry,

everlasting laws of Shapes; these things, we guess, not

altogether in the dark, Rodriguez did learn, and found

extremely remarkable. Curious enough: That round Globe

put into that round Drum, to touch it at the ends and all

round, it is precisely as if you clapt 2 into the inside of 3,

not a jot more, not a jot less: wonder at it, O Francia; for

in fact it is a thing to make one pause! Old Greek Archi-

medeses, Pythagorases, dusky Indians, old nearly as the

hills, detected such things; and they have got across into

Paraguay, into this brain of thine, thou happy Francia.

How is It too, that the Almighty Maker's Planets run, in

those heavenly spaces, in paths which are conceivable in tin-

poor human head as Sections of a Cone? The thing thou

conceivest as an Ellipsis, the Almighty Maker has set his

Planets co roll in that. Clear proof, which neither Loyola

nor Usandwonto can contravene, that Thou too art denizen

of this Universe; that Thou too, in some inconceivable

manner, wert present at the Council of the Gods!—Faint

smatterings of such things Francia did learn in Tucuman.

Endless heavy fodderings of Jesuit theology, poured on

him and round him by the wagonload, incessantly, and year

after year, he did not learn; but left flying there as shot-

rubbish. On the other hand, some slight inkling of human

grammatical vocables, especially of French vocables, seems

probable. French vocables; bodily garment of the £«0'<^/c-
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pedie and Gospel according to Volney, Jean-Jacques and

Company ; of infinite import to Francia

!

Nay is it not, in some sort, beautiful to see the sacred flame

of ingenuous human curiosity, love of knowledge, awakened,

amid the damp somnolent vapours, real and metaphorical,

the damp tropical poison-jungles, and fat Lethean stupe-

factions and entanglements, even in the heart of a poor

Paraguay Creole? Sacred flame, no bigger yet than that of

a farthing rushlight, and with nothing but secondhand

French class-books in Science, and in Politics and Morals

nothing but the Raynals and Rousseaus, to feed it:—an

i7/-fed, lank-quavering, most bl.e-coloured, almost ghasth-

looking flame; but a'needful one, a kind of sacred one even

that ! Thou shalt love knowledge, search what is the truth

of this God's Universe; thou art privileged and bound to

love it, to search for it, in Jesuit Tucuman, in all places that

the sky covers; and shalt try even Volneys for help, if there

be no other help! This poor blue-coloured inextinguishable

flame in the soul of Rodriguez Francia, there as it burns

better or worse, in many figures, through the whole life of

him, is very notable to me. Blue flame though it be, it

has to burn-up considerable quantities of poisonous lumber

from the general face of Paraguay; and singe the profound

impenetrable forest-jungle, spite of all its brambles and

lianas, into a very black condition,—intimating that there

sb.all be decease and removal on the part of said forest-

jungle; peremptory removal; that the blessed Sunlight

shaFl again look-in upon his cousin Earth, tyrannously hidden

from him for so many centuries now! Courage, Rodriguez!

Rodriguez, indifferent to such remote considerations, suc-

cessfully addicts himself to law -pleadings, and general

private studies, in the City of Assumpcion. We have always

understood he was one of the best Advocates, perhaps the

very best, and what is still more, the justest that ever took

briefs in that co-nit-v. This the Robertsonian Reign of

Terror itself is wu-in :o admit, nay repeatedly asserts, and

impresses on us. H was so just and true, while a young

man; gave such divine prognostics of a life of nobleness;

and then, in his riper vears, so belied all that! Shameful

to think of: he bade fair, at one time, to be a friend-of-

humanity of the first water: and then gradually, hardened

by political surccss and love of power, he became a mere
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ravenous ghoul, or solitary thief in the night; stealmg the

constitutional palladiums from their parliarnent-houses,—
and executed upwards of forty persons! Sad to consider

what men and friends-of-humanity will turn to

!

For the rest, it is not given to this or as yet to any editor,

till a Biography arrive from Paraguay, to shape-out with the

smallest clearness, a representation of Francia's existence

as an Assumpcion Advocate; the scene is so distant, the

conditions of it so unknown. Assumpcion City, near three

hundred years old now, l-'os in free-and-easy fashion on the

left bank of the Parana River; embosomed among fruit-

forests, rich tropical umbrage; thick wood round it every-

where,—which serves for defence too against the Indians.

Approach by which of the various roads you will, it is through
miles of solitary shady avenue, shutting-out the sun's glare;

over-canopying, as with grateful green awning, the loose

sand-highway,—where, in the early part of this Century
(date undiscoverable in those intricate Volumes), Mr. Parish

Robertson, advancing on horseback, met one cart driven

by a smart brown girl in red bodice, with long black hair,

not unattractive to look upon; and for a space of twelve
miles, no other articulate-speaking thing whatever.^
The people of that profuse climate live in a careless abund-

ance, troubling themselves about few things; build what
wooden carts, hide-beds, mud-brick houses are indispensable;

import what of ornamental lies handiest abroad ; exchanging
for it Paraguay tea in sewed goatskins. Riding through the

town of Santa Fe, with Parish Robertson, at three in the

afternoon, you will find the entire population just risen --oni

its siesta; slipshod, half-buttoned; sitting in its front veran-

das open to the street, eating pumpkins with voracity,

—sunk to the ears in pumpkins; imbibing the grateful

saccharine juices, in a free-and-easy way. They look up
at the sound of your hoofs, not without good humour. Fron-
dent trees parasol the streets,—thanks to Nature and the

Virgin. You will be welcome at their tertulias,—a kind of
" swanie," as the Flunky says, "consisting of flirtation and the

usual trimmings: swanie on the table about seven o'clock.'

Before this, the whole population, it is like, has gone to

bathe promiscuously, and cool and purify itself in the Paran.i:

promiscuously; bit you have all got linen bathing-garments,

* Letters on Paraguay.
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and can swush about with some decency; a great relief to the

human tabernacle in those climates. At your tertulia, it is

aid the /uidalusian eyes, still bright to this tenth or twelfth

generation, are destructive, seductive enough, and argue a

soul that would repay cultivating. The beautiful half-

savaees- full of wild sheet-lightning, which might be made

continuously luminous! Tertulia well over, you sleep on

hide-stretchers, perhaps here and there on a civilised mattress,

within doors or on tae housetops.

In the damp flat country parts, where the mosquitoes

abound, you sleep on high stages, mounted on four poles,

fortv ftet above the ground, attained by ladders; so high,

blessed be the Virgin, no mosquito can follow to sting,—it is

a blessing of the Virgin or some other. You sleep there, in an

indiscriminate arrangement, each in his sevtvaX poncho or

blanket-cloak; with some saddle, deal-box, wooden log, or

the like, under your head. For bed-tester is the canopy of

everlasting blue; for night-lamp burns Canopus in his infinite

spaces; mosquitoes cannot reach you, if it please the Powers.

And rosy-fingered Mom, suffusing the east with sudden red

and gold, and other Hame-heraldry of swift-advancmg Day,

attenuates all dreams; and the Sun's first level light-volley

shears away sleep from living creatures everywhere; and

living men do then awaken on their four-post stage there, m
the Pampas,—and might begin with prayer if they liked, one

fancies! There is an altar decked on the horizon s edge

vonder, is there not; and a cathedral wide enough?—How,

over-night, you have defended yourself against vampires,

is unknown to this Editor.

The Gaucho population, it must be owned, is not yet nt

for constitutional "liberty. They are a rude people; lead a

drowsv life, of ease and sluttish abundance,—one shade, and

but oAe, above a dog's life, which is defined as " ease and

scarcity." The arts are in their infancy; and not less

the virtues. For equipment, clothing, bedding, houselio.d

furniture and general outfit of every kind, those sniipie

populations depend much on the -kin of the cow; mii'cing

of it most things wanted, lasso, bolas, ship-cordage rimmings

of cart-wheels, spatterdashes, beds and hou.^e-doors. In

country places they sit on the skull of UiC cow: General

Arti^as was seen, and spoken with, by one of the Robertsons,

sitting among field-officers, all on cow-skulls, toasting stripes
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of beef, and " dictating to three secretaries at once." * Thev
sit on the skull of the cow in country places; nay they heat
themselves, and even burn lime, by igniting the carcass of
the cow.

One art they seem to ha. • perfected, and one onh,—that
of riding. Astley's and Ducrow's must hide their head, and
all glories of Newmarket and Epsom dwindle to extinction,
in comparison of Gaucho horsemanship. Certainly if e\ er
Centaurs lived upon the earth, these are of them. They
stick on their horses a.^ if both were one flesh; gallopin'c
where there seems hardly path for an ibex; leaping like

kangaroos, and flourishing their nooses and bolases the
while. They can whirl themselves round under the belly of
the horse, in cases of war-stratagem, and stick fast, hanging-
on by the mere great toe and heel. You think it is a drove
of wild horses galloping up: on a sudden, with wild scream,
it becomes a troup of Centaurs with pikes 'n their hands!
Nay, they have the skill, which most ct all transcends
Newmarket, of riding on horses that are not fed; and can
bring fresh speed and alacrity out of a horse which, with you,
was on the point of lying down. To ride on three horses
with Ducrow they would esteem a small feat: to ride on the
broken-winded fractional part of one horse, that is the feat

!

Their huts abound in beef, in reek also, and rubbish; ex-
celling in dirt most places that human nature has anywhere
inhabited. Poor Gauchos ! They drink Paraguay tea, suck-
mg it up in succession, through the same tin 'pipe, from
one common skillet. They are hospitable, sooty, leatherv.
lymg, laughing fellows; of excellent talent in their sphere'
They have stoicism, though ignorant of Zeno; nay stoicism
coanled with real gaiety of heart. Amidst their reek and
wreck, they laugh loud, in rough jolly banter; they twang,ma plamtive manner, rough love-melodies on a kind of
guitar; smoke infinite tobacco; and delight in gambling
and ardent spirits, ordinary refuge of voracious empty soul

-

For the same reason, and a better, they delight also in Corpus-
Christi ceremonies, mass-chantings, and devotional perform-
ances. These men are fit to be drilled into somethini?!
Their lives stand there like empty capacious bottles, calling
to the heavens and the earth, and all Dr. Francias who may
pass that way: " Is there nothing to put into us, then"?

' Letters on Paraguay.
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Nothing but nomadic idleness, Jesuit superstition rubbish,

'reek and dry stripes of tough beef? " Ye unhappy Gauchos,

Ives there is something other, there are several things

other' to put into you! But withal, you will observe, the

seven devils have first to be put out of you: Idleness, lawless

Brutalness, Darkness, Falseness-seven devils or more. And

the way to put something into you is, alas, not so plain at

nresent' Is it,—alas, on the whole, is it not perhaps to lay

good horsewhips lustily «^o« you, and cast out these seven

devils as a preliminary ?

How Francia passed his days in such a region, where

nhilosophy, as is too clear, was at the lowest ebb? Francia,

like Quintus Fixlein, had " perennial fire-proof joys, namely

employments." He had much Law-business, a great and

ever-increasing reputation as a man at once skilful and

faithful in the management of causes for men. Then, in his

leisure hours, he had his Volneys, Raynals; he had second-

hand scientific treatises in French; he loved to interrogate

Nature" as they say; to possess theodolites, telescopes,

star-glasses,—any kind of glass or book, or gazing implement

whatever, through which he might try to catch a glimpse of

Fact in this strange Universe: poor Francia! Nay, it is

said his hard heart was not without inflammability; was

sensible to those Andalusian eyes still bright m the tenth or

twelfth generation. In such case too, it may have burnt,

one would think, like anthracite, in a somewhat ardent

manner. Rumours to this effect are afloat; not at once

incredible. Pity there had not been some Andalusian pair

of eves, with speculation, depth and soul enough m the rear

of them to fetter Dr. Francia permanently, and make a

house-father of him. It had been better; but it befell not.

As for that light-headed, smart brown girl whom, twenty

vears afterwards, you saw selling flowers on the streets of

Assumpcion, and leading a light life, is there any certainty

that she was Dr. Francia's daughter? Any certainty that,

even if so, he could and should have done something con-

siderable for her?i Poor Francia; poor hght-headed,

smart brown girl,—this present Reviewer cannot say

!

Frr^ncia is a somewhat lonesome, downlooking man, apt to

be solitary even in the press of men; wears a face not un-

visited by laughter, yet tending habituallytowards the sorrow-

» Robertson.
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ful, the stern. He passes everywher" ^or a man of veracity
punctuality, of iron methodic ri^ of iron rectitude
above all. "The skilful lawyer, the learned lawver"'
these are reputations; but the honest lawyer"! 'This
Law-case was reported by the Robertsons before they thoufrht
of wntmg a Francia's Reign of Terror, with that running
shriek, which so confuses us. We love to believe the anec-
dote, even in its present loose state, as significant of many
things in Francia:

"It has been already observed that Francia's reputation as alawyer, was not only unsullied by venality, but conspicuous for
rectitude. ^

"He had a friend in Assumpcion of the name of Domingo
Kodnguez. This man had cast a covetous eye upon a Naboth's
vmeyard, and this Naboth, of whom Francia was the open enemvwas called Estanislao Machain. Never doubting that the vouna
Doctor like other lawyers, would undertake his unrighteous
cause, R<Klriguez opened to him his case, and requested, with ahandsome retainer, his advocacy of it. Francia saw at once that
his friend s pretensions were founded in fraud and injustice- andhe not only refused to act as his counsel, but plainly told him thatmuch as he hated his antagonist Machain, yet if he (Rodriguez)
persisted^ in his iniquitous suit, that antagonist should have his
(±<rancia s) most zealous support. But covetousness, as Ahab's
story shows us, is not so easily driven from its pretensions; andm spite of Francia s warning, Rodriguez persisted. As he was apotent man m point of fortune, all was going against Machainand his devoted vineyard. <^ o o

"At this stage of the question, Francia wrapped himself one
night in his cloak, and walked to the house of his inveterateenemy, Machain. The slave who opened the door, knowing that
his Master and the Doctor, like the houses of Montagu and
Capulet. were smoke in each other's eyes, refused the lawyer
admittance, and ran to inform his master of the strange indunexpected visit. Machain, no less struck by the circumstance
than his slave, for some time hesitated ; but at length determined
to admit Francia In walked the silent Doctor to Machain's
chamber. All the papers connected with the law-plea-voluminous enough I have been assured-were outspread uponthe defendant s escritoire. ^

Machain,' said the Lawyer, addressing him. ' you know I

a^/wiU '.^^""^-i ^"V '^'V°^
thatmy friend Rodriguez meditates,and will certainly, unless I interfere, carry against you an act o

you?dSenc?^'^
aggression; I have come to offer my services in

" '^^^aftooished Machain could scarcelv credit his senses- but

^qu'SscS^e.
^''"'"*'°° °* *"^ g^*t't"de in terms of thankful
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•• The first ' escrito,' or writing, sent-in by Francia to the Juez

dft Alzada, or Judge of the Court of Appeal, confounded the

adverse advocates, and staggered the judge, who was m their

n^erest
' My friend,' said the judge to the leading counsel.

'

I cannot go forward in this matter unless you bribe Dr. Francia

to e silent,'
' I will try.' replied the advocate: and he went to

Nauoth'scounsel with a hundred doubloons (about three-hundrcd-

anclfifty guineas), which he offered him as a bribe to let the cause

tak= its iniquitous course. Considering too, that his best intro-

duction would be a hint that this douceur was offered with the

judge's concurrence, the knavish lawyer hinted to the upright

one that such was the fact.
.

" • Saiga Usted,' said Francia, ' con sus vtles pensamtentos y

vilisimo "to de mi casa I Out, with your vile insinuations, and

drossof gold, from my house !

'

" Off marched the venal drudge of the unjust judge; and in a

moment putt-ngon his capote, the offended Advocate went to the

residence of the Juez de Alzada. Shortly relating what had

passed betv ••en himself and the myrmidon,—' Sir,' continued

Francia. a disgrace to law, and a blot upon justice.

You arp . :, completely in my power; and unless to-

morrow 1 . ..iecisioninfavourof my client, I will make your

seat upoii t> J bench too hot for you, and the insignia of your

judicial othce thai! become the emblems of your shame.'
^

" Tlie morrow did bring a decision in favour of Francia's client.

Naboth retained his vineyard; the judge lost his reputation;

and the young Doctor's fame extended far and wide."

On the other hand, it is admitted that he quanelled with

his Father, in those days; and, as is reported, never spoke to

him more. The subject of the quarrel is vaguely supposed to

have been "money matters." Francia is not accused of

avarice; nay is expressly acquitted of loving money, even

by Rengger. But he did hate injustice;—and probably was

not indisposed to allow himself, among others, " the height

of fair play "
! A rigorous, correct man, that will ha\e a

spade be a spade ; a man of much learning in Creole Law,

and occult French Sciences, of great talent, energy, fidelity:

--a man of some temper withal; unhappily subject to private

'hypochondria;" black private thunder - clouds, whence

probably the origin of these lightnings, when you poke into

him ! He leads a lonesome self-secluded life ;
" interrogating

Nature" through mere star -glasses, and Abbe-Raynal

philosophies,—who in that way will yield no very exuberant

response. Mere law- .apers, advocate-fees, civic officialities,

renowns, and the wonder of Assumpcion Gauchos;—not so

much as a pair of Andalusian eyes that can lasso him, except
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in a temporary way: this man seems to have got but a leai

lease of Nature, and may end in a rather hrunk conditioi!

A century ago, with this atrabiliar earnestness of his, and su^li

a reverberatory furnace of passions, inquiries, unspeakabli-
ties burning in him, deep under cover, he might have niide

an excellent Monk of St. Dominic, fit almost for canonisati)n;

nay, an excellent Superior of thr Jesuits, Grand Inquisitorj

or the like, had you developed him in that way. But, for

all this, he is now a day too late. Monks of St. Dominic that

might have been, do now, instead of devotional raptures and

miraculous suspensions in prayer, produce—brown accidental

female infants, to sell flowers, in an indigent state, on the

streets of Assumpcion! It is grown really p most barren

time ; and this Francia with his grim unspeaKabilities, with

his fiery splenetic humours, kept close under lock-and-key,

what has he to look for in it } A post on the Bench, in the

municipal Cabildo,—nay he has already a post in the Gabildo;

he has already been Alcalde, Lord-Mayor of Assumpcion, and

ridden in such gilt-coach as they had. He can look for little,

one would say, but barren moneys, barren Gaucho world-

celebrities; Abbe-Raynal philosophisms also very barren;

wholly a barren life-voyage of it, ending—in zero, thinks the

Abbe Raynal ?

But no; the world wags not that way in those days. Far

over the waters there have been Federations of the Champ-de-
Mars: guilloti- s, poriable-guillotines, and a French People

risen against Tyrants ; there has been a Sansculottism, speak-

ing at last in cannon-volleys and the crash of towns and

nations over hal f the world. Sleek Fatpauncho Usandwonto,
sleek aristocratic Don'^thingism, sunk as in death-sleep in its

well-stuffed easy-chair, or staggering in somnambulism on

the housetops, seemed to itself to hear a voice say. Sleep

no more, Donothingism ; Donothingism doth murder sleep!

It was indeed a terrible explosion, that of Sansculottism;

commingling very Tartarus with the old-established stars ;—
fit, such a tumult was it, to awaken all but the dead. And
out of it there had come Napoleonisms, Tamerlanisms ; and
then as a branch of these, " Conventions of Aranjuez," soon

followed by " Spanish Juntas," " Spanish Cortes; " and, or

the whole, a smiting broad awake of poor old Spain itsc)

.

much to its amazement. And naturally of New Spain next,

—to its double amazement, seeing itself awake! And so.
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in the new Hemisphere too, arise wild projects, angry argu-

.ngs; arise armed gatherings in Santa Marguenta Island,

with Bolivars and invasions of Cumana; revolts of La Plata,

revolts of this and then of that; the subterranean electric

ekment, shock on shock, shaking and exploding, in the

new Hemisphere too, from sea to sea. Very astonishing to

wimess, from the year 1810 and onwards. Had R.odriguez

Francia three ears, he would hear; as many eyes as Argus,

he would gaze ! He is all eye, he is all ear. A new, entirely

diflerent figure of existence is cut-out for Doctor Rodriguez.

The Paraguay People as a body, lying far inland, with little

jpeculation in their heads, were in no haste to adopt the new

republican gospel; but looked first how it would succeed m
shaping itself into facts. Buenos-Ayres, Tucuman, most of

the La Plata Provinces had made their revolutions, brought

in the reign of liberty, and unluckily driven out the reign of

law and regularity; before the Paraguenos could resolve on

such an enterprise. Perhaps they are afraid? General

Bclgrano, with a force of a thousand men; missioned by

Buenos-Ayres, came up the river to countenance them, in the

end of 1810; but was met on their frontier in array of war;

was attacked, or at least was terrified, in the night-watches,

so that his men all fled;—and on the morrow, poor General

Belgrano found himself not a countenancer, but one needing

cour-tenance; and was in a wlite way sent down the river

again !i Not till a year aftei did the Paraguenos, by spon-

taneous movement, resolve on a career of freedom ;—resolve

on getting some kind of Congress assembled, and the old

Government sent its ways. Francia, it is presumable, was

aciive at once in exciting and restraining them : the fruit was

now drop-ripe, we may say, and fell by a shake. Our old

royal Governor went aside, worthy man, with some slight

grimace, when ordered to do so; National Congress intro-

duced itself; secretaries read papers, " compiled chiefly out

J. Rollin's Ancient History;" and we became a Republic:

with Don Fulgencio Yegros, one of the richest Gauchos and

best ht^rseman of the province, for President, and two Asses-

sors with him, called also Vocales, or Vowels, whose names

escape us; Francia, as Secretary, being naturally the Con-

sonant, or motive soul of the combination. This, as we grope

' Rengger.
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out the date, was in 181 1. The Paraguay Congress, haviiw
completed this constiti ion, went home again to its fiell.

labours, hoping a good issue.

Feebler light hardly ever dawned for the historical mbd,
than this which is shed for us by Rengger, Robertsons and
Company, on the birth, the cradling, baptismal processes and
early fortunes of the new Paraguay Republic. Through long

vague, and indeed intrinsically vacant pages of their Books,
it lies gray, undecipherable, without form and void. Francia
was Secretary, and a Republic did take place: this, us one
small clear-burning fact, shedding far a comfortable visibility,

conceivability, over the universal darkness, and making it

into conceivable dusk with one rushlight fact in the centre
of it,—this we do know; and, cheerfully yielding to necessity,

decide that this shall suffice us to know. What more is there?

Absurd somnolent persons, struck broad awake by the sub
terranean concussion of Civ il and Religious Liberty all over

the World, meeting together to establish a republican career

of freedom, and compile official papers out of Rollin,—are

not a subject on which the historical mind can be enlightened.
The historical mind, thank Heaven, forgets such persons
and tlicir papers, as fa.«:t as you repeat them.

Besides, these Gaechj populations are greedy, superstitious,
vain; and, as M»ers said in his haste, mendacious every soul

of them! Within the confines of Paraguay, we know for

certain but of one man who would do himself an injury to do

a just or true thing under the sun : one man who understands
in his heart that this Universe is an eternal Fact,—and not

some huge teinporary Pumkpin, saccharine, absinthian; the

rest of its significance chimerical merely! Such men cannot
have a history, though a Thucydides came to write it.-
Enough for us to understand that Don This was a vapouring
blockhead, who followed his pleasures, his peculations, and
Don That another of the same; that there occurred fatuities,

mismariagements innumerable; then discontents, open
grumblings, and, as a running accompaniment, intriguings,

caballings, outings, innings: till the Government Houjc.
fouler than when the Jesuits had it, became a bottomless
pestilent inanity, insupportable to any articulate-speaking
soul

;
till Sp'^retary Francia should feel that he, for one, could

not be r .onant to such a set of Vo^ 3ls; till Secretary
Francia, one day, fiintang down his papers, rising to his feet,
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should jerk-out with oratorical vivacity his lean right-hand,

and say, with knit brows, in a low swift tone: "Adieu,

Senhores ; God preserve you many year •.

'

"—

Francia withdrew to hio chacr . a p) asant country-house

in the woods of Ytapua not fai of! there to interrogate

Nature, and live in a private manner. Parish Robertson,

much about this date, which we grope and guess to have been

perhaps in 1812, was boarded with a certain ancient Donnu

[uana, in that same region; had tenulias of unimaginable

brilliancy; and often went shooting of an evening. On one

p{ these—But he shall himself report

:

" On one of those lovely evenings in Paraguay, after the south-

west wind has both cleared and cooled the air, I was drawn, in

mv pursuit of game, into a peaceful valley, not ^•'r from Donnr

luana's and remarkable for its combination of »
" the stnkir

features of the scenery of the country. Suddenly I came upo

a neat and unpretending cottage. Up rose a partridge; I firet.

ami the bird came to the ground. A voice from bonind ceiled

out
* Buen tiro

'—' a good shot.' I tu-ned round, and beheld a

gentleman of about fifty years of age, dressr ! .^ a suic . ! 'ack,

with a large scarlet capolf or cloak, thrown - r his shc.-ldeni.

He had a ma<^-cup in one and, a cigar in the other; and a littiC

urchin of a negro, with his arms crossed, was in attendance by the

gentleman's side. The stranger's countenance was dark, and his

b'ack eyes were very penetrating, while his jet hair, combed back

from a bold forehead, and hanging in natural ringlets over hia

shoulders, gave him a dignified and striking air. He wore on his

shoes large golden buckles, and at the knees of his breeches the

" In exercise of the primitive and simple hospitality common
in the country, I was invited to sit down under the corridor, and

to take a cigar and matd (cup of Paraguay tea) . A celestial globe,

a arge telescope and a theodolite were under the litt' portico;

and I immediately inferred that the personage before me was no

other than Dr. Francia."

Yes, here for the first time in authentic history, a remark-

able hearsay becomes a remarkable visuality: through a pair

of clear human eyes, you look face to face on the very figure

of the man. Is not this verily the exact record of those clerr

Robertsonian eyes and seven senses; entered accurately, then

and not afterwards, on the ledger of the memory? We will

hope so; who can but hope so! The figure of the man v. ill,

at all events, be exact. Here too is the figure of hio library

;

-the conversation, if any, was of the last degree of insignifi-

cance, and may be left out, or supplied ad libitum :

i%--
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" He introduced me to his library, in a confined room, witbj
very small window, and that so shaded by the roof of the corridor
as to admit the least portion of light necessary for b.udy. Tlie
library was arranged on three rows of shelves, extending across
the room, and might have consisted of three-hundred volumes
There were many ponderous books on law; a few on the inductive
sciences; some in French and some in Latin upon subjects of

general literature, with Euclid's Elements, and some schoolboy
treatises on algebra. On a large table were heaps of law-papen
and processes. Several folios bound in vellum were outspread
upon it; a lighted candle (though placed there solely with a view
to light cigars) lent its feeble aid to illumine the room ; while a
mate-cup and inkstand, both of silver, stood on another pan
the table. There was neither carpet nor mat on the brick floor;

and the chairs were of such ancient fashion, size and weight, that
it required a considerable effort to move them from one spot to

another."
^

Peculation, malversation, the various forms of imbecility

and voracious dishonesty went their due course in the

Government-offices of Assumpcion, unrestrained by Francia,

and unrestrainable:—till, as we may say, it reached a heyht;
and, like other suppurations and diseased concretions in the

living system, had to burst, and take itself away. To the eyes

of Paraguay in general it had become clear that such a reign

of liberty was unendurable ; that some new revolution, or

change of ministry, was indispensable.

Rengger says that Francia withdrew "more than once'

to his chacra, disgusted with his Colleagues; who always bv

unlimited promises and protestations, had to flatter him back

again; and then anew disgusted him. Francia is the Con-

sonant of these absurd " Vowels ;

" no business can go on with-

out Francia
! And the finances are deranged, insolvent; and

the military, unpaid, ineffective, cannot so much as keep out

the Indians; and there comes trouble, and rumour of new
war, from Buenos-Ayres ;—alas, from what corner of the great

Continent come there other than troubles and rumours of war?
Patriot generals become traitor generals; get themselves
"shot in market-places;" revolution follows revolution.

Artigas, close on our borders, has begun harrying the Banda
Oriental with fire and sword; "dictating despatches from
cow-skulls." Like clouds of wolves,—only feller, being

mounted on horseback, with pikes,—the Indians dart-in on

us carrying conflagration and dismay. Paraguay must get

itself^'governed, or it will be worse for Paraguay! The eves
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of all Paraguay, we can well fancy, turn to the one man of

tilent they have, the one man of veracity they have.
'

In 1813 a second Congress is got together: we fancy it

was Francia's last advice to the Government suppuration,

when it flattered him back, for the last time, to ask his advice,

That such suppuration do now dissolve itself, and a new Con-

-rrcss be summoned! In the new Congress the Vocales are

voted out; Francia and Fulgencio are named joint Consuls :

with Francia for Consul, and Don Fulgencio Yegros for

Consul's cloak, it may be better. Don Fulgencio rides about

in eorgeous sash and epaulettes, a rich man and horse-

subduer; good as Consul's cloak;—but why should the real

Consul have a cloak? Next year in the third Congress,

Francia, by " insidious manoeu ^ring," by " favour of the

militarv," and, indeed, also in some sort, we may say, by law

of Nature,—gets himself declared Dictator :
" for tfc- '. years,

or for life, may in these circumstances mean mu' e same.

This was in 18 14. Francia never assembled any Congress

more; having stolen the constitutional palladiums, and

insidiously got his wicked will ! Of a Congress that compiled

constitutions out of Rollin, who would not lament such

destiny? This Congress should have met again' It was

indeed, sav Rengger and the Robertsons themselves, such a

Con'T-ess as never met before in the world ; a Congress which

knew not its right hand from its left; which drank infinite

rum in the taverns ; and had one wish, that of getting on

horseback again, home to its field-husbandry and partridge-

shooting again. The military mostly favoured Francia;

being gained-over by him,— the thief of constitutional

palladiums.

With Francia's entrance on the Government as Consul, still

more as Dictator, a great improvement, it is granted even by

Rengger.did in all quarters forthwith show itself. The finances

were' husbanded, were accurately gathered ; every official

person in Paraguay had to bethink him, and begin doinp; his

work, instead of merely seeming to do it. The soldiers

Francia took care to see paid and drilled ; to see march, with

real death-shot and service, when the Indians or other

enemies showed themselves. Guardias, Guardhouses, at short

distances were established along the River's bank and all

round the dangerous Frontiers : wherever the Indian centaur-
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troop showed face, an alarm-cannon went off, and soldiers

quickly assembling, with actual death-shot and ser^'ice, were
upon them. These wolf-hordes had to vanish into the lieart

of their deserts again. The land had peace. Neither Artigas,

nor any of the firebrands and war-plagues which were dis-

tracting South America from side to side, could get across the

border. All negotiation or intercommuning with Buenos-
Ayres, or with any of these war-distracted countries, was

peremptorily waived. To no " Congress of Lima," " General
Congress of Panama," or other general or particular Congress,

would Francia, by deputy or message, offer the smallest

recognition. All South America raging and ravening like one

huge dog-kennel gone rabid, we here in Paraguay have peace,

and cultivate our tea-trees : why should not we let well alone?

By degrees, one thing acting on another, and this ring of

frontier " Guardhouses " being already erected there, a

rigorous sanitary line, impregnable as brass, was drawn round

all Paraguay; no communication, import or export trade

allowed, except by the Dictator's Hcense,—given on payment
of the due moneys, when the political horizon seemed in-

nocuous; refused when otherwise. The Dictator's trade-

licenses were a considerable branch of his revenues; his

entrance-dues, somewhat onerous to the foreign merchant
(think the Messrs. Robertson), were another. Paraguay
stood isolated; the rabid dog-kennel raging round it, wide

as South America, but kept out as by lock-and-key.
These were vigorous measures, gradually coming on the

somnolent Gaucho population ! It seems, meanwhile, that.

even after the Perpetual Dictatorship, and onwards to the

fifth or the sixth year of Francia's government, there was.

though the constitutional palladiums were stolen, nothing

very special to complain of . Paraguay had peace ; sat under

its tea-tree; the rabid dog-kennel, Indians, Artiguenos and

other war firebrands, all shut-out from it. But in that vear

1819, the second year of the Perpetual Dictatorship, there

arose, not for the first time, dim indications of " Plots," even

dangerous Plots! In that year the firebrand Artigas was

finally quenched; obliged to beg a lodging even of Francia,

his enemy;—and got it, hospitably, though contemptuously.
And now straightway there advanced, from Artigas's lost

wasted country, a certain General Ramirez, his rival and

conqueror, and fellow-bandit and firebrand. This General

V^N^-:
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Ramirez advanced up to our very frontier; first with offers of

alliance; failing that, with offers of war; on which latter

offer he was closed with, was cut to pieces ; and—a Letter was

found about him, addressed to Don Fulgencio Yegros the

rich Gaucho horseman and Ex-Consul ; which arrested all the

faculties of Dr. Francia's most intense intelligence there and

then' A Conspiracy, with Don Fulgencio at the head of it;

Conspiracy which seems the wider spread the farther one

investi'-ates it; which has been brewing itself these "two

vears," and now "on Good-Friday next" is to burst out;

startin-^ with the massacre of Dr. Francia and others, what-

ever it may close with ! ^ Francia was not a man to be trifled

with in plots ! He looked, watched, investigated, till he got

the exact extent, position, nature and structure of this Plot

fuUv in his eye: and then—why, then he pounced on it like

a Hede-falcon, like a fierce condor, suddenly from the invisible

blue; struck beak and clawb into the very heart of it, tore it

into 'small fragments, and consumed it on the spot. It is

Francia's way'l This was the last plot, though not the first

plot Francia ever heard of during his Perpetual Dictatorship.

It is, as we find, over these three or these two years, while

the Fulgencio Plot is getting itself pounced upon and torn

in pieces, that the " reign of terror," properly so called,

extends. Over these three or these two years only,—though

the
" running shriek " of it confuses all things to the end of

the chapter. It was in this stern period that Francia

executed above forty persons. Not entirely inexplicable!

" Par Dios, ye shall not conspire against me; I will not allow

it! The Career of Freedom, be it known to all men and

Gauchos, is not vet begun in this country; I am still only

casting out the 'Seven Devils. My lease of Paraguay, a

hiirdcr'one than vour stupidities suppose, is for life: the

contract is. Thou must die if thy lease be taken from thee.

\im not at mv life, ye constitutional Gauchos,—or let it be a

diviner man than Don Fulgencio the Horse-subduer that does

it. Bv Heaven, if you aim at my life, I will bid you have

a care of your own !
" He executed upwards of forty persons.

How maiiy he arrested, flogged, cross-questioned—for he is a.n

inexorable man ! If you are guilty, or suspected of guilt, it will

go ill with you here. Francia's arrest, carried by a grenadier,

arri%o«.; you are in strait prison: you are in Francia's bodily

' Rengger.
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presence ; those sharp St.-Dominic eyes, that diabolic intellect

prying into you, probing, cross-questioning you, till the secret

cannot be hid: till the " three ball-cartridges" are handed
to a sentry;—and your doom is Rhadamanthine

!

But the Plots, as we say, having ceased by this roush
surgery, it would appear that there was, for the next twenn
years, little or no more of it, little or no use for more. The
" reign of terror," one begins to find, was properly a reis;n

of rigour; which would become " terrible " enough if you
infringed the rnles of it, but which was peaceable otherwise,

regular otherwise. Let this, amid the " running shriek,'

which will and should run its full length in such circumstances,

be weH kept in mind.
It happened too, as Rengger tells us, in the same year

(1820, as we grope and gather), that a visitation of locust?,

as sometimes occurs, destroyed all the crops of Paraguay;
and there was no prospect but of universal dearth or famine.

The crops are done; eaten by locusts; the summer at an

end ! We have no foreign trade, or next to none, and never

had almost any; what will become of Paraguay and it^

Gauchos ? In Gauchos is no hope, no help : but in a Dion\ -

sius of the Gauchos ? Dictator Francia, led by occult Frenrh

Sciences and natural sagacity, nay driven by necessity itself,

peremptorily commands the farmers,throughout all Paraguay,
To sow a certain portion of their lands i.new; with or without

hope,—under penalties ! The result was a moderately good

harvest still : the result was a discovery that Two harvests

were, every vear, possible in Paraguay; that Agriculture,

a rigorous Dictator presiding over it, could be infinitely

improved there. ^ As Paraguay has about 100,000 square

miles of territory mostly fertile, and only some two souls

planted on each square mile thereof, it seemed to the

Dictator that this, and not Foreign Trade, might be a good

course for his Paraguenos. This accordingly, and not

foreign trade, in the present state of the political horizon

was the course resolved on; the course persisted in, " with

evident advantages," says Rengger. Thus, one thing acting

on another,—domestic Plot, hanging on Artigas's country

from without; and Locust - swarms with Improvement
of Husbandry in the interior; and those Guardhouses all

already there, along the frontier,—Paraguay came more

* Rengger, pp. 67, etc.
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; all

lore

and more to be hermetically closed; and Francia reigned

over it, for the rest of his life, as a rigorous Dionysius of

Paraguay, without foreign intercourse, or with such only

as seemed good to Francia.

How the Dictator, now secure in possession, did manage

this huge Paraguay, which, by strange " insidious " and

other means, had fallen in life-lease to him, and was his to

do the best he could with, it were interesting to know.

What the meaning of him, the result of him, actually was?

One desiderates some Biography of Francia by a native!—

Meanwhile, in the Msthetische Briefwechsel of Herr Professor

Sauerteig, a Work not yet known in England, nor treating

specially of this subject, we find, scattered at distant intervals,

a remark or two which may be worth translating. Professor

Sauerteig, an open soul, looking with clear eye and large

recognising heart over all accessible quarters of the world,

has cast a sharp sunglance here and there into Dr. Francia

too. These few philosophical Remarks of his, and then a

few Anecdotes gleaned elsewhere, such as the barren ground

yields, must comprise what more we have to say of Francia.

" Pity " exclaims Sauerteig once, " that a nation cannot refonn

itself as the English are now trying to do. by what their news-

papers call
• tremendous cheers ' 1 Alas, it cannot be done.

Reform is not joyous but grievous; no single man can reform

himself without stem suffering and stern working; how much

loss can a nation of men! The serpent sheds not his old skin

without rusty disconsolateness ; he is not happy but miserable!

In the Water-cure itself, do you not sit steeped for months;

washed to the heart in elemental drenchings; and, like Job. are

made to curse your day? Reforming of a nation is a terrible

business' Thus too, Medea, when she made men young again.

was wont (du Himmel !) to hew them in pieces with meat-axes;

cast them into caldrons, and boil them for a length of time.

How much handier could they have but done it by tremendous

cheers ' alone! "

" Like a drop of surgical antiseptic liquid, poured (by the

benign Powers, as I fancv!) into boundless brutal corruptions;

very sharp, very caustic, corrosive enough, this tawny tyrannous

Dr Francia. in the interior of the South-American continent.--

he too is one of the elements of the grand Phenomenon there. A
monstrous moulting-process taking place;—monstrous gluttonous

boa-constrictor (he is o^ length from Panama to Patagonia)

shedding his old skin; wiwle continent getting itself chopped to
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pieces, and boiled in the Medea caldron, to become young again,

—unable to manage it by ' tremendous cheers ' alone! "

" What they say about ' love of power ' amounts to little.

Power? Love of ' power ' merely to make fl-nkies come and go

for you is a ' love,' I should think, which enters only into the

minds of persons in a very infantine state! A grown man, like

this Dr. Francia, who wants nothing, as I am assured, but three

cigars daily, a cup of fJiaU, and four ounces of butchers' meat

with brown bread: the whole world and its united flunkies,

taking constant thought of the matter, can do nothing for him

but that only. That he already has, and has had always; why

should he, not being a minor, love flunky ' power ' ? He loves to

see you about him, with your flunky promptitudes, with your

grimaces, adulations and sham-loyalty ? You are so beautiful,

a daily and hourly feast to the eye and soul ? Ye unfortunates,

from his heart rises one prayer, That the last created flunky had

vanished from this universe, never to appear more!
" And yet truly a man does tend, and must under frightful

penalties perpetually tend, to be king of his world; to stand in

his world as what he is, a centre of light and order, not of dark-

ness and confusion. A man loves power: yes, if he see disorder

his eternal enemy rampant about him, he does love to sec said

enemy in the way of being conquered ; iie can have no rest till

that come to pass? Your Mahomet cannot bear a rent cloak,

but clouts it with his own hands; how much more a rent countr.',

a rent world ? He has to imprint the image of his own veracity

upon the world, and shall, and must, and will do it, more or less:

it is at his peril if he neglect any great or any small possibility he

may have of this. Francia's inner flame is but a meagre, blue-

burning one: let him irradiate midnight Paraguay with it, such as

it is."

*' Nay, on the whole, how cunning is Nature in getting her

farms leased ! Is it not a blessing this Paraguay can get the one

veracious man it has, to take lease of it, in these sad circum-

stances? His farm-profits, and whole wages, it would seem,

amount only to what is called ' Nothing, and find yourself '

!

Spartan food and lodging, solitude, three cigars, and a cup of

maii daily, he already had."

Truly, it would seem, as Sauerteig remarks, Dictator

Francia had not a very joyous existence of it, in this his life-

lease of Paraguay ! Casting-out of the Seven Devils from a

Gaucho population is not joyous at all; both exorcist and

exorcised find it sorrowful! Meanwhile, it does appear,

there was some improvement made: no veritable labour,

not even a Dr. Francia's, is in vain.

Of Francia's improvements there might as much be said
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as of his cruelties or rigours; for indeed, at bottom, the one

was in proportion to the other. He improved agriculture:—

not two ears of com where one only ?rew, but two harvests

of com as we have seen ! He introduced schools, " boarding-

schools" "elementarv schools," and others, on which

Ren^ger has a chapter; everywhere he promoted education

as he could ; reoressed superstition as he could. Strict justice

between man 'and man was enforced in his Law-courts:

he liimself would accept no gift, not even a trifle, m any case

whatever. Rengger, on packing-up for departure had left

in his hands, not from forgetfulness, a Print of Napoleon;

worth some shillings in Europe, but invaluable in Paraguay,

where Francia, who admired this Hero much, had hitherto

seen no likeness of him but a Niimberg caricature. Francia

sent an express after Eengger, to ask what the vaiue of the

Print was. No value; M. Rengger could not sell Prints;

it was much at his Excellency's service. His Excellency

strpightwav returned it. An exact, decisive man! Pecu-

lation idleness, ineffectuality, had to cease m all the Pub ic

Offices of Paraguav. So far as lay in Francia, no public

and no private man in Paraguay was allowed to slur his work

;

all public and all private men, so far as lay \n Francia, were

forced to do their work or die! We might define him as

the born enemy of quacks; one who has from Nature a

heart-hatred of inveracity in man or in thing, wheresoever

he sees it. Of persons who do not speak the truth, and do

not act the truth, he has a kind of diabolic-divine impatience;

the^- had better disappear out of his neighbourhood. Poor

Francia- his light was but a verv sulphurous, meagre, blue-

burning one; but he irradiated Paraguay with it (as our

Professor savs) the best he could.

That he 1 ad to maintain himself alive all the while, and

would suffer no man to glance contradiction at him, but

instantaneously repressed all such: this too we need no

gbo^t to tell us ; this lay in the very nature of the case, liis

lease of Paraguay was a lifeAease. He had his '' three ball-

cartridges " ready for whatever man he found aiming at

his life. He had frightful prisons. He had Tevego far up

amon'T the wastes, a kind of Paraguay Siberia, to which

unruly persons, not yet got the length of shooting, were

relc-ated. The main exiles, Rengger says, were drunken

nuiattoes and the class called unfortunate-females. They
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lived miserably there; became a sadder, and perhaps a wiser,

body of mulattoes and unfortunate-females.

But let us listen for a moment to the Reverend Manuel

Perez as he preaches, " in the Church of the Incarnation at

Assumpcion, on the 20th of October 1840," in a tone some-

what nasal, yet trustworthy withal. His " Funeral Dis-

course." translated into a kind of English, presents itself

still audible in the Argentine Neivs of Buenos-A>Tes, No.

813. We select some passages ; studying to abate the nasal

tone a little; to reduce, if possible, the Argentine English

under the law of grammar. It is the worst translation in the

world, and does poor Manuel Perez one knows not what

injustice. This Funeral Discourse has " much surprised
"

the Able Editor, it seems;—has led him perhaps to ask, or

be readier for asking. Whether all that confused loud litanying

about " reign of terror," and so forth, was not possibly of a

rather long-eared lature ?

" Amid the convulsions of revolution," says the Reverend

Manuel. " the Lord, looking down with pity on Paraguay, raised

up Don Jos6 Caspar Francia for its deliverance. And when, in

the words of my Text, the children of Israel cried unto the Lord,

the Lord raised up a deliverer to the children of Israel, who delivered

them."
" What measures did not his Excellency devise, what labours

undergo, to preserve peace in the Republic at home, and place it

in an attitude to command respect from abroad ! His first care

was directed to obtain supplies of Arms, and to discipline

Soldiers. To all that would import arms he held out the induce-

ment of exemption from duty, and the permission to export in

return whatever produce they preferred. An abundant supply

of excellent arms was, by thcae means, obtained. I am lost in

wonder to think how this great man could attend to such a

multiplicity of things! He applied himself to the study of the

military art ; and, in a short time, taught the exercise, and directed

military evolutions like the skilfulest veteran. Often have I

seen his Excellency go up to a recruit, and show him by example

how to take aim at the target. Could any Paragueno think it

other than honourable to carry a m i^^Vet, when his Dictator

taught him how to manage it? The cavalry-exercise too,

though it seems to require a man at once robust and experienced

in horsemanship, his Excellency, as you know, did himself super-

intend ; at the head of his squadrons he charged and manoeuvered,

as if bred to it; and directed them with an energy and viguur

which infused his own martial spirit into these troops."
" What evils do not the people suffer from Highwaymen! "

exclaims his Reverence, a little farther on; " violence, plunder.
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murder, are crimes familiar to these malefactors. The maccessible

mountains and wide deserts in this Republic seem to offer im-

ounity to such men. Our Dictator succeeded in striking such a

terror into them that they entirely disappeared, seekmg safety

in a change of life. His Excellency saw that the manner of in-

fhcting the punishment was more efficacious than even the

Dunishment itself; and on this principle he acted. Whenever

a robber could be seized, he was led to the nearest Guardhouse

iGuardia) ; a summary trial took place; and straightway, so soon

as he had made confession, he was shot. These means proved

effectual. Ere long the Republic was in such security, that, we

may say. a child might have travelled from the Uruguay to the

Parana without other protection than the dread which the

Supreme Dictator had inspired."—This is saying something, your

Reverence!
_ ,

. ^ . ,
* But what is all this compared to the demon of Anarchy?

Oh " exclaims his simple Reverence, " Oh, my friends, would I

had the talent to paint to you the miseries of a people that fall

into anarchy! And was not our Republic on the very eve of

this' Yes. brethren." —" It behoved his Excellency to be

prompt; to smother the enemy in his cradle! He did so. He

seized the leaders; brought to summary tnal, they were con-

victed of high treason against the countr>\ What a struggle now.

for his Excellency, between the law of duty, and the voice of feel-

jn<r "—if feeling to any extent there were! " I " exclaims his

Reverence. " am confident that had the doom of imprisonment

on those persons seemed sufficient for the State's peace, his

Excellency never would have ordered their execution." It was

unavoidable; nor was it avoided; it was done! "Brethren,

should not I hesitate, lest it be a profanation of the sacred place

I now occupy, if I seem to approve sanguinary measures in

opposition to the mildness of the Gospel ? Brethren, no. God

himself approved the conduct of Solomon in putting Joab and

Adonijah to de. h." Life is sacred, thinks his Reverence; but

there is something more sacred still: woe to him who does not

know that withal

!

Alas, your Reverence, Paraguay has not yet succeeded in

abolishing capital punishment, then ? But indeed neither has

Nature, anywhere that I hear of, yet succeeded in abolishing

it. Act with the due degree of perversity, you are sure

enough of being violently put to death, in hospital or high-

way,—by dyspepsia, delirium tremens, or stuck through by

the kindled rage of your fellow-men ! What can the friend of

humanity do?—Twaddle in Exeter-hall or elsewhere, " till

he become a bore to us," and perhaps worse! An Advocate

in Arras once gave-up a good judicial appointment, and

retired into frugality and privacy, rather than doom one
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culprit to die by law. The name of this Advocate, let us

mark it weM, was Maximilicn Robespierre. There are sweet

kinds of twaddle that have a deadly virulence of poison

concealed in them; like the sweetness of sugar-of-lcad.

Were it not better to make just laws, think you, and then

execute them strictly,—as the gods still do?

" His Excellency next directed his attention to purging the

State from another class of enemies," says Perez in the Incarna-

tion Church ;
" the peculating Tax-gatherers, namely. Vigilantly

detecting their frauds, he made them refund for what was past.

and took precautions against the like in future; all their accounts

were to be handed in. for his examination, once every year."
" The habit of his Excellency when he delivered -out articles for

the supply of the public; that prolix and minute counting of

things apparently unworthy of his attention,—had its origin in

the same motive. I believe *hat he did so less from a want of

confidence in the individual lately appointed for this purpose,

than from a desire to show them with what delicacy they should

proceed. Hence likewise his ways, in scrupulously examining

every piece of artisans' workmanship."
" Republic of Paraguay, how art thou indebted to the toils,

the vigils and cares of our Perpetual Dictator! It seemed as it

this extraordinary man were endowed with ubiquity, to attend to

all thy wants and exigences. Whilst in his closet, he was travers-

ing thy frontiers to place thee in an attitude of security. What
devastation did not those inroads of Indians from the Chaco

occasion to the inhabitants of Rio-Abajo! Ever and anon there

reached .\ssiimpcion tidings of the terror and affliction caused by

their incursions. Which of us hoped that evils so widespread,

ravages so appalling, could be counteracted? Our Dictator

nevertheless did devise effectual ways of securing that part of

the Republic.
" Four respectable Fortresses with competent garrisons have

been the impregnable barrier which has restrained the irruptions

of those ferocious savages. Inhabitants of Rio-Abajo! rest

tranquil in your homes; you are a portion of the People whom
the Lord confided to the care of our Dictator; you arc safe."

" The precautions and wise measures he adopted to repel force,

and drive-back the Savages to the north of the Republic; the

Fortresses of Climpo, of San Carlos de Apa, placed on the best

footing for defence; the orders and instructions furnished to the

Villa de la Concepcion,—secured that quarter of the Republic

against attack from any.
" The great Wall, ditch and fortress, on the opposite bank of

the River Parana; the force and juilicious arrangement of the

troops distributed over the interior in the south of our Republic,

have commanded the respect of its enemies in that quarter."
" The beauty, the symmetry and good taste displayed in the

building of cities convey an advantageous idea of their inhabit-
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ants
" continues Perez: " Thus thought Caractacus. King of the

Anfjies,"—thus think most persons I
" His Excellency, glancing

at the condition of the Capital of the Republic, saw a city in dis-

order and without police; streets without regularity, houses

built according to the caprice of their owners."

But enough, Perez; for it becomes too nasal! Perez,

with a confidznt face, asks in fine, Whether all these things

do not clearly prove to men and Gauchos of sense, that Dic-

tator Francia was " the deliverer whom the Lord raised up to

deliver Paraguay from its enemies " ?—Truly, O Perez, the

benefits of him seem to have been considerable. Undoubtedly

a man " sent by Heaven,"—as all of us are ! Nay, it may be,

the benefit of him is not even yet exhausted, even yet entirely

become visible. Who knows but, in unborn centuries, Para-

gueno men will look back to their lean iron Francia, as men do

in such cases to the one veracious person, and institute con-

siderations ! Oliver Cromwell, dead two-hundred years, does

yet speak; nay, perhaps now first begins to speak. The

meaning and meanings of the one true man, never so lean

and limited, starting-up direct from Nature's heart, in this

bewildered Gaucho world, gone far away from Nature, are

endless!

The Messrs. Robertson are very merry on this attempt of

Francia's to rebuild on a better plan the City of Assumpcion.

The City of Assumpcion, full of tropical vegetation and " per-

manent hedges, the deposits of nuisance and vermin," ^ has

no pavement, no straightness of streets ; the sandy thorough-

fare in some quarters is torn by the rain into gullies, impass-

able with convenience to any animal but a kangaroo. Francia,

after meditation, decides on having it remodelled, paved,

straightened,—irradiated with the image of the one regular

man. Robertson laughs to see a Dictator, sovereign ruler,

straddling about, " taking observations with his theodolite,"

and so forth: Robertson, if there was no other man that

could observe with a theodolite? Nay, it seems farther, the

improvement of Assumpcion was attended, once more, with

the dreadfulest tyrannies: peaceable citizens dreaming no

harm, no active harm to any soul, but mere peaceable passive

dirt and irregularity to all souls, were ordered to pull down

their houses which happened to stand in the middle of streets

;

forced (under rustle of the gallows) to draw their purses, and

* Perez.

I
K
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rebuild them elsewhere! It is horrible. Nay, they said.

Francia's true aim in these improvements, in this cutting

down of the luxuriant " cross hedges " and architectural

monstrosities, was merely to save himself from being shot,

from under cover, as he rode through the place. It may b«

so: but Assumpcion is now an improved paved City, much

squarer in the corners (and with the planned capaoity, it

seems, of growing ever squarer ^); passable with convenience

not to kangaroos only, but to wooden bullock-carts and al!

vehicles and animals.

Indeed our Messrs. Robertson find something comic as well

as tragic in Dictator Francia; and enliven their running

shriek, all through this Reign of Terror, with a pleasant vein

of conveiiiional satire. One evening, for example, a Robert-

son being about to leave Paraguay for England, and havin;;

waited upon Francia to make the parimg compliments.

Francia, to the Robertson's extreme astonishment, ordcrs-in

a large bale of goods, orders them to be opened on the table

there: Tobacco, poncho-cloth, and other produce of the

country, all of first-rate quality, and with the prices ticketed.

These goods this astonished Robertson is to carry to the

" Bar of the House of Commons," and there to say, in such

fashion and phraseology as rt native may know to be suitable.

" Mr. Speaker,—Dr. Francia is Dictator of Paraguay, a

country of tropical fertility and 100,000 square miles in

extent, producing these commodities, at these prices. With

nearly all foreign nations he declines altogether to trade ; but

with the English, such is his notion of them, he is \yilling and

desirous to trade. These are his commodities, in endless

quantity; of this quality, at these prices. He wants arms,

for his par" What say you, Mr. Speaker? "'—Sure enough.

our Robertson, arriving at the " Bar of the House of Com-

mons " with such a message, would have cut an original

figure ! Not to the " House of Commons " was this message

properly addressed; but to the English Nation; which

Francia, idiot-like, supposed to be somehow represented, and

made accessible and addressable in the House of Commons.

It was a strange imbecility in any Dictator !—The Robertson,

we find accordingly, did not take this bale of goods to the Bar

of the House of Commons ; nay, what was far worse, he did

not, owing to accidents, go to England at all, or bring any

> Perez.

I
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arms back to Francia at all: hence, indeed, Francia's un-

reasonable detestation ot him, hardly to be restrained witliin

the bounds of common politeness ! A man who said he would

do, and then did not do, was at no time a kind of man admir-

able to Francia. Large sections of this Rei^n of Terror are a

sort of unmusical sonata, or free duet with variations, to this

text:
" How unadmirable a hide-merchant that does not

keep his word! "—" How censurable, not to say ridiculous

and imbecile, the want of common politeness in a Dictator!
"

Francia was a man that liked performance: and sham-

performance, in Paraguay as elsewhere, was a thing too

universal. What a time of it had this strict man with wnreal

performers, imaginary workmen, public and private, cleric

and laic! Ye Gauchos,—it is no child's-play, casting-out

those Seven Devils from you

!

Monastic or other entirely slumberous ciiurch-estabhoii-

ments could expect no great favour from Francia. Such of

them as seemed incurable, entirely slumberous, he somewhat

roughly shook awake, somewhat sternly ordered to begone.

Debout, canaille faineante, as his prophf't Raynal says; De-

bout : aux champs, aux ateliers ! Can i have you sit here,

droning old metre dirough your nose; your heart asleep in

mere gluttony, the while; and all Paraguay a wilderness or

nearly so,—the Heaven's blessed sunshine growing mere

tangles, lianas, yellow-fevers, rattlesnakes, and jaguars on

it ? Up, swift, to work ;—or mark this govemrnental horse-

whip, what the crack of it is, what the cut v. it is like to be

!

—Incurable, for one class, seemed archbishops, bishops, and

suchlike; given merely to a sham-warfare against extinct

devils. At the crack of Francia's terrible whip they went,

dreading what the cut of it might be. A cheap worship in

Paraguay, according to the humour of the people, Francia

left; on condition that it did no mischief. Wooden saints

and the like ware he also left sitting in their niches : no new

ones, even on solicitation, would he give a doit to buy. Being

petitioned to provide a new patron-saint for one of his new
Foriifications once, he made this answer: "0 People of

Paraguay, how long will you continue idiots? While I was

a Catholic, 1 thought as you do : but I now see there are no

saints but good cannons that will guard our frontiers
!

" ^

This also is noteworthy. He inquired of the two Swiss

» Rengger.
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Surgeons, what their religion was; and then added, " Be of

what religion you like, here: Christians, Jews, Mussulmans,

—but don't be Atheists."

Equal trouble had Francia with his laic workers, and in-

deed with all manner of workers; for it is in Paraguay as

elsewhere, like priests like people. Francia had extensive

barrack-buildings, nay city-buildings (as we have seen), arm-

furnishings; immensities of work going on; and his work-

men had in general a tendency to be imaginary. He could

get no work out of them; only a more or less deceptive

similitude of work ! Masons so-called, builders of houses, did

not build, but merely seem to build; their walls would not

bear weather, stand on their bases in high winds. Hodge-

razors, in all conceivable kinds, were openly marketcil,

" which were never meant to shave, but only to be sold "!

For a length of time Francia's righteous soul struggled sore,

yet unexplosively, with the propensities of these unfortunate

men. By rebuke, by remonstrance, encouragement, offers of

reward, and every vigilance and effort, he strove to convince

them that it ^vas unfortunate for a Son of Adam to be an

imaginary workman; that every Son of Adam had better

make razors which were meant to shave. In vain, all in

vain! At length Francia lost patience with them. " Thou

wretched Fraction, wilt thou be the ninth part even of a

tailor? Does it beseem thee to weave cloth of devil's-dust

instead of true wool ; and cut and sew it as if thou wert not a

tailor, but the fraction of a very tailor! I cannot endure

every thing !
" Francia, in despair, erected his " Workman's

Gallows." Yes, that institution of the country did actually

exist in Paraguay ; men and workmen saw it with eyes. A
most remarkable, and, on the whole, not unbeneficial institu-

tion of society there. Robertson gives us the following scene

with the Belt-maker of Assumpcion; which, be it literal, or

in part poetic, does, no doubt of it, hold the mirror up to

Nature in an altogether true, and surely in a very surprising

man' -:

" In came, one afternoon, a poor Shoemaker, with a couple of

grenadiers' belts, neither according to the fancy of the Dictator.
' Sentinel,"—said he,—and in came the sentinel ; when the follow-

ing conversation ensued

:

" Dictator. ' Take this bribonazo ' (a very favourite word of

the Dictator's, and which, being interpreted, means ' most im-

nsR)
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pertinent scoundrel ')
—

' take this bribonazo to the gibbet over
the way; walk him under it half-a-dozen times:—and now,' said

he, turning to the trembling shoemaker, ' bring me such another
pair of belts, and instead of walking under the gallows, we shall try

how you can swing upon it.'

" Shoemaker. ' Please your Excellency, I have done my best.'
" Dictator. ' Well, bribon, if this be your best, I shall do my

best to see that you never again mar a bit of the State's leather.

The bolts are of no use to me; but they will do very well to hang
you upon the little framework which the grenadier will show you.'

" Shoemaker. ' God bless your Excellency, the Lord forbid!

I am your vassal, your slave: day and night have I served, and
will serve my lord; only give me two days more to prepare the

belts; y par el alma de tin triste zapatero (by the soul of a poor
shoemaker), I will make them to your Excellency's liking.'

" Dictator. ' Off with him, sentinel !

'

" Sentinel. ' Venga, bribon, Come along, you rascal.'
" Shoemaker. ' Sefior Excelcntisimo,

—

this very night I will

make the belts according to your Excellency's pattern.'
" Dictutor. ' Well, you shall have till the morning; but still

you must pass under the gibbet: it is a salutary process, and
may at once quicken the work and improve the workmanship.'

" Sentinel. ' Vamonos, bribon ; the Supreme commands it.'

" Oflf was the Shoemaker marched: he was, according to

orders, pas.sed and repassed under the gibbet; and then allowed

to retire to his stall."

He worked there with such an alacrity and sibylline

enthusiasm, all night, that his bells on the morrow were

without parallel in South America;—and he is now, if still in

this life, Beltmaker-general to Paraguay, a prosperous man;
grateful to Francia and the gallows, we may hope, for casting

certain of the Seven Devils out of him

!

Such an institution of society would evidently not l:>e

introducible, under that simple form, in our old-constituted

European countries. Yet it may be asked of constitutional

persons in these times, By what succedaneum they mean to

supply the want of it, then? In a community of imaginary

workmen, how can you pretend to have any government, or

social thing whatever, that were real? Certain Tenpound
Franchisers, with their " tremendous cheers," are invited

to reflect on this. With a community of quack workmen, it

is by the law of Nature impossible that other than a quack

government can be got to exist. Constitutional or other,

with ballot-boxes or with none, your society in all its phases,

administration, legislation, teaching, preaching, praying, and

^vTiting periodicals per sheet, will be a quack society ; terrible

.muL-iJ.tlJ] !:..! .JM 'H m
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to live in, disastrous to look upon. Such an institution of

society, adapted to our European ways, seems pressinply

desirable. O Gauchos, South-Anierican and European, what
a business is it, casting out your Seven Devils !

—

But perhaps the reader would like to take a view of Dr.

Francia in the concrete, there as he looks and lives ; managing
that thousand-sided business for his Paraguenos, in the time
of Surgeon Rengger? It is our lasc extract, or last view of

the Dictator, who must hang no longer on our horizon here

:

" I have already said, that Doctor Francia. so soon as he found
himself at the head of affairs, took-up his residence in the habita-
tion of the former Governors of Paraguay. This Edifice, which
is one of the largest in Assumpcion, was erected by the Jesuits, a
short time before their expulsion, as a house of retreat for laymen,
who devoted themselves to certain spiritual exercises instituted
by Saint Ignatius. This Structure the Dictator repaired and
embellished; he has detached it from the other houses in the
City, by interposing wide streets. Here he lives, with four slaves,
a little negro, one male and two female mulattoes, whom he treats
with great mildness. The two males perform the functions of
valet-de-chambre and groom. One of the two mulatto women
is his cook, and the other takes care of his wardrobe.

" He leads a very regular life. The first rays of the sun very
rarely find him in bed. So soon as he rises, the negro brings a
chafing-dish, a kettle and a pitcher of water; the water is made
to boil there. The Dictator then prepares, with the greatest
possible care, his mat^, or Paraguay tea. Having taken this, he
walks under the Interior Colonnade that looks upon the court;
and smokes a cigar, which he first takes care to unroll, in order to
ascertain there is nothing dangerous in it, though it is his own
sister who makes-up his cigars for him. At six o'clock comes
the barber, an ill-washed, ill-clad mulatto, given to drink too;
but the only member of the faculty whom he trusts in. If the
Dictator is in good humour, he chats with the barber; and often
in this manner makes use of him to prepare the public for his
projects: this barber may be said to be his official gazette. He
then steps out, in his dressing-gown of printed calico, to the
Outer Colonnade, an open space with pillars, which ranges all

round the building: here he walks about, receiving at the same
time such persons as are admitted to an audience. Towards
seven, he withdraws to his room, where he remains till nine; the
officers and other functionaries then come to make their reports,
and receive his orders. At eleven o'clock, the fiel de fecfio
(principal secretarj-^) brings the papers which are to be inspected
by him, and writes from his dictation till noon. At noon all the
officers retire, and Doctor Francia sits down to table. His dinner,
which is extremely frugal, he always himself orders. When the
cook returns from market, she deposits her provisions at the door

mm
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of her master's room; the Doctor then comes out, and selects

what he wishes lor himself.
" After dinner he takes his siesta. On awakening he drinks

his mate, and smokes a cigar, with the same precautions as in the
morning. From this, till four or Ave, he occupies himself with
business, when t;ie escort to attend him on his promenade arrives.

The barber th a enters and dresses his hair, while his horse is

getting ready. During liis ride, the Doctor inspects the public
works, and the barracks, particularly those of the cavalry, where
he has had a set of apartments prepared for his own use. While
riding, though surrounded by his escort, he is armed with a sabre
and a pair of double-barrelled pocket-pistols. He returns home
about nightfall, and sits down to study till nine; then he goes to
supper, which consists of a roast pigeon and a glass of wine. If

the weather be fine, he again walks in the Outer Colonnade, where
he often remains till a very late hour. At ten o'clock he gives the
watchword. On returning into the house, he fastens all the doors
himself."

Francia's brother was already mad. Francia ba' .shed this

sister by and by, because she had employed one of his grcn".-

diers, one of the public government's soldiers, on some errand

of her own.^ Thou lonely Francia

!

Francia's escort of cavalry used to " strike men with the

flat of their swords," much more assault them with angry
epithets, if they neglected to salute the Dictator as he rode

out. Both he and they, moreover, kept a sharp eye for

assassms; but never found any, thanks perhaps to their

watchfulness. Had Francia been in Paris !—At one time also,

there arose annoyance in the Dictatorial mind from idle

crowds gazing about his Government House, and his proceed-

ings there. Orders were given that all people were to move
on, about their affairs, straight across this government
esplanade; instructions to the sentry, that if any person

paused to gaze, he was to be peremptorily bidden, i\Iove on !

—

and if he still did not move, to be shot with ball cartridge.

All Paraguay men moved on, looking to the ground, swift

as possible, straight as possible, through those precarious

spaces ;
' 'd the affluence of crowds thinned itself almost to

the ve.ge of solitude. One day, after many weeks or months,
a human figure did loiter, did gaze in the forbidden ground

:

" Move on! " cried the sentry sharply;—no effect: " Move
on! " and a?ain none. " Move on! " for the third time:

—

alas, the unfortunate human figure was an Indian, did not

' Rengger.

i
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understand human speech, stood merely gaping interroga-

tively:—whereupon a shot belches-forth at him, the whewing
of winged lead; which luckily only whewed, and did not hit!

The astonishment of the Indian must have been considerable,

his retreat-pace one of the rapidest. As for Francia, he

summoned the sentry with hardly suppressed rage, " What
news, Amiga ? " The sentry quoted " Your Excellency's

order;" Francia cannot recollect such an order; commands
now, that, at all events, such order cease.

It remains still that we say a word, not in excuse, which
might be difficult, but in explanation, which is possible

enough, of Francia's unforgivable insult to human Science in

the person of M. Aime Bonpland. M. Aim6 Bonpland, friend

of Humboldt, after much botanical wandering, did, as all

men know, settle himself in Entre Rios, an Indian or Jesuit

country close on Fr cia, now burnt to ashes by Artigas;

and there set-up a considerable establishment for the im-

proved culture of Paraguay tea. With an eye to botany?
Botany? Why, yes,—and perhaps to commerce still more.
" Botany! " exclaims Francia: " It is shopkeeping agricul-

ture, and tends to prove fatal to my shop! Who is this

extraneous French individual? Artigas could not give him
right to Entre Rios ; Entre Rios is at least as much mine
as Artigas's ! Bring him to me !

" Next night, or next,

Paraguay soldiers surround M. Bonpland's tea-establishment;

gallop M. Bonpland over the frontiers, to his appointed
village in the interior; root-out his tea-plants; scatter his

four-hundred Indians, and— we know the rest! Hard-
hearted Monopoly refusing to listen to the charmings of

Public Opinion or Royal-Society presidents, charm they never

so wisely! M. Bonpland, at full liberty some time since,

resides still in South America;—andis expected by the Robert-
sons, not altogether by this Editor, to publish his Narrative,

with a due running shriek.

Francia's treatment of Artigar, his old enemy, the bandit

and firebrand, reduced now to beg shelter of him, was good

;

humane, even dignified. Francia refused to see or treat with
such a person, as he had ever done ; but readily granted him
a place of residence in the interior, and " thirty piasters a

month till he died." The bandit cultivated fields, did charit-

able deeds, and passed a life of penitence, for his few remain-
ing years. His bandit followers, such of them as took vo
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plundering again, says M. Rengger, " were instantly seized

and shot."

On the other hand, that anecdote of Francia's dying Father
—requires to be confirmed ! It seems, the old man, who, as

we saw, had long since quarrelled with his son, was dying,

and wished to be reconciled. Francia "was busy;—what
use was it?—could not come." A second still more pressing

message arrives: " The old father dare not die unless he see

his son; fears he shall never enter Heaven, if they be not
reconciled."

—"Then let him enter !" said Francia;
" I will not come !

" ^ If this anecdote be true, it is certainly

of all that are in circulation about Dr. Francia by far the

worst. If Francia, in that death-hour, could not forgive his

poor old Father, whatsoever he had, or could in the murkiest

sultriest imagination be conceived to have, done against him,
then let no man forgive Dr. Francia! But the accuracy of

public rumour, in regard to a Dictator who has executed

forty persons, is also a thing that can be guessed at. To
whom was it, by name and surname, that Francia delivered

this extraordinary response ? Did the man make, or can he
now be got to make, affidavit of it, to credible articulate-

speaking persons resident on this earth ? if so, let him do it,

—

for the sake of the Psychological Sciences.

One last fact more. Our lonesome Dictator, living among
Gauchos, had the greatest pleasure, it would seem, in rational

conversation,—with Robertson, with Rengger, with any kind

of intelligent human creature, when such could be failen-in

with, which was rarely. He would question you with eager-

ness about the ways of men in foreign places, the properties

of things unknown to him; all human interest and insight

was interesting to ^im. Only persons of no understanding

being near him f' >t part, he had to content himself with

silence, a medit cigar and -vip of mate. Francia,

though thou hadst lu execute forty persons, I am not without

some pity for thee

!

In this manner, all being yet dark and void for European
eyes, have we to imagine that the man Rodriguez Francia

passed, in a remote, but highly remarkable, not unquestion-

able or unquestioned manner, across the confused theatre of

this world. For some thirty years he was all the government
* Robertson.
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I

his native Paraguay could be said to have. For some six-

and-twenty years he was express Sovereign of it; for some
three, or some two years, a Sovereign with bared sword, stern

as Rhadamanthus : through all his years and through all his

days, since the beginning of him, a Man or Sovereign of iron

energy and industry, of great and severe labour. So lived

Dictator Francia, and had no rest ; and only in Eternity any
prospect of rest. A Life of terrible labour ;—but for the last

twenty years, the Fulgencio Plot being once torn in pieces,

and all now quiet under him, it was a more equable labour:

severe but equable, as that of a hardy draught-steed fitted in

his harness; no longer plunging and champing; but pulling

steadily,—till he do all his rough miles, and get to his still

home.

So dark were the Messrs. Robertson concerning Francia,

they had not been able to learn in the least whether, when
their Book came out, he was living or dead. He was living

then, he is dead now. He is dead, this remarkable Francia;
there is no doubt about it : have not we and our readers heard
pieces of his Funeral Sermon! He died on tht 20th of

September 1840, as the Re\. Perez informs us; the people
crowding round his Government House with much emotion,
nay " with tears," as Perez will have it. Three Excellencies

succeeded him; as some "Directorate," "Junta Guler-
nativa," or whatever the name of it is, before whom this

reverend Perez preaches. God preserve them many years

!

'M,'Md''



SHOOTING NIAGARA: AND AFTER ?»

[August 1867]

There probably never was since the Heptarchy ended, or

almost since it began, so hugely critical an epoch in the history

of England as this we have now entered upon, with universal

self-congratulation and fiinging-up of caps; nor one in which,

—with no Norman Invasion now ahead, to lay hold of it, to

bridle and regulate it for us (little thinking it was/or us), and

guide it into higher and wider regions,—the question of utter

death or of nobler new life for the poor Country was so uncer-

tain. Three things seem to be agreed upon by gods and

men, at least by English men and gods; certain to happen,

and are now in visible course of fulfilment.

1° Democracy to complete itself; to go the full length of its

course, towards the Bottomless or into it, no power now
extant to prevent it or even considerably retard it,—till we

have seen where it will lead us to, and whether there will

then be any return possible, or none. Complete " liberty
"

to all persons; Count of Heads to be the Divine Court of

Appeal on every question and interest of mankind; Count

of Heads to choose a Parliament according to its own heart

at last, and sit with Penny Newspapers zealously watching

the same; said Parliament, so chosen and so watched, to do

what trifle of legislating and administering may still be needed

in such an England, with its hundred-and-fifty millions

" free " more and more to follow each his own nose, by way
of guide-post in this intricate world.

2° That, in a limited time, say fifty years hence, the Church,

all Churches and so-called religions, the Christian Religion

itself, shall have deliquesced,—into " Liberty of Conscience,"

Progress of Opinion, Progress of Intellect, Philanthropic

» Reprinted from MacmUlan's Magazine, for August 1867. With
some Additions and Corrections.
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Movement, and other aqueous residues, of a vapid badly-
scented character;—and shall, like water spilt upon the
ground, trouble nobody considerably thenceforth, but
evaporate at its leisure.

3 That, in lieu thereof, there shall be Free Trade, in all
senses, and to all lengths: unlimited Free Trade,—which
some take to mean, " Free racing, ere long with unlimited
speed, m the career of Cheap and Nasty ; "—this beautiful
career, not in shop-goods only, but in all things temporal,
spiritual and eternal, to be flung generously open, wide as the
portals of the Universe; so that everybody shall start free,
and everywhere, " under enlightened popular suffrage," the
race shall be to the swift, and the high office shall fall to him
who is ablest if not to do it, at least to get elected for doing it.

These are three altogether new and very considerable
achievements, lying visibly ahead of us, not far off,—and so
extremely considerable, that every thinking English creature
IS tempted to go into manifold reflections and inquiries upon
them. My own have not been wanting, any time these
thirty years past, but they have not been of a joyful or
triumphant nature; not prone to utter themselves; indeed
expecting, till lately, that they might with propriety lie

unuttered altogether. But the series of events comes swifter
and swifter, at a strange rate; and hastens unexpectedly,—
" velocity increasing " (if you will consider, for this too is as
when the little stone has been loosened, which sets the whole
mountain-side in motion) "as the square of the time: "—
so that the wisest Prophecy finds it was quite wrong as to
date; and, patiently, or even indolently waiting, is aston-
ished to see Itself fulfilled, not in centuries as anticipated,
but in decades and years. It was a clear prophecy, for
instance, that Germany would either become honourably
Prussian or go to gradual annihilation: but who of us ex-
pected that we ourselves, instead of our children's children,
should live to behold it; that a magnanimous and fortunate
Herr von Bismarck, whose dispraise was in all the Newspapers,
would, to his own amazement, find the thing now doable;
and would do it, do the essential of it, in a few of the current
weeks.? That England would have to take the Niagara leap
of completed Democracy one day, was also a plain prophecy
though uncertain as to time.
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II

The prophecy, truly, was plain enough this long while:

Myfia yap awTwv rit /itra/idAAti; " For who can chiinge the

opinion of these people !
" as the sage Antoninus notes. It is

indeed strange how prepossessions and delusions seize upon

whole communities of men; no basis in the notion they have

formed, yet everybody adopting it, everybody finding the

whole world agree with him in it, and accept it as an axiom of

Euclid; and, in the universal repetition and reverberation,

taking all contradiction of it as an insult, and a si^ of

malicious insanity, hardly to be borne with patience. "For

who can change the opinion of these people? " as our Divus

Imperator says. No wisest of mortals. This people cannot

be convinced out of its " axiom of Euclid " by any reasoning;

whatsoever; on the contrary, all the world assenting, and

continually repeating and reverberating, there soon comes

that singular phenomenon, which the Germans call Schwar-

merey (" enthusiasm " is our poor Greek equivalent), which

means simply " Swarmery," or the " Gathering of Men in

Swarms," and what prodigies they are in the habit of doing

and believing, when thrown into that miraculous condition.

Some big Queen Bee is in the centre of the swarm ; but any

commonplace stupidest bee, Cleon the Tanner, Beales, John

of Leyden, John of Bromwicham, any bee whatever, if he

can happen, by noise or otherwise, to be chosen for the

function, will straightway get fatted and inflated into bulk,

which of itself means complete capacity; no difficulty about

your Queen Bee: and the swarm once formed, finds itself

impelled to action, as with one heart and one mind. Sin-

gular, in the case of human swarms, with what perfection

of unanimity and quasi-religious conviction the stupidest

absurdities can be received as axioms of Euclid, nay as

articles of faith, which you are not only to believe, unless

malignantly insane, but are (if you have any honour or

morality) to push into practice, and without delay see done,

if your soul would live! Divine commandment to vote

(" Manhood Suffrage/'—Horsehood, Doghood ditto not yet

treated of); universal "glorious Liberty" (to Sons of the

Devil in overwhelming majority, as would appear); count

of Heads the God-appointed way in this Universe, all other
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ways Devil-appointed; in one brief word, which includes
whatever of palpable incredibility and delirious absurdity
universally believed, can be uttered or imagined on these
points, • the equality of men," any man equal to any other-
Quashee Nigger to Socrates or Shakspeare; Judas Iscariot
to Jesus Christ;—and Bedlam and Gehenna equal to the
New Jerusalem, shall we say? If these things are taken
up, not only as axioms of Euclid, but as articles of religion
burning to be put in practice for the salvation of the world,—
I think you will admit that Swarmery plays a wonderful
part m the heads of poor Mankind; and that very consider-
able results are likely to follow from it in our day!
But you will in vain attempt, by argument of human intel-

lect, to contradict or turn aside any of these divine axioms
indisputable as those of Euclid, and of sacred or quasi-
celestial quality to boot: if you have neglected the one
method (which was a silent one) of dealing with them at an
early stage, they are thenceforth invincible; and will plunge
more and more madly forward towards practical fulfilment
Once fulfilled, it will then be seen how credible and wise they
were. Not even the Queen Bee but will then know what
to think of them. Then, and never till then.

By far the notablest case of Swarmery, in these times, is
that of the late American War, with Settlement of the Nigger
Question for result. Essentially the Nigger Question was
one of the smallest; and in itself did not much concern
ii.ankind m the present time of struggles and hurries One
always rather likes the Nigger; evidently a poor blockhead
with good dispositions, with affections, attachments,—with
a turn for Nigger Melodies, and the like:—he is the only
Savage of all the coloured races that doesn't die out on sight
of the White Man; but can actually live beside him, and
work and increase and be merry. The Almighty Maker
has appointed him to be a Servant. Under penalty of
Heaven's curse, neither party to this pre-appointment
shall neglect or misdo his duties therein;—and it is certain
(though as yet widely unknown), Servantship on the nomaok
principle, at the rate of so many shillings per day, cannot be
other than misdone. The whole world rises in shrieks against
you, on heanng of such a thing:—yet the whole world, listen-
ing to those cool Sheffield disclosures of rattening, and the

-^'i^rsh:
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market-rates of murder in that singular " Sheffield Assassina-

tion Company (Limited)," feels its hair rising on end;—to

little purpose hitherto ; being without even a gallows to make

response ! The fool of a world listens, year after year, for

above a generation back, to " disastrous strikes,'' " merciless

lockouts" and other details of t.ie nomadic scheme of ser-

vitude; nay is becoming thoroughly disquieted about its own

too lofty-minded flunkies, mutinous maid-servants (ending,

naturally enough, as " distressed needle-women " who cannot

sew ; thirty-thousand of these latter now on the pavements

of London), and the kindred phenomena on every hand: but

it will be long before the fool of a world open its eyes to the

taproot of all that,—to the fond nution, in short, That

servantship and mastership, on the nomadic principle, was

ever, or will ever be, except for brief periods, possible among

human creatures. Poor souls, and when they have discover^jd

it, what a puddling and weltering, and scolding and jargoning,

there will be, before the first real step towards remedy is

Servantship, like all solid contracts between men (like

wedlock itself, which was once nomadic enough, temporary

enough !), must become a contract of permanency, not easy

to dissolve, but difficult extremely,—a " contract for life,"

if you can manage it (which you cannot, without many wise

laws and regulations, and a great deal of earnest thought and

anxious experience), will evidently be the best of all.'; And

this was already the Nigger's essential position. Mischief,

irregularities, injustices did probably abound between Nigger

and Buckra; but the poisonous taproot of all mischief, and

impossibilit' of fairness, humanity, or well-doing in the con-

tract, never had been there ! Of all else the remedy was easy

in comparison; vitally important to every just man con-

cerned in it- and, under all obstructions (which in the

American case, be^ .c with frantic "Abolitionists," fire-

1 1lias (Americana) in Nuce.
" Peter of the North {to Paul of the South) :

' Paul, you unaccount-

able scoundrel, I find you hire your servants for life, not by the month

or year as I do! You are going straight to Hell, you—

!

'' Paul: ' Good words, Peter! The risk is my own; I am willing

to take the risk. Hire you vour servants by the month or the day,

and get straight to Heaven, leave me to my own method.
" Peter: ' No, I won't. I will beat your brains out first! {And

is tryine dreadfully ever since, but cannot yet n. ..lage it.)—T. C.

" 3d May 1863."—(,Ma£wi7/an's Magazine, for August 1863.

i
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breathing like the old Chimaera, were immense), was gradually
gettmg Itself done. To me individually the Nigger's Zlwas not the m t pressing in the world, but among the least
so

!
America, however, had got into Swamery upon it (notAmerica s blame either, but in great part ours, and that ofthe nonsense tre sent over to them); and felt that in theHeavens or the Earth there was nothing so godlike or in-

comparably pressing to be done. Their energy, their valour
their etc., etc., were worthy of the stock they sprang from

-'

and now, poor fellows, done it they have, with a witness.
'

\continent of the earth has been submerged, for certain year;,by deluges as from the Pit of Hell; half a million (some say awhole milhon, but surely they exaggerate) of excellent WhiteMen full of gifts and faculty, have torn and shsheH one
another into horrid death, in a temporary humour, which will
leave centuries of remembrance fierce enough: and three
million absurd Blacks, men and brothers (of a sort), are com-
pletely emancipated

;
" launched into the career of improve-ment,—likely to be " improved off the face of the earth ''

in a
generation or two! That is the dismal prediction to me, of
the warmest ^-ithusiast to their Cause whom I have known ofAmerican mei; -who doesn't regret his great efiforts either, in
the great Cause now won, Cause incomparably the most im-
portant on Earth or m Heaven at this time. PaicB, -bata •

wonderful indeed

!

^ '^ ^ '

In our own country, too, Swarmery has played a great part
for many years past; and especially is now playing, in
'
Libertv^'

'^' ""f T'^'^'n
^ur accepted axioms about

Liberty Constitutional Government," " Reform." andthe like objects, are of truly wonderful texture: venerable bvantiquity many of them, and written in all manner of
Canonical Books; or else, the newer part of them, celestiallydear as perfect unammity of all tongues, and Vox fotuLi voxDei can make them: axioms confessed, or even inspirationsand gospel verities, to the general mind of man. To the mindof here and there a pian it begins to be suspected that perhapsthey are only conditionally true; that taken unconditionally
or under changed conditions, they are not true, but falsevnd even disastrously and fatally so. Ask you^elf about
Liberty, for example; what you do really mean by it,what m any just and rational soul is that Divine quality of
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liberty? That a good man be " free," as wc call it, be per-

mitted to unfold himself in works of goodness and nobleness,

is surely a blessing to him, immense and indispensable;—to

liim and to those about him. But that a bad man be " free,"

—permitted to unfold himself in his particular way, is

contrariwise the fatalest curse you could inflict on him;

curse and nothing else, to him and all his neighbours. Him
the very Heavens call upon you to persuade, to urge, induce,

compel, into something of well-doing; if you absolutely

cixnnot, if he will continue in ill-doing,—then for him (I can

assure you, though you will be shocked to hear it), the one
" blessing " left is the speediest gallows you can lead him to.

Speediest, that at least his ill-doing may cease qudm pritnum.

Oh, my friends, whither are you buzzing and swarming, in

this extremely absurd manner? Expecting a Miljcnnium

from " extension of the suffrage," laterally, vertically, or in

whatever way ?

All the Millenniums I ever heard of heretofore were to be

preceded by a " chaining of the Devil for a thousand years,"

—

laying him up, tied neck and heels, and put beyond stirring,

as the preliminary. You too have been taking preliminary

st'.;ps, with more and more ardour, for a thirty years back;

but they seem to be all in the opposite direction: a cutting

asunder of straps and ties, wherever you might find them;

pretty indiscriminate of choice in the matter : a general repeal

of old regulations, fetters and restrictions (restrictions on the

Devil originally, I believe, for most part, but now fallen slack

and ineffectual), which had become unpleasant to manyof you,

—with loud shouting from the multitude, as strap after strap

was cut, " Glory, glory, another strap is gone
! "—this, I think,

has mainly been the sublime legislative industry of Parliament

since it became " Reform Parliament: " victoriously success-

ful, and thought sublime and beneficent by some. So that

now hardly any limb of the Devil has a thrum or tatter of rope

or leather left upon it:—there needs almost superhuman
heroism in you to " whip " a garotter; no Fenian taken with

the reddest hand is to be meddled with, under penalties;

hardly a murderer, never so detestable and hideous, but you

find him " insane," and board him at the public expense,—

a

very peculiar British Prytaneum of these days ! And in fact,

THE Devil (he, verily, if you will consider the sense of words)

is likewise become an Emancipated Gentleman ; lithe of limb.

TTsr y
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V as in Adam and Eve's time, and scarcely a toe or finger of
him tied any more. And you, my astonishing friends, you
are certainly getting into a millennium, such as never was
before,—hardly even in the dreams of Bedlam. Better luck
to you by the 7vay, my poor friends;—a little less of buzzin<r
humming, swartmng {i.e. tumbling in infinite noise and dark-
ness), that you might try to look a little, each for himself
what kind of " way " it is

!

'

But indeed your " Reform " movement, from of old, has
been wonderful to me; everybody meaning by it, not " Re-
formation," practical amendment" of his own foul courses or
even of his neighbour's, which is alwavs much welcomer-'no
thought of that whatever, though that, you would sav, is the
one thing to be thought of and aimed at ;—but meaning simply
Extension of the Suffrage." Bring in more voting; that will

clear away the universal rottenness, and quagmire of menda-
cities, in which poor England is drowning; let England only
vote sufficiently, and all is clean and sweet again. A very
singular swarmery this of the Reform movement, I must say.

Ill

Inexpressibly delirious seems to me, at present in my soli-
tude, the puddle of Parliament and Public upon what it calls
the "Reform Measure; " that is to say. The calling in of new
supplies of blockheadism, gullibility, bribeabilitv, amenability
to beer and balderdash, by way of amending- the woes we have
had from our previous supplies of that bad article. The in-
tellect of a man who believes in the possibility of " improve-
ment " by such a method is to me a finished-off and shut-up
intellect, with which I would not argue: mere waste of wind
between us to exchange words on that class of topics. It is
not Thought, this which my reforming brother utters to me
with such emphasis and eloquence; it is mere " reflex and re-
verberation," repetition of what he has always heard others
imagining to think, and repeating as orthodox, indisputable,
and the gospel of our salvation in this world. Does not all
Nature groan everywhere, and lie in bondage, till you give it
a Parliament ? Is one a man at all unless one have a suflfrage
to Parhament? These are axioms admitted by all English
creatures for the last two hundred years. If you have the
misfortune not to believe in them at all, but to believe the

"•,"^*; ,"--A -
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contrary for a long time past, ',!.- ^^'^'r'ncjs and inspirations

drawn from them, and the " swarmeries " and enthusiasms of

mankind thereon, will seem to you not a little marvellous !

—

Meanwhile the good that lies in this delirious " new Re-

form Measure,"—as there lies something of good in almost

everything,—is perhaps not inconsiderable. It accelerates

notably what I have long looked upon as inevitable ;—pushes

us at once into the Niagara Rapids: irresistibly propelled,

with ever-increasing velocity, we shall now arrive ; who knows
how soon ! For a generation past, it has been growing more
and more evident that there was only this issue ; but now the

issue itself has become imminent, the distance of it to be

guessed by years. Traitorous Politicians, grasping at votes,

even votes from the rabble, have brought it on ;—one cannot

but consider them traitorous ; and for one's own poor share,

would rather have been shot than been concerned in it. And
yet, after all my silent indignation and disgust, I cannot pre-

tend to be clearlysorry that such a consummation is expedited.

I say to myself, " Well, perhaps the sooner such a mass of

hypocrisies, universal mismanagements and brutal platitudes

and infidelities ends,—if not in some improvement, then in

death and finis,—mav it not be the better? The sum of our

sins, increasing steadily day by day, will at least be less, the

sooner the settlement is !
" Nay have not I a kind of secret

satisfaction, of the malicious or even of the judiciary kind

{schadenfreude, " mischief - joy," the Germans call it, but

really it is justice-]oy withal), that he they call " Dizzy " is to

do it; that other jugglers, of an unconscious and deeper type,

having sold their poor Mother's body for a mess of Official

Pottage, this clever conscious juggler steps in, " Soft you,

my honourable friends; I will weigh-out the corpse of your

Mother (mother of mine she never was, but only stepmother

and milk-cow) ;—and you sha'n't have the pottage : not yours,

you observe, but mine !

" This really is a pleasing trait of

its sort. Other traits there are abundantly ludicrous, but

they are too lugubrious to be even momentarily pleasant. A
superlative Hebrew Conjuror, spell-binding all the great

Lords, great Parties, great Interests of England, to his hand
in this manner, and leading them by the nose, like helpless

mesmerised somnambulani cattle, to such issue,—did the

world ever see a flchile ludtbrmm of such magnitude before ?
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Lath-sword and Scissors of Destiny; Pickleherring and the
Three Parcts ahke busy in it. This too, I suppose, we had
deserved. The end of our poor Old England (such an England
as we had at last made of it) to be not a tearful Tragedy, but
an ignominious Farce as well !

—

Perhaps the consummation may be now nearer than is
thought. It seems to me sometimes as if everybody had pri-
vately now given-up serious notion of resisting it. Beales and
his ragamuffins pull down the railings of Her Majesty's Park,
when Her ^lajesty refuses admittance; Home-Secretary VVal-
pole (representing England's Majesty) listens to a Colonel
Dickson talking of " barricades," " improvised pikes," etc.-
does noi order him to be conducted, and if necessary to be
kicked, down stairs, with injunction never to return, in c& >c of
worse; and when Beales says, " I will see that the Queen's
Peace is kept," Queen (by her VValpole) answers, " Will you,
then

;
God bless you / " and bursts into tears. Those " tears

"

are certainly an epoch in England; nothing seen, or dreamt
of, like them in the History of poor England till now.

In the same direction we have also our remarkable "
Ja-

maica Committee; " and a Lord Chief Justice " speaking six
hours " (with such " eloquence," such etc., etc., as takes with
ravishment the general Editorial ear. Penny and Threepenny),
to prove that there is no such thing, nor ever was, as Martial
Law;—and that any governor, commanded soldier, or official
person, putting down the frightfulest Mob-insurrection, Black
or White, shall do it wiiL the rope round his neck, by way of
encouragement to him. Nobody answers this remarkable
Lord Chief Justice, " Lordship, if you were to speak for six
hundred years, instead of six hours, you would only prove the
more lo us thac, unwritten if you will, but real and funda-
mental, anterior to all writte- Jaws and first making written
laws possible, there mL.^t have been, and is, and will be, coeval
with Human Society, from its first beginnings to its ultimate
end, an actual Martial Law, of more validity than any other
law whatever. Lordship, if there is no written law that three
and three shall be six, do you wonder at the Statute-Book for
that omission? You may shut those eloquent lips, and go
home to dinner. May your shadow never be less; greater it
perhaps has little chance of being."
Truly one knows not whether less to venerate the Majesty's

Ministers, who, instead of rewarding their Governor Eyre,

.
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throw him out of window to a small loud group, small as now
appears, and nothing but a group or knot of rabid Nigger-

Philanthropists, barking furiously in the gutter, and threaten-

ing one's Reform Bill with loss of certain friends and votes

(which could not save it, either, the dear object),— or that

other unvenerable Majesty's Ministry, which, on Beales's

generous undertaking for the Peace of an afflicted Queen's

Majesty, bursts into tears.

Memorable considerably, and o.ltogether new in our His-

tory, are both those ministerial feats ; and both point signifi-

cantly the same way. Tue perceptible, but as yet unacknow-

ledged truth is, people are getting dimly sensible that our

Social Affairs and Arrangements, all but the money-safe, are

pretty universally a Falsehood, an elaborate old-established

Hypocrisy, which is even '^'^-ving its own poor private pur-

pose ill, and is openly mi: ging every public purpose or

interest, to a shameful \. defensible extent. For such

a Hypocrisy, in any detdii of it (except the money-safe),

nobody, official or other, is willing to risk his skin; but

cautiously looks round whether there is no postern to retire

by, and retires accordingly,—leaving any mob-leader, Beales,

John of Leyden, Walter the Penniless, or other impotent

enough loud individual, with his tail of loud Roughs, to work

their own sweet will. Safer to humour the mob than repress

them, with the rope about your neck. Everybody sees this

official slinking-off , has a secret fellow-feeling with it ; nobody

admires it ; but the spoken disapproval is languid, and gener-

ally from the teeth outwards. " Has not everybody been

very good to you ? " say the highest Editors, in these current

days, admonishing and soothing-down Beales and his Roughs.

So that, if loud mobs, supported by one or two Eloquences

in the House, choose to proclaim, some day, with vociferation,

as some day they will, " Enough of kingship, and its grimac-

ings and futilities ! Is it not a Hypocrisy and Humbug, as

you yourselves well know ? We demand to become Common-
wealth of Evgland ; that will perhaps be better, worse it

cannot be !

"—in such case, how much of available resistance

does the reader think would ensue? From official persons,

with the rope .ound their neck, should you expect a great

amount? I do not: or that resistance to the death would

anywhere, " within these walls " or without, be the prevailing

phenomenon.

.
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For we are a people drowned in Hypocrisy; saturated with
It to the bone:—alas, it is even so, in spite of far other inten-
tions at one time, and of a languid, dumb, but ineradicable
inward protest against it still.—and we are beginning to be
universally conscious of that horrible condition, and by no
means disposed to die in behalf of continuing it! It has
lasted long, that unblessed process; process of " lying to
steep in the Devil's Pickle," for above two hundred years (I
date the formal beginning of it from the year 1660, and des-
perate return of Sacred Majesty after such an ousting as it
had got); process which appears to be now about completeWho could regret the finis of such a thing; finis on any terms
whatever! Possibly it will not be death eternal, possibly
only death temporal, death temporary.
My neighbours, by the million against one, all expect that

It will almost certainly be New-birth, a Satumian time, with
gold nuggets themselves more plentiful than ever. As for us
we will say, Rejoice in the awakening of poor England even
on these terms. To lie torpid, sluttishly gurgling and
mumbling, spiritually in soak "in the Devil's Pickle"
(choicest ehxir the Devil brews,—is not unconscious or half-
conscious Hypocrisy, and quiet Make-believe of yourself and
others strictly that.?) for above two hundred vears : that was
the infinitely dismal condition, all others are' but finitely so

IV

Practically the worthiest inquiry, in regard to all this,
would be

:
What are probably the steps towards consumma-

tion all this will now take; what are, in main features the
issues It will arrive at, on unexpectedly (with immense sur-
prise to the most) shooting Niagara, to the bottom? And
above all what are the possibilities, resources, impediments
conceivable methods and attemptings of its ever getting out
agam? " Darker subject of Prophecy can be laid before no
man; and to be candid with myself, up to this date I have
nexer st..xously meditated it, far less grappled with it as a
Problem in any sort practical. Let me avoid branch first of
this inquiry altogether. If " immortal smash," and shooting
of the Falls, be the one issue ahead, our and the reformed
Parliament's procedures and adventures in arriving there
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are not worth conjecturing, in comparison!—And yet the

inquiry means withal, both branches of it m'^an, " What are

the duties of good citizens in it, now and onwards? " Medi-

tated it must be, and Hght sought on it, however hard or

impossible to find ! It is not always the part of the infinitesi-

mally small minority of wise men and good citizens to sit

silent; idle they should never sit.

Supposing the Commonwealth established, and Democracy

rampant, as in America, or in France by fits for seventy odd

vears past,—it is a favourable fact that our Aristocracy, in

their essential height of position, and capability (or possi-

bility) of doing good, are not at once likely to be interfered

with ; that they will be continued farther on their trial, and

only the question somewhat more stringently put to them,
'• What are you good for, then? Show us, show us; or else

disappear! " I regard this as potentially a great benefit;—

springing from what seems a mad enough phenomenon, the

fervid zeal in behalf of this " new Reform Bill " and all

kindred objects, which is manifested by the better kind of

our young Lords and Honourables; a thing very curious to

me. Somewhat resembling that bet of the impetuous Irish

carpenter, astride of his plank firmly stuck out of window

in the sixth story, " Two to one, I can saw this plank in so

many minutes; " and sawing accordingly, fiercely impetuous,

—with success ! But from the maddest thing, as we said,

there usually may come some particle of good withal (if any

poor particle of good did lie in it, waiting to be disengaged
!)

—and this is a signal instance of that kind. Our Aristocracy

are not hated or disliked by any Class of the People, but on

the contrary are looked up to,—with a certain ^'ulgarly

human admiration, and spontaneous recognitioi. . their

good qualities and good fortune, which is by no means wholly

en'/ious or wholly servile, —by all classes, lower and lowest

class included. And indeed, in spite of lamentable excep-

tions too visible all round, my vote would still be. That from

Plebs to Princeps, there was still no Class among u? intrinsi-

cally so valuable and recommendable.

What the possibilities of our Aristocracy might still be ?

this is a question I have often asked n^vself. Surely their

possibilities might still be considerable; though I confess

they lie in a most abstruse, and as yet quite uninvestigated

.
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condition. But a body of brave men, and of beautiful polite

TorTn rf'"^
^"''I'J

^ '^^y are,-some of them (£ my
frl ^ !' I ^"\ '°'^'-,!" ^ ^'^ y^^^^ ^^'^ be) with not farfrom two-thirds of a million sterling annually,-<,ught to begood for something in a society mostly fallen vulgar and

wkh a'diln
°"''' ^°'' '^"" °"^^ ^ ^^^^« been Effected

TnJtt
^^^P ^^^'o^ ^'^d respect for noble souls among themand their high stoicism, and silent resignation to z. kind o

life which they mdividually could not alter, and saw to be soempty and paltry; life of giving and rec-Ving Hospitalities
in a gracefully splendid manner^ " This, then " (such mutesoliloquy I have read on some noble brow), " this and some-thing of Village-schools, of Consulting with the Parson, cTre

the wS5^wT '11^ ^'^^"^"^i^^^ - to be all our task L
perfect way! '^'

""'"^ ''' "' ^' ^'^'' ^' '^''' ^" °"^ ^'^'

In past years I have sometimes thought what a thing itwould be, could the Queen " in Council " (in Parliament

r;?tlH r'/."^'"'^
^'""^T '°"^" gallant-minded, stout, well-

gifted Cadet,-younger Son of a Duke, of an Earl, of a Queen
herself; younger Son doomed now to go mainly to the Devil

iTln '°f I'
''^"' ?-^ ^ career ;-and say to him, " Young

fellow, If there do he m you potentialities of governing ofgradually guiding, leading and coercing to a noble goal howsad IS It they should be all lost ! Thej'are the grandest gi?^a mortal can have; and they are, of all, the mfst necesfarv
to other mortals m this world. See, I have scores on scores
ot Colonies all ungoverned, and nine-tenths of them fullof jungles, boa -constrictors, rattlesnakes. Parliamentary
Eloquences and Emancipated Niggers ripening towardsnothing but destruction; one of these y.« shall have, vou Z
;Vlnn 1?'

"'^
'^V°^^^

conditions, and ad viiam aut culpam
It shall be yours (and perhaps your posterity's if worthy)-go you and buck e with it, in the name of Heaven ; and let ussee what you will build it to! " To something'how much
better than the Parliamentary Eloquences are doing,-thinks
the reader.;* Good Heavens, these West-India Islands some

the Pkn.?£?'.K' ^? '^' '''^''' ^"^ "^^-^t f^^""^ed spots onthe lanet Earth. Jamaica ,s an angry subject, and I amhy 10 «peak of ,t. Poor Dominica itself is descHbed to m^

or an' in t t' ^
'"'''' ^'°""^ ^'^'''' ^°«^ ^' ^^"^"^^^^
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Hemispherical, they say, or in the shape of an Inverted

Washbowl ; rim of it, first twenty miles of it all round, starting

from the sea, is flat alluvium, the fruitfulest in Nature, fit for

any noblest spice or product, but unwholesome except for

Niggers held steadily to their work: ground then gradually

rises, umbrageously rich throughout, becomes fit for coffee;

still rises, now bears oak woods, cereals, Indian com, English

wheat, and in this upper portion is salubrious and delightful

for the European,—who might there spread and grow, accord-

ing to the wisdom given him; say only to a population of

100,000 adult men; well fit to defend their Island against all

comers, and beneficently keep steady to their work a million

of Niggers on the lower ranges. What a kingdom my poor

Friedrich Wilhelm, followed by his Friedrich, would have

made of this Inverted Washbowl; clasped round and lovingly

kissed and laved by the beautifulesl seas in the world, and

beshone by the grandest sun and sky

!

"Forever impossible," say you; "contrary to all our

notions, regulations and ways of proceeding or of thinking " ?

Well, I daresay. And the state your regulations have it in,

at present, is: Population of 100 white men (by no means

of select type); unknown cipher of rattlesnakes, profligate

Niggers and Mulattoes; governed by a Piebald Parliament

of Eleven (head Demosthenes there a Nigger Tinman),—
and so exquisite a care of Being and of Well-being that the

old Fortifications have become jungle-quarries (Tinman " at

liberty to tax himself "), vigorous roots penetrating the old

ashlar, dislocating it everywhere, with tropical effect; old

cannon going quietly to honeycomb and oxide of iron, in

the v^igorous embrace of jungle: military forri nil, police

force next to nil: an Island capable of being taken by the

crew of a man-of-war's boat. And indeed it was nearly lost,

the other year, by an accidental collision of two Niggers on

the street, and a concourse of other idle Niggers to see,—

who would not go away again, but idly re-assembled with

increased numbers on the morrow, and with ditto the next

day; assemblage pointing ad infinitum seemingly,—had not

some charitable small French Governor, from his bit of Island

within reach, sent over a Lieutenant and twenty soldiers,

to extinguish the devouring absurdity, und order it home
straightway to its bed. Which instantly saved this valuable

Possession of ours, and left our Demosthenic Tinman and
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his Ten, with their liberty to tax themselves as heretofore
Is not Self-government " a sublime thing, in Colonial"
Islands and some others?—But to leave all this

lalmost think when once we have made the Niagara leap
the better kmd of Nobility, perhaps after experimenting, willmore and more withdraw themselves from the Parliamentary
Oratorical or Political element; leaving that to such Cleon
the Tanner and Company as it rightfully belongs to: and
be far more chary of their speech than now. Speech issuingm no deed is hateful and contemptible :-how can a man haveany nobleness who knows not that? In God's name, let us
find out what of noble and profitable we can do; if it be
nothing let us at least keep silence, and bear gracefully our
strange lot!

—

/ "ui

The English Nobleman has still left in him, after such
sorrowful erosions, something considerable of chivalry and
magnanimity: polite he is, in the finest form; politeness
modest ample, veritable, ineradicable, dwells in him to the
bone; I incline to call him the politest kind of nobleman orman (especially his wife the politest and gracefulest kind
of woman) you will find in any country. An immense endow-ment this If you consider it well! A very great and indis-
pensable help to whatever other faculties of kingship a manmay have Indeed it springs from them all (its sources,
every kmgly faculty lymg in you); and is as the beautiful
natural skin and visible sanction, index and outcome ofthem all. No king can rule without it; none but potential
kings can really have it. In the crude, what we call unbred
or Orson form all men of genius " have it; but see what it
avails some of them,-your Samuel Johnson, for instance,-m that crude form, who was so rich in it, too, in the crudeway! '

Withal it is perhaps a fortunate circumstance, that the
population has no wild notions, no political enthusiasms of
a New Era or the like. This, though in itself a dreary
and Ignoble item, m respect of the revolutionary Many, may
nevertheless be for good, if the Few shall be really high and
brave, as things roll on.

^
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Certain it is, there is noth.ng but vulgarity in our People's

expectations, resolutions or desires, in this Epoch. It is

all a peaceable mouldering or tumbling down from mere
rottenness and decay; whether slowly mouldering or

rapidly tumbling, there will be nothing found of real or true

in the rubbish-heap, but a most true desire of making
money easily, and of eating it pleasantly. A poor ideal for
" reformers," sure enough. But it is the fruit of long ante-

cedents, too ; and from of old, our habits in regard to " reform-

ation," or repairing what went wrong (as something is

always doing), have been strangely didactic! And to such
length have we at last brought it, by our wilful, conscious,

and now long-continued method of using varnish, instead

of actual repair by honest carpentry, of what we all knew
and saw to have gone undeniably wrong in our procedures

and affairs! Method deliberately, steadily, and even
solemnly continued, with much admiration of it from our-

selves and others, as the best and only good one, for above
two hundred years.

Ever since that annus mirabilis of 1660, when Oliver

Cromwell's dead clay was hung on the gibbet, and a much
easier " reign of Christ " under the divine gentleman called

Charles 11. was thought the fit thing, this has been our steady

method : varnish , varnish ; if a thing have grown so rotten that

it yawns palpable, and is so inexpressibly ugly that the eyes

of the very populace discern it and detest it,—bring out a
new pot of varnish, with the requisite supply of putty; and
lay it on handsomely. Don't spare varnish; how well it

will all look in a few days, if laid on well ! Varnish alone is

cheap and is safe ; avoid carpentering, chiselling, sawing and
hammering on the old quiet House;—dry rot is in it, who
knows how deep; don't disturb the old beams and junctures;

varnish, varnish, if you will be blessed by gods and men!
This is called the Constitutional System, Conservative System,
and other fine names; and this at last has its fruits,—such

as we see. Mendacity hanging in the very air we breathe;

all men become, unconsciously or half or wholly consciously,

liars to their own souls and to other men's; grimacing,

finessing, pcriphrasing, in continual liypocrisy of word, by
way of varnish to continual past, present, future misper-

formance of thing:—clearly sincere about nothing whatever,

except in silence, about the appetites of their own huge belly,
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and the readiest method of assuaging these. From a Popula-
tion of that sunk kind, ardent only in pursuits that are low
and m industries that are sensuous and beaverish, there is
little peril of human enthusiasms, or revolutionary transports
such as occurred in 1789, for instance. A low-minded pecus
all that; essentially torpid and ignavum, on all that is hieh
or nobly human in revolutions.

It is true there is in such a population, of itself, no help
at all towards reconstruction of the wreck of vour Niagara
plunge; of themselves they, with whatever cry 'of " liberty

"

in their mouths, a :nexorably marked by Destinv as slaves
and not even ihc ..nmortal gods could make them free —
except by making them anew and on a different pattern
No help m them at all, to your model Aristocrat, or to any
noble man or thing. But then likewise there is no hindrance
or a minimum of it ! Nothing there in bar of the noble Few'
who we always trust will be born to us, generation after
generation; and on whom and whose living of a noble and
V ahantly cosmic life amid the worst impediments and hugest
anarchies, the whole of our hope depends. Yes, on them
only! If amid the thickest welter of surrounding gluttony
and baseness, and what must be reckoned bottomless anarchy
from shore to shore, there be found no man, no small but
invincible minority of men, capable of keeping themselves
free from all that, and of living a heroically human life, while
the millions round them are noisily living a mere beaverish or
doghke one then truly all hope is gone. But we always
struggle to believe Not. Aristocracy by title, by fortune and
position, who can doubt but there are still precious possibilities
among the chosen of that class ? And if that fail us, there is
still, we hope, the unclassed Aristocracy by nature, not incon-
siderable m numbers, and supreme in faculty, in wisdom
human talent,nobleness and courage," who derive their patent
of nobihty direct from Almighty God." If indeed these also
fail us and are trodden out under the unanimous torrent of
brutish hoofs and hobnails, and cannot vindicate themselves
into clearness here and there, but at length cease even to

?^ '^'~:?i!5"
^"^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^" ended: national death, scan-

dalous Copper-Captaincy" as of France, stern Russian
Abolition and Erasure as of Poland; in one form or another
well deserved annihilation, and dismissal from God's universe
that and nothing else lies ahead forouronce heroicEngland too'
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How many of our Titular Aristocracy will prove real gold

when thrown into the crucible ? That is always a highly inter-

esting question to me; and my answer, or guess, has still

something considerable of hope lurking in it. But the

question as to our Aristocracy by Patent from God the Maker,

is infinitely interesting. How many of these, amid the ever-

increasing bewilderments, and welter of impediments, will be

able to develop themselves into something of Heroic 'Veil-

doing by act and by word? How many of them will be

drawn, pushed and seduced, their very docility and lovingness

assisting, into the universal vulgar whirlpool of Parliamenteer-

ing, Newspapering, Novel-writing, Comte-Philosophy-ing,

immortal Versewriting, etc., etc. (if of vocal turn, as they

mostly will be, for some time yet).' How mony, by their too

desperate resistance to the unanimous vulgar of a Public

round them, will become spasmodic instead of strong; and
will be overset, and trodden out, under the hoofs and hob-

nails above said ? Will there, in short, prove to be a recognis-

able small nucleus of Invincible 'Apta-Toi fighting for the

Good Cause, in their various wisest ways, and never ceasing

or slackening till they die ? This is the question of questions,

on which all turns; in the answer to this, could we give it

clearly, as no man can, lies the oracle-response, " Life for

)0U," " Death for you "
! Looking into this, there are fearful

dubitations many. But considering what of Piety, the

devoutest and the bravest yet known, there once was in

England, and how extensively, in stupid, maundering and
degraded forms, it still lingers, one is inclined timidly to hope
the best

!

The best : for if this small Aristocratic nucleus can hold out

and work, it is in the sure case to increase and increase; to

become (as Oliver once termed it) " a company of poor men,
who will spend all their blood rather." An openly belligerent

company, capable at last of taking the biggest slave Nation by
the beard, and saying to it, " Enough, ye slaves, and servants

of the mud-gods ; all this must cease ! Our heart abhors all

this; our soul is sick under it; God's curse is on us while this

lasts. Behold, we will all die rather than that this last.

Rather all die, we say ;—what is your view of the correspond-

ing alternative on your own part? " I see well it must at

length come to battle ; actual fighting, bloody wrestling, and
a great deal of it : but were it unit against thousand, or against
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thousand-thousand on the above terms, I know the issueand have no fear about it. That also is an issue which hasbeen often tned ,n Human History; and, " while God Hves '

--<I hope the phrase is not yet obsolete, for the fact is eternalhough so many have forgotten it!)-said issue can or will
laii only one way.

VI

m?
What we can ex,>ect this Aristocracy of Nature to do for
- They are of two kinds: the Speculative, speaking or

Mient. These are of brother quality; but they go very different
oads: -men of genius^' they all emphaticall/ are, the

.

inspired Gift of God " lodged in each of them They domfinitely concern the world and us; especially that first orspeaking class -provided God have " touched their lips withhs hallowed fire"! Supreme is the importance of theseIhey are our inspired speakers and seers, the light of theworld; who are to deliver the world from its swanneries, its

LTs^SirJ^/ °^ other);-priceless and indispensable

Nevertheless it is not of these I mean to speak at present-
the topic is far too wide, nor is the call to it so immediateh'
pressing These Sons of Wisdom, gifted to speak as withhallowed hps a real God's-message to us,-I don't muchexpect they will be numerous, for a long while yet, nor evenperhaps appear at all in this time of swarmeries, or be disposed
to speak their message to such audience as there is. And if

th Vl' ti' u r" '* i "°
V'^"" "'>' ^^^'^^^' ^' ^"y "portal's,that thev could learn their feasible way of doing it. For agreat while yet, most of them will fly off into "

Literature "
in o what they call Art, Poetry and the like; and will ma niy^ase themselves in that inane region,-fallen so inane in ourmaa era Alas though born Sons of Wisdom, they are notexempt from all our " Swarmeries," but only from the grosse

refin^nl'
'"'• ^\ "^ " ""'''' " ^^^^^^ ^^ ^"^ so forty's arefined Swarmery: the most refinednow^oine: and come ^ to

vekr" 'TnH /-n^'i'T ^
T'''''''

°"^ ^^°^^ ^ thousand
year. And i. still undoubtmgly sanctioned, canonised andniarked sacred, by the unanimous vote of cultivated personsto this hour. How stir such questions in the present limits ?
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Or in fact, what chance is there that a guess of mine, in regard
to what these born Sons of Wisdom in a yet unborn section
of Time will say, or to how they will say it, should avail in

the least my own contcmjjorarics, much less them or theirs?
Merely on a point or two I will hint what my poor wish is

;

and know well enough that it is the drawing a bow, not at a
venture indeed, but into th. l-nost utterly dark.

First, then, with regard to Art, Poetry and the 1"
, hich

at present is esteemed the supreme of aims for vorul ^ -. ius,
I hope my literary Aristos will pause, and seriously make
question before embarking on that; and perhap. will end,
in spite of the Swarmcries abroad, by devoting his divine
faculty to something far higher, far more vital to us. Poetry ?

It is not pleasant singing that we want, but wise and earnest
speaking:—"Art," "High Art," etc., are very fme and
ornamental, but only to persons sitting at their ease: to
persons still wrestling with deadly chaos, and still fighting
for dubious existence, they are a mockery rather. Our
Aristos, well meditating, will perhaps discover that the
genuine " Art " in all times is a higher synonym for God
Almighty's Facts,—which come to us direct from Heaven,
but in so abstruse a condition, and ( annot be read at all till

the better intellect interpret them. That is the real function
of our Aristos and of his divine gift. Let him think well of
this

! He will find that all real " Art " is definable as Fact, or
say as the disimprisoned " Soul of Fact; " that any other kind
of Art, Poetry or High Art is quite idle in comparison.
The Bible itself has, in all changes of theory about it, this

as its highest distinction, that it is the truest of all Books ;—
Book springing, every word of it, from the intensest convic-
tions, from the very heart's core, of those who penned it.

And has not that been a " successful " Bock.' Did all the
Paternoster-Rows of the world ever hear of one so " success-
ful "! Homer's Iliad, too, that great Bundle of old Greek
Ballads, is nothing of a Fiction ; it is the tritest a Patriotic !i

Balladsinger, rapt into paroxysm and enthusiasm for the i|

honour of his native Country and native Parish, could manage \

j

to sing. To " sing," you will observe; always sinsrs,—pine l!

often rusty, at a loss for metre (fiinging-in his yc, fuv, S<); ij

a rough, laborious, wallet-bearing man; but with his heart
;|

rightly on fire, when the audience goes with him, and " hangs
j!

on him with greed " (as he ays they often do). Homer- •
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Iliad I almost reckon next to the Bible; so stubbornly
sincere is it too, though in a far different element, and a far
shallower.

" Fiction,"—my friend, you will be surprised to discover
at last what alarming cousinship it has to Lying : don't go
into Fiction," you Aristos, nor concern yourself with " Fine
Literature," or Coarse ditto, or the unspeakable glories and
rewards of pleasing your generation; which you are not sent
hither to please, first of all ! In general, leave " Literature "

the thing called " Literature " at present, to run through its
rapid fermentations (how more and more rapid they are in
these years!), and to fluff itself off into Nothing, in its own
way,—like a poor bottle of soda-water with the cork sprung-
—It won't be long. Tn our time it has become all the rage •

highest noblemen and dignitaries courtmg a new still higher
glory there; innumerable men, women and children rushing
towards It, yearly ever more. It sat painfully in Grub Street
in hungry garrets, so long; some few heroic martyrs always
serving in it, among such a miscellany of semi-fatuous worth-
less ditto, courting the bubble reputation in worse than the
cannon's mouth; in general, a very flimsy, foolish set. But
that little company of martyrs has at last lifted Literature
furiously or foammgly high in the world. Goes like the Ice-
land geysers in our time,—like uncorked soda-water -—and
will, as I said, soon have done. Only wait: in fifty years I
should guess, all really serious souls will have quitted that
mad province, left it to the roaring populaces; and for any
Noble-man or useful person it will be a credit rather to declare

I never tried Literature; believe me, I have not written any-
thing; —and we of " Literature " by trade, we shall sink
again, I perceive, to the rank of street-fiddling; no higher
rank, though with endless increase of sixpences flung into the
hat. Of " Literature " keep well to windward, my serious
inend !

—

" But is not Shakspeare the highest genius ? " Yes, of all
the Intellects of Mankind that have taken the speaking shape
I mcline to think him the most divinely gifted; clear all-
piercing like the sunlight, lovingly melodious; probably the
noblest human Intellect in that kind. And yet of Shakspeare
too. It IS not the Fiction that I admire, but the Fact; to say
truth, what I most of all admire are the traces he shows of a
talent that could have turned the History of England into a
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kind of Iliad, almost perhaps into a kind of Bible. Manifest
traces that way; something of epic in the cycle of hasty Frag-
ments he has yielded us (slaving for his bread in the Bankside
Theatre);—and what a work wouldn't that have been ! Marl-
borough said. He knew no English History but what he had
got from Shakspeare;—and truly that is still essentially the
serious and sad fact for most of us; Fact thrice and four
times lamentable, though Marlborough meant it lightly.
Innumerable grave Books there are; but for none of us any real
History of England, intelligible, profitable, or even conceivable
in almost any section of it

!

To write the History of England as a kind of Bible (or in
parts and snatches, to sing it if you could), this were work for
the highest Aristos or series of Aristoi in Sacred Literature
(really a sacred kind, this); and to be candid, I discover
hitherto no incipiences of this; and greatly desire that there
were some

! Some I do expect (too fondly perhaps, but they
seem to me a sine qua non) from the Writing and Teaching
Heroes that will yet be bom to us. For England too (equally
with any Judah whatsoever) has a History that is Divine; an
Eternal Providence presiding over every step of it, now in sun-
shine and soft tones, now in thunder and storm, audible to
millions of awe-struck valiant hearts in the ages that are gone;
guiding England forward to its goal and work, which too has
been highly considerable in the world! The "interpreta-
tion " of all which, in the present ages, has (what is the root
of all our woes) fallen into such a set of hands ! Interpreta-
tion scandalously ape-like, I must say; impious, blasphe-
mous;—totally incredible withal. Which Interpretation will
have to become pious and human again, or else—or else
vanish into the Bottomless Pit and carry us and our England
along with it! This, some incipiences of this, I gradually
expect from the Heroes that are coming. And in fact this,
taken in full compass, is the one thing needed from them;
and all other things are but branches of this.
For example, I expect, as almost the first thing, new defini-

tions of Liberty from them; gradual extinction, slow but
steady, of the stupid "swarmeries" of mankind on this
matter, and at length a complete change of their notions on
it. " Superstition and idolatry," sins real and grievous, sins
ultimately ruinous, wherever found,—this is now our English,
our Modem European form of them; Political, not Theo-

' L
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logical now! England, Modem Europe, will have to quit
them or die. They are sins of a fatal slow-poisonous nature •

not permitted m this Universe. The poison of them is not
mteUectual dimness chiefly, but torpid unveracity of heart:
not mistake of road, but want of pious earnestness in seeking
your road. Insincerity, unfaithfulness, impiety:—careless
tumbhng and buzzing about, in blind, noisy, pleasantly
companionable " swarms," instead of solitary questioniii
of yourself and of the Silent Oracles, which is a sad, sore and
painful duty, though a much incumbent one upon a man.
The meaning of Liberty, what it veritably signifies in the
speech of men and gods, will gradually begin to appear again?
Were that once got, tlit eye of England were couched; poor
honest England would again see,—I will fancy with what
horror and amazement,—the thing she had grown to in this
interim of swanneries. To show this poor well-meaning
England, Whom it were desirable to furnish with a " suffrage "
and Whom with a dog-muzzle (and plenty of fresh water on
the streets), agamst rabidity in the hot weather:—what a
work for our Hero speakers that are coming!—

I hope also they will attack earnestly, and at length extin-
guish and eradicate, this idle habit of " accounting for the
Moral Sense," as they phrase it. A most singular problem:—
instead of bending every thought to have more and ever more
of Moral Sense," and therewith to irradiate your own poor
soul, and all its work, into something of divineness, as the one
thing needful to you in this world! A very futile problem
that other, my friends; futile, idle, and far worse; leading to
what UoT&l Ruin you little dream of! The Moral Sense,
thank God, is a thing you never will " account for; " that if
you could think of it, is the perennial Miracle of Man; in all
times, visibly connecting poor transitory Man here on this
bewildered Earth with his Maker, who is Eternal in the
Heavens. By no Greatest Happiness Principle, Greatest
Nobleness Principle, or any Principle whatever, will you make
that in the least clearer than it already is;—forbear, I say
or you may darken it away from you altogether!

'

"Two'
things," says the memorable Kant, deepest and most logical
of Metaphysical Thinkers, "Two things strike me dumb-
the infinite Starry Heaven; and the Sense of Right and
Wrong m Man."i Visible Infinities, both; say nothing of

» "Zwei Dinge erfuUeQ das Gemuth mit immer neuer undzunehmendp'-

I* i
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them; don't try to " account for them; " for you can say
nothing wise.

On the whole, I hope our Hero will, by heroic word, and
heroic thought and act, make manifest to mankind that
" Reverence for God and for Man " is not yet extinct, but
only fallen into disastrous comatose sleep, and hideously
dreaming; that the " Christian Religion itself is not dead,"
that the soul of it is alive forevermore,—and only the dead
and rotting body of it is now getting burial. The noblest of
modem Intellects, by far the noblest we have had since
Shakspeare left us, has said of this Religion: " It is a Height
to vyhich the Human Species were fitted and destined to
attain; and from which, having once attained it, they can
never retrograde." Permanently, never. Never, they;—
though individual Nations of them fatally can ; of which I
hope poor England is not one? Though, here as elsewhere,
the buricd-process does offer ghastly enough phenomena:
Ritualisms, Puseyisms, Arches-Court Law:„iits, Cardinals of
Westminster, etc., etc.;—making night hideous ! For a time
and tim - ;nd half a time, as the old Prophets used to say.
Or . ; hoping friends, yet more sanguine than I fully

dare
, has these zealous or enthusiast words: " A very

great ik,' surely, is going on in these days,—has been
begun, and is silently proceeding, and cannot easily stop, under
all the flying dungheaps of this new ' Battle of the Giants

'

flinging their Dung-FeMon on their Dung-Ossa, in these ballot-
boxing. Nigger-emancipating, empty, dirt-eclipsed days:—
no less a ' work ' than that of restoring God and whatever
was Godlike in the traditions and recorded doings of Man-
kind; dolefully forgotten, or sham-remembered, as it has
been, for long degraded and degrading hundreds of years,
latterly! Actually this, if you understand it well. The
essential, still awful and ever-blessed Fact of all that was
meant by ' God and the Godlike * to men's souls is again
struggling to become clearly revealed; will extricate itself

from what some of us, too irreverently in our impatience, call
' Hebrew old-clothes; ' and will again bless the Nations; and

Bewunderung und Ehrfurcht, je after und anhaltender sich das Nach-
denken damit beschaftigt: der bestirnte Himmel iiber mir, und tUu
moralische Gesetz in mir," . . . u. s. w. Kant's Sdmmtliche Wtrk»
(Roseokranz and Schubert's edition, Leipzig, 1838), viii. 313.

I La
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heal them from their basenesses, and unendurable woes, and
wanderings m the company of madness! This Fact lodces
not exclusively or specially in Hebrew Garnitures, Old or
New; but in the Heart of Nature and of Man forevermore.
And K not less certain, here at this hour, than it ever was at
any Sinai whatsoever. Kant's ' Two things that strike me
dumb; —these are perceptible at Konigsberg in Prussia,
or at Channg-cross in London. And all eyes shall yet see
them better; and the heroic Few, who are the salt of the earth,
shall at ength see them weU. With results for everybody!A great

^
work

' indeed; the greatness of which beggars all

VII

Of the second, or silent Industrial Hero, I may now say
something, as more within my limits and the reader's.

This Industrial hero, here and there recognisable andknown to me as developing himself, and as an opulent and
dignified kind of man, is already ahnost an Aristocrat by
class. And If his chivalry is still somewhat in the Orson form,
he IS already by intermarriage and otherwise coming into
contact with the Aristocracy by *itle; and by degrees will
acquire the fit Valeniinism, and other more important
advantages there He cannot do better than unite with
this naturally noble kind of Aristocrat by title; the Indus-
tnal noble and this one are brothers bom; called and im-
pelled to cooperate and go together. Their united result
IS what we want from both. And the Noble of the Future-
If there be any such, as I well discern there must,-will havegrown out of both. A new "Valentine;" and perhaps a
considerably improved,-by such contact with his wild
Urson kinsman and with the earnest veracities this latter hr-
learned in the Woods and the Dens of Bears
The Practical " man of genius " will probably tiot be alto-pther absent from the Reformed Parliament :-his Make-Mteve,the vulgar millionaire (truly a " bloated " specimen,

S^A^il"''^
*° ^^ ^""^S^e^t there; and along with the multi'tude oi brass gumeas, it will be very salutary to have a gold

finnl" ^°]r^ ^"^ °"t of Parliament, our Practical hero wiU
find no end of work ready for him. It is he that has to
recivilise, out of its now utter savagery, the world of Industry •
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—think what a set of items: To change nomadic contract
into permanent; to annihilate the soot and dirt and squalid
horror now defacing this England, once so clean and comely
while It was poor; matters sanitary (and that not to the
body only) for his people; matters governmental for them;
matters etc., etc.:—no want of work for this Hero, through a
great many generations yet

!

And indeed Reformed Parliament itself, with or without
his presence, will, you would suppose, have to start at once
upon the Industrial question and go quite deep into it.

That of Trades Union, in quest of its " Four eights," » with
assassin pistol in its hand, will at once urge itself on Reformed
Parliament: and Reformed Parliament will give us Blue
Books upon it, if nothing farther. Nay, almost still more
urgent, and what I could reckon,—as touching on our Ark
of the Covenant, on sacred " Free Trade " itself,—to be the
preliminary of all, there is the immense and universal question
oi Cheap and Nasty. Let me explain it a little.

" Cheap and nasty; " there is a pregnancy in that poor
vulgar proverb, which I wish we better saw and valued ! It
IS the rude indignant protest of human nature against a
mischief which, in all times and places, haunts it or lies near
it, and which never in any time or place was so like utterly
overwhelming it as here and now. Understand, if you will
consider it, that no good man did, or ever should, encourage
" cheapness " at the ruinous expense of unfitness, which is
always infidelity, and is dishonourable to a man. If I want
an article, let it be genuine, at whatever price; if the price
is too high for me, I will go without it, unequipped with it
for the present,—I shall not have equipped myself with a
hypocrisy, at any rate ! This, if you n. 'U reflect, is primarily
the rule of all purchasing and all producing men. They
are not permitted to encourage, patronise, or in any form
countenance the working, wearing or acting of Hypocrisies in
this world. On the contrary, they are to hate all such with
a perfect hatred; to do their best in extinguishing them as
the poison of mankind. This is the temper for purchasers of
work: how much more for that of doers and producers of
It! Work, every one of you, like the Demiurgus or Eternal

• " Eight hours to work, eight hours to play.
Eight hours to sleep, and eight shillings a day! "

Reformed Workman's Pisgak Song.

\

.
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World-builder; work, none of you, like the Diabolus or
Uenier and Destroyer,—under penalties

!

And now, if this is the fact, that you are not to purchase
to make or to vend any ware or product of the " cheap and
nasty genus, and cannot in any case do it without sin, and
even treason against the Maker of you,-<:onsider what a
quanttiy of sin, of treason, petty and high, must be accumu-
^tmgm poor England every day ! It is certain as the National
Debt; and what are all National money Debts, in compari-
son! Do you know the shop, saleshop, workshop, industrial
establishment temporal or spiritual, in broad England, where
genuine work is to be had ? I confess I hardly do; the more
is my sorrow! For a whole Pandora's Box of evils lies in
that one fact, my friend; that one is enough for us, and

"^Yt?^ -r
^^ *^^ ^^^ summary of all. Universal shoddy

^^u ^7" s-dust cunningly varnished over; that is what you
will find presented you in all places, as ware invitingly cheap
If your experience is like mine. Yes; if Free Trade is the
new religion, and if Free Trade do mean Free racing with
unlimited velocity in the career of Cheap and Nasty—our
Practical hero will be not a little anxious to deal with that
question. Infinitely anxious to see how " Free Trade "

with such a devil in the belly of it, is to be got tied again'a
little and forbidden to make a very brute of itself at this
rate

!

Take one small example only. London bricks are reduced
to dry clay again in the course of sixty years, or sooner
Bruks,hum them rightly, build them faithfully, with mortar
faithfully tempered, they will stand, I believe, barring
earthquakes and cannon, for 6000 years if you like ' Etrus
can Pottery (baked day, but rightly baked) is some woo
years of age, and still fresh as an infant. Nothing I know of
IS more lasting than a well-made brick;—we have them here
at the head of this Garden (wall once of a Manor Park)'
which are in their third or fourth century (Henry Eighth s
tune, I was told), and still perfect in every particular.
Truly the state of London houses and London house-

building, at this time, who shall express how detestable it is
how frightful! " Not a house this of mine," said one in-
dignant gentleman, who had searched the London Environs
all around for any bit of Villa, '« Alpha "-cottage or Omega
which were less mhuman, but found none: "Not a built
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house, but a congeries of plastered bandboxes; shambling
askew in all joints and corners of it; creaking, quaking
under every step ;—filling you with disgust and despair!"
For there lies in it not the Physical mischief only, but the
Moral too, which is far more. I have often sadly thought
of this. That a fresh human soul should be bom in such a
place; born in the midst of a concrete mendacity; taught at
every moment not to abhor a lie, but to think a lie all proper,
the fixed custom and general law of man, and to twine its

young affections round that sort of object

!

England needs to be rebuilt once every seventy years.
Build it once rightly, the expense will be, sav, fifty per cent,
more; but it will stand till the Day of Judgment. Every
seventy years we shall save the expense of building all
England over again! Say nine-tenths of the expense, say
three-fourths of it (allowing for the changes necessary or
permissible in the change of things); and in rigorous arith-
metic, such is the saving possible to you; lying under your
nose there; soliciting you to pick it up,—by the mere act of
behaving like sons of Adam, and not like scandalous esurient
Phantasms and sons of Bel and the Dragon.
Here is a thrift of money, if you want money! The

money-saving would (you can compute in what short length
of time) pay your National Debt for you; bridge the ocean
for you; wipe away your smoky nuisances, vour muddy
ditto, your miscellaneous ditto, and make the face of England
clean again;—and all this I reckon as mere zero in comparison
with the accompanying improvement to your poor souls,—
now dead in trespasses and sins, drowned in beer-butts, wine-
butts, in gluttonies, slaveries, quackeries, but recalled then
to blessed life again, and the sight of Heaven and Earth,
instead of Payday, and Meux and Co.'s Entire. Oh, my
bewildered Brothers, what foul infernal Circe has come over
you, and changed you from men once really rather noble of
their kind, into beavers, into hogs and asses, and beasts of
the field or the slum

! I declare I had rather die. . . .

One hears sometimes of religious controversies running
very high; about faith, works, grace, prevenient grace, the
Arches Court and Essays and Reviews;—into none of which
do I enter, or concern myself with your entering. One thing
I will remind you of, That the essence and outcome of all
religions, creeds and liturgies whatsoever is, To do one's

I

I
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ii
I

work in a faithful manner. Unhappy caitiff, what to you
is the use of orthodoxy, if with every stroke of your hammer
you are breaking all the Ten Commandments,—operating

upon Devil's-dust, and, with constant invocation of the

Devil, endeavouring to reap where you have not sown?

—

Truly, I think our Practical Aristos will address himself

to this sad question, almost as the primary one of all. It

is impossible that an Industry, national or personal, carried

on under " constant invocation of the Devil," can be a blessed

or happy one in any fibre or detail of it ! Steadily, in every

fibre of it, from heart to skin, that is and remains an Industry

accursed; nothing but bewilderment, contention, misery,

mutual rage, and continually advancing ruin, can dwell

there. Cheap and Nasty is not found on shop-counters

alone ; but goes down to the centre,—or indeed springs from

it. Overend - Gurney Bankruptcies, Chatham - and - Dover
Railway Financierings,—Railway " Promoters " generally,

(and no oakum or beating of hemp to give them, instead

of that nefarious and pernicious industry);—Sheffield Saw-
grinders and Assassination Company; " Four eights," and
workman's Pbgah Song: all these are diabolic short-cuts

towards wages; clutchings at money without just work
done ; all these are Cheap and Nasty in another form. The
glory of a workman, still more of a master-workman, That
he does his work well,ought to be his most precious possession

;

like " the honour of a soldier," dearer to him than life. That
is the ideal of the matter:—lying, alas, how far away from us

at present ! But if you yourseli demoralise your soldier, and
teach him continually to invoke the Evil Genius and to dis-

honour himself,—what do you expect your big Army will

grow to ?

—

" The prestige of England on the Continent," I am told, is

much decayed of late; which is a lamentable thing to various

Editors ; tome not. " Prestige, prcestigium, magical illusion,'

'

—I never understood that poor England had in her good
days, or cared to have, any " prestige on the Continent

"

or elsewhere ; England was wont to follow her own affairs in

a diligent heavy-laden frame of mind, and had an almost

perfect stoicism as to what the Continent, and its extraneous

ill-informed populations might be thinking of her. Nor is
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it yet of the least real importance what " prestiges, magical

illusions," as to England, foolish neighbours may take up;

important only one thing, What England is. The account

of that in Heaven's Chancery, I doubt, is very bad: but as

to " prestige," I hope the heart of the poor Country would still

say, " Away with your prestige; that won't help me or hinder

me! The word was Napoleonic, expressive enough of a

Grand-Napoleonic fact: better leave it on its own side of the

Channel; not wanted here !

"

Nevertheless, unexpectedly, I have myself something to

tell you about English prestige. " In my young time," said

lately to me one of the wisest and faithfulest German Friends

I ever had, a correct observer, and much a lover both of his

own country and of mine, " In my boyhood " (that is, some

fifty years ago, in Wurzburg country, and Central Germany),
" when you were going to a shop to purchase, wise people

would advise you: ' If you can find an English article of the

sort wanted, buy that; it will be a few pence dearer; but it

will prove itself a well-made, faithful and skilful thing; a

comfortable servant and friend to you for a long time ;
better

buy that.' And now," continued he, " directly the reverse

is the advice given: ' If you find an English article, don't

buy that; that will be a few pence cheaper, but it will prove

only a more cunningly devised mendacity than any of the

others; avoid that above all.' Both were good advices;

the former fifty years ago was a good advice; the latter is

now." Would to Heaven this were a prastigium or magical

illusion only !

—

But to return to our Aristocracy by title.

\

VIII

Orsonism is not what will hinder our Aristocracy from still

reigning, still, or much farther than now,—to the very utmost

limit of their capabilities and opportunities, in the new times

that come. What are these opportunities,—granting the

capability to be (as I believe) very considerable if seriously

exerted?—This is a question of the highest interest just now.

In their own Domains and land territories, it is evident

each of them can still, for certain years and decades, be a

complete king; and may, if he strenuously try, mould and

manage everything, till both his people and his dominion

i
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correspond gradually to the ideal he has formed. Refractory
subjects he has the means of banishing; the relation between
all classes, from the biggest farmer to the poorest orphan
ploughboy, are under his control; nothing ugly or unjust
or improper, but he could by degrees undertake steady war
agamst, and manfully subdue or extirpate. Till all his

Domain were, through every field and homestead of it, and
were maintained in continuing and being, manlike, decorous,
fit; comely to the eye and to the soul of whoever wisely
looked on it, or honestly Hved in it. This is a beautiful ideal

;

which might be carried out on all sides to indefinite lengths,
not in management of land only, but in thousandfold coun-
tenancing, protecting and encouraging of human worth, and
<iwcountenancing and sternly repressing the want of ditto,

wherever met with among surrounding mankind. Till the
whole surroundings of a nobleman were made noble like

himself: and all men should recognise that here verily was a
bit of kinghood ruling " by the Grace of God," in difficult

circumstances, but not in vain.

This were a way, if this were commonly adopted, of by
degrees reinstating Aristocracy in all the privileges, author-
ities, reverences and honours it ever had in its palmiest times,
under any Kaiser Barbarossa, Henry Fowler (Heinrtch der
Vogler), Henry Fine -Scholar {Bean- derc), or Wilhelmus
Bastardus the Acquirer: this would be divine; blessed is

every individual that shall manfully, all his life, solitary or
in fellowship, address himself to this ! But, alas, this is an
ideal, and I have practically little faith in it. Discernmg well
how/«r would seriously adopt this as a trade in life, I can
only say, " Blessed is every one that does ! "—Readers can
observe that only zealous aspirants to be " noble " and
worthy of their title (who are not a numerous class) could
adopt this trade; and that of these few, only the fewest, or
the actually noble, could to much effect do it when adopted.
" Management of one's land on this principle," yes, in some
degree this might be possible: but as to " fostering merit

"

or human worth, the question would arise (as it did with a
late Noble Lord still in wide enough esteem),^ '* What is

merit? The opinion one man entertains of another!"
[Hear, hear /] By this plan of diligence in promoting human
worth, you would do little to redress our griefs; this plan

* Lord PalmerstoD, in debate on Civil-Service Examination Proposal.
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would be a quenching of the fire by oil : a dreadful plan !
In

fact, this is what you may see everywhere going on just now;

this is what has reduced us to the pass we are at!—To

recognise merit, you must first yourself have it; to recognise

false merit, and crown it as true, because a long tail runs after

it, is the saddest operation under the sun ; and it is one you

have only to open your eyes and see every day. Alas, no:

Ideals won't carry many people far. To have an Ideal

generally done, it must be compelled by the vulgar appetite

there is to do it, by indisputable advantage seen in doing it.

And yet, in such an independent position; acknowledged

king of one's own territories, well withdrawn from the raging

inanities of " politics," leaving the loud rabble and their

spokesmen to consummate all that in their own sweet way,

and make Anarchy again horrible, and Government or real

Kmgship the thing desirable,—one fancies there might be

actual scope for a kingly soul to aim at unfolding itself, at

imprinting itself in all manner of beneficent arrangements and

improvements of things around it.

Schools, for example, schooling and training of its young

subjects in the way that they should go, and in the things that

they should do : what a boundless outlook that of schools, and

of improvement in school methods and school purposes, which

in these ages lie hitherto all superannuated and to a fright-

ful degree inapplicable ! Our schools go all upon the vocal

hitherto ; no clear aim in them but to teach the young creature

how he is to speak, to utter himself by tongue and pen;

—

which, supposing him even to have something to utter, as he so

very rarely has, is by no means the thing he specially wants

in our times. How he is to work, to behave and do; that is

the question for him, whirh he seeks the answer of in schools

;

—in schools, having now so little chance of it elsewhere. In

other times, many or most of his neighbours round him, his

superiors over him, if he looked well and could take example,

and learn by what he saw, were in use to yield him very much
of answer to this vitalest of questions: but now they do not,

or do it fatally the reverse way! Talent of speakmg grows

daily commoner among one's neighbours; amounts already

to a weariness and a nuisance, so barren is it of great benefit,

and liable to be of great hurt : but the talent of right conduct,

of wise and useful behaviour seems to grow rarer every day,

and is nowhere taught in the streets and thoroughfares any
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more. Right schoo*s \ver<? rever more desirable than now.
Nor ever more unat I'^able, Lv public clamoring and jargon-

ing, than now. Oi the wise Ruler (acknowledged kim^ in

his own territories), king r > nse- with the wise,and earnestly

pushing and endeavcuiing ;;,' his days, might do something
m it. It is true, I su )pose him to be capable of recognising

and searching; out " the tpiV," whi are apt no/ to be found on
the high roads at present, or only to be transiently passing

there, with closed lips, swift step, and possibly a grimmish
aspect of countenance, among the < )wd of loquacious sham-
wise. To be capable of actually recognising and discerning

these; and that is no small postulate (how great a one I know
well):—in fact, unless our Noble by rank be a Noble by nature,

little or no success is possible to us by him.

But granting this great postulate, what a field in the Non-
vocal School department, such as was nnt dreamt of before 1

Non-vocal ; presided over by whatev^er of Pious Wisdom this

King could eliminate from all comers of the impious world

;

and could consecrate with means and appliances for making
the new generation, by degrees, les^ impious. Tragical to

think of: Every new generation is born to us direct out of

Heaven; white as purest writing-paper, white as snow;

—

everything we please can be written on it ;—and our pleasure

and our negligence is. To begin blotching it, scrawlinp

smutching and smearing it, from the first day it sees the sun
towards such a consummation of ugliness, dirt and blackness

of darkness, as is too often visible. Woe on us ; there is no
woe hke this,—if we were not sunk in stupefaction, and had
still eyes to discern or souls to feel it !—Goethe has shadowed
out a glorious far-glancing specimen of that Non-vocal, or

very partially vocal kind of School. I my If remember to

have seen an extremely small but highly u eful and practi-

cable little comer of one, actually on work i? Glasnevin

Ireland about fifteen y a^s ago; and ha"e often thought i

it since.

IX

I always fancy there might much be o le in

military Drill withal. Beyond all other hoolir

supplement or even as succedaneum for a )ther,

wishes the entire Population could be tiiurouihl

V of

i>?

1;
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ito cooperative movement. intT individual behaviour,

, orrect, precise, and it once 'labitual and or fly as mathe-

matics, in all or in vcy many points -and ultimately in the

point of a tual Military Service , shoul uc. < be ret uired of it

!

That commanding and obeving, « ther jthing more,

IS it not the basis of all luman i iltur. igh* t all to have

it; and how many evtr do? 1 ofte; ay. me .ficial

Person, royal, sacerdotiil, schol istic, goven

times, who is still thurouiihly a th an'

great part a 1 pothesis and worn uthi,

attempting a iuty wh 1 he fails to do,-

me
eniai

I r^uuty, an

bug, proposi

Uhe Drill

' our
ot in

and
^eant

who is master i/f hi > wui-k, d who will perform it. By
Driii-Ser '^ant understand, not the man in three stripes alone

;

understand him as meanmg all such men, up to the Turenne,

to the Fnedr of Prus: a -he does his function, be is

genuine ; and ir ^ the highest to the lowest no one else does.

Ask your pc )r King's Ma est. , Captain-General of England,

Defender of the Faiti and so '^uch else; ask our poor

IMhop, J^acred Overset ot souls, -our poor Lawyer, sacred

bapenser of justice; your !X)or D or, ditto of health: they

will hII m wer, " Alas, no, worthy r, we are all of us unfor-

usr ely fallen t a lit* le, some of us altogether, into the

in s^^uiaTj or qu. i-humbag condition, and cannot help our-

selves; he a >npo he thrc- stripes , or of the gorget and baton,

does vvh h.j prei is t " ihat is the melancholy tact;

well wor a consir" g u present.—Nay, I often consider

farther if, in any unu^., the Drill-Sergeant himself fall

into the partly ima .--y or humbug condition (as is my
fright <^ul apprehensii . ( him here in England, on survey of

him u His marvellous Crimean expeditions, marvellous Court-

r lart revelations. Newspaper controversies, and the like),

h :, to become of that Country and its thrice-miserable

^>iu-Sergeant? Refomicd Parliament, I hear, has decided

i " thorough Army reform," as one of the first things,

that we shall at lengtl 1 have a perfect Army, field-worthy

i correct in all points, thinks Reformed Parliament ? Alas,

is;—and if the sky fall, we shall catch larks, tool-

But now, what is to hinder the acknowledged King in all

„omers of his territory, to introduce wisely a universal system

of Drill, not military only, but human in all kmds ; so that no

child or man bom in his territory might miss the benefit of it.

^K.M m .1
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—which would be immense to man, woman and child? I

would begin with it, in mild, soft forms, so soon almost as my
children were able to stand on their legs; and I would never
wholly remit it till they had done with the world and me.
Poor Wilderspin knew something of this; the great Goethe
evidently knew a great deal ! This of outwardly combined
and plainly consociated Discipline, in simultaneous movement
and action, which may be practical, symbolical, artistic,

mechanical in all degrees and modes,—is one of the noblest
capabilities of man (most sadly undervalued hitherto); and
one he takes the greatest pleasure in exercising and unfolding,

not to mention at all the invaluable benefit it would aflford

him if unfolded. From correct marching in line, to rhythmic
dancing in cotillon or minuet,—and to infinitely higher
degrees (that of symboling in concert your " first reverence,"

for instance, supposing reverence and symbol of it to be both
sincere!)—there is a natural charm in it; the fulfilment of a
deep-seated, universal desire, to all rhythmic social creatures

!

In man's heaven-bom Docility, or power of being Educated,
it is estimable as perhaps the deepest and richest element;
or the next to that of music, of Sensibility to Song, to Har-
mony and Number, which some have reckoned the deepest
of all. A richer mine than any in California for poor human
creatures; richer by what a multiple; and hitherto as good
as never opened,—worked only for the Fighting purpose.
Assuredly I would not neglect the Fighting purpose; no,
from sixteen to sixty, not a son of mine but should know the
Soldier's function too, and be able to defend his native soil

and self, in best perfection, when need came. But I should
not begin with this; I should carefully end with this, after

careful travel in innumerable fruitful fields by the way
leading to this.

It is strange to me, stupid creatures of routine as we mostly
are, how in all education of mankind, this of simultaneous
Drilling into combined rhythmic action, for almost all good
purposes, has been overlooked and left neglected by the
elaborate and many-sounding Pedagogues and Professorial

Persons we have had, for the long centuries past ! It really

should be set on foot a little; and developed gradually into
the multiform opulent results it holds for us. As might well
be done by an acknowledged king in his own territory, if he
were wise. To all children of men it is such an entertainment,

.
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when you set them to it. I beHeve the vulgarest Cockney
crowd, flung out millionfold on a Whit-Monday, with nothing

but beer and dull folly to depend on for amusement, would at

once kindle into something human, if you set them to do
almost any regulated act in common. And would dismiss

their beer and dull foolery, in the silent charm of rhythmic
human companionship, in the practical feeling, probably new,

that all of us are made on one pattern, and are, in an un-

fathomable way, brothers to one another.

Soldier-Drill, for fighting purposes, as I have said, would
be the last or finishing touch of all these sorts of Drilling;

and certainly the ackno\»iedged king would reckon it not

the least important to him, but even perhaps the most so,

in these peculiar times. Anarchic Parliaments and Penny
Newspapers might perhaps grow jealous of him ; in any case,

he would have to be cautious, punctilious, severely correct,

and obey to the letter whatever laws and regulations they

emitted on the subject. But that done, how could the most
anarchic Parliament, or Penny Editor, think of forbidding

any fellow-citizen such a manifest improvement on all the

human creatures round him? Our wise hero Aristocrat, or

acknowledged king in his own territory, would by no means
think of employing his superlative private Field-regiment in

levy of war against the most anarchic Parliament; but, on
the contrary, might and would loyally help said Parliament

in warring-down much anarchy worse than its rr^m, and so

gain steadily new favour from it. From it, and from all men
and gods ! And would have silently the consciousness, too,

that with every new Disciplined Man he was widening the

arena of ^nft-Anarchy, of God-appointed Order in this world

and Nation,—and was looking forward to a day, very distant

probably, but certain as Fate.

For I suppose it would in no moment be doubtful to him
that, between Anarchy and Anti-ditto, it would have to come
to sheer fight at last; ?nd that nothing short of duel to the

death could ever void that great quarrel. And he would have
his hopes, his assurances, as to how the victory would lie. For
everywhere in this Universe, and in every Nation that is not

divorced from it and in the act of perishing forever, Anti-

Anarchy is silently on the increase, at all moments: Aiiarchy

not, but contrariwise; having the whole Universe forever
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set against it; pushing :/ slowly, at all moments, towards
suicide and annihilation. To Anarchy, however million-

headed, there is no victory possible. Patience, silence,

diligence, ye chosen of the world! Slowly or fast, in the

course of time, you will grow to a minority that can actually

step forth (sword not yet drawn, but sword ready to be
drawn), and say :

" Here are we, Sirs ; we also are now minded
to vote,—to all lengths, as you may perceive. A company of

poor men (as friend Oliver termed us) who will spend all our
blood, if needful !

" What are Beales and his 50,000 roughs
against such; what are the noisiest anarchic Parliaments, in

majority of a million to one, against such? Stubble against

fire. Fear not, my friend ; the issue is very certain when it

comes so far as this

!

X
These are a kind of enterprises, hypothetical as yet, but

possible evidently more or less, and, in all degrees of them,
tending towards noble benefit to oneself and to all one's fellow-

creatures; which a man bom noble by title and by nature,
with ample territories and revenues, and a life to ''ispose of as
he pleased, might go into, and win honour b;, *^ven in the
England that now is. To my fancy, they are bright little

potential breaks, and uptumings, of that disastrous cloud
which now overshadows his best capabilities and him;—^as

every blackest cloud in this world has withal a "silver
lining; " and is, full surely, beshone by the Heavenly lights,

if we can get to that other side of it ! More of such fine possi-

bilities I might add: that of "Sanitary regulations," for

example; To see the divinely-appointed laws and conditions
of Health, at last, humanly appointed as well

; year after year,
more exactly ascertained, rendered valid, habitually practised,
in one's own Dominion; and the old adjective " Healthy "

once more becoming synonymous with " Holy,"—what a
conquest there! But I forbear; feeling well enough how
visionary these things look; and how aerial, high and spiritual
they are; little capable of seriously tempting, even for
moments, any but the highest kinds of men. Few Noble
Lords, I may believe, will think of taking this course; indeed
not many, as Noble Lords now are, could do much good in it.

Dilettantism will avail nothing in any of these enterprises;
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the law of them is, grim labour, earnest and continual;

certainty of many contradictions, disappointments; a life,

not of ease and pleasure, but of noble and sorrowful toil ; the
reward of it far off,—fit only for heroes

!

Much the readiest likelihood for our Aristocrat by title

would be that of coalescing nobly with his two Brothers, the

Aristocrats by nature, spoken of above. Both greatly need
him; especially the Vocal or Teaching one, wandering now
desolate enough, heard only as a Vox Clamantis e Deserto

;

—
though I suppose, it will be with the Silent or Industrial one,

as with the easier of the two, that our Titular first comes into

clear cooperation. This Practical hero. Aristocrat by nature,

and standing face to face and hand to hand, all his days, in life-

battle with Practical Chaos (with dirt, disorder, nomadism,
disobedience, folly and confusion), slowly coercing it into

Cosmos, will surely be the natural ally for any titular Aristo-

crat who is bent on being a real one as the business of his life.

No other field of activity is half so promising as the united
field which those two might occupy. By nature and position

they are visibly a kind of Kings, actual British " Peers " (or

Vice-Kings, in absence and abeyance of any visible King);
and might take manifold counsel together, hold manifold
"Parliament" together {Vox e Deserto sitting there as
" Bench of Bishops," possibly!)—^and might mature and
adjust innumerable things. Were there but Three Aristo-

crats of each sort in the whole of Britain, what beneficent

unreported " Parliamenta,"— actual human consultations

and earnest d'^ lo "ations, responsible to no ** Buncombe "

disturbed by .0 P nny Editor,—on what the whole Nine
were earnest ti. -'=. done! By degrees, there would some
beginnings of success and Cosmos be achieved upon this our
unspeakable Chaos; by degrees something of light, of pro-

phetic twilight, would be shot across its unfathomable dark
of horrors,—^prophetic of victory, sure though far away.
Penny-Newspaper Parliaments cannot legislate on any-

thing; they know the real properties and qualities of no thing,

and don't even try or want to know them,—know only what
" Buncombe " in its darkness thinks of them. No law upon
a thing can be made, on such terms; nothing but a mock-law,
which Nature silently abrogates, the instant your third read-

ing is done. But men in contact with the fact, and earnestly

jL
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questioning it, can at length ascertain what is the law of it,

—

what it will behove any Parliament (of the Penny-Newspaper
sort or other) to enact upon it. Whole crops and harvests of

authentic " Laws," now pressingly needed and not obtainable,

upon our new British Industries, Interests and Social Rela-

tions, I could fancy to be got into a state of forwardness by
small virtual " Parliaments " of this unreported kind,—^into

a real state of preparation for enactment by what actual

Parliament there was, itself so incompetent for " legislating
"

otherwise. These are ioul dreams? Well, let us hope not
altogether. Most certain it is, an immense Body of Laws
upon these new Industrial, Commercial, Railway, etc.,

Phenomena of ours are pressingly wanted; and none of

mortals knows where to get them. For example, the Rivers
and running Streams of England; primordial elements of

this our poor Birthland, face-features of it, created by Heaven
itself: Is Industry free to tumble out whatever horror of

refuse it may have arrived at into the nearest crystal brook?
Regardless of gods and men and little fishes. Is Free Indus-
try free to convert all our rivers into Acherontic sewers;

England generally into a roaring sooty smith's forge? Are
we all doomed to eat dust, as the Old Serpent was, and to
breathe solutions of soot? Can a Railway Company with
" Promoters " manage, hy feeing certain men in bombazeen,
to burst through your bedroom in the night-watches, and
miraculously set all your crockery jingling? Is an English-
man's house still his castle; and in what sense?—Examples
plenty

!

The Aristocracy, as a class, has as yet no thought of giving-

up the game, or ceasing to be what in the language of flattery

is called " Governing Class; " nor should, till it have seen
farther. In the better heads among them are doubtless
grave misgivings; serious enough reflections rising,—^perhaps

not sorrowful altogether; for there must be questions withal,
" Was it so very blessed a function, then, that of ' Govern-
ing ' on the terms given? " But beyond doubt the vulgw:
Noble Lord intends fully to continue the game,—with doubly
severe study of the new rules issued on it;—and will still,

for a good while yet, go as heretofore into Electioneering,

Parliamentary Engineering; and hope against hope to keep
weltering atop by some method r/ other, and to make a fit
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existence for himself in that miserable old way. An existence

filled with labour and anxiety, with disappointments and

disgraces and futilities I can promise him, but with little or

nothing else. Let us hope he will be wise to discern, and not

continue the experiment too long

!

He has lost his place in that element; nothing but services

of a sordid and dishonourable nature, betrayal of his own
Order, and of the noble interests of England, can gain him

even momentary favour there. He cannot bridle the wild

horse of a Plebs any longer:—for a generation past, he has

not even tried to bridle it; but has run panting and trotting

meanly by the side of it, patting its stupid neck; slavishly

plunging with it into any " Crimean " or other slough of

black platitudes it might ree! towards,—anxious he, only

not to be kicked away, not just yet; oh, not yet for a little

while! Is this an existence for a man of any honour; for a

man ambitious of more honour? I should say, not. And
he still thinks to hang by the bridle, now when his Plebs is

getting into the gallop? Hanging by its bridle, through

what steep brambly pkces (scratching out the very eye$ of

him, as is often enough observable), through what malo-

dorous quagmires and ignominious pools will the wild horse

drag him,—till he quit hold! Let him quit, in Heaven's

name. Better he should go yachting to ^geria, and shoot

lions for an occupied existence:—or stay at home, and hunt

rats? Why not? Is not, in strict truth, the Ratcatcher

our one teal British Nimrod now !—Game-preserving, High-

land deer-stalking, and the like, will soon all have ceased m
this over-crowded Country; and I can see no other business

•for the vulgar Noble Lord, if he will continue vulgar!

—
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